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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The military-developed curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research in
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissem-
ination to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum materials
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting.

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by project
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for
dissemination. Materials which were specific to the military
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either anitted or appro-
val for their use was obtained. These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials which can be adapted to support
vocational instruction and curriculum development.
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The National Center
Mission Statement

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob.
!ems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by

Generating knowledge through research

Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products

Operating information systems and
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE OR CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State University
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210

4 Telephone: 614/486-3655 or Toll Free 800/
848.4815 within the continental U.S.
(except Oh lo)

Military Curriculum
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

Information and Field
Services Division

The National Center for Research
in Vocational Edacation
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination Is . . .

an activity to increase the accessibility of
military-developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.

This project, funded by the U.S. Dffice of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form from the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Army, Marine Corps and Navy.

Access to military curriculum materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Understanding" between the U.S. Dffice of
Education and the Department of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, and courses
deemed applicable to vocational and tech-
nical education are selected for dissemination.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's designated representative to
acquire the materials and conduct the project
activities.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke, Ph.D., Director
National Center Clearinghouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.
Project Director
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What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided to the vocational
Curriculum Coordination Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational subject areas:

Agriculture
Aviation
Building &
Construction
Trades

Clerical
Dccupations

Communications
Drafting
Electronics
Engine Mechanics

Food Service
Health
Heating & Air
Conditioning

Machine Shop
Management &

Supervision
Meteorology &

Navigation
Photography
Public Service

The number of courses and the subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

How Can These
Materials Be Obtained ?.

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you to an instructional materials agency
closer to you.

CURRICULUM COORDINATION CENTERS

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass
Director
100 North First Street
Springfield, IL 62777
217/7824759

MIDWEST
Robert Patton
Director
1515 West Sixth Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377-2000

NORTHEAST
Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.
Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
609/292-6562

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17
Airdustrial Park
Olympia, WA 98504
206/753-0879

SOUTHEAST
James F. Shill, Ph.D.
Director
Mississippi State University
Drawer DX

Mississippi State, MS 39762
601/325-2510

WESTERN
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph.D.
Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96822
808/948.7834
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Course Description.

This block is the fifth in a ten block course providing training in electronic principles, use of basic test equipment, safety practices, circuit analysis,
soldering, digital techniques, microwave principles and troubleshooting basic circuits. Prerequisites to this block are Blocks I, II, III and IV covering
DC circuits, AC circuits, IRCl circuits, and solid state principles. Block VSolid State Power Supplies and Amplifiers contains eight modules covering
124 hours of instruction on power supply rectifiers and filters, power supply regulators, troubleshooting. wideband amplifiers, saturable reactors,
magnetic amplifiers, and synchro-servo systems. The module topics and respective hours follow:

Module 34
Module 35
Module 36
Module 37
Module 38
Module 39
Module 40
Module 41

Solid State Power Supply Rectifiers and Filters (12 hours)
Solid State Power Supply Regulators (7 hours)
Troubleshooting Solid State Power Supplies (36 hours)
Troubleshooting Solid State Power Amplifiers (12 hours)
Troubleshooting Solid State Narrow Band Amplifiers (38 hours)
Solid Suite Wideband Amplifiers (7 hours)
Saturable Reactors and Magnetic Amplifiers (5 hours)
SYnchroSsrvo Systems (7 hours)

This block contains both teacher and student materials. Printed instructor materials include a Plan of instruction detailing the units of instruction,
duration of the lessons, criterion objectives, and support materials needed. Student materials consist of a student text used for all the modules; eight
guidance packages containing obJectiveS, asSignments, and review exercises for each module; two handouts on troubleshooting solid state Power
supplies and troubleshooting solid state power amplifiers; and a digest of modules 34 through 41 for stucients who have some background in these
topics and only need to review the major points of instruction.

This material is designed for self. or group-paced instruction to be used with the remaining nine blocks. Most of the material can be adapted for
individualized instruction. Some additional military manuals and commercially produced texts are recommended for reference, but are not provided.
Audiovisuals suggested for use with the entire course consists. f 143 video tapes which are not provided.
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40.

DEPARTENT OF THE AIR FORCE
USAF Sch of Applied Ae:osp Sci (ATC)
Keesler Air Force Base, Mississippi 39534

FOREWORD

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 3AQR30020-1
6 November 1977.

1. PURPOSE: This publication is the ran of instruction (POI) when the
pages shown on page A are bound into a single document. The POI pres-
cribes the qualitative requirements for Course Number 3AQR30020-1, Elec-
tronic Principles (Modular Self-Paced) in terms of criterion objectives
and teaching steps presented by nodules of instruction and shows duration,
correlation with the training standard, and support materials and
guidance. When separated into modules of instruction, it becomes Part I
of the lesson plan. This POT was developed under the provisions of
ATCR 50-5, Instructional System Development, and ATCR 52-7, Plans of
Instruction and Lesson Plans.

2. COURSE DESIGN/DESCRIPTION. The instructional design for this course
is Modular Scheduling and Self-Pacing; however, this POI can also be
used for Croup Pacing. The course trains both non-prior service airmen
personnel and selected re-enlistees for subsequent entry into the equipment
oriented phase of basic courses supporting 303XX, 304XX, 307XX, 309:0 and
328XX ATSCs. Technical Training includes electronic principles, use of
basic test equipment, safety practices, circuit analysis, soldering, digital
techniques, microwave principles, an,' troubleshooting of basic circuits.
Students assigned to any one course will receive training only in those
modules needed to complement the training program in the equipment phase.
Related training includes traffic safety, commander's calls/briefings and
end of course appointments.

3. TRAINING EQUIPMENT. The number shown in parentheses after equipment
listed as Training Equipment under SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE is the
planned number of students assigned to each equipment unit.

4. REFERENCES. This plan of instruction is based on Course Training
Standard 1(E52-3AQR30020-1, 27 June 1975 and Course Chart 3AQR30020-1,
27 June 1975.

FORME COMMANDER

A7,1
U. A. 0 11E:. 62.11-,1FiRF
Commander
Tech Tng Gp Prov, 3395th

OPR: Tech Tng Cp Prov, 3395th
DISTRIBUTION: Listed on Page A



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Electronic principles
FLOCK MUNGER

V

BLOCK TITLE

Solid State Power Supplies and Amplifiers

1 COURSE CONTENT OUR ATION
(flours)

1. Solid State Power Supply Rectifiers and

a. Given the schematic diagram for an
half-wave rectifier, effective AC input voltage,
and a list of statements, select the statement
or identifies the current path; the output
peak output voltage; the output waveform.
Meas:

(1) Describe the purpose of a rectifier.

(2) Identify schematic diagram.

(:;) Explain operation in terms of

(a) current paths.

(b) input and output waveforms.

(c) input frequency and output

(d) peak output voltage.

(h) Show the effect of reversing

(5) Review voltage polarities as
tiirection.

i. raven the schematic diagram for an
ruil-.;!ave rectifier, effective AC input voltage,

and a lixt of statements, select the statement
or identifies the current paths; the output
peak output voltage; the output waveform.
Meas; %

(1) Identify schematic diagram.

Filters (Module 34)

unfiltered semiconductor
input frequency,

that describes and
ripple frequency; the
CTS: 4h(3), 5i(5)

ripple frequency.

the diode.

determined by current

unfiltered semiconductor
input.frequency,

that describes and
ripple frequency; the
CTS: 11 1, 5i(5)

12

(9/3)

(2)

(1)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE DATE I SIGNATURE DATE

PI. A4 CF INSTRUCTION NO.
:4=30020-1

DATE
20 November 1975

PAGE NO.
19
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Sht)
COURSE CONTENT

(2) Explain operation in terms of

(a) current paths.

(b) input and output waveforms.

(c) input frequency and output ripple frequency.

(d) peak output voltage.

(3) Explain the effect on output voltage due to the center
tapped transformer.

(0 Show the effect of reversing the diodes and the change
in output voltage polarity.

c. Given the scr4matic diagram for an unfiltered
semiconductor bridge re:Lsifier, effective AC input voltage, input
frequency, and a list of statements, select the statement that
describes and/or identifies the current paths; the output ripple
frequency; the peak output voltage; the out;ut waveform. CTS:
Meas: W

(1) Identify schematic diagram

(2) Explain operation in terms of

(a) current paths.

(1) input and output waveforms.

(c) input frequency and output ripple frequency.

(d) peak output voltage.

(;) Identify the output polarity with all diodes reversed.

Civen the schematic diagram for an unfiltered
-:.,;:1:1--)nductor three phase rectifier (full wave ), effective AC input
voitarc, input frequency and a list of statements, select the state
ment that describes and/or identifies the current paths; the output

!ripple frequency; the peak output voltage; the output waveform.
:).-j(1) Meass W

1

(1) Identify -Jchematic diagram

(2) Explain operation in terms of

(a) current paths.

(1.) input and output waveforms.

in
INO- N OF INSTRUCTION NO.

15

(1.5)

(1.5)
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

(c) input frequency and output ripple frequency.

(d) peak output voltage.

(3) Explain the method of changing the output polarity.

e. Given a list of statements, select the one that describes
the effect of filtering on half or u11 -wave rectification.
CTS: 5:1(1) Meass W

(1) Purpose of filter

(2) Identify proper placement of a capacitive filter.

0) Explain capacitive filter action in terms of

(a) charge and discharge paths.

(b) time constants.

(c) average output voltage.

(d) ripple amplitude.

(e) effect on average output voltage when the load
or filter capacitance is varied.

(L.) Identify proper placement of an inductive filter.

(5) Describe inductor filter action in terms of current
rcf-/altion.

(() Identify and explain the operation of the following
filter configurations.

(a) capacitive input I.

(b) inductive input L.

(c) LC pi.

(d) BC pi.

(7) Purpose and placement of a bleeder resistor in terms of

(a) personnel safety.

(b) regulation.

(8) Purpose and possible placement of surge resistors and
capacitors.

L

pt. AN Of INSTRUCTION NO.

34R30020-1

(2)

DATE
PAGE NO. 21

20 November 1975

ATC 133A 42e ""Ier "2" REPLACES ATC FORMS 337A, MAR 73, AND 77)A. AUG 72. 5011651 RILL SEPOPVM
APR 75 USED.
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'immimnmi7PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Slums)

COURSE CONTENT

f. Given a schematic diagram of a semiconductor voltage
doubler and the peak AC voltage, determine the peak output
voltage. CTS: 5j(2) Meas: W

(1) Identify the schematic diagram.

(2) Explain operation in terms of

(a) current paths.

(b) ripple frequency.

(c) peak output voltage.

(:;) Explain the method of changing the output polarity.

g. Given a sci...matic diagram and a list of statements, select
the one which describes an operation taking place in a semiconductor
voltage doubler. CTS: 51(2) Meas: W

(1) Identify current paths during each alternation.

(2) Differentiate between charging and discharging
resistance.

0) Explain the summing effect of the voltages developed
across the capacitors.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Uqdent Instructional Materials
UPGP-1:41 Solid State Power Supply Rectifiers and Filters
KLPSTV, Solid State Power Supplies and Amplifiers
KEP-110

Audiu Visual Aids
TVK ":0:;01A, Filters and Power Supplies
TVK :0:',471 Voltage Doubler
TVK ::0-2:61 Bridge Rectifiers

'Training, EquiQment

LCRC Filtering Characteristics Trainer 4865 (1)
Orcilloscope (1)
Multimeter (1)

Training' Methods
Discussion (9 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
CTT Assignments (3 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
'safety, Equipment, Supervision (2)

17
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESS:A PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

Instructional Guidance
Make specific objective assignments to be completed during CTT time in KEPGP-34.
Have students identify active components and direction of current flow through
each type of rectifier a number of times. Discuss the rectifier output polarities
waveshapes(without filtering)and mathematical computations. An optional laboratory
exercise can be performed to aid in reinforcing the theories discussed.

1r PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3AQR30020-1

1 DATE
20 November 1975

PAGE NO.

23

ATC APR 7s
FORM 1 33A. ATC Koester 6-0307 REPLACES ATC FORMS 337A, MAR 73. AND 770A. AUG 72. WHICH WILL SE
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PLAN OF 1NSTRUCT1ON/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

I Electronic Principles
BLOCK NUMBER

V

BLOCK TITLE

Anlid StatA Phwer AlTraiast and Amplifiers

COURSE CONTENT 4
DURATION

(Haute)

2. Solid' State Power Supply Regulators (Module 35)

a. Given a schematic diagram of a zener diode shunt regulator
and a list of statements, select the statement which describes the
current path; the purpose of the series resistor. CTS: 5i(5)
Meas: W

(1) Purpose and construction of a zener diode.

(2) Recognize the voltage regulating region on a zener
diode characteristic curve.

(j) Purpose of the series resistor.

(4) Identify the

(a) schematic symbol:

(b) schematic diagram of a zener diode shunt regulator

(5) Explain operation in terms of

(a) current paths.

(b) effects on output voltage for changes in AC
input or load.

L. Given a schematic diagram of a series electronic voltage
rerulator and a list of statements, select the statements which
give the effect on output voltage when the adjustment control is
varied. CTS: 5i(5) Maas: W

(1) Identify the schematic diagram of series electronic
voltage regulator.

7
(5/2)

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3=30023-1

LATE
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PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

(2) Purpose of the zener diode in a series electronic
voltage regulator.

(3) Describe the effect on biasing and voltage drops
when the voltage adjust control is varied.

(4) With an input voltage change, explain the effect on
resistance of the series transistor.

changed.
(5) Explain the effect on biasing of Ql and Q2 as load is

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP-OP-35, Solid State Power Supply Regulators
KEP-ST-V
KEP-110

Audio Visual Aids
TVK :::0-361, Voltage Regulators (Solid State)

Maininp Equipment
antronic Voltage Regulator Trainer 5797 (1)
Multimeter (1)

Traininp Methods
Discussion (5 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
CIT As:: gnments (2 hrs)

:4ultiple Instructor Requirements
safety, Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Insure CTT time assignments are given in ICEP-GP35 and block V StUdent Text.
VztalAish a need for voltage regulators and classify the types to be studied.
An optional laboratory exercise, if performed, will require the students to use
a variac, and this type of device will have to be briefly discussed.

2o
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME Of INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles
BLOCK NUMBER BLOCK TITLE

'aid Sta P. S ..____ and Amtlifiers

1 COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
(Hour.)

:. Troubleshooting Solid State Power Supplies (Module 36)

a. Given a multimeter, oscilloscope, schematic diagram, and a
trainer having an inoperative solid state halfwave filtered power
supply, determine the faulty component two out of three times.
CTS: 2b, 2c, 5i(5) Meas: PC

(1) Review the power supply trainer, oscilloscope and
troubleshooting procedures.

(2) Describe the effects on the regulating circuit when
the filtering network is inoperative.

(3) Explain the effects on biasing of Q1 and Q2 for the
following:

(a) Q2 collector open.

(b) Q2 biasing network open.

(c) Zener diode bypassed.

:. Given a multimeter, oscilloscope, schematic diagram, and a
trainer having an inoperative solid state fullwave regulated and
filtered power supply, determine the faulty component two out of
three times. CTSs la, 2b, 2c, Ilia Meass PC

(1) Review the power supply trainer, oscilloscope, and
troaleshooting procedures.

4. Measurement and Critique (Part 1 of 2 parts)

a. Measurement test

h. Test critique

12
(9/3)

(6)

(3)

1

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL OF LESSON PLAN (PART II)
SIGNATURE DATE 1 SIGNATURE DATE

PL AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
3AQR.30020-1

DATE
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PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND Gt1IDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KRP-OP636, Troubleshooting Solid State Power Supplies
ERR -ST-If

KEP-110
KEp- H4..It

Audio Aids
TVK 30.332A, Power Supplies & Filters (T/3)
TVK 30-3523, Voltage Doublers (T/S)

ICELDURLAIAMISti
Power Supply'Troubleshooting Trainer 5927 (1)
oscilloscope (1)
Multimeter
Meter Panel 4567 (1)

Performance 9 bra)
CTT Assignments (3 hrs)

Multi. e Instructor s
SakeTt31

(quipraent,

Supervision 2)

InstructionalSkidmm.
Insure OTT time assignments are given in KEP-ST.V. Introduce the laboratory
exercise and strees the value of practical application of theoretical knowledge.
List the procedures Jhich require caution to insure the safety of personnel and
equipment. Have the ages perform a dry sun of the performance exercise before
assigning them to the trainers. Inform students that'Part I of the measurement

test covers modules a4 through 36.

22
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles
BLOCK NUMBER

V
eLoCK TITLE

Solid State Power Supplies and Amolifisre

COURSE CONTENT 2
DURATION

(Hours)

. Troubleshooting Solid State Power Amplifiers (Module 37)

a. Given a list of statements, select the one which describes
the effect of changing forward bias on push -pull amplifier
class of operation; crossover distortion; efficiency.
CTS: 5c Maass W

(1) General Characteristics

(a) Explain characteristics of power amplifiers in
terms of power dissipation; of temperature
stability; matching signal source impedance to
load impedance; and need for heab,sinks.

(b) Given a transistor characteristic curve, identify
the maximum power dissipation curve.

(2) Push Pal (double ended)

(c) identify the schematic diagram of a class B
trensformer-coupled push-pull amplifier.

(d) Describe the signal input reqpirements to a push-
pull amplifier.

(e) Purpose of the output traneformer.

(f) Explain the effects of forward bias changes on
class of operation and efficiency.

(g) Cause of cross-over-distortion.

(h) Identify a waveform that has'cross-over distortion.

(i) Explain how class AB operation reduces cross-over
dititarLign,

12
(9/3)

(2.5)
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Skeet)

COURSE CONTENT

(j) Explain how a balanced circuit provides even-harmonic
cancellation.

b. Given the schematic diagram of &single stage prophase
amplifier, determine DC current path; output signal;
voltage gain. CTS: 5c Moms W

(.5)

(1) Identify the schematic diagram

(2) Explain operation interns of

(a) bandwidth

(b) voltage gain

(c) sipal paths

.(3) DC current path

(3) State the purpose of discharge Aloft* in RG-coupled, Class
Be push-pull amplifiers.

c. Given the schematic diagram for a ccesplesentary-ermaetry circuit (1)

using a common collector configuration, determine DC current paths;
input signal requirements; output signals; source polarities.
CTSs 5c Neaps W

(1) Identify the schematic diagram of complemantarfreyssastry
amplifier to include

DC path

input signal requirement

output signals

number and type of transistors

voltage source polarities

power gain

d. Given a schematic diagram for compound-connected power amplifier
using a common base configuration, determine the DC current paths;
the current gain. CTSs. 5c Moss W

(1) Identify the schematic diagram of a compound- connected power
amplifier using canon base configuration.

(2) Explain operation in terms of 24
.,1 'I

(1)

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 1"*Tw PAWL' lin



PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoo)

COURSE CONTENT

(b) current gain

e. Given a trainer baying an inoperative transistor push-pull
power amplifier, schematic diagram, multimeter, and
oscilloscope, determine the faulty component two out of
three times. CTS: la,5c Maass PC

(1) Review troubleshooting procedure.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEEL- GP -?7, Troubleshooting Said State Power Amplifiers

KEP-ST-V
KEP6110
xEm HO 37

4415441144gTetorized Push-Pal Amplifier
TVK '30-436, Complementary Symmetry

Training Equipment
Transistor Push -pull Amplifier Trainer 5969 (1)

Transistor Power Supply Trainer 4649 (1)
Oscilloscope (1)
Multimeter (1)
Signal Generator 4864 (1)

Tr Methods
Discussion 5 bre) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
Performance (4 hre)
CTT Assignments (3 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Safety, Equipment, Supervision (2)

(4)

Instructional Guidance
Give students specific objectives to cover during cTr time in KIP-GP-37. Discuss
amplifier class of operation as it is related to efficiency and fidelity. Atter
explaining the various amplifiers from the standpoint of current paths, gain,
efficiency and input/output polarities, have the students practice tracing current
and identifying input/output phase relationships. Instruct the class to leaf
through the laboratory exercise and generally familiarize themselves with the

objectives, procedures and noted of safety.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles
1.--
EILOCK NUNDER

V
'MOCK TITLE

Solid State Power Supplies and Amplifiers

COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION
(Hour.)

6. Troubleshooting Solid State Narrow Band Amplifiers (Module 38)

a. Given a list of statements, select the one which describes
the effects of load changes on Q and bandwidth of a narrow band
amplifier. CTS: 5c Meas: W

(1) Narrowband amplifiers (RF)

(a) Explain the result of using an LC tank in the out
put of an amplifier in terms of selectivity and sensitivity.

(b) List the characteristics of a radio frequency
transformer.

(2) Given a frequency response curve,

(a) identify the half power points.

(b) determine the bandpass, bandwidth and center
frequency.

(3) Describe the effect of load changes on circuit

(a) Q.

(b) bandwidth.

b. Given a list of statements, select the one which describes
tor: effects of regenerative feedback on narrow band amplifier
3tacility; distortion; gain. CTS: 5c Meas: W

I

(1) Describe regenerative and degenerative feedback
in terms of aiding or opposing the input signal.

8
(6/2)

(1)

(.5)
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Sliet)

COURSE CONTENT

(2) Describe the effect of excessive feedback in an RIP
amplifier in terms of

(a) stability.

(b) distortion.

(c) gain.

(3) Describe the effects of degenerative feedback on an
amplifier in terms of

(a) stability.

(b) distortion.

(c) gain.

c. Given frequency response curves for transformer coupling,
select the one which identifies under coupling; over coupling;
critical coupling. CTS, 5c News W

(1) Given a two-stage amplifier, explain how impedance
matching is accomplished when using

(a) transformer coupling.

(b) autotransformer coupling.

(c) pi network coupling.

(2) Given various transformer coupling response curves,
identify the one that represents

(a) under coupling.

(b) over coupling.

(c) critical coupling.

d. Given schematic diagrams of narrow band amplifiers, identify
the neutralization or unilateralization components.
CTS: 5c Meas: W

(1) Explain need for neutralization circuits

(2) Given a schematic diagram of a neutralized RP amplifier,
select the neutralization components.

(3) Explain need for unilateralization circuits

( 5 )

(1)
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PLAN OF 1NSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation SIN t)

COURSE CONTENT

(4) Given a schematic diagram of a unilateralized RP amplifier,
select the unilateralization components.

e. Given a transistor radio frequency amplifier trainer,
multimeter and oscilloscope, plot the frequency response curve and
determine the bandpass and bandwidth at the half power points within
+ 10 percent accuracy. CTS: kW, bilge hala Nees: PC

(1) Review bandpais and bandwidth.

(2) Show relationships of bandpass and bandwidth
to half-power points and Q.

f. Given a trainer having an inoperative transistor narrow
band amplifier, schematic diagram, multimeterl.and oscilloscope,
determine the faulty component two out ofthree tames. "CTS:.5b
Meas; PC

(1) Review troubleshooting procedures.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GU/DANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP-GP-38, Troubleshooting Solid State Narrow Band Amplifiers
KEP-ST-V
KEP-110

Training Equipment
Solid State Radio Frequency Amplifier Trainer 5971 (1)
Solid State Power Supply Trainer 4649 (1)
Oscilloscope (1)
Mulitmeter (1)

Training Methods
Discussion (3 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
Performance (3 hrs)
CTT Assignments (2 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Safety, Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance

(1)

(2)

Assign specific objectives to be covered during CTT time in KEELGF638. Analyze
each of the knowledge objectives contained in this module. Stress the strong
relationship between these objectives and the laboratory exercises which follow.
If the laboratory schedule permits, discuss each laboratory exercise separately
before assigning students to the trainers. Have the class briefly scan the
procedures and explain the desired outcomes, inconsistencies and troubleshooting
techniques.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Electronic Principles
BLOCK NUMBER

V
[MOCK TITLE

solisLaatilttax61MOUNandkairieW
COURSE CONTENT 2

DURATION
(Hm.)

7. Solid State Wideband Amplifiers (Module 39)

a. Given a pictorial diagram of square wave and a list of
statements, select the ones that identify the parts of the wave
which contain high frequencies; contain low frequencies. =St 5d
Meast W

(1) Describe a square wave in terms of frequency content.

(a) FUndamental frequency

(b) Odd harmonics

(2) Identify the portions of a square wave containing
high and low frequencies.

b. Given a list of statements, select the one which describes
the purpose of stagger-tuning amplifier stages. GM: 5d Meast W

(1) Explain how stagger tuning broadens the bandwidth.

c. Given the schematic diagram for the video amplifier anda
list of statements, select the itatement which des [.Des opera-Limn

of the low frequency compensation components; the high frequency
compensation components. =St 5d Meast W

(1) Using a schematic diagram of a wideband amplifier,
identify the

(a) components that attenuate the low frequencies.

(b) components that attenuate the high frequencies.

(2) Explain the operation of low frequency compensation
in terms of collector load and gain.

7
(5/2)
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Coatinvotion Slmet)

COURSE CONTENT

(3) Describe high frequency compensation.

(4) Describe the frequency response of a wideband video
amplifier.

d. Given a trainer having a solid state wideband amplifier'
a square wave input, schematic diagram, and oscilloscope,' draw*
the output waveshape indicating areas of low and high frequency
distortion. CTS:,d Meals PC

(1) Explain the effects of low frequency loss if the
low frequency compensating network is shorted.

(2) Describe the effects of an open low frequency compensating
capacitor.

(3) Identi2y over-compensation for high frequencies and the
resulting waveform.

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials
KEP- GP -39, Solid State Wideband Amplifiers
KEP-ST-V
KEP-L10

Aualp Visual Aids
TVK 30-326, Square Wave Characteristics.
TVK 30-329, Video Amplifier

Training Equipment
Video Amplifier Trainer 5648 (1)
Oscilloscope (1)

Trainin Meth
Discussion 3.5 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
Performance 1.5 hrs)
CTT Assignments (2 hrs)

Multiple Instructor Requirements
Safety, Equipment, Supervision (2)

Instructional Guidance
Make specific objective assignments to be completed during CTT time in KEP-GP-39.
After covering the knowledge objectives, introduce the laboratory exercise.
Stress safety and discuss the procedures required to complete the project. Discus
the value oic the laboratory exercise as a means of reinforcing objective c.

121. AN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
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PLAN OF 1NSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART 1

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

C t_ ti
BLOCK HUNGER

V

BLOCK TITLE

Solid State Power Supplies and_Amattblra
COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION

(mow.)

8. Saturable Reactors and Magnetic Amplifiers (Module 40)

a. Given the drawing of a hysteresis curve for a saturable
reactor, identity the magnetizing force; the coercive force; the
residual magnetism; the flux density; the point of saturation.
CTSs 4h(1), llf Meass W

(1) Relate the following terms to a magnetic circuits

(a) Ampere turns

(b) Magnetomotive farce

(c) Reluctance

(d) Magnetic flux

(2) Relate the following terms to an electromagnets

(a) Flux density

(b) Magnetizing force

(c) Permeability

(d) Coercive force

(3) Draw and label a magnetization curve and explain

(a) residual magnetism.

(b) saturation.

(c) retentivity.

(d) hysteresis.

5
(4/1)
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PLAN OP INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Siert)

COURSE CONTENT

ti

I

(e) flux density.

(4) Identify the hysteresis loop of each of the followings

(a) Air-core coil

(b) Iron -core coil

(c) Saturable reactor

(5) State the purpose of a saturable reactor.

(6) Identify the schematic symbols of saturable reactors.

b. Given the schematic drawing of a single winding saturable reactor,
AG line voltage, and saturating point, identify the output waveforms
across the reactor t-tnding; the load resistor. CTSs 4h(1) Wass W

(1) Identity the schematic drawing of a single winding saturable
reactor.

(2) Explain operation in terms of

(a) type of core.

(b) reactor winding.

(c) load.

(d) core saturation points.

(e) input and output waveforms.

c. Given a list of statements and the schematic diagram of a two-winding
natarable reactor circuit, select the statement(s) that describe(s) control
winding; load winding; load resistor; control adjustment; AC line voltage;
control voltage; output waveforms. CTSs W11. Maass W

(1) Identify the schematic diagram and the

(a) load winding.

(b) control winding.

(c) load.

(d) saturation control.

(2) Explain operation in terms of 32
(a) control winding.

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. I OAT! I PAGE NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Centinuotios Slmet)

COURSE CONTENT

(b) load winding.

(c) load resistor.

(d) control adjustment.

(e) AC line voltage.

(f) control voltage.

(g) saturated interval.

(h) unsaturated interval.

(i) output waveforms.

d. Using a schematic diagram and a given set of conditions, develop
output waveforms for an electrically connected magnetic amplifier.
CTS: haal Newt W

(1) Identify the schematic diagram of a

(a) half-wave magnetic amplifier.

(b) full-vave magnetic amplifier.

(2) List practical applications of magnetic amplifier such as

(a) motor speed control.

(b) motor rotation directional control.

(c) light diumemg (theaters).

(d) welding.

(3) Explain operation in terms of

(a) AC current paths.

(b) DC current paths.

(c) rectification.

(d) input waveform.

(e) output waveform.

MOCOO-1
larTe
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LISSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoot)

COURSE CONTENT

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Auderrt Instructional Materials,
IMP-GP-40, Saturable Reactors end Magnetic Amplifiers
KRILST-V
KEFt-110

Audio Visual Aids
TVK 30-701, Saturable Reactors
TVK 30-702, PUll-wave Magnetic Amplifier

TrainimeAUthode
Discussion (4 hrs) and/or Programmed Self Instruction
CTT Assignment (1 hr)

Instructional Guidance
Assign specific objectives to be covered during OTT time iniOCIP-GP640 and Student
Text for block V. Eszablish a need for saturable reactors and the practical
application of magnetic amplifiers. Discuss the Importance of recalling previous
studies in the area of magnetism. Refer the students to the appropriate area
of KEF=ST-II.

34
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I

NAME OF INSTRUCTOR COURSE TITLE

Electronic PrinCinles
BLOCK NUMBER

V J

BLOCK TITLE

So] id State Power Sulaies and Ampers
1 COURSE CONTENT 2 DURATION

Mous.)

9. SynchroServo Systems (Module 41)

a. Given a schematic diagram and a group of statements, select
the statement that describes the operation of synchro system.
CTS: 11c Maass W

(1) Identify the need for synchro systems.

(2) Relate the schematic diagram of a synchro generator
and motor to a synchro system.

(3) Distinguish between the synchro generator and motor.

(4) Determine, by the use of schematic, the electrical
connections between synchro generator and motor.

(5) Explain synchro transformer action as related to rotor
and stator.

(6) Relate electrical balance to unbalance between synchro
Generator and motor.

(7) Determine the effects of current flow in the generator
and motor stator windings by repositioning the generator rotor.

(8) List the factors that affect the accuracy of synchro
systems.

(9) Relate electrical zero to a synchro system.

I. Given the schematic diagram of a basic servo amplifier,
identify the push pull amplifier; the stabilization components;the
feedback components. CTS: lle Mew: W

(1) Basic circuits of a servo /amplifier.

7
(5/2)
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Continuation Shoat)

COURSE CONTENT

(a) Error amplifier

(b) Power amplifier

(2) Given a schematic diagram, identify the

(a) differential amplifier.

(b) push-pull amplifier.

(c) stabilization components.

(d) feedback components.

(3) Trace an input error signal through the servo amplifier.

c. Given a blocs diagram and a group of statements, select the
statement that describes the operation of a servo control system.
CTS: lle Maas: W

(1) Identify the block diagram of a basic servo control system
which includes

(a) input shaft

synchro generator

(c) control transformer

(d) servo amplifier

(e) servo motor

(f) output shaft

(2) Explain operation in terms of

(a) electrical and mechanical interconnections.

(b) differences between a synchro system and a servo system.

10. Measurement and Critique (Part 2 of 2 parts)

a. Measurement test

b. Test critique
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

Student Instructional Materials.
KENGP-41, Synchro-Servo Systems
KEPL.ST-V

KEP-110
PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION/LESSON PLAN PART I (Cenueeetiee Sheet)

COURSE CONTENT

Audio lipual Aids
TVK 30 -418, Introduction to Servo Amplifiers
TVK 10-751, Synch:see
TVK 30-754, Servomechanisms

Trainins. Methods
Discussion (5 hrs) end/or Programmed Self Instruction
CIT Assispvaeuts (2 hrs)

Instructional Guidance
Give students specific objectives to cover during CTT time in IMP-GNU. Discuss
the symbols used to represent the various devices which comprise a basic servo
system. Develop a basic block diagram of a servo loop to acquaint the Andante
with the functional requirements and device interactions. Inform students that
Part 2 of the measurement test covers modules 37 through 41.
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MODULE 34

SOLID STATE POWER SUPPLY
RECTIFIERS AND FILTERS

A half-wave rectifier consists of a power
transformer, a single PN junction diode,
and a load. The diode is connected in series,
between the transformer and the load. Since
the diode is in series with the load and
conducts only in one direction, current
through the load also flows in only one direc-
tion. The DC voltage across and the cur-
rent through the load does vary but the vari-
ations are all above or below ground, de-
pending on which way the diode is connected.
The varying voltage is called PULSATING
DC.

The variations occur because the diode
follows the AC voltage in the secondary of
the transformer. The diode conducts to the
peak voltage of the transformer secondary.
Ignoring the small resistance of the diode
when it conducts, the peak voltage of the
pulsating DC output is equal to the peak
voltage by 1.414, or Epk Eeff x 1.414.

In a half-wave rectifier the diode conducts
on every other alternation and the DC output
varies from zero to the peak of the secon-
dary. Although the output varies, the average
can be determined by the formula Eavg =
Eok x .318. The diode conducts on one
alternation and is reverse-biased on the
other. The reverse bias on the diode when
it is not conducting is called the Peak
Inverse Voltage and is equal to the peak

11

voltage across the secondary. One DC pulse
appears at the output each time the diode
conducts. These pulsations are called RIP-
PLE. Since the diode conducts once during
each cycle of the input AC, the ripple fre-
quency of a half-wave rectifier is equal to
the frequency of the input AC. The ripple
frequency of the rectifier in figure 34-1

would be 60 PPS (Pulses Per Second).

The purpose of a full-wave rectifier is
the same as a half -wave rectifier, or to
change AC to DC. A full-wave rectifier con-
sists of an input transformer with a center-
tapped secondary, two diodes, and a load.
The diodes are connected in such a way
that one of them conducts on EVERY ALTER-
NATION of the AC input.

Because of the center-tapped secondary,
the peak output voltage is equal to one-half
the peak voltage across the entire secon-
dary. The peak inverse voltage is equal to
the peak voltage ofthe secondary. Average
output voltage can be determined by multi-
plying peak output (Epk) x .636. Since there

are two diodes conducting on each alterna-
tion of the input, the ripple frequency of a
full-wave rectifier is equal to TWICE the
frequency of the input AC voltage.

A bridge rectifier is a full-wave rectifier,
but it uses four diodes connected in a
bridge arrangement. Notice that the trans-
former secondary is neither grounded nor
center-tapped.

Figure 34-1. Half-Wave Rectifier

1
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Figure 34-2. Full-Wave Rectifier
REPO -803

klmillo11
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Figure 34-3. Bridge Rectifier

Because of this, two additional diodes
are necessary to provide a complete path
for current. The peak output voltage of a
bridge rectifier is equal to the peak secon-
dary voltage. The peak inverse voltage
(piv) is also equal to the peak secondary
voltage. Average output can be found by
Eavg E* x .636. Ripple frequency of a
bridge rectifier is equal to twice the fre-
quency of the input AC.

Figure 34-4 shows a S phase full-wave
rectifier. This rectifier provides full-wave
rectification of three-phase AC voltage. Var-
ious combinations of the diodes form full-
wave bridge rectifiers for each phase of the
input. Notice that the three phases of the
input overlap. This overlapping and the
diode connections cause the ripple content of
this rectifier to be very small. Conse-
quently, very little filtering is required.
Three-phase rectification means that the

2

REPO -805

ripple frequency of this circuit is SIX
times the frequency of the input AC voltage.

A voltage doubler is a circuit which con-
verts AC to DC, provides filtering, and
produces an output voltage which is approx-
imately twice the peak voltage of the secon-
dary. See figure 34-5.

Capacitor Cl and C2 each charge to the
peak secondary voltage on alternate cycles
of the applied voltage. The charged capa-
citors acts as series-aiding batteries and
the voltage across the load is the sum of
the charges on Cl and C2. .

Most electronic equipment requires a
smooth DC that approaches the ripple-free
output of a battery. Filters are used to
convert pulsating DC to smooth DC. A filter
can be a capacitor at the output of a recti-
fier and in shunt with the load. Due to the

41
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A. THREE-PHASE FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER

ARAM Wit
SWAN

B. THREE-PHASE WAVESHAPES

Figure 34-4

LOAD

RUP4 -810

R L

RIP4-1400

Figure 34-5. Voltage Doubler
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REP4-1401

Figure 34-6. Half-Wave Rectifier

load and current requirements, a filter
usually consists of a combination of capa-
citors and inductors or capacitors and a
resistor.

Figure 34-6 shows a half-wave rectifier
with a simple capacitive filter, along with
diagrams of the filtered and unfiltered

T

A

C

(A) FULL-WAVE OUTPUT (NO FILTERING)

f
fp

t2
(B) OUTPUT FOR FULL-WAVE INPUT

REP4-1235

Figure 34-7

output. The capacitor charges quickly through
the low internal impedance of the diode (short
time constant) and discharges through rela-
tively large impedance of the load (long time
constant). The long time constant discharge
path through the load prevents the capacitor
from completely discharging during the time
the diode is not conducting. This, in turn,
pre% eats the output DC from ever reaching
zero. The filtering action reduces the ripple
content and increases the averageDCoutput.
Figure 34-7 shows the filtered and unfiltered
output of a ftill-wave rectifier.

B

Figure 34-8.. Filter Combinations

4 43



The addition of an inductor (choke) in series
with the load helps to increase filtering action,
provides better regulation, and allows a
larger load (greater current). Figure 34-8
shows the various LC lilter combinations to
include the choke input L, capacitive input
L, and LC Pi. Sometimes, the choke in the
Pi type filter is replaced by a resistor and
called an RC Pi. .

MODULE 35

SOLID STATE POWER SUPPLY
REGULATORS

Voltage regulators are designed to prevent
the output voltage of a power supply from
changhv, even though the input AC or the load

C
U
R
R
E
N
T

BV
R

1
!REVERSE BIAS

-60V -50V
I

-40V -30V -20V -10V

1

1

REGULATION
VOLTAGE

REGION

B

varies. In this section, we will discuss two
types: the zener diode shunt regulator and
the electronic voltage regulator (EVR).

Zener diodes are designed to work with
reverse breakdown voltages applied. and
operate in the avalanche region of the char-
acteristic curve. Because of the area in
which these diodes work, they are some-
times called breakdown or avalanche diodes.
Figure 35-1 shows the characteristic curve
of a typical zener diode. Notice that the
diode breaks down at point A with about 43
volts of reverse bias applied. At this point,
3 mA of reverse current flows. At point B
the current has increased to 22 mA, but the
voltage drop across the diode is only 45V.
Between points A and B the current changes
19 mA but the voltage only changes 2 volts.

FORWARD BIAS
VOLTAGE

I I i t

iii1

I 4--- CURRENT
1

AVALANCHE

11 .III. 11 .11. m.mk.

5 mA

10 mA

15 mA

20 mA

25 mA

Figure 35-1. Zener Diode Characteristic Curve
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RI = 500o

4--
IT= 62mA

75V

INPUT
FROM CR1

FILTER

I =12mA

8E84-1439

Figure 35-2. Zener Voltage Regulator Circuit

Figure 35-2 shows a regulator circuit
using a zener diode. CR1 is in parallel
with the load. Rl is a current limiting
resistor in series with the load. Any change
in input voltage or load causes a change
in current through CR1; this in turn, changes
the total current through R1 and a change

INPUT
VOLTAGE

0

8E124-1438

Figure 35-3. Electronic Voltage Regulator

in voltage drop across Rl. If, for example,
the input voltage decreases, current through
CR1 decreases. This causes IT through R1
to decrease drop less voltage and hold
the load voltage constant. There are two
key points to remember. First, the current
through CR1 can vary, but the voltage across
it remains relatively constant. Second, since
R1 is in series with the load, the voltage
drops across it and the load must add up
to the applied voltage. Any change in cur-
rent through CR1 causes a change in volt-
age drop across R1, which always works to
hold the voltage across the load constant.

The series dropping resistor Rl in the
circuit just discussed can be replaced by a
transistor, which is much more sensitive to
changes in current and voltage and has a
faster reaction time. Such a circuit is shown
in figure 35-3. Q1 is in series with the
load and replaces R1 in the previous cir-
cuit. Q2 and the voltage divider network R3,
R4. and R5 make up a sensing circuit which
causes the resistance of Q1 to change. CR1
holds the emitter voltage of Q2 constant.
Rl is the current limiting resistor for CR1.
R2 is the collector load for Q2 and the
forward bias resistor for Ql. R4 is the
voltage adjust control, which sets up the level
around which the circuit regulates.

Let's suppose the input voltage starts to
increase. An increase in applied voltage is
immediately felt across the voltage divider
R3, R4, R5. The voltage at R4 and the
base of Q2 goes positive. Since the emitter
of Q2 is held constant, the positive going
change on the base results in an immedi-
ate increase in forward bias. The increase
in forward bias on Q2 causes the collector
current to increase. The increase in collec-
tor current causes the drop across R2 to
increase and the voltage at the base of Ql
to decrease. The decrease in voltage at
the base of Ql decreases forward bias and
increases voltage drop which lowers the
output. These changes are almost instanta-
neous. Any change in input or load causes
the voltage across the divider network to
change, which is sensed by Q2 and causes
the resistance of SERIES REGULATOR (Q1)
to change. R4 controls the voltage level
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about which the circuit regulates. If the arm
of R4 is moved up, the voltage at the base
of Q2 goes more positive, increasing for-
ward bias and collector current. The increase
in collector current causes an increased
drop across R2, a decrease in forward bias
of Q1, and increases the resistance of Ql.
When the resistance of Q1 increases the
output voltage decreases. The circuit now
regulates around a lower voltage. Moving
the arm of R4 down causes the output voltage
to increase.

A. Filtered Half-Wave Rectifier

B. Filtered Full-Wave Rectifier

C. Filtered Bridge Rectifier

Figure 36-1

7

MODULE 36

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE POWER
SUPPLIES

In troubleshooting the power supplies pre-
viously discussed, we will cover the effects
on output voltage, ripple amplitude, and rip-
ple frequency of shorted or open capacitors
and diodes. Following are three power sup-
ply schematics (figure 36-1) with trouble-
shooting tables (Table 36-1) for each.

Table 36-1

SUMMARY OF TROUBLESHOOTING

A. HALF-WAVE

Troubles
I output

Voltage
MN"

Amplitude
=PPR

Frequency
CR
Own

No output , None None

Short
No output
Blown fuse

Hone boas
C '
Open

Lower than normal
No filtering

Greater than normal No change

C
Short

No output
Blown fuse

Noe. Nose

B. FULL-WAVE

Trouble
Output
Voltaic

Ripple
Amplitude

Greater than normal

Ripple
Frequency,
Decrease

by 1/2
RILower than normal
Ralf.wave rectificatios

Mate
Short

No output
Blown due

None None

Lower Man normal
Filtering decrease

Greater than normal No change

.4-. ,,

No output
_I own fuse

None limo

C. BRIDGE

Trouble
Output
Voltage

Ripple
Amplitude

Ripple
Frequency

by 1/2
Diode
Oven -

Lower than normal
Ralf wave rectification

Greater than normal l'alte

Diode
Short

No output
Blown fuse

None None

C
Obeli

Lower than normal Greater
Filtering decrease

than normal No change

C
Short

No output
Blown fuse

Nona None
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VOLTAGE.
sw,v,

Figure 36-2. Schematic of an EVR

Figure 36-2 is the schematic of an EVR.
Two things are important in troubleshooting
this circuit; the amplitude of the output volt-
age and the ability of the circuit to regulate.
Assume the output is higher than normal
and there is no regulation. CR1 could be
open. With CR1 open, Q 2 cannot conduct
and the voltage on the base of QI will be
very high. The resistance of QI would be
low and the output higher than normal.
There is no regulation because Q2 cannot
sense voltage changes. R3 open causes the
same symptoms. With R3 open, the volt-
age on the base of Q2 is near zero and
the base of Ql highly positive as before.
Ql shorted will also cause the output to
be high and unregulated. A symptom of no
output voltage could be caused by Ql or R2
open. With QI open the series circuit is
broken. If R2 opens, there is no forward
bias for Ql.

700

600
a.

4g 500500

- J
5 400

0-300

_1 20

100

MODULE 37

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE POWER
AMPLIFIERS

The last stage of a series of amplifiers
is usually the power amplifier. Power ampli-
fiers are designed to achieve maximum power
gain. Translators working at high power
levels have certain limitations. One of these
is the amount of power they can dissipate.
The maximum power dissipation (PDA(Ax)
rating of a transistor is the maximum power
it can dissipate without danger of being
destroyed. Figure 37-1 shows a PDmAx
curve for a type 2N106'7 transistor. Notice
that at any point on the curve the product
of VC IC is 5 watts. The transistor must
not be operated to exceed 5 watts of col-
lector dissipation. Another limitation of
transistors working at high power levels
is the heat generated internally. Transis-
tors become unstable as junction temper-
ature increases. Heat sinks, in the form
of cooling tins, are used to move heat away
from the junctions.

One commonly used power amplifier is
the double-ended or PUSH-PULL amplifier.
Figure 37-2 shows a push-pull power ampli-
fier. The circuit is forward biased through
RI and the two halves of the center-tapped
secondary of TI. As shown, the circuit

HARACT RI STI

TYPE 21)4106)11M
COMMON-EMITTER CIRCUIT, BASE INPUT. _
1.40UNTI G- ASE TEMPERATURE = 25k

18

IP11.1mn 1,...

==3...loommim-:en

0 igniuti....._ #3ill ME I i N (WATTS)
=

BASE MILLIAmPERS - 2ITIII
0 S 10 15 20 2S 30 3S 40 4S 50

COLLECTOR-TO-EMITTER VOLTS

Figure 37-1. Power Dissipation Curve for 2N1067 Transistor, PD
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Figure 37-2. Class A, Push-Pull Power Amplifier

operates class A, but for better efficiency,
it can be operated class B. If the center tap
is grounded rather than returned to Vcc
through. RI, the circuit will operate class B.
The secondary of Ti is center-tapped to
provide two signals 1E106 out of phase but
equal in amplitude to the bases of QI and
Q2. The out of phase signals cause QI to

,.-.. increase in conduction on one alternation of
the input and Q2 on the other. The primary
of output transformer T2 Is also center-
tapped. The top half of the primary of T2
is the collector load for Ql. On the alterna-
tion when QI conduction increases, the
changing current in the top half of the pri-
mary induces a current in the secondary
and one alternation is reproduced. On the
other alternation, Q2 current through the
bottom half of the primary, reproduces the
other alternation at the output. It can be
said that T2 recombines the signals which
were split at the secondary of Tl. If QI and
Q2 are balanced, all even harmonics are
cancelled. Balancing can be done by putting
a variable resistance in the circuit which is
common to the emitters of QI and Q2. The
power output of a push-pull amplifier can
be MORE than twice that of a single-ended
power amplifier. When a push-pull amplifier
is operated at any class except A, it is
subject to a type of distortion called CROSS-
OVER distortion. Figure 37-3 shows an exam-
ple of cross-over distortion in a push-pull

amplifier. This type of distortion is due to
the fact that the SIGNAL provides the for-
ward bias for the transistors. When one
signal decreases in amplitude, one of the
transistors is operating in the low forward
bias area of its curve and distortion occurs.
A short time later, the other transistor
starts to conduct and produces distortion.
This distortion always occurs around the
point where one transistor is going off and
the other coming on. Therefore, it is called
CROSS-OVER distortion. Cross-over distor-
tion can be eliminated or reducedby applying
a small DC forward bias or by operating
class AB.

c
0
L
LI
cc
r U
0
R R 0. .,,

OUTPUT CCILLECTOR
--CURRENT

EASE CuRREN I e
..m OM ..

i 1

i

I t I

I 1III I 1

INPUT EASE
CURRENT

SsOvER
DISTORTION

ISP4-4,1

Figure 37-3. Class B Push-Pull Waveforms
(Cross-Over Distortion)
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INPUT

Figure 37-4. One-Stage Phase Splitter

We mentioned earlier tat the input trans-
former of a push-pull amplifier splits the
input into two, equal amplitude, 180° out of
phase signals. An electronics circuit which
will accomplish this is the paraphase ampli-
fier or phase SPUTTER.

Figure 37-4 shows a paraphase ampli-
fier connected to a push-pull amplifier.

The
of Q1
equal

signals at the emitter and collector
are 180° out of phase and will be
in amplitude at the bases of Q2 and

R2

REP4 -678

Figure 37-5. Complementary- Symmetry
Circuit

iii

REP4 -676

Q3. Rs increases the low emitter output
impedance of Ql to match the higher col-
lector impedance. Q2 and Q3 are operated
class B with forward bias provided by the
sigr..ils coupled through Cl and C2. In order
to prevent the signal from shifting the oper-
ating point of Q2 and Q3, discharge diodes
are connected to the bases. They serve as
discharge paths for Cl and C2 when the
signals swing negative. The voltage gain of
a paraphase amplifier is less than one. The
low gain causes the bandpass to be greater.
The frequency response of this circuit is
much better than that of a center tapped
transformer.

A circuit similar to the push-pull ampli-
fier, but without the need of either an input
transformer or phase-splitter is the comple-
mentary-symmetry amplifier shown in figure
37-5. The circuit does not need out of phase
signals because Ql is a PNP transistor and
Q2 is an NPN. The signal is applied to both
bases through balance resistor R3. When the
signal goes positive, both bases go positive.
This action causes Q2 conduction to increase
and Ql to decrease. When Q2 conducts,
current flows from ground through RL, Q2,
to VCC2 and reproduces the positive alter-
nation across RL. Ql conducts from Vcci
Q1, through RL to ground and reproduces
the negative alternation across RL. The load,
RL, might be the voice coil of a speaker in
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+VOL TAGE

A

8

- VOLTAGE

REP4-680

Figure 37-6. Power Supply for a
Complementary-Symmetry Amplifier

place of the resistor as shown. Notice that
two batteries are used so as to apply the
correct polarity of VCC to the two transis-
tors. When an electronic power supply is
used, both positive and negative voltages can
be obtained from the same power supply.
A common method of doing this is shown
in figure 37-6.

The current, voltage, and power gains of
a common base amplifier are directly related
to the forward current transfer ratio (alpha).
This is the ratio of IC to IE and the greater
this ratio, the greater the current gain. A
circuit which is designed to increase alpha
is the COMPOUND-CONNECTED amplifier
shown in figure 37-7. Ql and Q2 are both
connected in common base configuration.
Notice that the base current of Ql is the
emitter or input current of Q2. Notice also
that the two collector currents add in RL.
Assume each transistor has an alpha of .95
and that the input current to Ql is 10 mA.
Since alpha is .95, IC for Ql is 9.5 mA.

1E = 100% IC-P.
95% I E

1 TOTAL = 99.75% IE

-vcc

IE RSP4-681

+VCC

Figure 37-7. Compound-Connected
Common Base

Base current for Ql is therefore, .5 mA.
Input or emitter current for Q2 is also .5
mA. Alpha of Q2 is also .95, so lc for Q2
is .475 mA. IT is Ica' + Iffe or 9475 mA.
Alpha for the circuit is 112:11tA or .9975,

which is a considerable increase over .05.

Figure 37-8 shows a push-pull amplifier.
R3 is a balancing resistor and the transis-
tors are forward biased by RI and R2. Cl
places the center tap of the transformer at
AC ground. In troubleshooting this circuit,
the things to look for are the output signal,
its amplitude, cross-over distortion, and the
proper DC voltages. For example, ii the pri-
mary of T1 or secondary of T2 open, all DC
voltage would be normal but there would be
no output signal. If the secondary of T1 or
primary of T2 open, one or both of the
transistors would be off and the output
missing or weak and, distorted. If RI and
Cl shorts or R2 opens, the transistors would
operate class B and cross-over distortion

IIPSSI(1

Figure 37-8. Push-Pull Amplifier
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would be present. Should RI open, the ANTENNA GANGED

forward bias would increase, VC would be / 11

low on both transistors and the output would FREQUENCY
CTObe larger than normal with possible distor- SELE

tion. Cl open would cause degeneration and
the output would be smaller than normal but
all DC voltages would be correct. Shorting
R2 would place Vcc on the base leads. This
would cause excessive forward bias, possi-
bly a blown fuse and/or destruction of the
transistors. If the wiper arm of R3 opened,
both transistors would cut off. There would
be no output signal and VC on Qi and Q2
would equal Vcc

MODULE 38

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE
NARROW BAND AMPLIFIERS

Amplifiers which operate in the RF band
of frequencies are sometimes called NAR-
ROW BAND amplifiers. Such an amplifier is
shown in figure 38-1. R1 and R2 provide
forward bias for Qi. C2 and C5 are decoup-
lers and isolate the RF signal from the
power supply. R4 is the DC load. The received
signal is developed across the input tank,
Cl and T1 primary. The signal is coupled
to the base of Q1 by Ti. The output signal
is developed across collector tank circuit
C4 and primary T2. T2 couples the signal
to the next stage. The input and output tank
circuits are gang-tuned to the same frequency
to improve selectivity.

A single stage is seldom sufficient to
provide the required RF amplification. When
two or more RF stages are connected in
cascade, the resultant bandwidth is con-
siderably more narrow than that of a single
stage. Figure 38-2 shows two RF amplifiers
in cascade, along with 3 tuned circuits
required to develop and couple the signal.
Figure 38-3 shows the response curves for
the first tuned circuit, first stage, and the
resultant response curve for the entire
circuit. Curve 3 shows the response for the
entire circuit and indicates that the band-
width is considerably more narrow than for
one stage alone. Notice that the frequencies

12

stSP4.4321

Figure 38-1. Transistor RF Amplifier
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REP4 -1317

Figure 38-2. Block Diagram of Cascaded
RF Amplifiers
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Figure 38-3. Response Curves for Cascade-
Tuned Circuits
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at the half-power points on curve I (first
tuned circuit) are down to 30% of the max-
imum on curve 3. it is necessary that the
bandwidth for each stage be wider than that
required for the overall receiver. Figure
38-3 also indicates that several RF stages
increase the slope of the response curve
and increases the selectivity.

Noise voltages falling within the bandpass
will be amplified along with the signal, and

ANTENNAp
FREQUENCY
SELECTOR

MALFUNCTIONS

CI open

Primary Ti open

C4 open

GANGED

T

those whose frequencies are outside the
bandpass are not amplified. Noise at the
limits of the bandpass can he minimized by
decreasing the bandwidth, which increases
signal-to-noise ratio.

Using figure 38 -4, let's now troubleshoot
the RP' amplifier. As we cover various
malfunctions, keep in mind the rrIAtionship
of SW, selectivity, gain, and signal-to-noise
ratio.

7 T2

R4-L.
CS

C2 c

Figure 38-4. Transistor RF Amplifier

SYMPTOMS

Primary T2 open

CI or primary TI shorted

C4 or primary T2 shorted

Secondary TI shorted

Secondary T2 shorted

REP4.4316

Output amplitude decreased, bandwidth
increased, signal-to-noise ratio decreased, DC
voltages normal, resonant frequency of first
tank circuit increased.

No output, all DC voltages normal.

Output amplitude lower than normal, bandwidth
increased, signal-to-noise ratio decreased,
resonant frequency of output tank uncontrol.
lable and higher than normal.

No output signal; Vaal is zero.

No output signal; DC voltage normal.

No output at secondary of T2, VC slightly
higher than normal.

No output signal, forward bias slightly in-
creased, VC a little lower than normal.

No output, all DC voltages normal.

13
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Figure 38-5. RF Transformer - Impedance
Matching

Figure 38-6. Partial Schematic of Interstage
Transformer Coupling

Transformers used for interstage coupling
of RF energy have different characteristics
than those used at audio frequencies. Because
of sensitivity and selectivity requirements,
the tuned coupling circuits need to have a
relatively high Q. Permeability tuning in-
creases inductance and Q, and also reduces
physical /Size and stray winding capacitance.
One function of coupling transformers is
to match the output impedance of one stage
to the input impedance of the next. As shown
in figure 38-5, this can be done by adjusting
the turns ratio. When the turns ratio is
correct, impedances are matched and maxi-
mum power transfer occurs.When the secon-
dary is loaded, the Q of the primary decreases
and may affect selectivity. This can be over-
come by tapping the primary to maintain
the correct turns ratio for impedance match-
ing. The additional turns increase the induc-
tance and restores the Q and selectivity.
Figure 38-6 shows an example of this method
of coupling. Tapped autotransformers maybe
used for interstage coupling. Figure 38-7A
shows an autotransformer tapped for

14

A SINGLE TAPPED
AUTOTRANSFORMER

1

Q1
OUTPUT

IMMIIIi
e

Q1
OUTPUT

MuLTITAPPED
AUTOTRANSFORNER

1 a i Q2
INPUT

REPO -I323

Figure 38-7. Autotransformer Coupling

impedance matching only. Figure 38-7 5
shows a multi-tapped transformer used for
impedance matching and Q restoration. Split
capacitors may also be used for impedance
matching in coupling networks. Figure 38-8
is an example of 441,i" network coupling
using split capacitors for impedance
matching. If C2 is larger than Cl, its
impedance will be less. Thus, the output
impedance of Ql can be matched to the
input of Q2. Figure 38-8A shows a Pi net-
work for impedance matching only. Figure
38-85 shows a Pi network used for both
mpedance matching and Q restoration.

01
OUTPUT I-1 Ci.1--

C2 1"
A

Q2
INPUT

REPO -1324

Figure 38-8. Capacitance Coupling Using
Split Capacitors
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Figure 38-9. Double-Tuned Transformer
Response Curves

W4-1326

1.2

Figure 38-10. Feedback through an
Amplifier

Some circuit applications require both a
wide bandwidth and a high Q. Single-tuned
coupling transformers cannot achieve both.
When necessary, double-tuned transformers
(both primary and secondary are permea-
bility tuned) may be used. Double-tuned
transformer bandwidth characteristics
depend partially on the degree of coupling
between windings. Figure 38-9 shows how
the bandwidth changes with different amounts
of coupling.

Feedback is defined as the transferral of
energy from a high level point in a system
back to a low level point. For example, if
the signal at the collector of a common
emitter amplifier (high-level point) is
returned to the base (low-level point), it is
called feedback. in some cases, feedback
is through an amplifier itself, and in others
through the externfl circuitry. There are two
types of feedback. Regenerative feedback,
which increases gain, is generally not used
in RF amplifiers because it can cause insta-
bility and distortion. In addition, it can cause
the amplifier to break into oscillation.

15

t,4

Degenerative feedback increases stability
and fidelity, decreases distortion, and gain
which results in an increased bandwidth.
Undesirable regenerative feedback may occur
through the internal resistance and capaci-
tance of an amplifier. Figure 38-10 shows
how this can take place. Qi is the ampli-
fier, Li and L2 represent the resonant coup-
ling circuits at the input and output, and
rc and CCB indicate internal resistance and
capacitance. Qi shifts the phase of the signal
by 1806. CCB and rc can shift the signal
phase by another 1806 and feed it back to
the base as regenerative feedback. This may
cause instability and distortion. A process
called uunilateralization" can be used to
cancel the effects of regenerative feedback
through internal capacitance and resistance.
Figure 38-11 shows how this is done. Ql
shifts the signal phase by 1806. CCB and rc
shift this signal by another 180° and teed
it back to the base as regenerative feed-
back. The output transformer also shifts the
signal phase by 180°. The signal at the secon-
dary of the output transformer is, therefore,
in phase with the base signal. U and Cu
are the same size as rc and Cestihey will
shift the phase of the outpui signal by
another 180°, feed it back to the base as
degenerative feedback and cancelthe internal

C Cr 16 B

1

ss so

so :14tra

RIP44329

Figure 38-11. Unilateralized Tuned
Amplifier



Figure 38-12. Two-Stage RF Amplifier

feedback. When regenerative feedback takes
place through distributed capacitance, "neu-
tralizing" capacitors may be used to cancel
it. The circuit in figure38-12 is a two-stage
RF amplifier. Capacitors C14 and Cl 5 are
neutralizing capacitors and cancel any regen-
erative feedback which occurs because of
distributed capacitance.

MODULE 39

SOLID STATE WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS

A very important factor in some appli-
cations of amplifiers is the ability to ampli-
fy nonsinusoidal signals. These include saw-
tooth, trapezoidal, and square waves. The
waves consist of some ftmdam ental frequency
plus a large number of harmonics. To faith-
fully reproduce the signal, an amplifier must
amplify the fundamental and all harmonics
equally. This type of amplifier is called a
wideband or video amplifier. Television and
video signals are usually square or rec-
tangular waves. A square wave consists of
a fundamental frequency plus an infinite
number of odd harmonics. This means that
an amplifier must be able to amplify a wide
range of frequencies in order to reproduce
a square wave. Figure 39 -1 represents a
square wave and shows its different
dimensions.

The vertical leading and trailing edges of
the wave contain the high frequencies. The
flat tops and bottoms contain lowfrequencies.

1

+1

ALTEIVATICN,

ALTE4NATICW

141--CYCLE -861
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REPO -2250

Figure 39-1. Square Wave

The frequency range of a video amplifier
(typical wideband amplifier) must be from
about 10 hertz to around 4 megahertz. Two
frequency response limitations muetbe over-
come before a standard amplifier can be
used for wideband amplification. Figure 39-2

INPUT

REPO -1253

Figure 39-2. RC Coupled Amplifier Showing
Capacitive Effect at High Frequencies
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Figure 39-3. Wideband Amplifier, Low
Frequency Compensation

shows the limiting factor of such an ampli-
fier. The low frequency response is limited
by CC. The reactance of CC increases as
frequency decreases.

Since CC is in series, it drops more
voltage at low frequencies leaving less to
be applied as an input to Q2. High frequency
response is limited by the dotted capaci-
tances Co and Ci. Co represents the output
and stray capacitance of Ql and Ci is the
input capacitance of Q2. As frequency in-
creases, the reactance of Co and Ci decrease,

--.. causing a loss of gain at high frequencies.

There are several ways to increase the
frequency response of an amplifier so that
it can process wideband signals success-
fully. One way is to decrease the size of the
collector load resistor. This decreases the
gain overall, but at. the same time increases
frequency response at both the high and low
end of the band. A method of increasing
the low frequency response is to increase
the size of the coupling capacitor. Another
way to increase low frequency response is
to add a low frequency compensating network
as shown in figure 39-3. RF and CF form
a filter network which increases the gain
at low frequencies only.

At high frequencies, CE is nearly a short
and neither it nor RF is in the circuit.
However, at low frequencies, Cr is a large
reactance. This large reactance is in parallel
with RF and both are in series with RL,
which increases the collector load resistance
and gain at low frequencies.

17

One way to increase high frequency
response of an amplifier is through the use
of shunt and series peaking coils. Figure
39-4 shows how these coils are placed in
the circuit. Ll (figure A) is in shunt with
the signal path and forms a parallel reso-
nant circuit with Co and Ci (Cr, is a short
at high frequencies). A characreristic of a
parallel tank circuit is high impedance at
resonance. Without Ll, Co provides a low
impedance path to ground. With Ll, the
parallel tank is a high impedance and the
loin at high frequencies is increased. L2
(figure B) is a series peaking coil. It is in
series with the signal and forms a series
resonant circuit with Ci (CC is a short at
high frequencies). ;`he characteristics of a
series tank circuit are low overall imped-
ance at resonance, high current, and high
voltage across either reactance. The series
LC circuit causes a high voltage across Ci
at high frequencies, and the gain at these
frequencies is increased. Figure C shows the
use of both series and shunt high frequency
compensation.

A
SHUNT COMPENSATION

CC

SERIES COMPENSATION

CC

INPUT

02

OUTPUT

SERIES-SHUNT COMPENSATION REP442$6

Figure 39-4. Wideband Amplifier, High
Frequency Compensation
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Figure 39-5. Compensated Wideband
Amplifier

Figure 39-5 shows a fully compensated
wideband amplifier. Collector loads R4 and
R8 are small to increase overall frequency
response. Coupling capacitor Cl, C3, and C5
are large to increase low frequency response.
Low frequency compensating networks R3-
C2 and R7-C4 also increase low frequency
response. Shunt peaking coils Li and L3
and series peaking coils L2 and L4 increase
high frequency response.

D

443kHz
TUNED CKT

457 kHz
TUNED CKT 2

CENTER FREQ = 450 kHz

REP4 -1258

Another way to increase the bandwidth
of amplifiers is through the use of STAG-
GER tuning. In this method, one transformer-
coupled RF stage is tuned above the desired
center frequency and the .other is tuned
below. The resultant bandwidth is greater
than if each stage were tuned to the center
frequency. Figure 39-6 is a simplified sche-
matic of two stages set up for stagger tuning.
The center frequency is 450 kHz. Ll and
Cl are tuned to 443 kHz , and the output
tank (L2-C2) is tuned to 457 kHz. The
resultant bandwidth for both stages is greater
than it would be if the tuned circuits were
tuned to the center frequency.

In troubleshooting a two-stage, fully com-
pensated wideband amplifier, we will dis-
cuss only those faults which could cause
problems with either the low or high fre-
quency gain of the circuit. The waveshapes
shown in figure 39-7 indicate the results
of shorted or opened frequency compen-
sating components. Use figure 39-7 in con-
junction with figure 39-5. Part A shows the
square wave input and part B is the ideal
amplified output. The :int waveshape in
part C is labeled LOW FREQUENCY LOSS
and indicates a lack of gain at low fre-
quencies. R3, RI, C2, or C4 could be
shorted. The second wave in part C shows

r
Ch

../

Dr ../.1

INPUT

NORMAL
OUTPUT

LOW
FREJUENCY
LOSS

r INCREASED
GAIN

l/"... ,..---.

lr---
HIGH rf--
FREQUENCY
LOSS
--

COMPENSATION

J`-- f--
REP4 -134?

Figure 39-6. Staggered Pair RF Amplifier
(Simplified Schematic) Figure 39-7. Wideband Amplifier Waveforms
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increased gain at high frequencies indicating
C2 or C4 open. The first wave in part D
is the result of a shorted peaking coil (L1,
L2, L3, or L4). In many cases, the peaking
coils are tunable and could be maladjusted.
The results of maladjusted peaking coils are
shown in the second waveshape in part D.

MODULE 40

SATURABLE REACTORS AND MAGNETIC
AMPLIFIERS

Saturable reactors are inductors with spe-
cial alloy cores. These cores can quicky
saturate with a small magnetizing force, in
either a positive or negative direction. When
the core of an inductor goes from an unsat-
urated to saturated status, its impedance
goes from a high to low level. A saturable
reactor can be either a high or a low
impedance and can change from one to the
other (transient time) very rapidly. If a
saturable reactor is placed in series with a
load, it .can control the amount of current
delivered to the load. If the reactor's imped-
ance is high, load current is sinalland if it is
low, load current is high.

4.6

t H
NAGNETI ZING FORCE

-B
B - B-H PLOT OF ALTERHATING FLUX IN

IRON CORE COIL REPO -2333

Figure 40-1. B-H Plot of Alternating Flux in
Iron Core Coil
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A magnetic amplifier is a circuit with a
saturable reactor in series with a load and a
method of controlling when and how long the
reactor core is saturated. A DC winding on
the reactor controls saturation and load cur-
rent. It is an amplifier because a small
current in the DC winding controls a large
current in the AC winding.

The inductance of a coil is a direct func-
tion of permeability (mu) and coil impedance
is directly related to inductance. Therefore,
permeability controls the impedance of a coil.
Permeability is a measure of the ability
of a core material to act as a path for mag-
netic lines of force and is the ratio of flux
density (B) to magnetizing force (H). Per-
meability (mu) is expressed as -

µ(tau) = .

A curve, called a HYSTERESIS loop shows
the changes in permeability of a coil when an
AC voltage is, applied to it. Figure 40-1
shows the hysteresis loop for a coil with a
soft iron core. As the magnetizing force
(applied AC) starts to increase in a positive
(OH) direction, flux density increases in the
positive (+B) direction. Magnetizing force
reaches maximum at point a' and flux den-
sity reaches maximum at point a". As H
decreases to zero, B also decreases, but
does not reach zero (point b). The remaining
flux is called RESIDUAL magnetism. When
the magnetizing force is applied in the
opposite direction, H must reach point C
before B returns to zero. The force required
to cancel the residual magnetism is called
COERCIVE force. As H continues to
increase to point d', flux density increases
to point d". The return of H to zero results
in a reduction of B to point e and as before
residual magnetism is left in the core. As
H again goes positive it must reach point
f before B returns to zero. The lagging
of flux density behind magnetizing force is
called hysteresis and actually represents a
power loss. The area within the hysteresis
loop is proportional to the amount of coer-
cive force required to overcome the resid-
ual magnetism. The hysteresis loop for a
coil with a soft iron core is not suitable for
a saturable reactor because transient time
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Figure 40-2. Special Alloy Core

is too long. Figure 40-2 shows the ideal
hysteresis loop for a saturable reactor. The
special alloy core causes it to remain satur-
ated until the coercive torce cancels and
reverses the direction of flux lines. This
loop indicates that transient time is very
low and not much force is required to saturate
the core in either direction.

Figure 40-3A shows a simple saturable
reactor circuit. It consists of a toroidal
(ring) coil in series with a load resistor
(AL) and with an AC voltage applied.

The reactor acts as a switch because its
impedance is either very high (switch open)
or almost zero (switch closed). Figure 40-38
shows how the switch operates to control
load current and voltage. From time TO
to T1 the coil is not saturated and is a high
impedance; therefore, no current flows
through Rt. At T1 the core saturates, coil
impedance drops rapidly, and the line volt-
age appears across the load. The core
remains saturated from T1 to T2 and load
current flows. At T2 the applied AC goes
negative, the core is no longer saturated,
and no line current flows. At T3 the core
again saturates and load current flows in the
opposite direction.

The circuit just discussed is not a mag-
netic amplifier because there is no way to
control core saturation and load current.
Figure 40-4 shows how the control function
is added. AL is the load and the winding

in series with 11/, is the AC load winding.
The other winding is for saturation control.
Notice the control winding has DC applied
throwa RC. The DC current through the
control winding sets the level at which the
core saturates. The DC control current is
determined by the setting of R. The greater
the DC current, the quicker the core
saturates when AC is applied. Figure 40-4C
shows how the core saturation point changes
for increasing values of control current.

You may see saturable reactor or magnetic
amplifier circuits with provisions to

A.. SIMPLE LOAD CIRCUIT

Ti 12 VT4
T3

B. VOLTAGE WAVESHAPES

REPO -233E

Figure 40-3. Saturable Reactor
Simple Circuit
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C-Load Waveshapes for Different Values of
Control Current

Figure 40-4. Saturable Reactor with DC Control

prevent induced currents from the load
winding from influencing control currents.
This may he accomplished by the use of a
high resistance control winding, addition of
choke coils, twin core, three-legged, or twin-
core common control windings. It is also
quite common to see diodes placed in the
AC output for rectification.

MODULE 41

SYNCRRO -SERVO SYSTEMS

The function of a synchro system is to cou-
ple a mechanical position to an indicating
device, without mechanical linkage. The
"mechanical position" is usually the posi-
tion of a shaft and is called "angular posi-
tion." In practice, a synchro is an inductive
device capable of transforming an angular

21

position input into an electrical output or an
electrical input into an angular output. Syn-
chro systems are used in many types
of electronic equipment, such as radar,
satellite tracking, bomb scoring, fire con-
trol systems and autopilots. Where small
amounts of torque are needed to move heavy
loads such as radar antennas and guns, a
servo system is used. The purpose and
function of synchro and servo systems are
the same.

A synchro system consists of a synchro

generator and synchro motor connected
together electrically. The generator has a
movable rotor and fixed stator. The rotor
has an AC voltage applied to it but the
stator does not. A voltage is induced into
the stator - windings which are wound 120°
apart. The generator stator windings are
directly connected to the motor windings.

The motor stator winding has the same
voltages as the generator stators if there

'61
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Figure 41-1. Synchro Generator and Motor-No Angular Difference Between Rotors

is no angular difference between rotors. Figure
41-1 shows a properly connected synchro
generator and motor. Slip rings are used
to connect 115 VAC to the rotors of both
the generator and motor. If the two rotors
are aligned to the same angular position, the
same voltages are induced into both sets
of stator windings. This means that no current
can flow between stator windings and no
magnetic field exists to cause the motor
rotor to turn.

If the generator rotor shaft is turned, a
different situation exists as shown in figure
41-2. The generator rotor has been rotated
30°.

This causes the voltages induced into the
generator stators to change. Now there is a
difference of potential. between the generator
stators and the motor stators. This causes
a current to flow, which sets up a magnetic
field in the motor and causes the rotor to
turn. When the motor rotor has reached the
same position as the generator rotor, the
voltages in the stator windings are again
equal and the motor rotor stops turning. The
rotor shaft of the motor is usually connected
to some indicating device which always shows
the position of the generator rotor. If the
generator rotor turns continuously, the motor
rotor will also turn continuously, but it
will lag the generator by a small amount.

115V

R1

S2 52

R2

3

45V

0 45V 51 0.75A ...

26V

0.55A

52V

R1

R2

26V
53 no 51

REP4 -1362

Figure 41-2. Synchro Generator and Motor - 30° Difference in Rotor Shaft Positions
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A synchro generator can be used to run
several synchro motors. However, if too
many motors are connected, excessive lag
occurs and the accuracy of the whole sys-
tem may be affected.

The basic purpose of a servo system is
the same as that of a synchro system -
to transmit angular information without
mechanical linkage. Figure 41-3 is the
block diagram of a servo system.

The input shaft, which might be connected
to a hand control of some sort, is connected
to the synchro generator rotor. The gen-
erator stator windings are electrically con-
nected to the stator windings of a control
transformer. A control transformer is a type
of synchro which has both an electrical and
mechanical input and an electrical output.

115 VAC

INPUT SHAFT

. INPUT.%
'ANGLE
I

I

I TO ROTOR

.e.,

FROM
STATOR

SERVO- COIL
AMPLIFIER

The output shaft is mechanically connected
to the control transformer rotor.

If there is any angular difference between
the input and output shafts, the controltrans-
form e r will generate an error. The amplitude
and phase of the error voltage determines
the speed and direction of rotation of the
output shaft. The error voltage is applied
to a servo power amplifier. The servo
amplifier adds power to the error signal,
which is then applied to one of the field
coils of a two-phase induction motor. This
causes the motor to turn and also causes
the output shaft to turn. Suppose, for exam-
ple, we turn the input shaft by 30°. This
induces a voltage in the synchro generator
stator windings and the control transformer
stators cause an error voltage to be gen-
erated. The error voltage is amplified in the

PHASE
SHIFTER

COIL
Br ,A.A.A..,-,

1

t

ERROR
VOLTAGE

FROM
ROTOR

I

1

I - -
0 1

L -- - -1
2-PHASE

INDUCTION
SERVOMOTOR
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OUTPUT ANGLE
TO MOVE ROTOR

1

1

1

1

1

..i

Figure 41-3. Servomechanisms with AC Servomotor
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Figure 41-4.

servo amplifier and then applied to field coil
A of the induction motor. This causes the
motor to turn the output shaft toward the
position of the input shaft. The error volt-
age becomes smaller and reaches zero when
the output shaft position reaches that of the
input shaft.

We said before that the servo amplifier
adds power to the error signal. A typical
servo amplifier is shown in figure 41-4.

This servo amplifier consists of two stages
consisting of an error amplifier and a power
amplifier. The error amplifier is made up of
Q1 and Q2 and is connected as a differential
amplifier. Q3 and Q4 make up a push-pull
power amplifier. The output of the power
amplifier is applied to 1,1, which is one of
the field coils of an induction motor.

The error signal from the control trans-
former is applied to Q1 and amplified. the
collector load for Ql is the primary of Tl.
The amplified error signal appears across
the primary of Tl and a voltage is induced

Servoamplifier

24

20VId

-VEE

REPO -2373

into the split secondaries. The secondary of
Tl splits the error signal into two voltages
which are equal in amplitude and 180° out
of phase. These signals are then applied to
Q3 and Q4 which make up a standard push-
pull amplifier. The diodes CR1 and CR2 in
the forward bias network of Ql and Q2
are temperature stabilization diodes. The
output of the push-pull amplifier is applied
to 14 and the motor turns as long as any
error signal is present.

A portion of the output of the push-pull
amplifier is connected from point A across
feedback components R11 and C4 to the base
of Q2. The feedback signal is in phase with
the error signal at the base Q2, but lags
it because of the time constant of C4 and R11.
The feedback signal is coupled back to the
emitter of Ql by R5 and opposes the error
signal. The net result is that Ql amplifies
the difference between the error signal and
the lagging feedback signal. This fixes the
gain of Q1 and prevents the load connected to
the induction motor from oscillating when the
error voltage reaches zero.
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Chapter 1

SOLID STATE POWER SUPPLY RECTIFIERS. AND FILTERS

1-1. The purpose of this text is to discuss
solid state power supply RECTIFIERS and
FILTERS. Rectifiers, generally, serve to
convert AC voltage to a DC voltage for use
in circuits where AC voltage is not accept-
able. Filters serve to average the output
DC pulses from the rectifiers and provide
a constant amplitude DC voltage to those
circuits. To see these two circuits in per-
spective, we must understand the functions
of the other parts of a power supply. Let
us first do a block diagram analysis of a
typical power supply, and take special note
of the functions of the rectifier and filter.

1-2. THE POWER SUPPLY

1-3. The power supply is an electronic unit
used to convert one form of electrical power.
A power supply can be constructed to convert
AC power to DC power, or a small DC to
a large DC. The amount of power produced
by the power supply must meet the load
requirements of the circuit it serves.

1-4. Figure 1-1 is a block diagram of a
power supply. The blocks represent the indi-
vidual circuits within the power supply, and
the arrows show the path the current takes
through the circuits. The input voltage is
applied to the TRANSFORMER, which is
capable of stepping up or stepping down the
voltage to the required level for the circuit
being supplied. The amount of voltage from
the transformer is determined by the voltage

TRANS.
r.7. FORMER

3
INPUT VOLTAGE

___),

;
ISECTIFIER 1--_,FILTER

input to it and the type transformer being
used. Thus the transformer in a power supply
is used to provide the correct amplitude of
voltage needed for the particular circuit being
used. The voltage output from the trans-
former is then applied to a RECTIFIER.
The purpose of the rectifier is to change
the AC voltage to DC voltage. The DC
output from the rectifier is constantly
changing in amplitude, being in the form of
pulses; this output voltage is referred to as
a pulsating DC voltage. The pulsating DC
cannot be applied to the amplifiers and
obtain satisfactory operation. This output
voltage must be changed to a constant ampli-
tude DC. This is accomplished by the next
circuit in the block diagram, the FILTER.
However, even the output from the filter can
change due to changes in input voltage, or in
the amount of current drawn from the power
supply. To compensate for these variations,
we use a VOLTAGE REGULATOR to main-
tain or regulate the output voltage to the
critical level needed. Methods of regulating
this voltage will be discussed later. The
last circuit in the power supply is the
VOLTAGE DIVIDER. It's function is to pro-
vide the output voltages which are required
for the amplifier's bias and collector supply
voltages.

1-5. Now that you've seen the function of
the power' supply, let's discuss each of
these circuits in greater detail.

VOLTAGE
--) REGULATCR-4

) )...?!

VOLTAGE
DIVIDER

Figure 1-1. AC to DC Power Supply Block Diagram

1-1

G 6

3 vcc
3 Vin
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Figure 1-2. Half-Wave Rectifier

1-7. In Figure 1-1, we see that the input
to the rectifier is the output from a trans-
former. However, the transformer is only
required if we want to change the level of
voltage applied to the rectifier. If the power
supply is required to furnish a high voltage
output, a step-up transformer is used. For
transistorized equipment, a low voltage is
used, therefore, a step-down transformer is
employed. If no change in voltage level is
needed, the input can be applied directly
to the rectifier. However, this practice makes
the power supply output common to the AC
input and presents a safety hazard to both
equipment and maintenance men. For this
reason, a one-to-one transformer is used for
isolation of the power supply output from the
AC input.

1-8. Figure 1-2 shows the schematic dia-
gram for a half wave rectifier. It is one of
several rectifier circuits you will analyze.
lt's purpose is to change the AC output from
the transformer to direct current.
1-9. As you recall, when forward bias is
applied to a PN junction diode, it's resistance
decreases and allows majority current to
flow. When the junction diode is reverse
biased, it's barrier width is very large and
we have no majority current flow. A diode
placed in series with an AC source and a
load resistor will have forward and reverse
bias applied with every cycle. Since the diode
will allow current flow in only one direc-
tion, we have direct current in the output and
rectification has been accomplished.

1-10. In figure 1-2, transformer Ti supplies
the AC to the rectifier diode CR1. Ti is an

PEAK
VOLTAGE

PEAK
VOLTAGE

Figure 1-3. Sine Wave Characteristics
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Figure 1-4. Half -Wave Rectifier, Positive Alternation Input

isolation transformer as indicated by the 1 to
1 turns ratio. T1 also has "phasing dots"
located on the top side of primary and
secondary windings. The phasing dots indicate
that the polarity of the voltage at these points
will be the same. Resistor RL is the load
resistor and represents all of the circuits
which will draw current from the rectifier.

1-11. The amount of current that RL will
allow to flow in the circuit is called the
"load." U the resistance of RL is small,
it will allow a large current flow. The
circuit is then said to have a large or
"heavy's load. A small or "light" load is
placed on the circuit if RL is large.

1-12. Since an alternating voltage is applied
to the rectifier, let's review some terms
associated with AC. Figure 1-3 shows a
SINE WAVE and some terms that should be
familiar to Yee-

Ti

1:1

1-13. The maximum amplitude of the wave in
either the positive or negative alternation is
the PEAK of the wave. This can be observed
and measured with an oscilloscope. The
EFFECTIVE voltage is the measured voltage
using an AC meter. Both voltages can be
calculated as shown in Figure 1-3.

1-14. Figure 1-4 illustrates circuit opera-
tion of a half-wave rectifier. Let's assume that
the polarity of the voltage at the top of T1
primary is positive with respect to the bottom
side. The phasing dots indicate that the top of
T1 secondary would also be positive with
respect to ground. This secondary voltage is
forward bias for the diode. The resistance
of the forward biased diode would be low
and current will flow through the circuit in
the direction of the arrows. Current flow
through the load resistor (RL) develops the
voltage as shown during the positive half of
the AC input signal.

1-15. When the AC input goes through the
negative alternation as shown in Figure 1-5,

CR1

OUTPUT

Figure 1-5. Half-Wave Rectifier, Negative Alternation Input

1-3
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T1 CR1

oy OUTPUT
VOLTAGE

Figure 1-6. Half-Wave Negative Rectifier

the top of Ti secondary becomes negativewith
respect to ground. This negative voltage
reverse biases the diode and it's resistance
becomes very high. Majority current flow
ceases and only a very _mall minority cur-
rent will flow. For all pleated purposes,
there is no voltage developed across the
load resistor. Thts circuit is called a half -

wave rectifier, because current flows during
half of the input wave.

1-16. The circuit in Figures 1-4 and 1-5
are designed to produce a positive voltage
output. If negative voltages are required,
(when using PNP transistors as an example)
the diode can be reversed causing current
flow to reverse. Refer to Figure 1-6, notice
that current flows during the negative alter-
nation and it's direction produces a negative
voltage at the output.

A .0 200
VACINPUT 60 H

200
VAC

1-17. Now that we have seen bow current
flows and how an output is developed in the
half wave rectifier, let's apply an input
signal voltage of definite values. Figure 1-7
shows the halt -wave rectifier with 200 VAC
as the input voltage. This is the measured
or effective value of AC. Notice that the
secondary voltage is 282 volts peak (200V EFF
x 1.414) and the output voltage pulse is
282 volts peak. We disregard the small volt-
age drop across the diode in all our cal-
culations. The voltage peak across RL canbe
measured with an oscilloscope. However,
when measuring the voltage across RL using
a DC multimeter, the DC average is read.
The average output voltage during one half
cycle (output pulse) is .318 times the peak
output voltage. The average for an AC sine
wave (1 full cycle) is .636 x peak. Since the
half-wave rectifier produces only one half

+282X

OV

-282 V

ov_.

V.1 INPUT

PEAK
VOLTAGEr+282V

;Asian AVERAGEo 1 VOLTAGE49M

Figure 1-7. Half-Wave Rectifier
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cycle in it's output, the average output
voltage becomes the average of one alter-
nation instead of two. Therefore, the average
output voltage is 90 volts (282 volts peak
x .318).

1-18. Oa the negative alternation, the diode
does not conduct due to the reverse bias
applied to it. The reverse voltage applied
to the diode has a peak voltage of 282.8
volts (secondary voltage) and is called the
"peak inverse voltage" (PIV). You will
recall that a diode can stand only so much
voltage in the reverse direction before it will
break down. By knowing the peak inverse
voltage of the circuit, you can select a diode
that has a breakdown rating that exceeds
the peak inverse voltage (PIV).

1-19. The output voltage of the half-wave
rectifier is in the form of pulses. You will
note In Figure 1-7, that we get 1 pulse of

output voltage for 1 cycle of input voltage.
The frequency of the pulses is therefore
controlled by the frequency of the input
voltage. The frequency of a rectifier output
is given in pulses-per-second (PPS) and is
called the RIPPLE FREQUENCY. In figure
1-7, the input frequency is 60 Hertz (60 Hz)
and the output ripple frequency is 60 pulses-
per-second (60 PPS). Note that the output
voltage from the circuit changes from 0 volts
to a peak of 282 volts. This minimum to
maximum voltage change (peak to peak) is
called the RIPPLE AMPLITUDE.

The higher the ripple amplitude of the output
voltage, the more difficult it will be to change
to a constant DC which is required as an
output from a power supply. Figure 1-8
gives a summary of the half-wave rectifier.

1-20. The characteristics of the half-wave
rectifier, as compared to other rectifiers,
will be shown in figure 1-16.

Input
Voltage

Input
Rrequency

Peak
Output
Voltage

Average
Output

Voltage
Ripple

Amplitude
Ripple

Preouenoy

Peak
Inverse

Voltage

200 VAC 40 Rz 282 V 1 90 V DC

- ,

282 V 60 PPS 282 V

Figure 1-8. Half-Wave Rectifier Summary
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Figure 1-9. Full-Wave Rectifier

1-21. FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER

1-22. The full-wave rectifier is shown in
Figure 1-9. The identifying features of the
full-wave rectifier are Two diodes CR1 and
CR2, a center-tapped t. ansformer and a
load resistor (RL). The fuli-wave rectifier
is basically two half-wave rectifiers as shown
in Figure 1-9B.

This arrangement is use d to prochice an output
voltage pulse for each alternation of the. input
cycle.

1-23. Figure 1-10 shows the full-wave recti-
fier, in its simplified form, with an input
signal voltage applied.

100VAC
141V PEAK

CR2
i 00 VAC
141 V PEAK

Note that the center tapped transformer
divides the secondary voltage into 2 equal
parts which are opposite in polarity with
respect to ground or the tap. CR1 is forward
biased while CR2 is reverse biased. Current
will flow in the circuit as shownodeveloping
a voltage across RL which is positive with
respect to ground. Since the input voltage
to CR1 and AL is 141 volts peak, this is the
voltage which is developed across the load
resistor. We ignore the small voltage which
is present across CR1. The ripple or peak-
to-peak amplitude of the output is 141 volts.
With the same input voltage, the full wave
rectifier has a ripple amplitude which is only
one-half that of the half-wave rectifier.
Notice that the peak output voltage is only

+282 V_ _

0 V

-282y_

0 T PUT
VOLTAGE +141_ _

4 1

_ INPUT.
VOLTAGE

0 V :01ITPUT
VOLTAGE

Figure 1-10. FUU-Wave Rectifier Positive Alternation Input
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-282V
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VOLTAGE

Figure 1-11. Full-Wave Rectifier, Negative Alternation

one-half of the peak input voltage because of
the tapped transformer. During the positive
alternation of the input voltage, CR2 is
reverse biased and has a peak inverse volt-
age (P1V) of 282 volts. The anode of CR2 is
connected to the bottom side of Tl (-141 V)
and it's cathode is connected through CR1 to
the top of Ti (+141 V). Since CR1 is con-
ducting, it's resistance and voltage drop are
so small that we can ignore them.

1-24. During the negative alternation, the
input voltage polarities would change as indi-
cated in Figure 1-11.

CR1 is now reverse biased and CR2 is forward
biased. Note that current flowing through CR2
and RL will develop a positive voltage across

RL with respect to ground. The current
taro ii' aL Sows in the same direction for
both alternations of the input signal pro-
ducing two output pulses of the same polarity.
The polarity of the output pulses can be
changed by reversing both diodes causing
current through Rt. to reverse. Therefore,
reversing the output voltage polarity.

1-25. In the full wave rectifier, we produce
two pulses for every cycle of input voltage.
The ripple frequency then is two times the
input frequency. In Figure 1-11, the input
frequency is 60 Hertz (60 Hz) and the ripple
frequency is 120 pulses-per-second (120 PPS).

1-26. Since the output from a full-wave
rectifier contains two pulses for every cycle,

input
Voltage

input
Frequency

Peak
Output

Voltage

Average
Output

Voltage
Ripple

Amplitude
Ripple

Frequency P1V

200 VAC 60 Hz 141 V 90 VDC 141 V 120 PPS 282 V

Figure 1-12. Full -Wave Rectifier Summary
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Figure 1-13. Bridge Rectifier Positive Alternation Input
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Figure 1-14. Bridge Rectifier Negative Alternation Input
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Figure 1-15. Bridge Rectifier Peak Inverse Voltage
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the average output voltage can be calculated
as follows:

Average voltage = peak output voltage x
.636. The average output voltage from the full-
wave rectifier in Figure 1-11 is 141 volts
peak x .636 :90 volts average. Figure 1-12
gives the summary for a full-wave rectifier.

Notice that the full-wave rectifier produces
a lower ripple amplitude than the half -wave
rectifier.

1-27. This lower ripple amplitude is easier
to filter or change to a constant DC. Com-
paring the ripple frequency, we find that the
full wave has a higher ripple frequency. This
will also enable the rectifier output to be
filtered more easily.

1-28. BRIDGE RECTIrIER

1-29. The bridge rectifier is a modification
of the full -wave rectifier. Note that a center-
tapped transformer is not used However, it
requires four diodes. Refer to Figure 1 -13
for the analysis of the bridg e rectifier.
Figure 1.13B is a re-drawn version of the
bridge rectifier. During the positive alter-
nation, the diodes CR3 and CR4 are forward
biased while CR1 and CR2 are reverse biased.
Current flow through the circuit would develop
an output voltage across RL. The peak output
voltage across RL is equal to the peakvoltage
of the transformer secondary.

1-30. With the negative alternation input,
the conditions in Figure 1-14 would exist.
The conducting diodes have changed but the
current through RL is in the same direction.

THREE PHASE ,
INPUT

DELTA

For each alternation, two diodes are in the
current path.

1-31. The bridge rectifier produces two
pulses output for every input cycle. The
ripple frequency of the output in Figure
1.14 is 120 PPS.

1-32. Since both alternations of the input
cycle produce a pulse in the output, the
average output voltage is 180 volts (282 V
Peak x .636.)

1-33. To illustrate peak inverse voltage,
refer to Figure 1-15. When CR1 and CR2
are conducting, they have a low resistance
and can be considered shorts. Therefore,
CR3 and CR4 are connected across the
transformer secondary and the PIV is equal
to the peak voltage of the secondary.

1-34. Figure 1.16 gives a summary of the
half -wave, full-wave, and bridge rectifiers.

1."5. THREE-PHASE RECTIFIER

1-36. When large amounts of power are
required from a rectifier, a three-phase recti-
fier may be used instead of the single-
phase. The generator used to supply this
power produces 3 single-phase voltages that
have a phase angle of 120° between phases.
The transformer used in athree-phase recti-
fier must have 3 inputs, one for each phase.
The transformer windings may be connected
in one of two configurations called "Delta"
or Wye."

1-37. Figure 1-17 illustrates a 3-phase
transformer in a delta.to -wye configuration.

THREE PHASE
OUTPUT

WYE

Figure 1.17.3 Phase Transformer Delta to Wye
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Figure 1-18. Three Phase Rectifier with Input and Output Voltage Waveforms

Assuming equal barna with primary and
secondary windings, a delta-wound primary
with a wye-wound secondary increases the
voltage from primary to secondary (A to C, A
to B, or B to C) by afactor of 1.732 to 1. Re-
versing the arrangement (we primary, delta
secondary) results in a current increase of
1.732 to 1. Three-phase voltages can be
rectified by a three-phase bridge-type recti-
fier. Figure 1-18 shows athree-phase bridge
rectifier with its three-phase input voltages

and output voltage waveforms. Note that the
three-phase input voltages are labeled phase
A, B, and C and are 120° out of phase with each
other. The three-phase voltages are also
indicated on the transformer secondary. For
purposes of discussion, we will assume that
the input voltage to one leg of the secondary
is 10 volts peak. From the formula we can
determine that Bpk out is equal to 1.732
x Epk in or 17.32 volts as indicatedin Figure
1-18.
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Figure I-19. Three Phase Rectifier

If the input AC voltage were given in effect
value, then we would need to multiply by
1.414 to obtain the peak value. Then multiply
this peak value by 1.732 to obtain Epk out.
This is the same as 2.45 xEeffeetive Recall
that to convert Epk to Eeffective we need to
multiply by .707. Thus, 10Vpk x .707 = 7.07
VAC and 7.07 VAC x 2.45 = 17.32 Epk out.

1-38. To analyze circuit operation, we will
look at the three-phase voltages and polarities
at various times during the cycle of input
voltages. At time T1 in Figure 1-18, note
that phase A is positive 8.66 volts, phase B
is zero volts and phase C is negative 8.66
volts. The equivalent circuit at this time is
shown in Figure 1-19A. The peak output
voltage across Ri., is 17.32 volts as indi-
cated on the output waveform in Figure 1-18.

In our discussion of the three-phase rectifier,
only two of the three "legs" or phases are

1-12

used at any one time to determine the output
voltage. In reality, however, all three phases
provide a vector sum output voltage. Cir-
cuit operation would be equivalent to the dis-
cussion which follows on the three-phase
rectifier. Therefore, at time T2, we will
assume that phases A and C are used (Fig-
ure 1-19B). Since phases A and B at time
T2 are of the same amplitude and polarity,
the output voltage would be the same regard-
less of which phase is used. At time T2
phase A is positive 5 volts and phase C is
negative 10 volts. In Figure I-194 it can
be seen that the output voltage across RL,
Would decrease to 15 volts.

1-39. At time T3 we find that phase A is
zero volts, phase B is positive 8.66 volts
and phase C is negative 8.66 volts. Figure
1-20 shows the equivalent circuit at T3.
Notice that the diodes used in the bridge
rectifier have changed and the output rises
to 17.32 volts which is the difference between
phases B and C.
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B +8.66

\CRi
+17.32V

CR3

Figure 1-20. Three Phase Rectifier at
Time T3

1-40. At time T4, phase B and C are still
used but the output voltage drops to 15
volts. The difference between phase B and C
voltages is only 15 volts at this time.

1-41. At time T5 the diodes used are once
again changed and the circuit 1 s shown in
Figure 1-21. The output voltage rises to
17.32 volts when phase B is positive 8.66
volts and phase A is negative 8.66 volts. At
T6 the difference between phases A and B.. drops to 15 volts and the output will also
be 15 volts.

1-42. At time T7 the phases A and C are
used once again as shown in Figure 1-19

ov

B +8.66

A- 4. 66

Figure 1 -21 Three Phase Rectifier at Time T5

with one exception, the polarity of the phases
have changed. Phase A becomes -8.66 volts
and phase C becomes +8.66 volts.
The direction of current flow through the
diodes will change. However, the current
through the load resistor (11L) will not.
Therefore, the voltage will still be positive
and will be.17.32 volts.

1-43. Notice that between T1 and T13 in
Figure 1-18 we have 1 complete cycle of
input voltage and 6 output voltage pulses.
The ripple frequency therefore is six times
the input frequency. Note also that the output
ripple amplitude is only 2.32 volts in our
example used (17.32 'volts max - 15 volts
min). The ripple amplitude is 13.4 percent
of the output voltage amplitude. From this

Figure 1-22. Ripple Voltage Or AC Component

1-13
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we can conclude that the 3 phase rectifier
output can be converted to a constant voltage
much more easily than the half-wave, full-
wave bridge rectifiers. This is due to the
lower ripple amplitude and higher ripple
frequency.

1-44. FILTERS

1-45. In our discussion of power supplies,
we have seen how the transformer and recti-
fier circuits function. The output from the
rectifier circuit was a pulsating DC which is
not acceptable for the operation of moat
electronic equipment. Properly designed
filters are used to convert pulsating DC to
a constant DC. The purpose of the filter
is to reduce the ripple amplitude of the
rectifier output. The ripple amplitude was
defined as the peak-to-peak change in the

rectifier output voltage. Now, let's discuss
ripple voltage in relationship to the average
output voltage.

1-46. The unfiltered output of a full wave
rectifier is showninfigure 1-22. The polarity
of the output voltage does not reverse, but
its magnitude fluctuates above and below an
average value. Note that the average voltage
is shown as the line that divides the wave-
form so that area A equals area B. The
fluctuation of the voltage above and below
this average value is called the "ripple"
or "AC component" of the rectified output.
The amplitude of the ripple is 100 volts
peak-to-peak. The output of any rectifier
therefore has a ripple because its output is
in the form of pulses. For most applications,
ripple voltage amplitude must be decreased
to a very low value. This is done by the
filter circuit.

1-14
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Chapter 2

2-1. CAPACITIVE FILTER

2-2. The first of several filters we will
discuss is the capacitive filter. As you recall
from your lessons on capacitors, they will
store energy or voltage when a voltage is
applied. When the voltage applie d is removed,
it will supply energy back into the circuit.
To review this action, refer to figure 2-1.

When Si is closed in figure 2-1A, the capa-
citor will charge through R1, Sl, and the
battery. The length of time that it will take
Cl to fully charge to the applied voltage of
10 volts is five time constants. One time
constant is equal to R1 times Cl (Tftc)
and is 100 microseconds with the values
shown in figure 2-1A. For the capacitor
to Atily charge, it will take five time con-
stants or in our example 500 microseconds
(.5 milliseconds).

2-3. When 51 is opened the capacitor will
discharge returning the energy back to the
circuit. It's only path for discharge is
through the load resistance and will require
5 time constants to completely discharge.
One discharge time constant is determinedby
Cl and RL, and is equal to 100 milliseconds
(.1 seconds). Note that Cl takes 1000 times
longer to discharge than it does to charge.
It is this circuit characteristic which is
used in a filter circuit to oppose changes
in rectifier output voltage or ripple voltage.
In figure 2-2A note that the battery has been
replaced by the transformer and the switch
51 by the diode rectifier CR1.

Si lkn.

2-4. The positive input signal will cause
CR1 to conduct, current will flow through
the load resistor RL, and the output voltage
will rise to 100V as shown in figure 2-2C.
During the time from TO to Tl, Cl will
charge very rapidly to the peak of the input
voltage. The charge path is shown in figure
2-2A. At time Tl, the input voltage to Cal
will start to decrease from its peak value
of 100V. The cathode of CR1 is positive
100V with respect to ground (voltage across
Cl When the voltage applied to the anode
decreases below 100V, CR1 will be reverse
biased and will stop conducting. Cl will
start discharging at time Tl and the output
voltage across RL will slowly decrease as
C1 discharges through it. Cl continues to
discharge from Ti to T2 time. At T2 time,
the input voltage applied to the anode of CR1
becomes greater than the voltage on Cl.
CR1 will conduct and the cur. wit through
Cl will rapidly recharge it to the peak
input voltage. At T3 time, the diode will
once again stop conducting and Cl will supply
discharge current through the load resistance.
It can be seen that the amount of voltage
change across RL is dependent uponhow long
Cl is allowed to discharge. If the discharge
time constant is large, Cl will discharge
slowly and the output voltage will change
only a small amount. Remember, the peak-
to-peak changes are ripple amplitude or ripple
voltage. In the example in figure 2-2 the
output voltage changes from 100 volts to
60 volts or a 40 volts peak-to-peak ripple
voltage. Since the discharge time constant
for the filter Cl is dependent upon its value

S1

1/.10-
Irn.A

R t

'Cl
auf

B DISCHARGE

Figure 2-1. RC Time Constants

2-1
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Figure 2-2. Half Wave Rectifier With Capacitive Filter

and the value of RL, the values of Cl and
RL will determine the ripple amplitude.

2-5. In figure 2-2B note that the ripple volt-
age of the unfiltered waveform is 100V peak-
to-peak and the average voltage is 31.8
volts. With the addition of the filter capaci-
tor, the output waveform in figure 2-2C
shows that ripple amplitude decreases to 40
volts peak-to-peak and the average voltage
increases to some level above 60 volts.

2-6. You will always find that the filter
capacitor is placed in parallel with the load
resistance. The smaller the discharge time
constant, the larger the ripple amplitude,
and the lower the average output voltage.
Figure 2-3 shows the effect of changing
the value of /11, and C on ripple amplitude
and their effects on average output voltage.
It can be seen in figure 2-3 that a large
load (small RL) placed on the rectifier with
a capacitor filter will cause a decrease in
average voltage and an increase ripple ampli-
tude. In figure 2-3 a small value of filter
capacitance will produce similar results.

2-2

2-7. SIMPLE INDUCTIVE FILTER

2-8. Another device that is used as a filter
is the inductor. Both the inductor and capaci-
tor are reactive devices which are capable
of storing energy.

2-9. Figure 2-4 shows the inductive filter
in a half-way e rectifier circuit. Note the
inductor or "choke" is in series with the
load resistance so that total current will

I-100V

OV

LARGE C or RL

IC-

N

I

It

SMALL C or RL

Figure 2-3. Effects of RT., and C on Output
Voltage and Ripple Amplitude
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Figure 2-4. Half-Wave Rectifier With Inductive Filter

flow through it. Figures 2-3 and 2-4 show
the unfiltered (dotted waveform) and filtered

waveform) output from the circuit.

2-10. This type of filter uses the reactive
properties of an inductor. It will oppose a
change in current and store energy in its
magnetic field. The inductor, therefore,
opposes any change in current and attempts
to keep the load current and output voltage
constant.

2-11. Refer to figure 2-4 for analysis of the
inductive filter. From TO to Tl (see the
dotted waveform), the input voltage to an
unfiltered rectifier will cause the current to
increase rapidly to its peak value producing
a peak voltage across the load resistance of
100 volts. From T1 to T2 the current and
output voltage will decrease rapidly to zero.
With the addition of a filter coil, Li, the cur-
rent will rise slowly between TO and Tl due
to the inductive reactance of Ll opposing the
increase in current. This will result in an
electromagnetic field being built around Ll as
indicated in figure 2-4. At Ti the voltage
applied to the anode of CR1 will begin to
decrease, resulting in an attempted decrease
in the current through 1.1. At this time the
electromagnetic field will begin to collapse,
the voltage polarity of Ll will reverse,
(circled polarities on figure 2-4) and the
negative voltage on the cathode from the

collapsing fields will cause CR1 to continue
to conduct. Note that CRI continues to con-
duct for a short period of time after the
completion of the positive alternation from
Ti. At T3 the magnetic field of 1.1 has
completely collapsed, and diode CR1 ceases
conduction. Note also that at time T3 the
output voltage is zero volt.

2-12. With an inductive filter, the ripple
amplitude is smaller. The peak output voltage
across RI, is less than the peak input voltage
due to the voltage drop across 1.1. Compared
to the capacitive filter under similar cir-
cuit conditions, the average output voltage
from the inductive filter is less. The average
output voltage from an inductive (choke)
filter will remain more constant with large
changes in load (current) than the capacitive
filter. For this reason, it is used in cir-
cuits where there are large load (current)
changes.

2-13. The output voltage from any power
supply should remain constant in value.
When a capacitor was used as a filter, it
was found that if the load resistance changed,
the average output voltage would change due
to the change in ripple amplitude. Using
the example of load resistance decreasing,
it was found that ripple amplitude would
increase. At the same time if load resist-
ance decreased, load current wouldincrease.

2-3
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Figure 2-5. Half-Wave Rectifier with L-Type Inductor Input Filters

The inductor is used to oppose changes in
current. As in our example, with anincrease
in current, the inductor would tend to oppose
this increase in current and hold load cur-
rent constant. The process of maintaining a
constant value 'of current with a changing
load resistance is called REGULATION. The
inductor, when used as a filter, is placed in
series with the LOAD resistance (refer to
figure 2-4). As a result i,f placing the
inductor in series with the load resistancet
any change in load current will be detected
by the inductor and the inductor will oppose
the change in current. If current can be
maintained or regulated to a constant value,
then the average voltage will remain at a

constant value, or will be regulated as well.
If current and voltage are regulated, we can
state that the power is also being regulated
(P ,..- EI). As we will see, some filters
provide better regulation than others.

2-14. "L" TYPE FILTERS

2-15. "L" TYPE FILTERS are classified
into two sub-groups: the "L-type inductive
input" and the "L-type capacitive input"
filk

2-16. Figure 2-5 shows the half-wave
rectifier with an L-type inductive input

Figure 2-6. Capacitive Input L-Type Filter

2-4
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filter. The two components that comprise
the filter are the inductor (LI) and the
capacitor (Cl).. It is referred to as an
"inductive input" filter because the inductor
is connected to the rectifier Output.

The diode (CRI) conducts during the positive
alternation of the input sine wave. Current
will flow from ground -through RL, LI,
CRI, and through the secondary of TI. This
will cause CI to charge, and a magnetic
field to build up around LI. The charge
path for CI now contains the reactance of
LI. Cl will not charge to the peak voltage
of the secondary due to the voltage drop
across LI. As the positive alternation starts
to decrease, Cl will start to discharge
through RL. The field around LI begins to
collapse and causes the polarity of voltage
across LI to reverse. The induced voltage,'
developed across LI, allows the diode (CRI)
to continue to conduct for a longer period
of time which will provide additional current-,
to flow in the circuit. This additional cur-
rent helps to maintain a smaller amplitude
of ripple voltage. If the load resistance
changes, there will be a change in Current.
Any change in current has to flow through
LI and the inductor will oppose these changes
in current which will result in good current
regulation. U- current remains constant, the
output voltage will remain constant and will
result in good regulation. An inductive input
filter provides for good regulation but a lower
output voltage than that which could be obtained
with the capacitive input L type filter.

2-17. The second type of "L" type filter is
the capacitive input "L" type filter. It has
the characteristic of providing for a higher
output voltage but poorer current and- voltage
regulation when compared to an inductive

input "L" type filter. Figure 2-6A illustrates
a half wave rectifier with a capacitive input
"L" type filter. Figure 2-6B and 2-6Cillus-

trate the Current paths for charge (TO to
TI) and for discharge (TI to T2).

During the positive alternation of the input
voltage, CRI will conduct and current will
flow as shown in figure 2-6B. One path is
through RL and LI and the other is the charging
current of Cl. Notice that Cl now charges
only through the diode CRI and will charge
to the peak input voltage.

2-18. When the positive alternation of the
input voltage starts to decrease, CRI will
cut off and Cl will begin to discharge through
RL and LI (figure 2-6C). The magnetic field
of LI will also begin to collapse, providing
a current through RL, which aids the capaci-
tive discharge current. (Note the voltage
polarities in figure 2-6C). Since CI charged
to the peak input voltage, the average output
voltage will be higher than with an L-type
inductive input filter. However, large load
current changes on the capacitive input L-
type filter would result inanincreased ripple
amplitude; An 1.0-type inductiie input filter
givei`a lower output voltage and good voifife:
regulation. A capacitive input L-type filter
gives a higher output voltage, but the voltage
regulation is poor. The L-typeinductiveinput
filter is used in applications which have
large load current changes. Capacitive input
filters are used in power supplies that have
a relatively constant load or current drain.

2-19. PI-TYPE FILTERS

2-20. The Pi-type filter is a compromise
between the two L-type filters just discussed.
It will provide a relatively high output voltage

LI

L-C Pi Filter

A.

TL-TYPE
CAPACITIVE

INPUT

LI

T
LTYPE

CHOKE INPUT

B.

Figure 2-7. Half-Wave Rectifier with LC Pi-Type Filter
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Figure 2-8. RC 131-Type Filter.

with good voltage regulation. There are two
Pi-type filters. One is the "L-C Pi-type"
and the other is the "R-C Pi-type."

2-21. Figure 2-7A shows the LC Pi-type
filter. The filter circuit is composed of LI,
Cl and C2. It will display the properties of
both the L-type filters Just discussed. Figure
2-7B shows the equivalent circuit for an
L-C Pi-type filter.

2-22. On the positive alternation of the
input, CRI will conduct, charging Cl, C2,
and LI. Cl charges to the peak and C2 to a
somewhat lower voltage. When CR1 is cut
off, both capacitors will discharge through
RL and the collapsing magnetic field about
LI will supply energy, aiding the discharge
current of Cl and C2.

2-23. A somewhat less effective Pi-type filter
is the R- C Pi-type filter shown in figure
2-8. In the RC Pi-type filters, the inductor
is replaced with a resistor.

2-24. By replacing Ll with R1, a series
voltage divider network is formed by Al and
RL. This will result in a lower output
voltage. Because Al does not oppose current
changes, it will not return energy to the load
during the non-conducting time of CR1. The
result will be decreased current regulation.
For varying load or current changes, this
type of a filter is not as good as that of the
LC Pi-type filter.

2..25. Deleted.

2-26. Deleted.

2-6

2-27. Deleted.

2-28. VOLTAGE DOUBLER

2-29. A voltage doubler is a circuit which
converts AC to DC, provides filtering, and
proctces an output voltage which is approxi-
mately two times the peak voltage of the
transformer secondary. A voltage doubler
circuit is shown in figure 2-9.

2 -30. The circuit is actually two half-wave
rectifiers with capacitive filters. CR1, TI,
and Cl make up one of the half-wave recti-
fiers. The other half wave rectifier is CR2,
Ti and C2. The circuit is designed so the
voltages across Cl and C2 will be series
aiding and will result in an output voltage
across RL which is two times the peak
voltage of Ti secondary. Figure 2-19A shows
the current flow during the positive alternation
of the input and the resultant voltage across
Cl. Note that Cl charges through the small

Figure 2-9. Voltage Doubler
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"A" CHARGE PATH FOR Cl.

"Is* CHARGE PATH FOR C2 (SOLID LINE)

DISCHARGE PATH FOR Cl. (DOTTED LINE)

"Co CHARGE PATH MR Cl (SOLID LITE)

DISCHARGE PATH MR C2 (DOTTED LINE)

Figure 2-10. Voltage Doubler Charge and Discharge Paths

resistance of CR1 and therefore, will charge
very rapidly to the peak voltage of Tl
secondary (100V peak).

2-31. During the negative alternation (figure
2-10B), C2 will charge to the Tl secondary
peak voltage. CR1 is reverse biased and Cl
will discharge. Note in figure 2-10B that Cl
discharges through Tl secondary, CR2, and
RL. The voltage across Cl is series aiding

2-7

with the secondary voltage of T1. RL will
feel the sum of the two voltages or 200V
peak. Cl has a high resistance (RL) in its
discharge path and will discharge very slowly
maintaining the voltage output at approxi-
mately 200V during this alternation.

2-32. When the polarity of the input reverses
as in figure 2-10C, the capacitor Cl will re-
charge very rapidly and C2 will start its
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discharge through RL, Tl and CR1. The
voltages of C2 and 11 secondary are now
series aiding across RL. The output voltage
across RL is maintained at approximately
200V peak. Since an output pulse is produced
for each alternation of the input sine-wave,
the circuit is a full-wave rectifier with a
ripple frequency twice the input frequency.

2-8

2-33. The high output voltage from the volt-
age doubler is possible due to the fact that
the charges of capacitors Cl and C2 are
added in the output. To maintain this high
voltage output, the load resistance and capacit-
ance must be large to produce a long dis-
charge time. The load current drain on a
voltage doubler must be small.

Q 7u
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Chapter 3

VOLTAGE REGULATION

3-1. The output voltage developed by a
source of power changes: (1) with a change
in input and (2) when current is drawn from
the source. Mainy electronic circuits operate
satisfactorily with a moderate amount of
variation in the supply voltage. Some circuits
are very critical and even a slight deviation
from the normal supply voltage will cause
unsatisfactory operation. These circuits
require the use of a voltage-regulating device.
Crystal diodes manufactured for this purpose
are called zener diodes. Sometimes referred
to as avalanche diode or breakdown diodes,
these diodes use the breakdown voltage and
the avalanche current region of the PN
Junction. This chapter discusses zener diodes
and electronic voltage regulators.

C
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i
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REGULATION
VOLTAGE
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3-2. ZENER DIODE

3-3. "Zener" is a name given to a family
of diodes designed to operate with reverse
breakdown voltage. Zener diodes operate in
the avalanche region of their characteristic
curves, without damage.

3-4. The voltage current characteristics of a
typical zener diode are shown in figure 3-1.
With forward bias, the zoner diode operates
the same as a regular PN junction. With a
small reverse bias across the PN junction
the barrier potential is increased. This action
causes a space charge depletion region or
junction. Only a small leakage currant will
flow due to minority carriers.
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I

a-- AV ALAtiCHE
CURRENT

=PM IN, AM= 4.1Mo .01m. 11.. .1=1,
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10.m A

15 me
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251nA

Figure 3-1. Zener Diode Characteristic Curve
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3 -5. Increasihg the reverse voltage increases
the velocity of the minority carriers. Some
of these carriers collide with covalent bond
electrons releasing them as carriers. This
action has a cumulative effect called
"avalanche ionization." It comprises a rapid
increase in reverse current that, unless
checked by a series limiting resistor, may
destroy the semiconductor. The reverse
voltage at which avalanche effect occurs is
called the reverse breakdown voltage and is
abbreviated BVR.

3-6. The zener diode voltage regulator is
operated between point A (Figure 3-1 )and point
B. At point A, the current is about 3 mA
and the voltage across the zener is about
43 volts. At point B, the current is about
22 mA and the voltage across the zener is
about 45 volts. Between points A and B,
the current changes ir mA as the voltage
changes 2 volts.

3-7. A zener voltage regulator circuit is
shown in figure 3-2, along with the schema-
tic symbol of zener diode CR1. The zener
diode is placed in parallel with the load and
in series with the current limiting resistor
RI. The voltage delivered to the load is
controlled by the BVR value of CR1. If the
supply voltage (input from filter) decreases,
the reverse voltage across CR1 will decrease.
Therefore, the speed of the carriers in the
crystal will decrease and reverse current
will decrease. The current through RI
decreases with a proportionate decrease in
voltage drop across RI. The decreased drop
across RI cancels some of the original drop
in the supply voltage and keeps the voltage
across the load fairly constant.

3-8. Zener diodes are designed to operate
at various voltages. When a regulated voltage
in excess of the rating of one zener diode is
required, two or more diodes may be
connected in series. Several regulated volt-
ages can be obtained from a single rectifier
power supply.

3-9. To illustrate the operation of a zener
diode, we must use both figures 3-1 and 3-2.
Figure 3-1 indicates that the current midway
between points A and B is about 12 mA and

3-2

RI = 5002

IT = 62 mA

75V
INPUT
FROM CR1

FILTER

I= 12 mA

R67'4-1364

Figure 3-2. Zener Voltage Regulator Circuit

the voltage across the zener is about 44
volts. Thus, the voltage across the load is
also 44 volts. Current thru RI, therefore, is
the sum of the load current and the zener
current or 62 mA. The voltage drop across
the 500-ohm RI is 31 volts. The input voltage
from the filter network is the sum of ER,
and Scin or 75 volts.

3-10. If the voltage from the filter were
to decrease to 69 volts, the voltage across
the zener and the load would change' to 43
volts. Figure 3-1 shows that with 43 volts
across CR1, current through CR1 is 3 mA.
The decrease of 1 mA through the 880-ohm
load decreases Ent by 5 volts. So, fora change
in input voltage (from the filter) of 6 volts
(75V to 69V), the load voltage changed only
1 volt (44V to 43V). Checking: ER1 +
Eload = 69V (28V + 43V) = 69V.

3-11. If the voltage from the filter were to
increase to 81.5 volts, the voltage across the
load would go to 45 volts. The increase of
10 milliamperes through CR1 (22 mA at
45V, figure 3-1) and the 1 mA increase
through the load, increases the voltage drop
across RI to 36.5 volts (36.5V + 45V =
81.5V). The result is as follows: The voltage
from the filter could have a change inampli-
tude of 12.5 volts (69V to 81.5V), but the
voltage across the load would only change
2 volts (43V to 45V).

3-12. Even though a zener diode does regulate
voltage, it has certain limitations. The current
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Figure 3-3. Equivalent EVR Circuit

range (maximum to minimum) is limited;
there is a voltage change between the minimum
current and maximum current conditions; and
the amplitude of the regulatedvoltap is fixed
by the type of zener used. Electronic volt-
age regulators use amplifier circuits along
with the zener diode to overcome the limi-
tations of the zener diode alone.

3-13. ELECTRONIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR
(EVR)

3-14. An electronic voltage regulator is a
circuit designed to maintain the output voltage
nearly constant regardless of input voltage or
load changes. An electronic voltage regulator
can be equated to the series resistive cir-
cuit, shown in figure 3-3. The load resist-
ance is connected in series with variable
resistor Rl across the output terminals of the
power supply. The voltage from the power
supply has ripple and is not regulated.
Further, if the resistance changes, the voltage
across the load cannot remain constant.

3-15. In figure 3-3, if Rl is increased as the
input voltage goes up, the voltage across the
load can be made to remain constant. An
increase in E applied to a series circuit
increases I total. A corresponding increase
in R total will decrease I total to its
original value. Further, if the size of Rl
is decreased as the input voltage decreases,
the output voltage remains constant. Like-
wise, if the load resistance is decreased,

3-3
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Figure 3-4. Simplified EVR Circuit

and Rl is decreased a proportional amount,
the load voltage remains constant. This is the
basic principle of an electronic voltage regu-
lator circuit.

3-16. A simplified electronic voltage regu-
lator circuit is shown in figure 3-4. A tran-
sistor has been inserted in place of a variable
resistor. Recall that a transistor is a vari-
able resistance and that its resistance canbe
controlled by electronic means. Zener diode
regulator CR1 with current limiting resistor
R1 develops forward bias for Ql. The zener
is rated at 10.1 volts and, during normal
operation, holds the voltage on the base of
Ql constant at this value. With Ql conducting,
a voltage of approximately 10 volts is
developed across the load resistance. There-
fore, the bias on Ql during normal operation
is the difference betweenthe base andemitter
voltages or .1 volt. With the base voltage of
Ql held constant by CR1, the only way the
bias of Ql can be changed is for the voltage
on the emitter to change. Thus, the voltage
on the emitter, which is also the load volt-
age, determines the resistance of Ql.

3-17. If, for any reason, the load voltage
decreases, the bias on Ql increases. With
an increase in forward bias, the resistance
of Ql decreases and more current flows,
bringing the load voltage back toward its
original value.

3-18. Or, if the load voltage increases,
the bias on Ql decreases. A decrease in
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Figure 3-5. EVR

forward bias of Q1 cattses the resistance of
Q1 to increase. This causes less current to
flow, and the voltage across the load returns
to the regulated value. The ci rcuit is designed
so that the resistance change in Q1 is pro-
portional to a change in load voltage. This
operation holds the voltage across the load
relatively constant in case either the input
voltage or the load resistance changes.

3-19. Although this is an improvement over
the simple zener diode regulator, the simpli-
fied electronic voltage regulator still has
limitations. Figure 3-5 shows a schematic
diagram of a complete electronic voltage
regulator circuit. Two class A amplifiers,
Q1 in series and Q2 in shunt, detect and
compensate for variations in source voltage
or load. With the addition of Q2 and voltage
divider network EC,. R4, and R5, this circuit
regulates the voltage across the load to a more
constant value.

3-20. Transistor QI is in series with the
load. The action of Q1 changing its resist-
ance to hold the output voltage constant is
still present. Notice that the base current
of Q1 is now controlled by Q2. R2 is the
collector load resistor for Q2 and the forward

3-4

bias resistor of Ql. Resistor RI is the cur-
rent limiting resistor for CR1.

3-21. The bias fortransistorQ2 is determined
by the voltages on its emitter and base. The
zene r diode sets the emitter voltage, which is
called the Q2 reference voltage. The voltage
on the base of Q2 is developed by the voltage
divider network (R3, R4, and R5) connected
across the load. This arrangement con-
tinuously samples the output voltage. In other
words, if the output voltage were to increase,
the voltage on the movable arm of R4 will
increase. So, with the emitter voltage of Q2
being held constant at all times, the con-
duction of Q2 is controlled by the voltage at
the arm of R4.

3-22. To illustrate the operation of the
electronic voltage regulator, let's discuss:
(1) an increase of input voltage and (2) an
increase in the load on the circuit. An
increase in input voltage is felt across volt-
age divider B3, R4, and R5. The voltage at
the f. 311 of R4 will go in a positive direction.
This increase in voltage at the base of Q2
increases its forward bias. Transistor Q2
conducts harder and increases the voltage
drop across R2. This makes Ow voltage on
the base of Q1 less positive. a. less posi-
tive voltage on the base of Q1 decreases the
forward bias of Q1, which increases its
resistance. With resistance of Q1 increased,
more voltage is dropped across QI (collector -
to- emitter). The increase in voltage drop
across Q1 nearly equals the increase in
input voltage (from the filter) and the load
voltage remains relatively constant. This
action is instantaneous, and the EVR circuit
maintains a regulated output voltage anytime
the input voltage increases. A decrease in
input voltage results in just the opposite
action within the circuit, and the output volt-
age remains at the regulated value.

3-23. An increase in load on the circuit
means that the resistance of the load has
decreased. When this occurs, load voltage
decreases. Any change in load voltage is
felt across voltage divider R3, R4, and R5.
A decrease in load voltage causesthe voltage
at the arm of R4 to decrease. The decreiSe
in voltage at the base of Q2 reduces its

9j
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forward bias. Transistor Q2 then conducts
less, and the current through its load resistor
decreases. This causes the voltage on the
base of Q1 to increase (becomes more posi-
tive). The increase in voltage on the base
of Ql increases forward bias and causes the
resistance of Ql to decrease. The decrease
in resistance of Ql (emitter-to-collector)
causes the voltage across Ql to decrease,
leaving more voltage across the load. The
decrease in voltage across Q1 nearly equals
the decrease in load voltage and, for all
practical purposes, the load voltage remains
constant.

3-24. Transistor Ql is referred to as the
"series regulator." The voltage on the arm of
R4 is called the "error signal," and Q2 is
the "differential" or "error" amplifier
since it amplifies the error signal. The zener
diode provides the reference voltage for

3-5

error amplifier Q2. This regulator circuit
provides very close regulation of the output
voltage.

3-25. Another characteristic of the electro-
nic voltage regulator circuit is the fact that
the output voltage can be adjusted to a speci-
fic. value. Resistor R4 is the output voltage
adjust. If the arm of R4 is moved up, the
forward bias on Q2 increases, and Q2 con-
ducts harder. The voltage across R2 in-
creases and the voltage on the base of Ql
decreases. The forward bias of Ql is thus
decreased, so the resistance of Ql increases.
This action will reduce the output voltage.

3-26. U the arm of R4 is moved down, the
forward bias of Q2 decreases; Q2 conducts
less, and the voltage on the base of Ql
increases, which decreases the resistance of
Ql. This action will cause the output volt-
age to increase to a higher value.
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Chapter 4

4-1. TROUBLESHOOTING THE HALF WAVE
RECTIFIER

4-2. In order to troubleshoot the power
supply, you must be familiar with the function
of its component parts. For our explanation,
we will discuss the effects of open or shorted
diodes and capacitors. The function of the
diode, as you recall, was to change AC to
pulsating DC. The filter capacitor was used
to change pulsating DC to DC. In performing
this task, the ripple amplitude is decreased
and the average output voltage increases.
Keeping these functions in mind, let's look
at the half wave rectifier with a capacitive
filter shown in Figure 4-1.

4-3. The total current which flows in the power
supply in Figure 4-1 must flow through CR1.
An open diode would cause all current

Tl

flow through RL to cease, Cl would no
longer charge, and the output voltage would
drop to zero volts.

4-4. Figure 4-2 shows the equivalent circuit
when CR1 shorts. Without the diode to rectify
the AC , we have an AC voltage applied to
Cl. The reactance of Cl to the AC is very
low (XC = .159 = 26 ohms). This would

fc
cause a large current flow in the primary and
secondary circuits of Tl, causing the fuse
Fl to open, removing the applied voltage.
Output voltage, in turn, would become zero.
This problem illustrates the importance of
having a properly fused power supply. A
circuit that is fused with too large a fuse
or not fused at all, would have a very large
load under this condition and would probably
cause serious damage to the transformer and
other circuit components.

Figure 4-1. Half-Wave Rectifier With Capacitive Filter (CR1 Open)

4-1
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Figure 4-2. Shorted Diode In a HalfWave Rec lifter (Shorted CR1)

Figure 4-3. Shorted Capacitor In a Half-Wave Rectifier
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Figure 4-4. Full-Wave Rectifier with L-Type Inductive Input Filter
(Open CR1 or CR2)

4-5. SHORTED CAPACITOR

4-6. Figure 4-3 shows the equivalent circuit
formed when the filter capacitor shorts.

4-7. When the filter capacitor Cl shorts,
notice it shorts the load resistance which
limits the current in the rectifier circuit.
CR1 is the only resistance in the secondary
circuit of Ti and when it forward biased,
its resistance is very low. As a result,
there would be a large current flow in both
primary and secondary circuits of Ti probably
destroying the fuse Fl. This again would
point out the necessity of having a properly
fused power supply. This circuit is designed
so fuse Fl will blow before the maximum
current limitation of the diode is reached.
The output voltage would drop to zero under
these conditions.

4-8. OPEN CAPACITOR

4-9. If the alter capacitor, Cl, in Figure
4-2 opens, we would have no filtering action.
The rectifier output would then show a high
ripple amplitude and average output voltage
would decrease.

4-10. TROUBLESHOOTING THE FULL -
WAVE RECTIFIER

4-11. Figure 4-4A shows the full-wave recti-
fier with an L-type inductive input filter.

4-12. Figure 4-4B illustrates the normal
unfiltered output and Figure 4-4 C the filtered
output showing ripple frequency, ripple ampli-
tude, and average output voltage. Opening
either diode results in the circuit becoming
a half-wave rectifier with the resultant wave-

4-3
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Figure 4-5. Full-Wave Rectifier With Shorted Diode

forms shown in Figures 4-4D and E. Note
ripple frequency has decreased, ripple amp-
litude increases and average output voltage
decreases.

4-13. OPEN FILTER CAPACITOR

4-14. If the filter capacitor opens, the
output waveform would approach that shown
in Figure 4-4B (unfiltered). Li would still
do some filtering, however it is very in-
effective without Cl. As a result, the ripple

amplitude increases and the average output
voltage decreases. Compare the two wave-
forms of Figures 4-4B and 4-4C (filtered
and unfiltered).

4-15. SHORTED DIODE (CR1 OR CR2)

4-16. Figure 4-5 shows the equivalent cir-
cuit if one of the diodes (CR2) becomes
shorted.

4-17 With CR2 shorted, CR1 is placed
directly across the secondary winding of
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transformer Tl. When it is forward biased
its very low resistance would place a very

.... large load on both primary and secondary
windings. The excessive current through fuse
Fl will cause it to burn out. This condition
would result if either CR1 or CR2 shorts.

4-18. SHORTED FILTER CAPACITOR

4-19. Shorting the filter capacitor Cl would
short out the load resistance in parallel with
it. Excessive current would flow, destroying
fuse Fl.

4-20. The tables in Figure 4-6 provide a
summary of the effects of open or shorted
capacitors and diodes in the half-wave and full-
wave rectifiers. Note that a shorted diode
or capacitor results in an excessive load
which destroys the fuse. An open diode or
capacitor results in a lower output voltage and
higher ripple with the exception of the half-
wave whose output goes to zero with an
open diode.

4-5
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4-21. TROUBLESHOOTING THE ELECT-
RONIC VOLTAGE REGULATOR (EVR).

4-22. Thus far, we have taken a look at some
of the problems that could result with open
and shorted components in eithe r the rectifier
or the filter circuit of the Power Supply.
The voltage regulator plays an important
role within the Power Supply in that it will,
under normal operating conditions, regulate
the voltage under varying load conditions.

4-23. Before we begin to talk about troubles
that could exist in the voltage regulator,
let's review some of the points that have
been made about an Electronic Voltage
Regulator and how it relates to the other
circuits in our power supply. By referring to
the block diagram, Figure 4-7A, you can see
that the voltage regulator fits between the
FILTER and the LOAD, the load being the many
circuits that the power supply is providing
power for. It should be apparent that any
malfunction occuring in the REGULATOR

S6



will cause a change in the amount of voltage
that is being provided to the LOAD. The
circuit diagram shown in Figure 4-7B illus-
trates how the circuits would appear when
connected together and are drawn to relate
to the block diagram.

4-24. From your previous lessons that dealt
with the Electronic Voltage Regulator, you
will recall that the purpose of R4 was to
provide a means of adjusting the output volt-
age to the correct value that is required by
the LOAD. Refer to Figure 4-7B, recall
that we found that by moving the wiper arm
of R4 toward R3 that the output voltage would
decrease and that by moving the wiper arm
of R4 toward R5 that the output voltage
would increase. These points serve as a basis
for understanding the circuit which we are
going to troubleshoot. It would be well to
review why these statements are true.

4-25. Moving the wiper arm of R4 toward
R3 in Figure 4-7B will cause an increase in
the amount of voltage seen at the base of Q2.
An increase in voltage at the base of Q2
wilt cause Q2 to conduct harder and its col-
lector voltage will decrease. A decrease in
the collector voltage of Q2 is directly coupled
to the base of QI and is seen by Q1 as a
decrease in forward bias. This decrease in
forward bias at Q1 will cause Q1 to conduct
less and the resistance represented by QI
will increase. Remember that Q1 is in series
with the load and that by changing the amount
of bias at the base of Q1, it will affect the
amount of resistance exhibited by Q1 and in
turn the amount of voltage drop across it.
Following the sequence outlined above, test
your understanding of the circuit by moving
the wiper arm of R4 toward R5. You should
be able to prole to yourself that the output
voltage increased due to an increase in for-
ward bias at the base of Q1 decreasing its
resistance.

4-26. As an electronic technician, one of the
first checks that you will make in the
system that you are going to maintain is to
determine whether or not the Power Supply
is providing the correct value of voltage. In
our first problem, we are going to assume that
you have made this check with a voltmeter

4-6

and have found that the VOLTAGE MEASURED
AT THE OUTPUT ISHIGHER THAN NORMAL
AND THAT ADJUSTING R4 DOES NOT
CHANGE THE OUTPUT VOLTAGE indicating
that the REGULATOR is not functioning
properly.

4-27. The faulty component in this case could
be an open resistor such as R3. If R3 is
open, the voltage seen at the base of Q2
would be zero. With zero volts at the base
of Q2, it would not conduct and the collector
voltage would be more positive than normal
resulting in an increase in forward bias for
Ql. With Q1 conducting harder than normal,
its resistance would be low. The lower
resistance of Q1 results in a decreased
voltage drop across it and the voltage being
provided to the load would be higher than
normal. The REGULATOR would not be able
to regulate' for changes in voltage with
R3 open because transistor Q2 would be unable
to detect changes in output voltage.

4-28. Other components in the circuit that
coulu cause the same type of symptoms are
listed below:

CR1 Open - With CR1 open, Q2 is prevented
from conducting and its collector voltage
would be more positive. Q1 would detect
this as an increase in forwa rdbias resulting
in a decrease in voltage drop across Q1
and in turn a rise in output voltage.

Q2 Open - With Q2 open, we would have a
more positive voltage applied to the base
of Q1 resulting in an increase in forward
bias for Ql.

Q1 shorted - With Q1 shorted, the entire
voltage would be seen at the load as a
high and unregulated value of voltage.

4-29. In our discussion of troubleshooting
thus far, we have talked about the symptom
of the output voltage being higher than nor-
mal. Suppose that in our check of the power
supply that we find that the output voltage is
LOWER THAN NORMAL.

4-30. One of the components in the REGU-
LATOR that could cause this type of a



symptom would be a shorted zener diode
such as CR1. Under normal conditions,
CR1 provided a positive regulated voltage
for the emitter of Q2 in order that Q2 would
be able to detect any voltage changes
appearing at the base of Q2. With CR1
shorted, the emitter of Q2 would be at ground
potential resulting in an increase in forward
bias at the base of Q2. Q2 would conduct
harder than normal. The collector voltage of
Q2 would decrease in value andthis decrease
would be coupled to the base of Ql as a
decrease in forward bias for Ql. Decreasing
the forward bias of Ql would be seen as an
increase in the resistance of Ql and in turn
more voltage would be dropped across Ql.
With more voltage dropped across Ql, less
voltage would be seen at the load with the
resultant symptom of output voltage LOWER
THAN NORMAL.

4-31. Other components in the Electronic
Voltage Regulator that could cause similar
symptoms are listed below;

R3 Shorted With R3 shorted, there would
be an increase in forward bias seen at
the base of Q2 resulting in a decrease in
collector voltage. This decrease in col-

-- lector voltage would be detected as a
decrease in the forward bias for Q1
resulting in an increase in resistance of
Ql. More voltage would be dropped across

Ql and less voltage would be seen at the
load.

R-2 Open - With R2 open, there is no longer
a path for forward bias for Ql. Q1 will
not conduct and the output voltage will
be zero.

Ql Open - If Ql is open, the DC path for
current flow is open and in turn the output
voltage will be zero.

4-32. The question that should now arise is
"How doyou know which one of the components
is causing the malfunction if there are a
number of components that will provide the
same symptoms 7 " The answe r to this question
lies in your ability to use the PSM6 and
your ability to interpret the readings that you
take. As an example, if we use the symptom
of OUTPUT VOLTAGE IS LOW and use the
voltmeter to determine which component is
faulty, a voltage measurement of zero volts
at the emitter of Q2 would tell us that CRI
was not providing the positive voltage that it
is supposed to provide. With R2 or Ql open,
our output voltage would not only be low,
it would be zero. With R3 shorted, a check
at the emitter of Q2 would provide a positive
voltage measurement that is being developed
by CR1. A further check at the base of Q2,
with R4 at its upper extreme, would show
that the base voltage of Q2 is the same as
the output voltage.

4-7
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Chapter 5

POWER AMPLIFIERS

5-1. Usually amplifier systems have a series
of amplifiers connected together. A small
signal is applied to a first or "input's
amplifier, and its "output" becomes the
input to the next circuit in the series. The
purpose of each amplifier circuit is to receive
the signal, tricrease its strength, and pass it
on to the next amplifier. Whether the system
contains few or many amplifiers, the function
of each stage is to increase the signal level.
In the last stage, the signal has sufficient
power to perform some useful work.

5-2. In general, the last stage of a series
of amplifiers is called the power amplifier.
The power stage differs from the preceding
stages in that it is designed to obtain maxi-
mum power rather than maximum voltage
gain.

5-3. One transistor limitation is the amount
of power that it can dissipate. The maximum
power dissipation (PDMAX) rating of a tran-
sistor is the maximum allowable power; to
exceed this rating would destroy the
transistor.

5-4. Maximum COLLECTOR dissipation is
the maximum power that may be safely
dissipated by the collector. This operating
limit is represented on characteristic curves
as a constant power dissipation curve, maxi-
mum power dissipation curve, PDMAX, or
total dissipation. PDMAX is the product of
the DC quantities of VCE and I.

5-5. If the manufacturer lists the maximum
power dissipation of a transistor as 2 watts,
the product of collector voltage times col-
lector current must not exceed 2 watts.
Under AC conditions the instantaneous values
of voltage or current may exceed this value
as long as the average power does not.

5-6. Figure 5-1 is a characteristic curve
chart for a 2N1067 silicon transistor. Notice
that the lines terminate on the transistor
total dissipation curve, which is 5 watts.
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Figure 5-1. Power Dissipation
Curve for 2N1067 Transistor

PDMAX

Dividing 5 watts by 500 ma results in:

PD
MAX 5- = 10 volts
IC

Locate this point at the intersection of the
500-mA IC and *0 -volt VCE lines. Another
point is 250 mA and 20 volts; a third point
is 100 mA and 50 volts. Note that the pro-
duct of each set of values is 5 watts.
Connecting all the points with a line produces
the power dissipation curve. This curve
shows the maximum collector current for
any value of collector-to-emitter voltage.
The maximum power dissipation curve is
used to establish the operating (Q) point and
the load line. The load line and operating
point must always be to the left of the
maximum power dissipation curve. The load
line may fall tangent to curve, but it must
never fall to the right of the power curve.

5-7. Since a power amplifier is operated at
high power levels, the heat generated
internally in the transistor becomes a major
concern. The stability of a transistor de-
creases as junction temperature increases.
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Figure 5-2. Heat Sink

A device called a "heat sink" is usedto move
the heat away from the ' ransistor junctions.
The heat sink shown in L.gure 5-2 consists
of metal with a very large surface area,
attached directly to the metal case of the
transistor. Some cases have fins to dissi-
pate heat into the surrounding air more
rapidly. The heat produced at the junction of
the transistor transfers to the metal case of
the transistor. Since the heat sink makes
direct contact with the metal case, the heat
transfers to the heat sink, and then the air.
This lowers the operating temperature at the
junction of the transistor.

5-8. In many cases the schematic diagram
of a high-power amplifier is the same as for
a low-power or medium-power amplifier.
The major difference is in the power rating,
physical construction, use of heat sinks, and
mounting methods.

5-9. Another difference (aside from the fact
that the power amplifier is the last stage)
is that the power amplifier is designed for
maximum output power rathe r than maximum
gain. The power amplifier stage has a smaller
value of load impedance than the preceding
stages. To have maximum transfer of power
from a source to a load, the load impedance
must equal the source impedance. The same
applies to the power amplifier. This is called

REP4-667

"impedance matching." Since power is a
function of current squared times resistance
(P = I2R), R is kept as small as possible
to allow maximum current flow.

5-10. Double-Ended (Push-Pull) Power
Amplifier

5-11. A circuit arrangement that is com-
monly used as the final or power amplifier
stage is the double-ended or "push-pull"
amplifier. A push-pull circuit contains two
amplifiers which operate in 180° phase
relationship. This produces additive output
components of the desired wave, with can-
cellation of certain unwanted products. A
push-pull amplifier consists essentially of
two transistors connected as shown in figure
5-3.

5-12. Two transformers, Tl and T2, use
a center-tapped winding. Resistor RI
provides the forward-bias voltage for Ql and
Q2 and establishes the operating point for
both transistors. One half of the primary of
transformer T2 represents the collector load
impedance for Ql and the other half repre-
sents the load impedance for Q2. T2 also
provides impedance matching between the high
output impedances of the transistors and the
low impedance of the speaker voice
coll.
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Figure 5-3. Class A Push Pull Power Amplifier

5-13. With no signal input, Q1 and Q2
conduct equally through both parts of the
center-tapped primary winding of T2 to VCC
The voltage at point A equals the voltage at
point B; both are less positive than the
center tap, and no voltage is induced in the
T2 secondary winding.

5 -14. Assume Class A operation. Through
the use of center-tapped transformer Tl,
two signals, 180 degrees out of phase and
equal in amplitude, are applied as inputs to
the push-pull amplifiers.

5-15. On the positive alternation of the
input signal the potential on the base of Ql
will go in a positive direction. The poten-
tial on the base of Q2 will go in a negative
direction. Since both transistors are NPN
type, the potentials applied to their base
elements cause the conduction of Ql to in-
crease and Q2 to decrease. The increase in
Ql collector current causes point A to become
less positive because of the increasedvoltage
drop across the top half of T2. The col-
lector voltage waveform shown at Ql is a
graph of the potential at point A.

5-16. The decrease in conduction of Q2
causes the potential at point B to increase
(become more positive). Thus, the potential
at point B is increasing positive while the

5-3
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potential at point A is decreasing positive.
This causes a potential difference to be
developed across the entire primary of T2
and appears as the negative alternation of the
output waveform.

5-17. On the negative alternation of the
input signal the reverse of the above action
occurs. The conduction of Ql decreases
and the conduction of Q2 increases. the
collector voltage waveforms go more positive
at Ql and less positive at Q2. The polarity of
the voltage developed across the primary of
T2 is reversed fromthe previous alternation.

5-18. The pbwer output from. this class
A push-pull circuit can be more than twice
that obtainable from a single- ended, class A,
power amplifier. An added advantage of this
circuit is cancellation of all even harmonics,
(provided the transformer circuits are bal-
anced). Any noise or variations from the
Vcc source affect both circuits. Since the
primary of T2 is center-tapped, equal voltage
changes at A and B cancel in push-pull
ope ration.

5-19. The class A push-pull power ampli-
fier is used where minimum distortion is the
primary consideration and efficiency is
deemed less important. A disadvantage of
class A operation is low efficiency.
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Figure 5-4. Class B Push -Pull Amplifier

5-20. Figure 5-4 shows a simplified
schematic diagram of a transformer-coupled,
Class B, push-pull amplifier. This circuit
can be identified by the fact that there is no
forward bias network for the base-emitter
junction. With no input signal both transistors
are cutoff. Each transistor conducts when a
positive polarity is felt on its base, on
alternate half cycles of the input signal. A
positive potential at the tot, of the TI sec-
ondary causes QI to conduct be the negative
potential, at the bottom of TI secondary,
holds Q2 cutoff. The next alternation reverses
the polarities so that 41 is cut off and Q2
conducts. The output signals combine in out-
put transformer T2.

5-21. Greater efficiency is obtained with
Class B push-pull because neither transistor
conducts with no-input-signal, and no power
is wasted.

5 -22. An indication of the output current
waveform for a given signal current input can
be obtained by considering the dynamic trans-
fe r characteristics for the amplifier. Assume
that the two transistors have identical dynamic
transfer characteristics. The characteristics
for one of the transistors is shown in figure
5-5A. The variation in output (collector)
current is plotted against input (base) cur-
rent under load conditions. Since two tran-
sistors are used, the overall dynamic trans-
fer characteristic for the push -pull amplifier
is obtained by placing the two curves back-
to-back (figure 5-5B).

5-23. Note that the zero lines of each
curve are lined up vertically to reflect the
zero bias current. In figure 5-6, points on
the input base current sine wave are projected

5-4

onto the dynamic transfer characteristic
curve. The corresponding points are doter-
mined and projected as indicated to form the
output collector current waveform. Note that
severe distortion occurs at the "cross-over"
points, where the signal passes through zero.
This is called crossover distortion. This
type of distortion becomes more severe with
low signal input currents. Crossover dis-
tortion can be reduced, or eliminated, by
using a small forward bias on both tran-
sistors of the push-pull amplifier (Class
AB operation).

4

COLLECTOR 3
CURRENT (MA) 2

10 20 30 40

BASE CURRENT (MA)

A. ONE TRANSISTOR

B. TWO TRANSISTORS

REPO -673

Figure 5-5. Transistor Curves for Push -Pull
Class B
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5-24. A class AB push-pull amplifier is I

-.. shown in figure 5-7. Resistor R1 provides -1'

the forward bias which establishes the opera- I I NEW AXIS

ting point just above cut off. This small j_ OLD AXIS.
forward bias eliminates crossover distortion.
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Figure 5-8. Class AB Push-Pull Transfer
Curves
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5-25. A study of the dynamic transfer
characteristic curve of the amplifier demon-
strates the reduction or elimination of cross-
over distortion. In figure 5-8A, the dynamic
transfer characteristic curve of each tran-
sistor is placed back-to-back. The two curves

ItiMMF82 are back-to-back and not combined. The
dashed lines indicate the base current values

Figure 5-7. Class AB Push-Pull Power when forward bias is applied. With forward
bias applied, the curve of each transistorAmplifier

5-5
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Figure 5-9. Class AB Push-Pull
Waveforms
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Figure 5-10. Harmonics in
Single-ended Amplifiers

5-6

must be aligned at the base current line
(dashed line). Figure 5-8B shows the result
of moving the charts so that the base cur-
rent value of each transistor is aligned.
Notice that the resulting dynamic transfer
curve i s practically straight through the
crossover area.

5-26. In figure 5-9, points on the input
base current (sine wave) are projected onto
the dynamic transfer characteristic curve.
The corresponding points are determined
and projected as indicated to form the output
collector current waveform. Compare this
output current waveform with that shown in
figure 5-6. Note that crossover distortion of
Class B operation does not occur when a
small forward bias (class AB operation)
is applied.

5-27. Push-pull amplifiers provide cancel-
lation of even harmonics if the circuit is
balanced. This is illustrated in figure 5-11.
Recall that a non-linear device causes dis-
tortico and generates harmonic frequencies.
With a Class A push-pull amplifier, there
should be no harmonic frequencies gene rated
because the circuit operates on the linear
portion of the transfer curve. However, class
B o r class AB ope ration will c re ate harmonics
and cause distortion. Figure 5-10c shows the
output signal of a single-ended amplifier
operated class AB. Note that one alternation

14-kJ'I I_

2F d.k.A.r1 I

REP4-.674

Figure 5-11. Even Harmonic Cancellation
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figure 5-12. Balancing A Push-Pull Amplifier

(positive) is larger than the other (negative).
By adding the fundamental frequency (figure
5-10A) to the second harmonic (figure 5-10B)
the resultant waveform is shown in figure
5-10c. This is the same as the output of the
class AB amplifier.

5-28. Figure 5-11 shows a push-pull amplifier
and the relationship of the fundamental and
second harmonic frequencies. The funda-
mental frequency (F) on the collector of Q1
is used as a reference; the fundamental
frequency on the collector of Q2 is out of
phase by 180 degrees. The second harmonic
of F at Q1 is shown in-phase with F at the
zero points; that is, as F goes through zero,
the second harmonic goes through zero
also. The second harmonic frequency of F
at Q2 has the same phase relationship
because Q2 and its circuitry are exactly
the same as Ql. The harmonic frequencies
(2F) appear at both ends of the output
transformer (T2). With the top of T2 posi-
tive (first alte nation of 2F at QI) and the
bottom of T2 positive at the same time (first
alternation of 2F at Q2), there.is no dif-
ference of potential across the transformer
primary. Therefore, the second harmonic
frequency does not develop an output signal.
In othe r words, the second harmonic frequency
cancels. All even harmonic frequencies will

experience this same cancellation effect. Odd
harmonics, however, will not cancel.

5-29. Since components cannot be made with
identical characteristics (i.e., exact
resistance ), a variable resistor in the emitter
circuit is used to balance a push-pull amplifier
circuit. Refer to RI in figure 5-12. For
example, if Q1 has slightly more resist-
ance than Q2, then resistor RI can be adjusted
to compensate for the small difference.
5-30. Phase Splitters

5-31. "Driver Stage' is a term used to
describe the amplifier which is used to supply
the "driving" or input signal to the final,
or .power amplifier, stage. The push-pull
power amplifier input requires two signals
equal in amplitude and opposite in phase.
A driver stage that supplies two equal
amplitude output signals, differing in phase
by 180 degrees from a single input is called
a ` -phase splitter" or "phase inverter."
5-32. In the push-pull amplifier we just
studied, cente r-tapped transformer Tl
provides two signals of equal amplitude,
180 degrees out of phase, to two transis-
tors Q1 and Q2. Although the transformer is
a simple means of developing the required
signal for a push-pull amplifier, economy,
size, and weight may prohibit its use.

5-7
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Figure 5-13. One-Stage Phase Splitter

5-33. Figure 5-13 show: 4 "split-load"
phase inverter. Also called a "paraphase
amplifier," or "phase splitter," this circuit
develops two signals, 180 degrees out of
phase, without the use of a transformer.
Resistor RI establishes the base current.
When the input signal aids the forward bias
(base becomes more negative, PNP
transistor), the output current IC increases.
The increased output current causes the col-
lector of QI to be less negative (positive

11E
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direction) with respect to ground. The emitter
of QI becomes more negative with respect to
ground. When the input signal opposes the
fon.ard bias, the output current decreases,
the collector goes negative, and the emitter
less negative (Positive direction).

5-34. This action produces two output
signals that are 180 degrees out of phase
with each other. They will be equal in
amplitude if R2 equals R3.

REPO -677

Figure 5-14. Discharge Diodes

5-8
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Figure 5-15. Complementary - Symmetry
Circuit

5 -35. However, when resistor R2 equals
resistor R3, an unbalanced output impedance
results. The collector output impedance of
transistor Ql is higher than its emitter
output impedance. This disadvantage is over-
come by inserting series resistor Rs between
C2 and the top of R2. The values of R2
are chosen se that the output impedances
of the collector and emitter are balanced.
This eliminates distortion of strong signal
currents. The signal voltage lost across the
series resistor is compensated by making
R2 higher in value than R3.

5-36. Notice that emitter resistor R2 is

unbypassed in order to develop one of the
output signals. This unbypassed emitter
resistor reduces the voltage gain to less
than one. The frequency response of the
phase-splitter amplifier circuit is wide when
compared to a center-tapped transformer.

5-37. DISCHARGE DIODE

5-38. A class B push-pull amplifier that
uses capacitive coupling in the input circuit
has limitations. Refer to figure 5-14 as we
discuss the need for discharge diodes.

5-39. Transistors Q2 and Q3 are the push-
pull amplifiers and Q1 is the phase splitter.
Q2 and Q3 are operated with zero bias.

1Q8

Assume a positive signal alternation on the
collector of Ql. This causes Cl to charge
through the low resistance of the forward-
biased base-emitter Junction of Q2.

5-40. When the negative alternation of the
signal is present on the collector of Ql,

Cl tries to discharge through the reverse-
biased base-emitter junction. The high resist-
ance on the reverse-biased junction forms a
long time constant for discharge of Cl. It
cannot discharge more during the next posi-
tive alternation. The charge across Cl is in
series with the input signal. This shifts the
operating point of Q2 toward cutoff. The same
action occurs with Q3.

5-41. To equalize the charge and discharge
time of the coupling capacitors, discharge
diodes CR1 and CR2 are connected across
the base-emitter junctions. This prevents
the signal from shifting the operating points
of Q2 and Q3.

5-42. Complementary-Symmetry

5-43. Junction transistors are available as
matched PNP and NPN types. The direction
of electron flow in the terminal leads of the
one type of transistor is opposite to that of
the other type.

5-44. When the transistors are connected in
a single stage, the DC electron path in the
output circuit is completed through the col-
lector-emitter junctions in series. This is
referred to as a complementary - symmetry
cirbuit (figure 5-15). The circuit provides
the advantage s of conventional push-pull amp-
lifiers without the need for a phase-inverter
stage, or a center-tapped transformer.

5-45. Figure 5-15 shows PNP transistor Ql
and NPN transistor Q2 in a complementary-
symmetry connection. A negative-going signal
forward biases transistor Ql and causes it
to conduct. A positive-going input signal for-
ward biases transistor Q2 and causes con-
duction. As one transistor conducts, the other
is cutoff because the signal that forward
biases one, reverse biases the other.

5 -9
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Figure 5-16. Simplified Output Circuit of
Complementary-Symmetry Amplifier

5 -46. The resultant action in the output
circuit can be understood by considering the
circuit of figure 5-16. This is a simplified
version of the output circuit. The internal
emitter - collector circuit of Q1 is represented
by variable resistor RI, and of Q2 by vari-
able resistor R2. With no input signal and
class B operation (zero base current), the
arms of the variable resistors are positioned
to maximum resistance. No current flows
through the load resistor Rt. As the incoming
signal goes positive, Q2 conducts and Q1 re-
mains cutoff. Variable resistor RI remains
in the maximum resistance position. The
variable arm of resistor R2 moves toward
point 3. Current passes through the series
circuit consisting of VC(, resistor R1

and, variable resistor R2 (Q2). The amount
of current flow depends upon the magnitude
of the incoming signal. The current flows
in the direction of the dashed arrow, pro-
ducing a voltage with the indicated polarity.
When the input signal goes negative, Q1
conducts and Q2 cuts off. Current flows
in the direction of the solid arrow, 'from
V cci through variable resistor RI and load
resistor RL. This produces a voltage across
resistor RL with the polarity indicated. Notice
the current through RL changes directions.

5-47. For class A operation of this circuit
a voltage divider network, connected from

311
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Figure 5-17. Power Supply for a
Complementary-Symmetry Amplifier

-VCC1 to +Vcc2, is used to apply forward
bias. Collector current is not cut off at any
time. In the simplified circuit (figure 5-16),
variable resistors will not be in the maxi-
mum resistance position at any time. Cur-
rent in the output circuit flows out of the
negative terminal of battery Vccl and Vcc2
in series aiding, through resistors RI and R2,
and ba..k to the positive terminal of battery.
No resultant current flows through resistor
RL. Under these conditions, the out t circuit
can be considered a balanced br: ge. The
arms of the bridge consists of Ill and R2
and batteries Vccl and Vca. Whenthe input
signal goes negative, the variable arm of RI
moves toward point 2 and R2 moves toward
point 4. Again, the bridge is unbalanced and
electrons flow through RL in the direction of
the solid -line arrow.

5-48. In either class A or B operation, no
direct current flows through the load. The
voice coil of a loudspeaker may be con-
nected directly in place of RL. Class AB
operation is sometimes used to prevent the
crossover distortion problem of class B
operation.

5-49. Since two different transistors are
used (one NPN and one PNP), two voltage
polarities are required. A commonmethodof
obtaining different polarities from a single
source is shown in figure 5-17. The output of
the power supply uses a voltage divider
arrangement with ground in the middle. This
supplies a positive voltage at point A and
a negative voltage at point B.

5-10 109
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Figure 5-18. Compound-Connected Common
Base

5-50. Compound Connected Amplifiers

5-51. The current, voltage, and power gains
of a common base transistor amplifier are
directly related to alpha, recall the forward
current transfer ratio. This factor is the
ratio of the output current (1C) to the input
current (1E); the higher the alpha, the higher
the current gain of a transistor. A compound-
connected amplifier is a circuit designed to
increase alpha.
5-52. Figure 5-18 shows a compound-con-
nected transistor circuit. Note that the base
o 1 transistor Q1 is connected to the emitter
of transistor Q2, and that the two collectors
are connected in the common-base configura-
tion. The following computations show that
alpha (that is, the ratio of total collector
current to input current) is greater than that
of a single transistor.

5-53. For the circuit shown in figure 5-18,
assume that alpha of each transistor is

equal to .95. The input current to tran-
sistor Q1 is designated IE. If only Q1 were
used the output current (1C) would be .95
times 1E.

5-54. However, the collector current of Q1
and Q2 add together in the compound-con-
nected circuit. Collector current of Q1 (la )
is equal to .95 of 1E (input). The base cur-
rent of Q1 (IB) equals the emitter current
less the collector current, or .05 of 1E.
Since the base current of Q1 is the emitter
input current of Q2, the collector current of
Q2 is obtained by multiplying alpha (.95)
times the emitter current of Q4 (.05). This
gives a value of l of .0475. The total
current through EIL (output current) is equal
to the sum of the collector currents of Q1
and Q2. So 1C1 plus la equals .95 plus
.0475 or .9975. This represents an alpha of
.9975.

5-55. The two compound- connected transistors
(figure 5-18) can be considered as a single
unit having an emitter (point A), a collector
(point C) and a base (point B). The ratio of
output current (IC) to input current 1E is
.9975. This is the forward current transfer
ratio for the compound connection, and it
represents an increase from a single unit
which has an alpha .95.

5-58. Compound-connected transistors in a
circuit of any configuration can, therefore,
be considered as a single unit with a high
forward current transfer ratio.

5-57. Troubleshooting a Push-Pull Amplifier

5-58. Figure 5-19 shows a push-pull ampli-
fier. RI and R2 form a voltage divider to

Figure 5 -19. Push-Pull Amplifier
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provide forward bias to the base of Q1
and Q2. Cl prevents degeneration of the input
AC signal. If the primary of T1 were to open,
there would be no input signal coupled to
the base of either transistor. Since the
DC current paths and bias network have not
been affected, all DC voltages would be nor-
mal, but there will be no output signal. The
same symptoms are present when the pri-
mary of Tl is shorted. If either the top or
bottom half of the secondary of Tl is open,
no signal will be coupledto the corresponding
transistor. For example, assume the top of
TI secondary opens.

There will be no signal present on the base
of Ql. Also, since the base current path for
Ql is broken, Q1 will be cut off. Q2 will
still have approximately normal voltages and
signals and will amplify. Since only one tran-
sistor can amplify, thowth, the output signal
will be smaller than nom,. d (weak) and may
be distorted. The base voltage of QI will be
zero, and collector voltage will be Vcc.
Similar symptoms occur when the bottom of
T1 secondary tap lead open, except Q2 is
cutoff. Should the center tap lead open,
forward bias for both Q1 and Q2 is removed
which will cut Q1 and Q2 off, and no output
signal will be produced.

5-59. U R1 is shorted, there will be no
forward bias voltage except from the input
signal. This results in class B operation and
will produce crossover distortion in the output
signal. With no input signal applied, both
transistors will be cut off (Vc = Vcc).
Should RI open, the bias voltage will increase
(less voltage drop across R2.) The DC col-
lector voltage will be lower than normal,
and the output may be distorted due to non-
linear operation (near saturation) of Q1 and Q2.

5-12

Capacitor C1 places the center-tap of T1 at
AC ground, preventing any of the input signal
from being lost across Rt. U Ct opens,
some of the input signal will be developed
across R1, reducing the amount of signal felt
across the base-emitter junctions of Q1 and
Q2. Therefore, the output signal will be
smaller than normal, but the DC voltages
will remain normal. Shorting Cl will produce
the same symptoms as a shorted RI. Should
bias resistor R2 open, Q1 and Q2 would
operate with zero bias voltage, resulting in
class B operation. The symptoms will be the
same as with RI shorted. Shorting R2 will
place Vcc on each base lead, and the exces-
sive bias will either blow the fuse on the
power supply, destroy the transistors, or both.
U the wiper arm of R3 is open, the emitter
current path for both transistors is broken.
Therefore Q1 and Q2 are cut off and no
output signal will be developed. Collector
voltages will each be Vcc; base voltages
will be slightly higher than normal. Shorting
R3 will tie both emitters directly to ground.
If th, transistors are not closely matched,
some distortion may occur in the output
signal. With the center-tap of the primary to
T2 open, there will be no collector voltage
on either Q1 and Q2, and no output signal
will be developed. U either half of T2's
primary is open, there will be no collector
voltage on the corresponding transistor.
The output signal will be weak since only
one transistor will amplify. U the secondary
of T2 opens, the amplifiers will function
normally, but no output signal will be
developed in the secondary winding. There
will be no output signal, and the signals
present in the collector circuits may be
weak and distorted due to the overload.
This may also damage components in the
amplifier.
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Chapter 6

NARROW BAND AMPLIFIERS

6-1. i3efore entering into a detailed analysis
of narrow band amplifiers, let's discuss the
schematic diagram and general operation of.
typical RF amplifiers. Figure 6-1 illustrates
the schematic diagram of a transistor RF
amplifier.

6-2. The amplifier uses PNP transistor
Qi in the common emitter configuration.
The primary of transformer Ti forms a
parallel resonant (tank) circuit with
Observe that the tank circuit is between the
antenna and ground. Only voltages at or near
the tank's resonant frequency, however, will
induce high current in the Ti primary
winding. The selected frequency is calledthe
"signal." The signal in the primary induces
a voltage in the secondary of Ti, which is
applied to the base of transistor Qi. This
causes Q1's collector current to vary in
accordance with the applied signal. The ampli-
fied signal is developed across the col-
lector tank circuit, made up of C4 and the
'11 primary.

6-3. The DC operating point of Qi is
established by the voltage divider R1 and R2.
Resistors 131 and R3 prow de stabilization,
and C3 prevents degeneratiGn by placing the
emitter at AC ground. C2 and C5 act as

ANTENNAp
FREQUENCY

SELECTOR

GANGED

/ T1

"decoupling" capacitors to isolate the RF
signal from the power supply Vcc. R4 is a
voltage dropping resistor, used to supply the
proper collector voltage to Ql. The antenna
and the collector tank circuits are tuned to
resonate at the same frequency to improve
selectivity. Selectivity is the ability of a
circuit to select oi.e frequency or band of
frequencies and reject all others. The output
of RF amplifier stage QI is transformer
coupled through T2 to the next stage.

6-4. A single stage is seldom sufficient
to provide the required RF amplification.
Usually, two or more RF stages are con-
nected in cascade, and the resultant band-
width is narrower than that of a single stage.

6-5. The following discussion explains the
reason for this effect. To simplify the explana-
tion, let's assume that the amplifiers have
an amplification factor of one. Figure 6-2
is a block dSagram of two cascaded RF
amplifiers. Notice that the two amplifiers
require three tuned circuits, TI, T2, and
T3. The capacitors of the tuned circuits are
ganged (connected on a common shaft) to
permit adjustment of the three circuits at
the same time to the same resonant
frequency.

"7 T2

C

CS

"'CC
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Figure 6-1. Transistor RF Amplifier
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Figure 6-2. Block Diagram of Cascaded
RF Amplifiers

6-6. Suppose three frequencies of equal
amplitude are applied to the antenna input.
The RF amplifier is tuned to the center
frequency, Fo. The other '.vo frequencies,
Fy and Fx, appear equidie.an. below and
above the resonant frequency. See figure 6-3.

6-7. Figure 6-3 shows the response curves
produced by cascading tuned circuits. Curve
1 represents the' response of the first RF
amplifier stage, including the first and second
tuned circuit. Curve 3 is the response of the
two RF amplifiers in cascade, including the
three tuned circuits. The maximum voltage
developed across the tuned circuits at the
resonant frequency is taken as 100% for
purpose of reference. The frequencies Fy
and Fx coincide with the half-power points of
the first tuned circuits (Curve 1).

6-8. U the maximum voltage developed
across the first tuned circuit is 10 volts the
voltage developed by Fy and Fx at the half-
power points will be equal to .707 x 10 =
7.07 volts. The bandwidth of the first tuned
circuit is shown as BW1 in figure 6-3.
The three frequencies (Fo, Fy, and Fx)
feed through the first RF amplifier and are
applied to the second tuned circuit. Recall
the amplification factor is I, so the signals
pass through the amplifier with no ampli-
fication. Since the tuned circuits are identi-
cal, the resonant frequency Fo will be 10
volts out of the second tuned circuit; 100% x
10 volts = 1 x 10 = 10 volts.

6-2
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Figure 6-3. Response Curves for Cascaded-
Tuned Circuits

6-9. The voltage developed by Fy and Fx
across the secoird tuned circuit at the half
power points, will be .707 x 7.07 = 5 volts.
Curve. 2 (figure 6-3) for 1st and 2nd tuned
circuits in cascade shows the gain at Fy
and Fx to be down to 50% of maximum.
The separation between the half -powe rpoints
of Curve 2 is less than Curve 1.

6-10. BW2 shows that the bandwidth for two
tuned circuits is less than for a single
tuned circuit.

6-11. A similar action occurs with the third
tuned circuit. The amplitude of Fy and Fx
across the third tuned circuit will be .707 x
5 = 3.54 volts. Curve 3 (figure 6-3) indicates
that passing Fy and Fx through'hree tuned
circuits has reduced their amplitudes until
they are now only 35.4% of the maximum
value. The 70.7% points of curve 3 have
moved even closer to Fo making bandwidth
BW3 as shown. Notice that the bandwidth
decreases with the addition of each stage
containing a tuned circuit.

6-12. You can see that it is necessary to have
the bandwidth of each individual circuitwider
than the required overall bandwidth of the
receiver. Figure 6-3 also indicates that
adding stages containing tuned circuits
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Figure 6-4. Transistor BF Amplifier

increases the slope of the response curve,
thereby increasing the selectivity of the
receiver.

6-13. Noise voltages having the same fre-
quencies as the desired signal will be ampli-
fied. Thus, the amplitude of the desired
signal voltage induced in the antenna must be
large in relation to the amplitude of any
noise present with in the bandwidth. Noise
voltage whose frequencies do not lie within
the bandwidth (or bandpass) of the receiver
can be ignored. Noise voltages can be mini-
mized by decreasing the bandwidth. This
results in an increased signal-to-noise ratio.

6-14. Trouble Shooting Solid State Narrow-
Band Amplifier

6-15. Troubleshooting narrow band amplifiers
is no different than troubleshooting the
common audio amplifiers previously dis-
cussed. the important thing is to know the
purpose of the components and how they are
arranged in relation to the DC and AC
sources. Use figure 6-4 for our discussion
on troubleshooting.

6-16. Notice in figure 6-4 that many of the
circuit components are inherent to all ampli-
fier circuits and consequently their symptoms
of malfunction will also be the same.

6-17. Since you have already studied trouble-
shooting techniques and symptoms of mal-
function for the most common components
found in audio circuits, such as DC bias
resistors, emitter swamping resistor, col-
lector load resistor and AC by-pass capaci-
tors, we will limit our troubleshooting dis-
cussion to those components which are unique
to the narrow band or BF amplifiers, the
tuned circuits.

6-18. You recall that by cascading tuned
amplifiers, the overall bandwidth would de-
crease, selectivity would increase, gain would
increase and the signal-to-noise ratio would
improve. 'These relationships were shown in
figure 6-3 for a cascaded circuit containing
2 amplifiers and 3 tuned circuits.

6-19. To simplify the troubleshooting of
narrow-band amplifiers we will use only
2 tuned tanks and I amplifier as shown in
figure 6-4. The response curves for figure
6-4 would appear like those in figure 6-3.

6-20. As we discuss various component mal-
functions in the narrow- bandamplifier circuit
(Figure 6-4), keep in mind the relationship
of BW, selectivity, gain and signal-to-noise
ratio.

6-21. Malfunction: Cl open.
Symptoms: Output signal amplitude lower

6-3
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than normal; bandwidth increased; signal-to-
noise ratio decreased (more noise); bias
voltage normal; collector voltage (V c ) normal;
resonant frequency (fo) of 1st tank circuit
higher than normal. Reason for symptoms:
With one tuned circuit malfunctioning, total
"Q" decreases, selectivity decreases; con-
sequently, above symptoms will occur.
Capacitance of the 1st tank circuit tas de-
creased, therefore the resonant frequency
(fo) increases.

6-22. Malfunction: Primary T1 open.
Symptom: No output signal; bias voltage nor-
mal, collector voltage (Vc) normal.
Reason for symptoms: Input signal is not
coupled across T1. Opening primary of TI
does not affect normal direct current (DC)
path for Qi.

6-23. Malfunction: C4 Ope:
Symptoms: Output signal r.mpl'itlide lower
than normal (gain decreased); bandwidth
increased; signal to noise ratio decreased
(more noise); resonance frequency of output
tank circuit is higher than normal.
Reason for symptoms: Total circuit "Q"
is decreased which causes symptoms above,

6-24. Malfunction: Primary of T2 open
Symptoms: No output signal; collector volt-
age (Vc) of "Ql" is zero; Q1 will not
amplify.
Reason for symptoms: DC path through col-
lector is open; therefore, amplifier goes
dead and no signal can be developed across
open collector tank circuit.

6-25. Malfunction: Cl or Primary of Ti
shorted.
Symptoms: No output signal, bias and col-
lector voltage normal.
Reason for symptoms: All incoming signals
shorted out; DC path through Q1 is not
affected so bias and collector voltage should
be normal.

6-26. Malfunction: C4 or Primary of T2
shorted.
Symptoms: No output signal at secondary of
T2; slight increase in DC voltage in the
collector circuit.
Reason for symptoms: Output coupling is

6-4

shorted out; slight increase in Ic caused by
the elimination of the small DC resistance
of the primary winding of T2.

6-27. Malfunction. Secondary of T1 shorted.
Symptoms: No output signal; forward bias
of Q1 increases slightly; Vc decreases
slightly.
Reason for symptoms: By shorting secondary
of T1, no signal can be coupled to QI for
amplification. With a short across the small
DC resistance of the secondary windings, the
forward bias current wouldincrease slightly,
hence Vc would decrease.

6-28. Malfunction: Secondary of T2 shorted.
Symptoms: No output signal; bias and col-
lector voltages normal.
Reason for symptoms: Output signal shorted
out; normal DC functions in base and col-
lector of Q1 isolated by transformer and, for
all practical purposes, they would not be
affected.

6-29. We have seen some of the theoretical
symptoms that would occur for certain mal-
functions within the narrow-band amplifier
circuit, particular.y the tank components. The
components not covered in this trouble-
shooting section, but which were a part of
the circuit in figure 6-4, are normally common
to all amplifiers. Refer to previous trouble-
shooting on audio amplifiers for a review of
the common components and their symptoms
of malfunction.

6-30. In summary, narrow band amplifiers
use resonant circuits which establish the
selectivity and sensitivity of the system.
Coupling circuits include resonant tanks which
provide a high Q and impedance matching
characteristics.

6-31. Transformers

6-32. The characteristics and physical con-
struction of transformers used as coupling
devices at high frequencies are quite dif-
ferent from those used in audio frequencies.
The primary or the secondary (and in some
cases both) windings of RF transformers
are tank circuits tuned to a specific resonant
frequency.
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Figure 6-5. RF Transformer-Impedance
Matching

6-33. For reasons of selectivity and sensi-
tivity, it is desirable for the tuned circuits
to have a relatively high Q. Sensitivity is the
ability of an amplifier to detect and amplify
small or weak signals. Recall that increasing
XL (27r FL) or decreasing R increases the
Q. The core material of a transformer is one
of the factors having a pronounced affect on
the inductance. Increasing the permeability of
the core material increases the inductance of
the coil. Using a powdered iron core increases
the permeability, and the required amount of
inductance can be obtained with relatively
few turns of wire. This leads to a small
size transformer -- with low stray winding
capacitance and high Q.

6-34. Miniature RF transformers are con-
structed so that a powdered iron core may
be moved in and out of the area enclosed
by the windings. This varies the permeability
of the core, thereby varying the inductance.
When a transformer is permeability-tuned,
the capacitance of the tank is usually fixed
in value. Some RZ transformers, however,
have both capacitive and permeability tuning,
as shown in figure 6-4.

6-35. The Q of a transformer with no
external load connected is called the "un-
loaded" Q. When used as an interstage
coupling device, the primary of the trans-
f3rmer is shunted by the input resistance
(Ri) of the following stage. This is illus-
trated in figure 6-5. The Q of the transformer
with Ro and Ri connected is called the
"loaded" Q. When "loaded," Q becomes

R
Q ., XL (where R is the load impedance).

As R decreases (load increases), Q decreases.

6-5

As Q decreases, bandwidth increases. It Is
obvious then, that changes in the lo:)..1 on a
narrow band amplifier causes the band-
width to change. If the load increases (R
decreases), Q decreases and bandwidth in-
creases. The opposite is also true; if the load
decreases, Q increases and bandwidth
decreases.

3-36. One of the functions of an interstage
transformer is to match the large output
resistance Ro of one stage to the low input
resistance RI of the next stage. This can be
accomplished by selecting the proper turns
ratio for the transformer primary (Lii
to the transformer secondary (Ls). As an
example, consider the following: Assume that
the output resistance (Ro) is 40 K ohms and
the input resistance (RI) is 2 k ohms: Use
the formula:

N

Fr rP _ P

s s

With Ro and RI as the impedance values:

Np I R° 40 x 10 =IE77.4.47
II; 171 2 x 103

Thus, in order to match the impedance of the
two transistors and thereby achieve a maxi-
mum transfer of power, a transformer having
a turns ratio of 4.47:1 is used for this case.

6-37. Another method of interstage coupling
uses the tapped primary winding of a trans-
former. Since the selectivity of a circuit is
primarily a function of circuit Q, a highly
selective circuit requires a high Q. Q is a
direct function of the inductive reactance and,
therefore, the inductance present in the cir-
cuit. Thus, if the primary inductance (La)
of an RF transformer can be increased
without affecting the required turns ratio,
the Q (and the selectivity) of the circuit can
be improved. To maintain the original turns
ratio and impedance of the winding,
the number of turns in parallel with the
transistor's collector must remain unchanged.
This is accomplished by tapping the winding
as shown in figure 6-6.
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Figure 6-6. Tapped Primary Transformer
Coupling

6-38. If all the magnetic lines of LIAL cut
Lp2, the total inductance of the primary is
actually four times the inductance of Loi
alone. (Note: the computations use the fol-
lowing Lt LI + L2 4-2M, where

ICM LI L2.

6-39. In order to inalotain the original
operating frequency the LC pi.ochict must
remain unchanged. Because the total
inductance of the primary has been increased
to a value four times the original, then the
total capacitance of the primary (Cr) must
be decreased to one fourth of its previous
value.

6-40. Inductive coupling from the output of
one transistor to the input of another can be
accomplished with an autotransformer as
shown in figure 6-7. The operation of these
circuits is the same as for the circuit using
a transformer with separated primary and

01
OUTPUT

A SINGLE TAPPED
AUTOTRANSFORNER

1

C
3

01
OUTPUT

MULTITAPPED
AUTOTRANSFORNER

02
INPUT

.1=11IMIM

02
INPUT

REPS -2323

Figure 6-7. Autotransformer Coupling

6-6

secondary windings. Capacitance Ct (figure
6-7A) includes the output capacitance of Q/
and the shunt capacitance of the circuit.
The tap at terminal 2 is positioned to pro-
vide impedance matching between the tran-
sistors.

6-41. If the inductance between terminals
l and 3 (figure 6-7A) is too small to achieve
a high. Q for selectivity, the total primary
inductance can be incresed many times by
using the arrangement shown in figure 6-7B.

6-42. Another common interstage coupling
arrangement is shown in figure 6-8. Capaci-
tance coupling using split capacitors is also
referred to as "Pi network." Matching the
output impedance of Q1 to the input of Q2
is achieved by selecting the proper ratio of
Cl and C2 (figure 6-8). C2 is normally
larger than capacitor Cl, which means the
reactance of C2 is less than the reactance
of Cl. If the inductance of LI (figure 6-8A)
is too small to obtain a high Qfor selectivity,
the circuit shown in part B of the figure
can a used. The capacitance can be de-
creased by a given factor to obtain the same
resonant frequency.

6-43. In some applications a single-tuned
stage will not meet the bandwidth require-
ment. Some applications may require a wider
bandwidth. This requirement can be satisfied
by the use of a double-tuned transformer.
Double tuning refers to an interstage trans-
former in which both the primary and the
secondary contain tunable resonant circuits.

01
OUTPUT LI

A

REPS -1320

Figure 6-8. Capacitance Coupling Using Split
Capacitors
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Figure 6-9. Double Tuned Transformer Equivalent Circuit

8-44. The bandpass characteristics of a
double-tuned transformer are affected by the
coefficient of coupling (K) between the pri-
mary and the secondary windings, the Q of
the circuits, and the mutual inductance.

6-45. Although problems involving inductively-
coupled circuits are very complex, they may
be simplified if the following assumptions
are made: (Refer to figure 6-9).

6-46. When a secondary circuit containing an
impedance (Zs) is coupled to a primary
circuit, the effect is the same as if an
equivalent impedance (Zc), is referred to as
the coupled impedance, is cortnectedin se ries
with the primary.

6-47. The secondary voltage (Es) lags the
primary current (I.) by 90 degrees. The
current (Is) is that value of current that
would flow in the secondary U the primary
were removed and the induced voltage (Es)
applied in series with the secondary coil.

6-48. Applied voltage (Ea) and internal
resistance (Ri) represent the voltage and
resistance of the amplifier. RpEQ is the
series equivalent resistance of the primary
circuit. Assume, for purposes of explanation,
the Q of the primary and secondary circuits
to be identical; both circuits are tuned to the
same resonant frequency; and the amount of
coupling between the circuits is variable (by
physically moving the coils). Assume also
that the Q of both circuits is held constant
for all values of coupling.

6-49. The coupled impedance (Zc) has the
same phase angle as Zs but is of the opposite

8-7
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sign. This means that when Zc is reflected
back into the primary, capacitive reactance
in the secondary will appear as inductive
reactance in the primary. If the secondary
exhibits inductive reactance, it will appear
to the primary as capacitive reactance. The
total impedance of the primary will be the
vector sum of the coupled impedance Zc
and the impedance of the primary circuit
Z

P
, considered by itself.

6-50. In a double-tuned transformer-coupled
stage, the bandwidth characteristics depend
(in part) on the amount of coupling. This
can be shown by the use of the response
curves in figure 6-10. The windings are first
moved far enough apart so that very little
coupling takes place (low value of K.) This
condition is called "loose" coupling. With
loose coupling, there is very little transfer
of energy between the primary voltage and
(Es) is small because not all of the primary
flux cuts the secondary to induce voltage.

OVER
COUPLING

OPTIMUM
COUPLING

CR1 TI CAL
LI PL IN G

LOOSE
COUPLING

Fo
REP4-1327

Figure 6-10. Double Tuned Transformer
Response Curves
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When K is small, the value of mutual induct-
ance (M) is small. Due to the small amount
of (M), the two circuits behave essentially
as if they we re sepa rate tuned circuits. Except
for the slope of the sides being slightly
steeper, the response curve fo r loose coupling
is the same as for a single tuned circuit.

6-61. As the coupling is increased (the cir-
cuits are moved closer together), the value
of mutual inductance increases. This
increases the amount of voltage induced in
the secondary winding. The coupled impedance
is also increasing and, due to its effect on
the primary current, the response curve
becomes wider. Thus, bandwidth increases.

6-52. As the coupling is further increased,
2c, which is resistive at the resonant fre-
quency, continues to increase. Eventually a
value of coupling is reached where 2c
equals the equivalent resistance LI the pri-
mary (RDEQ, figure 6-9). This condition is
called `critical" coupling. At this point,
the reflected resistance matches theprimary
resistance. There is a maximum transfer of
energy between the circuits. Thus, the induced
secondary voltage is at its maximum value
as shown in figure 6-10.

6-53. When coupling is increased beyond the
critical value, the primary current at
resonance begins to decrease. Thisis caused
by the increase of the coupled impedance
(reactances no longer cancel). The decrease
in induced voltage is indicated by the dip in
the response curve at Fo. Keep in mind
that if the secondary circuit is inductive
the reflected impedance coupled into the pri-
mary will be capacitive. Also, in a single-
tuned circuit, the primary current begins to
decrease at frequencies slightly above and
below resonance. However, a different situa-
tion exists in a double-tuned circuit. At
frequencies above resonance, the coupled
impedance (2c) becomes capacitive and will
cancel a portion of the primary inductance.
This will , in effect, tune the circuit to a
slightly higher frequency, or extend the
resonant condition of the circuit slightly
beyond Fo. A similar action takes place
below resonance, where the coupled

6-8

impedance appears inductive and adds to the
primary inductance. This action extends the
condition of resonance slightly below Fo.
In any case, the result causes the primary
current to remain high within the bandwidth.
This is shown by the flat top of the "optimum
coupling" response curve.

6 -54. A continued increase in coupling will
result in reduction of the gain at resonance
and a furthe r increase in the distance between
the two resonant peaks (above and below F0).
The circuits are now said to be "over
coupled." The overall response of the stage
will take on the appearance of the double-
humped curve in figure 6-10.

6 -55. Feedback in Amplifiers

6-66. Feedback is defined as transferring
energy from a high-level point back to a
low-level point in a system. In other words,
if the signal on the collector (high-level
point) of a common-emitter amplifier is
returned to the base (low-level point) it is
calico "feedback." In some cases, feedback
is within the amplifier itself and in other
cases feedback uses external circuitry.

6 -57. There are two types of feedback:
regenerative and degenerative. Regenerative
feedback aids the input signal. Degenerative
feedback, on the other hand, opposes the
input signal. The principle of feedback can be
illustrated by the block diagram in figure
6-11.
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Figure 6-11. Feedback
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6-58. An input signal (ei) is fed to an ampli-
fier whose output signal is eo. A portion
of the output voltage (Beo, where B is the
percent) is fed back to the input by means of
the feedback network. The actual input voltage
to the transistor (eb) is the sum of the signal
voltage (ei) and the feedback voltage (Bed'

A
6-59. The formula for gain is Alt = BA

where AFB is the voltage gain of the ampli-
fier with feedback, A is the voltage gain
without feedback, and B is the percent of
the output signal that is fed back. The de-
nominator is I-BA for regenerative feed-
back and for degenerative feedback the de-
nominator is 1 + BA. 11 the amount of
feedback is 5% and A 10, solve to find
that the gain with regenerative feedback is
20 and the gain with degenerative feedback
is 6.6.

6-60. Regenerative feedback is used when a
higher gain is required. However, this will
reduce bandwidth and increase distortion.
With a higher gain, it is easier for the
amplifier to reach the operational limits
(cutoff and saturation): Another consideration
is the stability of the amplifier. When the
regenerative feedback is large enough to make
the denominator of the formula equal to
zero (example: If B 10% and A = 10.

A FB
A 10 10

1 - BA 1 1 40) 1 71
10

), the circuit becomes extremely unstable

and oscillates or generates its own signal.
Some circuits operate on this principle but,
for an RF amplifier, this is undesirable.

6-61. As we know, the transistor is not a
one-way device. It conducts in two directions.
Feedback takes place within the transistor
th rough internal resistance and internal capa-
citance. Because tuned circuits are used in
RF amplifiers, the effects of regenerative
feedback must be eliminated. The means by
which a circuit is made to transfer energy
in only one direction is "unilate rali zation."
Both the resistive and capacitive feedback
must be cancelled in order to unilaterize
a transistor amplifier.

REP4 -1326

L2

Figure 6-12. Feedback Through a
Transistor Amplifier

6-62. A simplified drawing of an RF ampli-
fier is shown in figure 6-12. The dotted
components (rf and, cf) represent the internal
resistance and capacitance between the base
and collector of Ql. Resonant coupling cir-
cuits are used in the input and output.
Since parallel resonant circuits act inductively
below resonance, they are shown as LI and
L2. Due to the reactances of LI, Cf, and L2,
the following situation may occur:

The signal on the collector experiences a
shift (L2 causes E to lead). The current
fed back through Cf has a phase shift
(C causes I to lead), and the feedback
voltage developed across LI has a phase
shift (LI causes E to lead.)

6-9
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Figure 6-13. Unilateralized Tuned Amplifier
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Figure 6-14. Two-Stage RF Amplifier

6-63. The feedback voltage from the col-
lector can experience a 180° phase shift
which, when added to the amplifier's inver-
sion (I 80% appears on the base as regene na-
tive feedback. The amplifier now becomes
unstable and may begin to oscillate.

6-64. Many ways have been devised to
"unilateralize" transistor tanplifiers. This
operation provides degenerative feedback to
cancel the effects of regenerative feedback.
Figure 6-13 shows a unilaterilized circuit
consisting of two components, ku and Cu.
The values of Ru and Cu are so chosen
that a signal of proper amplitude and phase
will cancel the feedback through Rf and Cf.

6-65. In the schematic diagram of a two-
stage cascaded RF amplifier in figure 6-14,

notice capacitors C14 and C15. These capaci-
tors are "neutralizing" capacitors and will
compensate for the reactive feedback in the
transistors. Since high-Q tuned circuits are

6-10

used, some of the collector signal could
pass through the intereIement capacitance
and produce regeneration. This causes circuit
instability.

6-66. To compensate for this, a degenera-
tive feedback network is used. C14, con-
nected between the secondary of T2 and the
base of Ql, feeds a small portion of the
signal to the base of Ql. This signal will
be opposite in phase to the signal that feeds
interaall y from the collector to the base
of QI. If these two feedback signals are equal
in amplitude and opposite in phase, they will
cancel each other. The circut is now
neutralized. The same actiontakes place with
C15 neutralizing transistor Q2.

6-67. Another method of obtaining degenera-
tive feedback is to use anunbypassedemitter
resistor. With the emitter resistor
unbypassed, the signal in the emitter opposes
the signal and reduces the gain of the amplifier.
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Chapter 7

WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS

7-1. A very important factor in certain
applications of an amplifying device is its
ability to amplify a nonsinusoidal signal.
A nonsinusoidal signal is one that does
not vary at a sine wave rate. Nonsinusoidal
signals, such as the sawtooth in oscillo-
scope sweep circuits, consist of 2 funda-
mental frequency with a large number of
harmonics. To provide an output signal that
is an exact reproduction of the input, the
amplifying device must amplify the funda-
mental and all of the harmonic components
equally. This type of amplifying device is
referred to as a wide-band or video amplifier.

7-2. Square Wave Characteristics

7-3. To understand the need and purpose
of a wide band amplifier, we must identify
the composition of a nonsinusoidal wave. Let's
use the square wave as a typical example.
By definition, a square wave is a periodic
wave which alternately assumes one of two
fixed values, one positive and the other
negative. The positive alternation has the
same time duration as the negative alternation.
One cycle of a square wave is composed of
a negative alternation and a positive alter-

Col
ALTERNATION

nation. A perfect square wave has vertical
sides and both the top and bottom are flat
horizontal lines.

7-4. The sides of the square wave are
fast changes from one value to another so
they represent the high frequency components
of a square wave. The flat tops and bottoms
of a square wave have no variation (or a
slow change) so they represent the low
frequency components. Refer to igure 7-1.

7-5. A square wave is composed of a funda-
mental frequency and an infinite number of
odd harmonics, in specific phase and ampli-
tude relationships. To illustrate the fre-
quency composition of a square wave, refer
to figure 7-2.

7-6. One cycle of the fundamental frequency
of a sine wave occurs in the same time
period as one cycle of the square wave.
They have the same frequency. The funda-
mental frequency of the square wave can be
determined by substituting the time of one
cycle in the formula f = 4 The fundamental
(sine wave) frequency is representedinfigure
1-2B. The third harmonic is 3 times the

()
ALTERNATION%..._.

-14,-----CYCLE ---,Pi
i

I
I
I

Figure 7-1. Square Wave
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waveform of figure 7-2D, the resultant wave
is shown in figure 7-2F. The resultant wave
closely resembles a square wave. If this
process is continued to infinity (that is,
adding an infinite number of odd harmonics),
the waveform becomes that of figure 7-2G,
and we are back to the waveform made up of
a very wide band of frequencies. If the square
wave is to be amplified, the amplifier must
be able to amplifyall of the frequencies
equally.

3F 7-8. Another consideration of the square
wave is the amplitude and phase of the
harmonics. To have a perfect square wave,
the amplitudes of the harmonics must have

F t 3F the following relationships: 3rdharmonic, one
third of the fundamental; 5th harmonic, one
fifth of the fundamental; and 7th harmonic,
one seventh of the fundamental; etc. Further,

SF the-iUndaznental-and-all-the harMairesinust
be in phase when the fundamental goes through
zero. This is shown in figure 7-2, parts
B, C, and E. When the fundamental frequency
passes through zero and goes in a positive
direct on, all harmonics pass through zero
and go in a positive direction. As long as
the amplitude and phase relationships are
maintained, the result is a square wave.

1

I

1

F + INFINITE NUMBER
OF ODD HARMONICS

REPO -1348

Figure 7-2. Frequency Components of a
Square Wave

fundamental frequency (figure 7-2C). By com-
bining the fundamental frequency with the
third harmonic, a resultant wave is derived
(figure 7-2D). Notice that the leading edge
of F and 3F are both going positive so they
add. In the middle of the first alternation
of the square wave, f is positive and 3f
is negative so they subtract. On the second
alternation, the same results are obtained
except the polarity of f and 3f is reversed.
Observe that the resultant wave (f + 3f,
figure 7-2D) is beginning to look similar to
a square wave.

7-7. The next odd harmonic, which is the
5th harmonic of f, is shown in figure 7-2E.
When the 5th harmonic is added to the

7-2

7-9. Wide Band amplifier Characteristics.

7-10. Two frequency response limitations
must be overcome before a narrow band
amplifier can be used for wide-band ampli-
fication. Figure 7-3 shows the limiting
factors of an audio amplifier. The high-
frequency response is limited by Co and Cf.
Co represents the stray capacitance and the
output capacitance of Q1, and Ci represents
the input capacitance of Q2. Since the react-
ances of Co and Ci decrease as the frequency

02

OUTPUT

REP4-1253

Figure 7-3. RC Coupled Amplfier Showing
Capacitive Effect at High Frequencies
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Figure 7-4. RC Coupled Amplifier and
Response Curves

,.._ increases, the gain falls off as the frequency
increases. The low-frequency response is
limited by the coupling capacitor CC. The
reactance of CC increases as frequency
decreases, thereby reducing the gain for the
low frequencies. The following discussion
presents some of the methods used to in-
crease bandwidth.

7-11. The frequency range of a video ampli-
fier (typical wide-band amplifier) is from a
few hertz to several megahertz. To be more
specific, let's say we need a television
video amplifier with a bandpass from 10
hertz to 4 megahertz. This is a typical
range for a television video amplifier. One
means of obtaining a wide bandwidth for a
video amplifier is to use a small load
resistor. Figure 7-4A shows a simplified
schematic and figure 7 -4B shows the fre-
quency response when the load resistor (RL)
is large and small. With a large RL, the
gain of the amplifier is large and the half
power points (.707) are closer together.

7-3

124

By making RL small, the half power point
move farthe r apart and the bandwidth is wider.
Of course, this method of widening the
bandwidth sacrifices gain but making the
load resistor smaller extends the high and
low end of the response curve.

7-12. Two other methods used to extend the
high frequency portion of the response curve
(to 4 megahertz in our example) fail under
the broad heading of high frequency compen-
sation: The two methods are called shunt
and series compensation, the names being
derived by the component location in the
circuit. Figure 7-5A shows a simplified
schematic using shunt compensation.

7-13. For shunt compensation, inductor Li is
added in shunt with the output capacitance of
gl (Co) and the input capacitance of g2
(Ci). Inductor LI is connected in series with
the load resistor, RL. At the high frequency
end of the response curve, the reactances
of Co and Ci are very low. This reduces
the impedance and causes the frequency

A

SHUNT COMPENSATION

Cc

01:
Co-.L.

INPUT .7 ,
111.

s --4

INPUT

DP

L2 1

B
SERIES COMPENSATION

C

i L2
31: Li

$

I
.,....

C° R
$ 0 RLT

32

OUTPUT

02

OUTPUT

SERIESSHUNT COMPENSATION
REP4 -2256

Figure 7-5. Wide-Band Amplifier High
Frequency Compensation
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Figure 7-6. Wide-Band Amplifier, Low
Frequency Compensation

response to fall off. LI will form a parallel
resonant circuit with Co and Ci at a fre-
que:-.ey near the upper end of the response
curve. One characteristi .1 of a parallel tank
at resonance is a high imprdi.Ice. The addi-
tion of LI thus raises the impedance of the
circuit so that the gain does not fall off
at the high frequency end. The Qof the circuit
is relatively low (RL in series with LI),
so the tank circuit wil have a broad response.
By proper selection of the component sizes,
the response can be made to go beyond 4

megahertz. Because LI is in shunt (parallel)
with the signal path, this is called shunt
compensation. LI is also called a shunt
peaking coil.

7-14. Series compensation is shown infigure
7-5B. Inductor L2 is added in series with
the input capacitance of Q2. The inductor
may be connected on either side of coupling
capacitor CC. Inductor L2 and capacitance
Ci form a series resonant circuit at a
frequency near the high end of the response
curve. (CC is a short at high frequencies).
Characteristics of a series resonant tank
circut are low impedance and high current,
with maximum voltage across Ci. This com-
pensates for the reduced high frequency gain.
Again, if the proper size components are
selected, the response of the video amplifier
can be extended to 4 megahertz or more.
Since L2 is in series with the signal path,
it is called series compensation. L2 is also
called a series'Peaking coil.

7-4

7-15. There are times when shunt and series
compensation circuits are used at the same
time. Figure 7-5C illustrates both a shunt
peaking coil (LI) and a series peaking coil
(L2). The discussions on shunt compensation
and series compensation apply to this circuit.

7-16. Low Frequency Compensation

7-17. On the low frequency end of the
frequency response curve, the input and out-
put capacitances of the transistors have no
effect. The low frequency response is limited
by the coupling capacitor (CC) and the input
resistance of the transistor MB + net).
The time constant must be long to prevent
phase distortion and loss of low frequency
gain.

7-18. Phase distortion and loss of gain at
low frequencies are minimized by adding a
compensating filter network in series with the
load resistor RL (figure 7 -8). This network
consists of resistor RF and capacitor CF.
It increases the collector toad impedance at
low Irecpiencies because CF has high reactance
at low frequencies. Thus, the low frequency
compensation network extends the frequency
response curve to a much lower frequency.
At high frequencies, CF becomes practically
a short and the collector load impedance is
only RL. Thus, the low frequency com-
pensation network has no effect onthe opera-
tion of the circuit at high frequencies.

7-19. Figure 7-7 shows a typical wide-band
amplifier (10 hertz to 4 megahertz) using
both high and low frequency compensation
networks. The high and low frequency cir-
cuits operate independently and do not inter-
fere with each other. At low frequencies
the reactance of inductor LI is very small
and has no effect on the collector load
impedance. The reactance of inductor L2 at
low frequencies is also very small and has
no effect on the coupling circuit. Cl and C3
are so large that they have no effect at
low frequencies. Thus, high frequency com-
pensation circuits have no effect at low
frequencies. Simlliarly, at high frequencies,
the reactance of capacitor C2 is very small
and practically short-circuits resistor
R3.
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Figure 7-7. Compensated Wideband Amplifier

7-20. Stagger 'fluting

7-21. Another method of increasing the band-- width of amplifiers, is by use of "stagger
tuning." In stagger tuning two transformer-
coupled RF amplifier stages, the two cir-
cuits (one in each stage) are tuned above
and below the center frequency.

7-22. Figure 7-8 shows a simplified diagram
(power supplies and bias networks have been
omitted) of a two-stage, stagger-tuned RF

443kHz
TUNED CKT I

457 kNz
TUNED CKT 2

01 12

TI 72 7-23. Notice that although the center frequency
OUT is 450 kHz, circuit 1 (L1 and Cl) is tuned

to a resonant frequency of 443 kHz and cir-
cuit 2 (I.,2 and C2) is tuned to a resonant
frequency of 457 kHz. Figure 7-9A illustrates

REP4-1258 the individual response curves of the two
circuits. Circuit 1 is tuned below the center

Figure 7-8. Staggered Pair RF Amplifier frequency by 7 kHz and its resonant peak is
(Simplified Schematic) 443 kHz. This circuit is designed to have a
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Figure 7-9. Response Curves

section. When tuned in this manner the stages
are often called a "staggered pair."

CENTER FRED = 450 kHz

7 -5
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Figure 7-10. Wide-Band Amplifier Waveforms

bandwidth (BW1) of 14 kHz. This is evident
by the fact that the .707 (half-power) points
occur at 436 kHz and 450 kHz. Circuit 2
has its resonant peak at 457 kHz, 71tHz above
the center frequency. The bandwidth of this
circuit is also 14iglz. It might appear
that the overall bandwidth of the staggered
pair will be BW1 plus BW2, or 28 kHz.
However, this is not the case.

7-24. One method of obtaining an overall
response curve of two or more stages is to
apply a number of frequencies to the input
of the stages and plot the output amplitude
for each frequency. When all those plotted
points are connected together the result will
be the overall response curve of gain-ve rsus-
frequency. Thus, the overall response curve
of the staggered pair of amplifiers may be
plotted from the individual response curves
of figure 7-9A. The result of the plotting is
shown in figure 7 -9B. The upper half-power
point now occurs at a frequency of 459.9
kHz and the lower at 440.1 kHz. The bandwidth
is now 19.8 kHz. The end result is that
stagger tuning will give a wider bandwidth
than tuning each circuit to the same frequency.

7-6

7-25. Troubleshooting

7-26. Before you can find a trouble in a
circuit, you must understand the circuit's
operation. Figure 7-10 shows the waveforms
for figure 7-7. The input square wave (A)
is applied at J1 and the output waveform
(B) is taken from J2. Since two common
emitter amplifiers are used, the input and
output signals are in phase. This represents
correct operation, since no distortion is
present and the signal has been amplified.

7-27. Suppose there is no output at J2.
There are many reasons for this, some of
which we discussed earlier, such as tran-
sistors open or shorted, or coupling capaci-
tors open. Also, open components LI, R3
or L2 could cause no output.

7-28. Observe the waveform labeled LOW
FREQUENCY LOSS in figure 7-10C. Notice
that the wave is no longer square; it is
"tilted." The tilted top and bottom indicate
that an RC time constant is not long enough
(the wave is approaching differentiation.) What
can cause these symptoms? Refer to figure
7-7; R3, R7, C4, or C2 may be shorted.
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An open C2 or C4 will produce a symptom
that is easily mistaken for a shorted C2 or
C4. Close examination of the curve labeled
INCREASED GAIN will reveal the difference.
Note that amplitude has increased for the
leading edge but not for the trailing edge.

7-29. The waveform labeled HIGH FRE-
QUENCY LOSS is approximately the correct
amplitude, but the leading edges are "rounded
off." This means that the high harmonic
frequencies are being lost. The malfunctioning
components that could cause this include
shorted Ll, L2, L3, or L4.

7-30._ In practical circuits, the in-
ductors are often variable and will
require adjustment by the maintenance
technician. Maladjustment can produce
the waveforms labeled HIGH FRE-
QUENCY LOSS and OVERCOMPENSATION.

7-31. In summary, a nonsinusiodal wave
contains a fundamental frequency and a numbe r
of harmonics. Since these frequencies must
receive the same amount of gain, a wide-
band amplifier is required.

7-32. The low frequency components
of a square wave are represented in the top
and bottom. The circuits that can distort
the low frequencies are the coupling capaci-
tors. Low frequency compensation networks
are used to prevent low frequency distortion.

7-33. The high frequency components of a
square wave are represented on the sides.
Interelement and distributed capacitance can
attenuate the high frequencies. High frequency
compensation components, which prevent high
frequency attenuation, include shunt and series
peaking coils.

7-7
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Chapter 8

SATURABLE REACTORS AND MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

8-1. Another practical application of the
principle of inductance is the saturable
reactor. This chapter applies principles of
magnetism and explains the magnetic circuit,
core saturation, and the hysteresis loop.
Then, we discuss the operation of a simple
saturable reactor.

8-2. In electrical circuits, voltage and cur-
rent are the basic electrical variables. In
the magnetic circuit, the magnetic variables
are magnetomotive force (MMF) and flux
(0). Magnetomotive force is the basic magnetic
potential or pressure; it is the force neces-
sary to create a magnetic field. MMF is
determined by the number of turns of a coil
times the current flow, often referred to as
ampere-turns (NI) of a coil. If three amperes
of current flow through three turns of wire,
shown in Figure 8-1, the MMF is nine
ampere-turns.

8-3. The flux (0) of a magnetic circuit is
the total number of lines of magnetism in the
magnetic circuit. Flux compares with cur-
rent in an electrical circuit. Just as cur-
rent increases with voltage when resistance
remains constant, the number of flux lines
increases as the MMF increases, if the flux
path remains fixed.

*IRON

.. AIR

TOTAL = RIRON 4 RAIR
REPO -1331

Figure 8-1. Total Reluctance of a Magnetic
Circuit

8-4. The third property of a magnetic cir-
cuit is reluctance. Reluctance (R) opposes
the creation of magnetic flux within the
coil. If the reluctance increases, the mag-
netic flux decreases when the magnetomotive
force remains constant. Let's compare the
electrical circuit with the magnetic circuit:

EMF
Electric: R =

Magnetic: R - MMF--s--

where:

R = reluctance or opposition to flux buildup,

MMF = magnetomotive force (NI), and

0 = number of magnetic lines.

8-5. The reluctance of a magnetic circuit
is directly proportional to the length and
inversely proportional to the permeability
(A) and cross-sectional area of the magnetic

path, as shown in the formula R = .
A

Where materials of different permeability
make up the magnetic path, reluctance must
be determined for each portion of the path
and added. For example in figure 8-1, the
total reluctance equals the reluctance of iron
plus the reluctance of air.

8-8. Recall that permeability is a measure
of the ability of a material to act as a path
for magnetic lines of force. By definition,
air has a permeability of one, because one
unit of magnetizing force produces one flux
line per unit area. In contrast, permeability
of iron is 50 to 2000. This means that one
unit of magnetizing force causes 50 to
2000 flux lines per unit area when compared
to the permeability of air.

8-7. The permeability of any material may
be expressed by the following ratio:

B (flux density)
u. (mu) = H (magnetizing force)

8 -I
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Figure 8-2. Permeability Comparison Graph

This ratio is often referred to as the B-H
ratio, and it is used as a basis for selecting
core materials for saturable reactors. Core
materials used in saturable reactor circuits
are capable of producing high values of
flux density (B) with low values of magne-
tizing force (H). H is directly proportional
to MMF and is the magnetic potential drop
per unit length of core, which compares to
the voltage drop per unit length in the
electrical circuit. Any change inthe ampere-
turns of a coil will cause a proportional
change in magnetizing force B. Flux density
B is the number of lines of force per square
unit area measured In a plane perpendicular
to the direction of the magnetic field.

8-8. You know that in a given electromagnet
(coil), as the magnetizing force increases,
flux increases. We can plot this as shown

8-2

.B

o'' - - ......
-H d' \ .

ce .11
.

0
d" MAGNETIZING

FLUX DENSITY -r-B FORCE

AC

A - 9 -H PLOT OF ALTERNATING FLUX IN
AN AIR CORE COIL

,B

414

MAGNETIZING FORCE

d

-a
B - B-H PLOT OF ALTERNATING FLUX IN

IRON CORE COIL
REPO -1333

Figure 8-3.

in figure 8-2. Notice that with an air core
the flux density increases in a straight line,
at a constant rate, with an inc rease in magne-
tizing force. The high reluctance and the low
permeability of air in the magnetic circuit
requires a high magnetizing force to cause
many flux lines. Quite the contrary when we
have an iron-core -- the ratio of B to H is
now a complex curve. Note, by the shape
of the curve, that the permeability character-
istics of the iron core are not constant, but
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vary as the magnetizing force increases.
Other factors that affect the shape of the
magnetization curve are heat and purity of the
material.

8-9. Figure 8-2 uses direct current as the
magnetizing force. Alternating current forces
a birther look at what happens in an electro-
magnet. Recall that the sine wave of current
reaches a peak amount in one direction,
decreases to zero, and then flows in the
opposite direction. Refer to Figure 8-3A for
a study of AC applied to an air-core coil.
Applied AC increases to its peak value and
magnetizes the coil to point a. As current
decreases to zero and reverses direction,
magnetizing force and flux density decrease
to zero and reverse direction. As magnetizing
force increases in either direction, flux
density increases and decreases to form the
straight line graph at the top of figure 8-3A.

8-10. With an iron-core, however, we have a
curved line. As the magnetizing force reaches
its first peak value at point a' in figure
8-3B, the iron core reaches maximum flux
density at point a". As the magnetizing force
decreases to zero, magnetic strength also
decreases, but a "residual" magnetism stays
in the core. When the magnetizing force is at
zero, the flux density of the residual magne-
tism is at point b.

8-11. When the magnetizing force is applied
in the opposite direction, H must reach point

'1

-B

A. AIR CORE

c before flux density returns to zero. The
mangetizing force required to cancel the
residual magnetism is called COERCIVE
FORCE. A coercive force from point o to
point c is needed to reduce the flux to zero.
As H continues increasing to point d', the
flux density increases to point d". The
return of the magnetizing force to zero
results in a reduction in flux but, as before,
B does not return to zero. Flux density
decreases to point e, and a coercive force
from point o to point f is needed to reduce
the flux to zero. The plotted cycle of magne-
tization (a, b, c, d, e, f, a), shown in figure
8-3B, is called a "hysteresis loop."

8-12. The general effect where flux density
lags the magnetizing force is called hystere-
sis. We defined this term in an earlier
chapter. Energy is lost because a portion of
the magnetizing force is used to overcome
the residual magnetism. The area within the
hysteresis loop is proportional to the amount
of work done against the residual magnetism
of the core and represents the power loss.
The amount of loss involves the type of core
material and the frequency of the magnetizing
force.

8-13. Figure 8-4 shows three hysteresis
loops of coils with cores of different amounts
of retentivity. The air core has no reten-
tivity and the iron core retains some resi-
dual magnetism. The ideal saturable reactor
core is made of a special alloy which

-8
B. IRON CORE

rr.

-B
C. SPECIAL ALLOY CORE

Figure 8-4. Hysteresis Loops of Various Core Materials

8-3
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Figure 8-5A. Hysteresis Loop for a Saturable Reactor
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Figure 8-5H. Hysteresis Loop at Different Frequencies
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remains saturated until the coercive force
cancels and reverses the direction of flux
lines.

8-14. The high degree of rectangularity of the
loop (figure 8-4C) shows that the core has
a quick transition between positive and nega-
tive saturation. The narrowness of the loop
shows the amount of coercive force needed
to overcome the residual magnetism to be
very small and it also indicates that a small
magnetizing force can cause core saturation.
The ideal hysteresis loop for saturable
reactors is rectangular in shape and very
narrow in width.

8-15. The hysteresis loop shown in figure
8-5A is typical of that for the saturable
reactor. The saturable reactor is an inductor
with a special type of core which can be
saturated with a small magnetizing force.
Notice that as the magnetizing force ( +11)
is increased from point 0 to point IC, the
flux density (Di.) is increased from point 0
to point L.. Point L represents maximum
flux and the core is at saturation. The satu-
rable reactor core has a high permeability.
That is, a small magnetizing force will
cause core saturation. The saturable reactor
also has the property to stay magnetized and
saturated even though the magnetizing force
is removed. In figure 8-5A, note that as the
magnetizing force returns to point 0, the flux
density remains at point M which still repre-
sents maximum flux or saturation. The amount
of residual magnetism indicates that the
saturable reactor has a very high retentivity.
The saturable reactor remains at saturation
until a magnetizing force of the opposite
polarity ( -H) is applied. When the magnetizing
force reaches point P, the core suddenly
becomes demagnetized and the flux density
is zero. The magnetizing force represented
by the magnitude 0 to P is the coercive
force. The coercive force needed to de-
saturate the core of the saturable reactor is
small.

Thus far, we have seen that a small magne-
tizing force (0 to IC) will saturate the core.
The core will remain saturated at point L,
M, and N until a small coercive force (0
to P) demagnetizes the core. When the

8-5
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magnetizing force is increased to point Q,
the core will saturate once again but in the
opposite polarity. The core will remain
saturated as represented by points R, 8,
and T until a coercive force from 0 to .1 is
applied. At point .1, the core is once again
demagnetized. Increasing the magnetizing
force to point IC will once again saturate
the core and the cycle is repeated. When
the saturable reactor is in its saturated
state, the coil will offer minimum react-
ance to an alternating current (AC). Prior
to saturation, the coil has a very high react-
ance to AC. Due to these core character-
istics, the saturable reactor can be switched
from high to low reactance by small levels
of magnetizing or coercive forces. This
enables the saturable reactor to be used as
a switching device. One of the factors
which changes the level of magnetizing
force, necessary to switch the reactor, is the
frequency of applied voltage. Notice in figure
8-513, that as the frequency of the applied
voltage is increased, larger magnetizing
and coercive forces are needed. This is due
to the fact that at higher frequencies, greater
power loss occurs in the reactor and a
greater force is needed for switching.

8-16. Early shapes of the saturable reactor
core were very similar to that of the conven-
tional transformer. The transformer core is
still used in some applications but it is
often replaced by the ring-shaped or toroidal
core.

8-17. Figure 8-6A shows a simple saturable
reactor circuit. A toroidal coil reactor in
series with a resistor (RL) is driven by a
sinusoidal line voltage.

8-18. The saturable reactor functions as
a synchronous switch because the impedance
of the reactor changes abruptly from a high
impedance to a low impedance during each
half-cycle of applied line voltage. The
point at which the impedance change occurs
is determined by the core characteristics.
When the core of the reactor is unsaturated,
the impedance of the reactor is very high
compared to the load impedance. During
this time, the reactor acts as an open
switch and very little power reaches the load
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Figure 8-6. Saturable Reactor Simple Circuit

from the AC line. When the core of the
reactor becomes saturated, the impedance of
the reactor acts as a closed switch and the
full line voltage is impressed across the
load resistance. The change from one imped-
ance level to the other is rapid, and it is
repeated with every half-cycle of the applied
line voltage.

8-19. Figure 8-6B shows the voltage wave-
shapes developed across the load resistor
and the reactor for one cycle of applied
line voltage. In this example, the line voltage
is considered to be of sufficient ampli-
tude to drive the core into saturation on
each half-cycle. At time TO, line voltage
is applied. As voltage increases in the

8-6

positive direction, magnetizing force
increases, and flux density in the core
increases to saturation. The current flow
through the load between TO and Tl is very
low. The amplitude of current at this time
is determined by the width of the hysteresis
loop; this current and the number of turns
in the coil (N1) determine the magnetizing
force (H). During this interval, the impedance
of the reactor is very high compared to the
resistance of the load. As a result, most
of the line voltage is dropped across the
reactor.

8-20. At TI, flux density reaches maximum
and the coke saturates. At the instant the
core saturates, the high impedance of the
reactor drops to a low value, and a heavy
surge of current causes an instantaneous
rise in voltage across the load resistor.
During the time interval between Tl and T2,
useful power is delivered to the load from
the line voltage supply.

8-21. At T2, line voltage reverses polarity
and current flow changes direction. The
impedance of the reactor is once again high,
and a low value of magnetizing current flows,
as in the positive half-cycle. Because of the
high impedance of the reactor compared to
the low impedance of the load, most of the
line voltage is dropped across the reactor
between T2 and T3. At T3, flux density
reaches its maximum value and the core again
becomes saturated. At this instant, the imped-
ance of the reactor drops rapidly from ahigh
value to a low value. The heavy surge of
current again causes nearly all of the line
voltage to appear across the load. For the
remainder of this half-cycle, useful power is
delivered to the load. At T4, the polarity of
the line voltage reverses, and the action
just described repeats as it does with every
cycle.

8-22. When the core is saturated and. no
additional flux density is possible, further
increase in magnetizing force causes no
change in flux. Thus, no counter EMF or
opposition resulting from a change in D.=
takes place. At this time. the only opposi-
tion of the reactor coil is its DC resistance
and the load receives useful power.
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Figure 8-7. Saturable Reactor with DC Control

8-23. Another circuit must be added to figure
8-6A to establish control over the time
that core saturation occurs. Refer to figure
8-7A. A DC source is connected to a con-
trol winding on the toroidal coil. Adjusting
resistor Rc controls the instant that core
saturation occurs and, thus, controls the
average power delivered to the load. A
small power source controls a large power
source; this demonstrates amplifier action.

8-24. The saturable reactor circuit con-
sists of two windings. One is the control
coil and the other is the load coil. A
direct-current source applies magnetizing
force for the control coil. Variable resistor
Rc controls this steady magnetizing current.
The toroid is thus magnetized with one
polarity to a desired flux density, which
determines when the core becomes
saturated.
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Figure 8-8. Load Waveshapes for Different
Values of Control Current

8-25. The voltage waveshape developed
across the load resistance in one cycle
of line voltage is shown in figure 8-7B.
When AC line voltage is applied, notice that
the coil reaches saturation on the positive
swing but not on the negative swing. Thus,
the AC circuit has high impedance for
all of the cycle except that portion of the
positive half-cycle when the core
saturates.

8-26. The DC control current establishes
control over the time that the reactor is
saturated. Figure 8-8 shows the load wave-
shapes of a saturable reactor circuit, with
different values of control current. If the
control current is increased, core satu-
ration occurs sooner. This causes the time
reference Ti to move toward TO, the core
saturates for a longer period of time, and
the average current delivered to the load
increases. If the control current is de-
creased, the time reference Ti is moved
toward T2, and the core is saturated for a
shorter. period of time. A decrease in
control current results in less current being
delivered to the load. The time at which the
core becomes saturated is set by the control
current which, in turn, determines the output
of the saturable reactor. The basic principles
of saturation control are the same for all
saturable reactors. The only difference that
might exist is the arrangement of the control
circuit.

8-7
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Figure 8-10. Methods of Eliminating Transformer Action
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8-27. Figure 8-9 shows a very simple appli-
cation of the saturable reactor to control
brightness of theater lights. Rc is adjusted
to set the amount of current through the
lights, the longer the saturated interval,
the higher the average current and, there-
fore, the brighter the lights in the theater.

8-28. The saturable reactor is simple, rugged,
and reliable. It is capable of driving many
loads and can handle large quantities of
power with good efficiency.

8-29. Transformer action occurs between
the load coil and the control coil. This
transformer action lowers the efficiency of
the circuit. The saturable reactor, shown
in figure 8-7, is designed with a very high
impedance in the control circuit. The purpose
of the high impedance is to reduce control -
circuit currents induced from the load coil.
This keeps the impedance of the reactor high
and load power low when the reactor is
unsaturated. If the impedance of the control
circuit is low, a large current is induced
from the load coil, which causes load cur-
rent to be large prior to core saturation.
This seriously reduces the gain of the
saturable reactor.

8-30. There are other methods used to
reduce or, in-some cases, practically eli-
minate the induced currents from the load
coil. Some of the common methods used are
shown in figure 8-10. Illustration A shows
a single-core saturable reactor with an iron-
core choke coil in the control circuit. The
purpose of the choke coil is to present a high
impedance to alternating currents so that
the voltage induced from the load coil into
the control coil produces only small cir-
culating currents in the control circuit.
Another method of eliminating undesired
effects of transformer action between load
winding and control winding is shown in
figure 8-10B. This method consists of using
two separate core elements, sometimes
referred to as a twin-core arrangement.
The control windings are series aiding,
while the load windings are series opposing.
The voltage induced into one of the control
windings is cancelled by an equal but opposite
voltage induced into the second control

A. SINGLE CORE 13. TWIN CORE

C. THREE- LEGGED CORE
REPO -2342

Figure 8-11. Saturable Reactor Symbols

winding. A saturable reactor such as this
can operate ,effectively with a wide range
of control-circuit impedance. The same
effect as described above for the series-
connected control windings can be achieved
with a common control winding, as shown in
C and la of figure 8-10. In both cases, the
load coils are wound so that they are series
aiding. The voltages induced into the control
coils from the load coils are of equal
amplitude but opposite polarity. The result
is a cancellation of the induced currents.

8-31. Figure 8-11 shows saturable reactor
schematic symbols which correspond with
pictorial diagrams in figures 10A, B and C.
The specific symbol indicates the number
and types of windings. The power winding has
3 loops and the control winding has 5.
The line across the windings represents
saturable core magnetic winding.

' 8-32. Figures 8-11B and C have kind-

8-9

of-current (DC or AC) and polarity (dots)
markings. The dots placed near one end
of each coil show relative polarity of the
windings. An increase of current entering the
end of the control winding marked with a
dot causes an increase in the power output.
If instantaneous currents enter the windings
at the marked points, they will produce
aiding fluxes.
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Figure 8-12. Half-Wave Magnetic Amplifier

8-33. Magnetic Amplifiers

8-34. A transistor can function as an ampli-
fier because of its ability to produce large
power changes in its output circuit with
only small changes of power in its input
circuit. In the saturable reactor, small power
changes in the control ercuit produce large
power changes in its load circuit. The
saturable reactor can there fore function as an
amplifier. The amplifier which employs the
saturable reactor as its amplifying device
is called a MAGNETIC AMPLIFIER. The
magnetic amplifier is very rugged, reliable,
and capable of controlling large amounts of
power. In addition, it is able to produce
large variable positive DC, negative DC, or
AC power outputs with small DC input power
changes. Because the power output from the
amplifier is variable, the magnetic amplifier
is sometimes used for motor speed control,
or other power control applications. DC
outputs can be used for the directional con-
trol of motor rotation.

8 -35. The schematic for the basic half-wave
magnetic amplifier is shown in figure 8-12.
The saturable reactor in the amplifier is
composed of Ll and L2. LI, Rl, and the
battery make up the control circuit which
determines the amount and direction of con-
trol flux through the reactor core. Tice output
load circuit is composed of L2, CR1, RL,
and the AC power source. One function of the
diode is to block the generation of opposing
magnetic flux in the core which would
generate heat and decrease efficiency. Power
will be delivered to the load (RL) when the
control and load magnetic fields are aiding
and the core saturates. The amount of power

CR1

REP4-1343

Figure 8-13. Half-Wave Magnetic Amplifier,
No Output

delivered to the load is controlled by the
amount of flux produced by the control winding,
LI. The greater the control flux, the more
power output to the load. The polarity of
the output voltage developed across the load
is determined by the direction of the control
flux in the core and the polarity of the
diode in the load circuit. Note that the ampli-
fier in figure 8-12 is producing a direct
current through the load. The voltage output
is shown as a negative pulse which will
average out to a DC level. If either the
diode or the control voltage were reversed,
the circuit would not have an output (see
figure 8-13). However, if both the battery
and diode were reversed, the amplifier would
produce a positive DC output as shown in
figure 8-14.

8-36. To determine the output of a magnetic
amplifier the following steps maybe employed.
The first step is to use the LEFT-HAND
THUMB RULE to determine the direction
of the magnetic field set up by the control
winding. To use this rule, both the direction
of current and coil turns mustbe considered.

CR1

REPO -2344

Figure 8-14. Half-wave Magnetic Amplifier,
Positive Output.
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Figure 8-14 shows the first winding at the
side of RI passing over the core and con-
tinuing counterclockwise. Imagine that the
fingers of your left hand are wrapped around
the core with the windings and in the direc-
tion of current flow. Your thumb would point
in the direction of the magnetic north pole
shown on figure 8-14. The second step is to
determine the magnetic north pole of the load
winding. The effect of the diode on the AC
input must be considered before the LEFT-
HAND THUMB RULE can be used as before.
Since diode current flows from cathode to
anode (Point C to D on figure 8-14), it is
possible, by employing the rule, to identify
the top of the load winding as the magnetic
north pole.

8-37. After performing these first two steps,
you can find out if the magnetic fields are
aiding or opposing. Unlike poles will aid
each other and cause the molecular magnets
in the core material to align, the flux
field to build up and the core to saturate
faster. As indicated on figure 8-14, the poles
at the top and bottom of the reactor are
unlike. The resulting molecular magnet align-
ment causes saturation and an output pulse
will be generated. On the other hand, when
the fields are opposing each other the molecu-
lar magnets will align in two different direc-
tions. Without proper alignment flux cannot
build up, the core cannot saturate and an
output pulse cannot be obtained. These con-
ditions are illustrated in figure 8-13. Alter
determining if the magnetic fields in the
reactor are aiding or opposing, the third
step is to determine if there is a positive
or negative output pulse. The output pulse
polarity will be determined by the direction
the diode allows current to flow through the
load resistor. Current can be traced on figure
8-14 from ground, through the load resistor,
diode and the reactor winding. The voltage
drop across the load resistor will cause a
positive potential at point C. This means that
when current is flowing through the load
resistor there will be a positive pulse
at the output.

Ati..-701

Figure 8-15. Effects of Control Current
on Output Power

8-38. The fourth and final step is to deter-
mine the amount of pulse that will be present
in the output. This is achieved by considering
the position of the tap on the control resis-
tor (R1) figure 8-14. With the tap in the
position shown, maximum current will flow in
the control winding. This causes maximum
flux which allows early saturation and pro-
duces output waveform C of figure 8-15.

When the control resistor tap is moved to
point B there will Le minimum current
flowing through the control winding. The
magnetic flux will be minimum, the reactor
will take longer to go into saturation and
waveform A of figure 8-13 will be the
output. With the tap in the center position
waveform B would be generated.

8-11

8-39. In the half-wave magnetic amplifier,
DC power is delivered to the load for only
a portion of one alternation of the input
AC. If an alternating output is required,
the magnetic amplifier of figure 8-16 can
be employed. This circuit is called a full-
wave magnetic amplifier because power is
delivered to the output during both alter-
nations of the input. The saturable reactor
used in the full-wave amplifier is center
tapped and the amplifier uses two diodes to
ensure that current through the reactor
load winding will always be in the same
direction. As with the half-wave amplifier,
changes of the control current will affect the
amount of power delivered to the load as
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Figure 8-16. Full-Wave Magnetic Amplifier

shown by the wavefor; .s of figure 8-16.
With maximum control current (R1 at Point
A), maximum load current will flow
(waveform A). With RI at point C, the
waveform (C) shows that minimum power is
delivered to the load.

8-40. Applying the LEFT-HAND THUMB
RULE* to the full wave saturable reactor,
shows that the fields set up by the load
winding will always be aiding the control
flux regardless of the AC polarity. As a
result, 'an output will b e delivered to the
load chain each alternation of the AC
power applied.

8-12
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Chapter 9

SYNCHRO SYSTEMS

9-1. Applications of synchro systems are not
new to you the gas gauge on the dashboard
in your car is one example. This chapter
first explains the functions and uses of
synchro systems; then it applies AC motor,
generator, and transformer principles in
explaining basic synchro operation.

9-2. Functions of Synchros

9-3. The function of a synchro system is to
couple a mechanical position to an indicating
device without mechanical linkage. This
"mechanical position" is usually the position
of a shaft and is called "angular position."
A synchro is an inductive device capable
of transforming an angular position input
into an electrical output or an electrical
input into an angular output.

9-4. Uses of Synchro Systems

9-5. Synchro systems are used in many types
of electronic equipment. In typical radar
equipment, the angular position of the antenna
is shown on the indicator by the position of
an illuminated line. The angular position of
the illuminated line is synchronized with the
antenna through use of the "synchro
generator" and "synchro motor." There-
fore, as the antenna rotates, the angular
position of the illuminated line on the indi-
cator changes in step with the antenna. The
synchro generator and synchro motor with
connecting lines are the basic synchro system.

180° II

9-6. A similar system is used in radio navi-
gation equipment. Here, the position of a
compass needle is synchronized with the
antenna position through a synchro system.

9-7. In the examples given, the torque requi red
is small. Therefore, a synchro system canbe
used. For applications where more torque is
required than can be supplied by a synchro
system, a different system will be required.
This system is called a SERVOSYSTEM. A
servosystern is used to turn an antenna.

9-8. Basic Principles of Synchros

9-9. The synchro generator and synchromotor
are usually referred to as "synchros." Basic
principles of synchros are the same as those
of any motor and generator. The four most
important principles are:

1. When a current is passed through a coil,
the coil assumes the properties of a magnet.

2. The north and south poles of the magne-
tic field around a coil are determined by
direction of current flow through the coil.
That is, ft the direction of current through a
coil is reversed, the poles of its magnetic
field will be reversed. The magnetic field may
also be reversed by reve rsing the directionin
which the coil is wound.

3. There is a force of attractionor repul-
sion between magnetic fields. Like poles repel,
unlike poles attract.

N

Figure 9-1

9-1
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Figure 9-2

4. When there is RELATIVE MOTION
between a conductor (coil) and a magnetic
field, a voltage will be induced in the con-
ductor (coil).

9-10. Positioning a Shaft with DC Voltages

9-11. Although the sync, ro is an A C device,
DC voltages are sometimes for position-
ing shafts. Since an understanding of shaft
positioning with DC will help you analyze
the Operation of a synchro, it is well to take
it up first.
9-12. Figure 9-1 shows a pivoted permanent
magnet and a coil with a DC current flowing
through it. There are two possible positions
which the magnet can take since there are
two possible magnetic fields. Notice that
reversing the direction of current flow through
the coil reverses the magnetic field of the
coil and the position of the magnet.

9-13. In figure 9-2A we have placed two
coils at right angles. The position which the
rotating magnet takes is determined by the
vector sum of the forces applied to it. If
both coils have an equal magnetic-field
strength, the pivoting magnet will take up an
angular position of 45°. In figure 9-22, we
have reversed the direction of the magnetic
field of one coil by reversing the direction
in which it is wound. The rotor now takes
up an angular position of 315°. In figure 9-2,
there are four possible combinations of mag-
netic fields. Therefore, the rotating magnet
has four possible positions which it can take:
45°, 135°, 225°, or 315°. The statements
which we have made about figure 9-2 are

9-2

REPO -S354

only true if the magnetic field of both coils
are equal. We have stated that the position
of the rotating magnet is determined by the
vector sum of the forces applied to it by the
coils. Suppose that the magnetic field of one
coil was made stronger than that of the other.
In this case the rotating magnet would move
TOWARD alignment with the coil of greatest
magnetic field strength. It would NOT be in
perfect alignment, however, unless the
magnetic field of the other coil decreased to
ZERO.

9-14. From the statements given above, you
can see that two factors govern the position
of the rotating magnet: direction of the magne-
tic fields of the coils, and relative strength
of the magnetic fields of the coils. In figure
9-3 we have a circuit in which it is possible
to vary both direction and relative strength of
the two electromagnetic fields.

Figure 9-3.
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Figure 9-4

9-15. The rotating magnet in figure 9-3 can
take ANY position in its 360° of rotation;
therefore, it has an infinite number of pos-
sible positions. Figure 9-4 shows a practical
DC remote indicating system. In this case
the coils are arranged in what is called a
"WYE" connection. Each coil has an angular
position 120° removed from the other coils.
Use of three coils allows a more positive
control of the rotating magnet.

9 -16. Notice that, in figure 9-4, when the
potentiometer is moved CCW from point AD
to point EB, that the rotating magnet moves
CCW an equal number of degrees (60 °).
In the first position of the potentiometer
(drawn in solid lines), Coil 1 has the greatest
magnetic field strength because it has the
largest current flowing through it. Coils 2
and 3 have an equal field, but their strength
is less than that of Coil 1. Also notice the
polarities of the magnetic fields of the

three coils. Coils 2 and 3 are "pulling"
on the south pole of the magnet, since Coils
2 and 3 have equal fields, the magnet will
be positioned halfway between them OW
away from each). Coil 1 also holds the mag-
net in this position, since it "pulls" on the
north pole of the magnet. When the potentio-
meter is moved (from point AD to point EB),
the polarity of Coil 3 will be reversed.
Therefore, Coils 1 and 3 will have the same
polarity. The magnetic field strength of the
coils will also change when the potentio-
meter is moved from point AD to point EB.
At point EH, Coil 2 will have the greatest
field strength; Coils 1 and 3 will have an
equal field strength.

9-17. From these two cases you can see
that all three coils in figure 9-4 exert a
torque on the magnet. The amount of torque
exerted by each coil is proportional to the
strength of its magnetic field. The direction
of the torque exerted by each coil is deter-
mined by current through the coil and the
polarity of the magnet. The angular position
which the magnet takes is determined by the
vector sum of the torques applied by all
three coils.

9-18. Synchro Construction

9-19. A synchro system requires a synchro
generator and a synchro motor. Before going
into the operation of the synchro generator
and motor, let's first consider their con-
struction. Both resemble small electric

52

3 SI S3 MOTOR 51
GENERATOR
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Si

240°

Figure 9-5
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motors. Each consists of a fixed element
called the stator and a movable element
called the rotor. The stator consists of three
coils placed in slots around the inside of a
laminated-iron field structure and spaced 120°
apart, very much like an ordinary 3-phase
motor. Actually the groups overlap somewhat
so the force which pulls the rotor into
position is the same for all positions of
the rotor. The 120° spacing of windings
sometimes leads a person to believe that
3-phase voltage is used, but such is not the
case. Only single-phase voltage is present.

9-20. The rotor consists of a coil of wire
wound on a soft iron core and mounted on a
shaft with the axis of the coil perpendicular
to the shaft. Ball bearings reduce friction
between the rotor shaft and its mount. The
rotor is electrically connected to the external
power source through two slip rings on the
shaft.

9-21. The synchro motor and the synchro
generator are essentially the same but a
synchro motor tends to oscillate violently
or spin continuously when the shaft is turned
suddenly or when power is first applied to the
system. To prevent this undesirable oscil-
lation, the motor has a heavy metal flywheel,
called an "inertial damper," mounted on one
end of the shaft. This flywheel is mounted
so that it turns freely on the shaft for
approximately 45 °, and then runs into a keyed
bushing. This bushing which is fastened to
the shaft through a friction disc also turns on
the shaft but with a great deal of friction.
For slow changes in position of the shaft,
the flywheel follows along without much
damping effect. But if the shaft tries to turn

S2
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COMMON

11
60
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A B

Figure 9-6

suddenly, the flywheel tends to stand still,
and the friction disc acts as a brake which
keeps the shaft from reaching a speed fast
enough to start oscillation or spinning. If
oscillation or spinning does occur, usually
something is wrong with the damper.

9-22. Basic Synchros

9-23. Figure 9-5 shows the standard schema-
tic diagram of a basic synchro system. Notice
that stator coil leads are labeled SI, S2,
and 53; rotor leads are labeled RI and R2.
Notice also that we divided the circle through
which the rotor turns into degrees. We
use these divisions of the circle to indicate
the angular position of the rotor.

9-24. The synchro is an AC device. That is,
it uses only AC as a source of power.
Therefore, the magnetic fields present in the
rotor and stator coils will alternate in
polarity at the same rate as the AC source
of power. For instance, we know that 60
Hz AC reverses direction of current flow 120
times per second and that the direction of
current flowing through a coil determines the
polarity of the magnetic field around the coil.
Therefore, the polarity of the magnetic
field around the coil will change 120 times
per second.

9-25. Transformer Action in Synchros

9-26. An important factor in synchro opera- ,

tion is transformer action. In the synchro
generator, AC voltage applied to the rotor
winding is coupled to the stator windings
through transformer action. The phase and
amplitude of the voltage induced in each stator

T1SV 60HZ

R2
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Figure 9-7

winding is determined by the angular position
of the rotor. AC current through the rotor
causes an electromagnetic field to expantand
collapse at the AC rate, cutting the windings
of the stator coils and inducing an AC voltage.
This action takes place even though both
stator and rotor are stationary. The amount
of voltage induced in a stator winding depends
on the angular relationship of the two coils.
When two coils are parallel to each other,
coupling between the two coilswilibe maxi-
mum. When two coils are at right angles to
each other (90°) coupling will be zero. Figure
9-6 indicates the effect of angular relation-
ship on coupling. Observe that the rotor
winch* has 115 V, 60 Hz applied. It is the
magnetic field of the rotor that induces
52 V in S2 in figure 9-6A and C. In the
perpendicular position, (figure 9-6B) induced
voltage is zero.

9-27. In a synchro, as the rotor is turned
through a full circle (3601the voltage induced
in each stator will vary as shown in figure
9-7. The graph shows the amplitude and phase
of the induced voltage for one stator winding.
Values plotted above zero indicate an in-
phase condition between rotor and stator while
values plotted below zero indicate an 180°
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out-of-phase condition. The shape of the curve
is that of a sine wave whose frequency is
determined by the time it takes the rotor
to turn through 360°. Since all three stators
lie in different directions, no two stators
will have the same curve. Figure 9-8 shows
the relative amplitude and phase of the volt-
ages induced between points SI, S2, and S3
for various positions of the rotor. Note that
each stator reaches a maximum induced
voltage twice in a 360° rotation of the rotor.
Also, notice that the reference line represents
the point at which the phase changes as well
as the point of zero induced voltage. This
change of phase in the stators, with respect
to the phase of current in the rotor, is
illustrated in figure 9-9A and B.

9-28. In standard synch ros, the maximum
voltage induced in each stator coil is 52
volts RMS when 115 volts RMS is applied
to the rotor. The maximum voltage across
a pair of stators is 70 volts RMS.

9-29. We have seen how the angular posi-
tion of the synchro rotor can control the
amplitude and phase of the voltage induced

S2

Figure 9-9
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in the stator windings. In other words, we
have changed the angular positioninformation
of the rotor into electrical information inthe
stators. This is the action which takes place
in a synchro generator (refer to figure
9-10). The output of the synchro generator
is coupled to the synchro motor. In the synchro
motor, the electrical information is used to
control the angular position of the rotor.
Figure 9-10 shows the connections between
synchro generator and synchro motor. Let
us see how the inputs to the synchro motor
control the position of its rotor.

9-30. Synchro Motors

9-31. Figure 9-11 shows a basic synchro
motor. The autotransformer input to the motor
simulates the output from a synchro genera-
tor whose rotor is positioned at 0°. The
arrows indicate the direction of current

RI

R2

flow in rotor and stators for the positive
half-cycle of applied voltage. Note that stators
S1 and S3 are in parallel, therefore, they
will have magnetic fields of equal strength
and polarity. Stator S2 has the greatest mag-
netic field strength since all current that
flows through S1 and S3 must flow through
S2. The polarities of the magnetic fields will
lock the rotor in the position shown. On
the negative half-cycle, all currents in the
synchro will be reversed and, therefore, the
polnrity of the stator and rotor magnetic
fields will be reversed. The rotor will still
be llcked in the position shown. The net
torque on the rotor will be zero.

9-32. In figure 9-12 the phase of current in
the stator windings has been reversed from
that of figure 9-11 by switching leads from
the autotransformer to the stators. Notice
that the rotor has moved to the 180° position

115V
60 HZ

AC

THE 0° POSITION

Figure 9-11
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51

in order to align the stator and rotor magne-
tic fields. Two positions of the rotor can
thus be obtained by changing the phase of the
current in the three stator windings with
respect to the phase of current in the rotor
winding. To position the rotor anywhere other
than 0° and 1800, it is necessary to vary
either the relative amplitude or phase of
current in the individual stators. in figure
9-13, we have varied the amplitude of the

RE74-1350

Figure 9-13

current in stator S3 by disconnecting it.
The rotor now aligns with tl:e magnetic field
that exists between stators 52 and Sl.

9-33. Figure 9-14 shows the effect of varying
both phase and amplitude in the stators. in
A and C the rotor position has been changed
by switching leads to the statcrs which in
turn changed the relative amplituies of cur-
rent in the stators windings.

Figure 9-14

9-7
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Figure 9-15

9-34. In figure 9-15, amplitude and phase
of current is varied in one stator (S3)
while stators S2 and Si are held constant.
Positioning the variable tap on the auto-
transformer will control the position of the
rotor over a 60° arc. When the variable
tap is at position N, the rotor will be at
the 60° position, a M the rotor will be
at the 30° position, ac P the rotor will be
at the 0° position. Notice that, at position
M, the current in S3 is zero. Current
through S3 will decrease as the variable tap
is moved from position N toward position
M, reverse phase as it passes through
position M, and increase as it moves toward
position P.

9-35. Synchro Motor and Generator Con-
nections

9-36. When a generator and motor are
properly connected, you have a complete
synchro system in which the motor shaft
follows the generator shaft. The proper
connections for a synchro system are shown
in figure 9-16. Note that the rotors are
connected so that both Al terminals are

115 if7-41
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connected to the same side of the supply
line and both R2 terminals to the other. In
this way, the two rotors have voltages applied
which are identical in magnitude, phase, and
frequency.

9-37. Each motor lead is connected to its
corresponding generator lead. Each stator
winding of the motor has a voltage induced
in it which is opposed by an equal voltage
in the corresponding stator winding of the
generator. Thus, no current will flow in the
stator windings of either motor or generator.
The conditions shown in figure 9-16 exist when
motor and generator rotors are at the 0°
position. When the rotor positions are changed,
the voltages induced in the stators will change.
However, if both motor and generator are in
corresponding positions, no current will flow
in the stators and no torque will be produced.

9-38. When the rotors are not in corresponding
positions, the voltage induced in corresponding
stators will NOT be equal and current will
flow in the stator windings of both motor
and generator. This is illustrated in figure
9-17. The current flowing in the stators
will cause a magnetic field which will interact
with the magnetic field around the rotors
and cause a torque to be exerted on the
rotors of both motor and generator. This is
illustrated in figure 9-18. Notice that
the torque is in opposite directions in motor
and generator. Both torques try to turn the
rotors toward corresponding positions.

9-39. In a normal synchro system, the gene-
rator rotor will be positioned by an external
device. Therefore, only the motor rotor will

S2 NO CURRENT S2
+

R1

R2

53

GENERATOR

52v

26V

21v Si NO CURRENT

S2V

6,
26V

NO CURRENT S3

RI
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R2

26V

Figure 9-16
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Figure 9-19

be free to turn toward a position of cor-
respondence. Stator current is almost directly
proportional to the difference in rotor
positions. Maximum torque is exerted at
approximateiy 105% This tb Wustrated in
figure 9-19A and B.

9-40. Under normal oPe rating conditions, the
motor rotor will follow the generator rotor
so that the difference in rotor positions is
small.

9-41. One synchro generator is sometimes
used to position several synchro motors.
The standard type of connection is shown in
figure 9-20.

9-42. In such a system the generator power
must be adequate to maintain a high degree
of accuracy. If too many motors are con-
nected, output voltages of the generator are
reduced and excessive lag occurs in all the

00 300 600 900 120° 153 18e

DIFFERENCE IN SHAFT POSITIONS

TORQUE VS DISPLACEMENT
..s..

IttP4-,1369

motors. If any one motor turns hard or
becomes jammed, the accuracy of the whole
system is decreased.

9-43. Servoamplifter

9-44. Most low power servomechanisms
emr,..ory a two-phase induction motor to turn
a remote indication device. A servoamplifier
is used to obtain enough power to operate
the servomotor in the correct direction and
at proper speed. To analyze the relation-
ship of the servoamplifter to a synchro
system refer to figure 9-21.

9-45. An input shaft mechanically drives
the rotor of a synchro generator. The stator
windings of the synchro generator are con-
nected to the stator windings of the control
transformer. A control transformer is a type
of synchro which has both an electrical
and a mechanical input and an electrical

GENERATOR MOTOR MOTOR

Figure 9-20
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output. The output from the rotor of the
control transformer is an "error voltage."
U the rotor of the control transformer is
aligned with the rotor of the synchro genera-
tor, then the error voltage will be zero
volts. Therefore, the amplitude of the error
voltage will be determined by the angular
difference between the input shaft and the
rotor of the 4;ontrol transformer. The phase
of the error voltage will indicate the direction
of rotation required to correct the error.

9-46. The error voltage from tie rotor of
the control transformer is applied to the
se rvoamplifter. The se rvoamplifier amplifies
this voltage without shifting its phase. The
load for the servoamplifter is field coil A
of the 2-phase induction servomotor. Field
coil B of the servomotor is energized at all
times by the 115VAC reference voltage fed
to the phase shifter. The amplitude of the
voltage applied to coil is wilt determine the
speed of rotation of the servomotor. The phase
of the voltage will determine the direction
of rotation.

9-47. The servomotor mechanically drives
the output shaft which is mechanically coupled
to the rotor of the control transformer.
When the rotors of the synchro generator
and control transformer are at the same
angle, the error voltage will return to zero.
With no input to the se rvoamplifie r, the se rvo-
motor will stop turning the output shaft.
When this condition exists, the system is
aligned. Figure 9-22 illustrates atransistor-
ized servoamplifier circuit. Inthis particualr
system, the two-phase induction motor (M)
is the servomotor. The speed and direction
of the motor rotation vary as the phase and
magnitude of the error signal input changes.
The error voltage is amplified by transistors
Qt, Q3 and Q4 and is applied to the control
winding (LI) of the servomotor (1V). Coil L2
of the servomotor is connected to the 115 -
VAC input reference through capacitor C6
to obtain a 90° phase difference between the
voltages applied to the reference (L2) and
control (L1) windings in the servomotor.
U there is no error voltage, the motor
remains stationary since only one phase of the
voltage is being applied to the motor and no
rotating magnetic field exists. U there is an

9-12

error voltage, it is an AC voltage which is
either in phase or out of phase with the
voltage applied to the synchro generator.
Thus, the voltage applied to control winding
LI either leads or lags the voltage applied
to reference winding L2 by 90°. This con-
dition sets up a rotating magnetic field
which causes the motor to turn in the proper
direction to null the error voltage.

9-48. A servoamplifter consists essentially
of two stages: an error amplifier (preampli-
fier) and a power amplifier. Let's look at
the power output stage first.

9 -49. Transistors Q3 and Q4 are forward
biased from the voltage divider network con-
sisting of CR2, R8, CR1, and R7. This net-
work is connected across the voltage source
-VEE to +VCC. If the two voltage sources
are equal (-VEE = 20V and +VCC = +20V)
and R6 = R7, the voltage at point A will be
zero volts with respect to ground. The for-
ward bias on Q3 is equal to the voltage
across CR1. The forward bias on Q4 is
equal to the voltage across CR2. CR1 and
CR2 are used for temperature stability.
Resistors R9 and R10 are small emitter
resistors that also provide temperature
stability. Under these conditions each tran-
sistor is conducting a small amount. The
current path is as follows: From -VEE
through R10, Q4, RO, Q3, to +VCC. There
is no current through Li at this time.

9-50. Transformer TI is connected so the
signal applied to the base of each transistor
is equal in amplitude but 180° out of phase.
Note the dots on the transformer. As one
transistor conducts more, the otherconducts
less.

9-61. Assume Q3 is forward biased and Q4
is cut off. Current flows from ground through
Ll- R9, and Q3 to +VCC. Conversely, when
Q4 is forward biased and Q3 is cut off,
current flows from -VEE through RIO, Q4, and
LI to ground. This arrangement develops an
AC signal across LI. You can recognize
th,s circuit as a push-pull amplifier.

9-52. The error amplifier consists of Qt,
Q2, and associated components. Resistors
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RI and R2 provide forward bias for Ql.
Resistors R3 and R4 provide forwa rd bias for
Q2. R6 is for temperature stabilization. C2
prevents degeneration across R6, R5 is used
to provide coupling between Q2 and Ql.

9-53. The circuit composed of Ql and Q2
is called a "differential amplifier." "Dif-
ferential" pertains to or involves a dif.
fe rence. A differential amplifier has two inputs
and responds to the difference between them,
When the two inputs are alike (phase and
amplitude), the re is no output from the circuit.

9-54. One input to the differential amplifier
is the error signal that is applied to the
base of Ql. The other input signal, taken
from control winding Ll (point A), is applied
to the base of Q2. To explain the operation,
we will first consider the circuit when the
rotor of the control transformer is aligned
with the rotor of the synchro generator (no
error voltage ).

9-55. With no error signal generated, neither
Ql nor Q2 will have a signal input, therefore,
the difference will be zero. Since Ql and Q2
are both forward biased, they will be
conducting the emitter current of each tran-
sistor flow through R5 and R6. The voltage
on the emitter is dependent on the conduction
of Ql and Q2. A change in cmiductionof either
transistor will affect the other (emitter-
coupled).

9-56. Now, suppose the synchro generator
rotor is turned so it is no longer aligned
with the control transformer rotor. Anerror
signal is generated which is applied to the
base of Ql. If the input signal is positive,
Q1 will conduct harder and develop a negative
going signal on its collector. Observing the
phasing dots on Tl, the positive alternation of
the signal is applied to the base of Q3 which
will conduct harder. As Q3 conducts harder,
current will flow from ground through Ll
developing a positive voltage at point A. The
servomotor starts turning. The voltage at
point A is fed back to the base of Q2 through

and across C4. R11 and C4 are called
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"feedback" components. The signal on the
base of Q2 is smaller than at point A and
it is delayed by the action of Rll and C4.
From the base of Q2, the signal is coupled
to the emitter of Ql. At this time Ql has
two input signals; one is the error signal
and the other is the delayed signal from
point A. The output of Ql will be the dif-
ference between these two signals.

9-57. When the input signal is on its negative
alternation, Ql will conduct less and develop
a positive signal on its collector. This signal
feeds through T1 to cause Q4 to conduct
harder. The current flows from -VEE through
R10, Q4 and Ll to ground. The positive and
negative alternations of the error signal
input cauie Q3 and Q4 to conduct alter-
nately. Q3 and Q4 form the push-pull ampli-
fier, which provides the alternating current
required by Ll to rotate the motor.

9-58. The amplitude of the error signal
input determines the amount of current
through Ll. This determines the speed of the
motor. The phase of the input signal deter-
mines the phase of Ll current. If this cur-
rent leads the current through L2, the motor
rotates in one direction; if it lags, the motor
rotates in the reverse direction.

9-59. When the control transformer rotor
approaches alignment with the synchro gene-
rator rotor, the error signal becomes smaller.
As soon as the control transformer rotor is
exactly aligned with the synchro generator
rotor, the error signal is zero. At this time
the circuit is in its original stable condition.

9-60. The signal that is applied to the base
of Q2 is needed to fix amplifier gain and
reduce output impedance. The gain of a servo-
amplifier should be the same for starting the
motor as for running it. The signal applied
to the base of Q2 ensures that the gain
remains constant for these conditions. This
feedback signal also lowers the output
impedance of Q3-Q4 so that it matches the low
impedance of Ll.
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ATC GP 3AQR3X020-X
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ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

MODULE 34

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. This Guidance Package contains specific information, including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

TITLE

Overview
List of Resources
Adjunct Guide
Laboratory Exercise
Module Self-Check
Answers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: Solid state power supply recti-
fiers change AC to pulsating DC, which is then
filtered. The resulting DC voltages are used
for transistor operation and other require-
ments in electronic equipment. In general,
there are three types of rectifiers. These
are the half-wave, full-wave, and bridge
rectifier. This chapter discusses these three
types plus a three-phase full-wave rectifier.

2. OBJECTIVES; Upon completion of this
module, you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given the schematic diagram for an
unfiltered semiconductor half-wave rectifier,
effective AC input voltage, input frequency,
and a list of statements, select the state-
ment that describes and/or identifies the

(1) current path.
(2) output ripple frequency.
(3) peak output voltage.
(4) output waveform.

Supersedes KEP-GP-34, dated 1 June 1974.

PAGE
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11
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b. Given the schematic diagram for an
unfiltered semiconductor full-wave rectifier,
effective AC input voltage, input frequency,
and a list of statements, select the state-
ment that describes an/or identifies the

(1) current paths.
(2) output ripple frequency.
(3) peak output voltage.
(4) output waveform.

c. Given the schematic diagram for an
unfiltered semiconductor bridge rectifier,
effective AC input voltage, input frequency,
and a list of statements, select the state-
ment that describes and/or identifies the

(1) current paths.
(2) output ripple frequency.
(3) peak output voltage.
(4) output waveform.

d. Given the schematic diagram for an
unfiltered semiconductor three-phase recti-
fier (full-wave), effective AC input voltage,
input frequency and a list of statements,
select the statement that describes and/or
identifies the
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(1) current paths.
(2) output ripple frequency.
(3) peak output voltage.
(4) output waveform.

e. Given a list of statements, select the
one that describes the effect of filtering on
half or full-wave rectification.

f. Given a schematic diagram of a semi-
conductor voltage doubler and the effective
AC voltage, determine the peak output voltage.

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following:

READING MATERIALS..

Digest
Adjunct Guide With Student Text V

AUDIO- VISUALS:

Television Lesson 30 -301A, Filters and
Power Supplies

Television Lesson 30-307, Voltage Doubler
Television Lesson 30-236, Bridge Rectifiers

L4130RATORY EXERCiSE:

Laboratory Exercise 34-1, Solid State
Power Supply Rectifiers and Filters.

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR 7/1TH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SELF-CHECK. IF NOT, SELECT
ONE OF THE RESOURCES AND BEGIN
STUDY.

CON'S'ULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.

1

ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Stlidy the referenced material as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Check your answers against the answers
at the back of this Guidance Package.

i iM

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

All electronic equipment requires power
to operate regardless of its function or size.
The power source is usually referred to as
the power supply section or unit, and although
there are many different types and sizes,
they all function generally the same.

The primary function of the power supplies
You are about to study is to provide direct
current and voltage to other electronic cir-
cuits for their operation. This is accom-
plished by converting alternating current
(AC) to direct current (DC) by means of
rectification, filtration, and in many cases
regulation.

The importance of power supplies should
be obvious. Without the correct voltage and
current levels available to the circuits,
equipment could not function.

The first chapter of your text covers
voltage rectification by various types of
rectifiers. You should study the text material
carefully and be able to explain the operation
of each type.

A. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V,
and read paragraphs 1-1 through 1-20. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.
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1. By definition, a rectifier is a device
which changes to

2. An ideal rectifier is one that offers

impedance to the flow

of current in one direction and an

impedance to the flow of current in the

opposite direction.

3. True or False. A simple half-wav e
rectifier consists of a source of AC power,
a diode and a load resistor.

4. A rectifier circuit with a igLarge Load"
implies that RL is iilageismall), and the
circuit current is .thiEhilowl.

5. True or False. In a half-wave rectifier,
current flows during both halves of the input
wave.

6. In a half-wave rectifier circuit, what
is the peak output voltage equal to?

7. Calculate the peak output voltage for the
circuit shown in figure 34-1.

Figure 34-1. Half-Wave Rectifier

8. The peak inverse voltage across the diode

in a half- wave rectifier is equal to

2

9. If you were selecting a diode for a
circuit which has a peak inverse voltage

282.8 volts, what must the minimum break-
down voltage rating for the diode be?

10. In a half-wave rectifier circuit, how many
output pulses will be generated for each cycle
of the applied AC signal?

11. True or False. The output ripple
frequency of a half-wave rectifier will be
equal to the frequency of the applied AC
signal.

12. Trace the current path through the cir-
cuit in figure 34-1 for the negative alter-
nation of the AC input.

13. Draw the output voltage waveform with
voltage levels for the circuit in figure 34-1.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.

B. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 1-21 through 1-27. Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. True or False. A full-wave rectifier
permits current to flow in the same direc-
tion through the load resistor during both
alternations of the AC input.

2. What difference exists in the trans-
former secondary of a full-wave rectifier
from that of a half-wave rectifier?
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3. True or False. Both diodes conduct at
the same time in a full-wave rectifier.

4. How can the output polarity of a full-
wave rectifier be changed?

5. What is the ripple frequency of a full-
wave rectifier if the input frequency is
60 hertz?

6. What is the ratio of ripple frequency
output to signal frequency input in a full-
wave rectifier?

7. -What is the peak inverse voltage of a
full-wave rectifier with a peak output voltage
of 200 volts?

8. ',That is the average output voltage from
a full-wave rectifier if the peak output is
200 volts?

9. What is the advantage of a full-wave
rectifier over a half-wave rectifier with the
same peak output voltage?

10. Calculate the peak output voltage for
the circuit in figure 34-2.

OUTPUT

Figure 34-2. Full-Wave Rectifier

11. Trace the current paths through the cir-
cuit in figure 34-2 for both alternations of
the AC input.

12. Draw the output waveform for the cir-
cuit in figure 34-2.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.

C. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 1-28 through 1-34. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

1. How does the transformer secondaryfor a
bridge rectifier differ from that of a full-
wave rectifier?

2. How many diodes are required for a
bridge rectifier?

3. True or False. In a bridge rectifier,
current will flow through two diodes during
each half of the input signal.

4. nat is the output ripple frequency of
a bridge rectifier with a 60 hertz input
signal frequency?

5. The peak inverse voltage of a bridge
rectifier with a 200 volt peak output is

6. True or False. peak inverse voltage
for a half-wave, full-wave, and bridge recti-
fier is the peak voltage applied across the
entire secondary of the input transformer.

3
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7. True or False. To change the output
polarity of a bridge rectifier, it would be
necessary to reverse only one pair of diodes.

8. Calculate the peak output voltage for
the circuit in figure 34-3.

9. Trace the current path through the cir-
cuit in figure 34-3 for both alternations of
the AC input.

10. Draw the output waveform with voltage
levels for the circuit in figure 34-2.

Figure 34-3. Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AT THE BACK
OF THE BOOK.

L. Turn to Student Text, VolumeV, and
read paragraphs 1-35 through 1-43. Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

1. What is the phase angle between each of
the three inputs to a three-pahse rectifier?

2. Assuming equal number of turns in the
transformer, a delta-wound primary with a
wye- wound secondary steps up the

3. With equal windings, a wye primary with
a delta secondary steps t the

4. The ripple frequency output of a three-
phase rectifier with a 60 hertz input is

5. True or False. To change the output
polarity of a three-phase rectifier, it is
necessary to reverse each diode.

6. By comparison to single phase rectifiers,
the ripple amplitude in the output voltage of
a three phase rectifier is

7. Calculate the peak output voltage for the
circuit in figure 34-4.

8. Trace the current path through the cir-
cuit in figure 34-4 when terminal "B" is
positive (f) and terminal "C" is negative
(-).
9. Draw the output waveform for all three
p: ases of the rectifier shown in figure
34-4. Label the minimum and maximum
(peak) voltages.

INPUT
too v Pik

\ CR6

Figure 34-4. Three- Phase Full-Wave Rectifier

LOAD

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.
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E. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 1-44 through 2-18. Return
io this page and answer the following
questions.

1. The primary purpose of power supply

filters is to convert to

2. How does a filter affect the amplitude
of the ripple voltage in the output of a
rectifier?

Mr

3. The ideal capacitive filter would have a

charge time and

a discharge time.

4. True or False. Simple capacitive filters
are not sufficient for rectifiers that must
supply a large load current.

5. True or False. Inductive filters used in
rectifier circuits are placed in series with
the load.

6. True or False. The advantage of a
capacitive input filter compared to an in-
ductive input filter is that the capacitor can
charge faster to a higher voltage.

1. When compared to capacitive input filters,
inductive input filters give a, thicrher/Inwar1,
output voltage and (stood/fair), voltage
regulation.

8. Capacitive input (LC) filters give
.(hiitheriloweri. output voltage but
,tlessimnrol, voltage regulation, w'aen com-
pared to inductive input filters.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.

F. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and read
paragraphs 2-19 through 2-24. Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

5

1. Comparing LC and RC Pi filters, the 1153
Pi filter yields the

highest output voltage and best voltage regula-
tion.

2. Name the three components of an LC
Pi-Type filter.

3. True or False. Pi-Type filters are
always capacitive input filters.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.

G. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 2-25 through 2-33. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

1. True or False. A voltage doubler
converts AC to DC.

2. The output voltage of a voltage doubler
with a peak secondary voltage of 100 volts is

3. The output ripple frequency of a voltage
doubler with a 60 Hz input will be

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.

H. Turn to laboratory exercise 34-1 and
complete all sections. You will notice that
the exercise is arranged in the same logi-
cal sequence as the material in the student
text. Now you will be able to put into practice
what you learned in theory by actually per-
forming and observing the results in the
actual circuit. Keep in mind that this is the
niost important part of your training for the
end rezult is measured by how well you can
work on the actual circuits.

UPON COMPLETION OF LABORATORY
EXERCISE 34-1, YOU MAY STUDY
ANOTHER RESOURCE OR TAKE THE
MODULE SE L F- CHECK.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 34-1

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a Rectifier/ Filter trainer,
schematic diagram, oscilloscope, and multi-
meter, measure the output ripple amplitude
and frequency of an unfiltered half-wave and
full-wave ractifier.

2. Given a Rectifier/Filter trainer,
schematic diagram, oscilloscope, and multi-
meter, measure the output voltage and ripple
amplitude of a filtered half-wave and full-
wave rectifier.

EQUIPMENT:

1. LC-RC Filtering Characteristics,
Trainer #4865.

2. Oscilloscope with 10:1 attenuator probe. TP111.
3. Multimeter.

VOLTS/DIV

POLARITY

TRIGGER
SELECTOR

MODE

HORIZONTAL
DISPLAY

TIME/DIV

(9) FOCUS
and
INTENSITY

5 Calibrated

Normal AC

Line +

Auto

Normal

5 milliseconds,
calibrated

Well Defined
Sweep

b. Trainer to the Oscilloscope:

(1) Ground oscilloscope to trainer at

REFERENCES:

Student Text, Volume V, Chapters 1 and 2.

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PER-
SONNEL AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY
RULES AT ALL TIMES. REMOVE
li kTCHES AND RINGS.

PROCEDURES:

1. Analysis of the trainer

a. The trainer incorporates switching
arrangements and a rheostat for:

(1) Changing from half-wave to full-
wave rectification (S102).

(2) Selection of different filter combi-
nations (S103, S104, S105).

(3) Varying load resistance (R104).

2. Preparation of the equipment:

a. OSCILLOSCOPE
CONTROLS POSITION

ON

..A,

(1) POWER

(2) VERTICAL
MODE

6

(2) Connect Channel A probe to TP108
10:1 attenuator probe.

c. MULTIMETER
CONTROLS

(1) FUNCTION

(2) RANGE

(3) NEGATIVE
LEAD

(4) POSITIVE
LEAD

d. TRAINER
CONTROLS

(1) S101

(2) S102

(3) $103

(4) S104

(5) S105

(6) R104
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POSITION

20 k ohm/volt

250 volt

Trainer ground
T P107

Trainer TP106

POSITION

OFF

W.V (RIGHT)

0 (CENTER)

SHORT (CENTER)

0 (CENTER)

FULLY CLOCK-
WISE



3. Activity

a. With the trainer set up to function as
a half-wave unfiltered rectifier, and 140
V AC, 60 hertz, input to the rectifiers,
calculate and draw 3 cycles of the output
waveform on Graph #1 showing the output
voltage, ripple amplitude, and frequency that
should appear at TP108. (Use formulas to
determine the svaveshaPe amplitude.)

111111111111111111111111111

GRAPH oi

b. Turn S101 to the ON position.

c. Measure and record the output.

(1) Mu ltimeter Vav

(2) Oscilloscope Vpk

(3) Number of positive pulses -

NOTE:

(1) The oscilloscope probe attenuates the
signal by a factor of 10. To calculate the
actual output voltage, multiply by 10.

(2) Formulas to assist you during the
laboratory exercise:

Peak Voltage = Eeffective X 1.414

Average Voltage = E
Peak

X .318 (For
H.W. Rectifier)

Average Voltage = Epeak X .636 (For
F. W.Rectifier)

EXAMPLE:

5 VOLTS/DIV setting

3 cm amplitude observed on the oscilloscope

5 x 3 = 15 volts

15 x 10 (probe atten.) = 150 volts (actual)

(3) Ripple amplitude is equal to the peak
output voltage in unfiltered power supplies.

d. Draw the output waveform that appears
on the oscilloscope on graph #2, show ripple
amplitude and frequency.

.11111=1111
11=11111=1=11
11111111111111111111111111111111

1111111111111111

MINEMEMMINI111
GRAPH i2

HALF-WAVE UNFILTERED

e. Compare graphs #1 and #2 to check
your calculations with actual measurements.
U they do not agree, recheck your calcu-
lations.

4. Activity

a. Set up the trainer to function as a
full-wave unfiltered rectifier by setting the
switches and controls to the following positions.

CONTROL

(1) SIO1

(2) 5102

(3) PS103

(4) 5104

(5) 5105

(6) R104

7
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POSITION

OFF

FW

0 (CENTER)

CENTER

0 (CENTER)

FULLY CLOCKWISE



NOTE. Leave the test equipment hookup
and switches in the same positions as pre-
viously stated for half-wave rectification.

b. Calculate and draw 3 cycles of the
output waveform on graph #3, showing the
output voltage, ripple amplitude, and fre-
quency that should appear at TP108, with
140 V AC, 60 hertz, input to the rectifiers.
(Use formulas to determine amplitude.)

GRAPH 43

c. Turn 5101 to the ON position and
measure and record the output.

(1) Multimeter =

(2) Oscilloscope =

(3) Number of Positive Pulses

Vav

Vpk

d. Draw the output waveform that appears
on the oscilloscope on graph #4. Show ripple
amplitude and frequency.

L
GRAPH

FULL-WAVE UNFILTERED

8

e. Compare graphs #3 and #4 to check
your calculations with actual measurements.
If they do not agree, recheck your calculations.

5. Activity

a. Measure the output voltage and ripple
amplitude of a filtered half-wave rectifier.

(1) Change 5102 to the half-wave position
(HW)

(2) Change 8105 to the 5AF position and
observe the effect of adding a capacitive
filter to the rectifier.

(3) Measure and record the output
waveform:

(a) Multimeter = Vav

(b) Ripple Amplitude --itpk-pk

(4) Draw the output waveform that
appears on the oscilloscope on graph #5
Show the values for Epk and Eav and note
the result by adding the 5AF capacitor.

111111111111=11
11111111111111111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111111
1111111111MMIEN

GRAPH ;$5
HALF-WAVE FILTERED

(5) By comparing graph #2 (H 71 unfiltered)
with graph #5 (H71 filtered), what effect
did adding the 5AF capacitor have on:

(a) Output voltage (Eav)?

by volts

(b) Ripple Amplitude (Epk_pk)

by

165
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(6) Change 5105 to the 200 position
and measure the effects of increasing
capacitance;

(a) Millimeter 2-- ., Vav

(b) Ripple Amplitude = Vpk.,pk

(7) Draw the waveform that appears on the
oscilloscope as a result of increasing the
capacitance to 200 on graph #6

IMMIIIIIIIIIMIN
IIMEMENEME
1111111111411111111110111
111111111011111111111111111

RIMIIMINIME111
NIIIMIIIMIMMIN

GRAPH z6
HALF-WAVE FILTERED

(e) By comparing graph #6 wah graph
#5, what effect did increasing the capacitance
to 200 have on:

(a) Output voltage (Eav)?

.......1 by 4...,mm.lm volts

(b) Ripple Amplitude (Epk_pk)?

------ by - volts

d. Rotate R104 fully counter-clockwise and
observe the effects of decreasing the load.

(1) Multimeter a Vav

(2) Ripple Amplitude= - Vpk-pk

(3) Draw the waveform that appears on
the oscilloscope as a result of decreasing
the load on graph #7.

MI=11111111MIN
Mill=1.11111M
11111111111111/1111111111111111

111111111111111111111111111111

IIMMIIIIIIIIME
GRAPH 187

HALF-WAVE FILTERED
(DECREASED LOAD)

(4) By comparison of graphs #6 and
#7, what effect did decreasing the load have
on:

(a) Output Voltage (Bay):

- by __. volts

(b) Ripple Amplitude (Epk-pk)?

._____ by - volts
6. Activity

a. Measure the output voltage and ripple
amplitude of a filtered full-wave rectifier.

(1) Turn R104 fully clockwise.

(2) Change 5102 to the full-wave (FW)
position.

(3) Change 3105 to the 50 position and
observe the effects of adding a capacitive
filter to the rectifier.

(4) Measure and record the output
waveform:

9
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(a) Millimeter = - Vav

(b) Ripple Amplitude Vpk-pk
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(5) Draw the output waveform that
appears on the oscilloscope on graph #8.
Show the values for Epk and Eav and note
the results of adding the 5pF capacitor.

GRAPH 4
FULL -WAVE FlirTfREO

(6) By comparing graph #4 (FW un-
filtered) with graph *8 (FW filtered) what
effect did adding the 5p.F capacitor have on:

(a) Output voltage (Eav)?

- by - volts
(b) Ripple amplitude (Eplc-pk)?

by - volt's
(7) Change S105 to the 20p.F position

and measure the effects of increasing
capacitance:

(a) Multimeter = Vav
(b) Ripple Amplitude Vpk_pk

(8) Draw the waveform that appears on
the oscilloscope as result of increasing
the capacitance to 20p,F on graph #9.

MEN11111111-
1111111111/1111111111111111

11111111111111111111111111

GRAPH 49
FULL-WAVE FILTERED

10

(9) By comparing graph #8 to graph
#9, what effect did increasing the capacitance
to 20p.F have ow.

(a) Output voltage (Eav)?

by - volts
(b) Ripple amplitude (Epk_pk)?

- by - volts

b. Rotate R104 fully counter-clockwise
and observe the effects of decreasing the
load.

(1) Multimeter

(2) Ripple Amplitude =

Vav

Vpk_pk

(3) Draw the waveform that appears on
the oscilloscope as a result of decreasing
th. load on graph #10.

11111111K1
11111111111111111111111111

111111=HEIMilillNE
GRAPH 410

FULL-WAVE FILTERED
(DECREASED LOAD)

(4) By comparison of graphs #10 and
#9, what effect did decreasing the load have
on:

(a) Output voltage (Eav)?

by - volts
(b) Ripple Amplitude (Epk-pk)?

by - volts

167
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7. Activity

a. Observe the effect of a choke input
LC filter on a half-wave and full-wave
rectifier and measure its output.

(1) Remove the 10:1 oscilloscope probe
and replace it with the 1:1 probe.

(2) Rotate R104 to the fully clockwise
position.

(3) Switch S104 to the L-101 position
and measure the output:

(a) HALF-WAVE:

Multimeter = Vav

Ripple Amplitude Vpk_pk

(b) FULL-WAVE:

Multimeter - Vav

Ripple Amplitude - Vpk-pk

b. Observe the effect of a Pi LC filter
on a half-wave and full-wave rectifier and
measure its output.

(1) Change 5103 to the 200 position
and measure the output:

(a) HALF-WAVE:

Multimeter =

Ripple Amplitude

(b) FULL-WAVE:

Multimeter =

Ripple Amplitude

Vav

Vpk-pk

c. Observe the effect of a
on a half-wave and full-wave
measure its output.

(1) Change S104 to the
tion and measure the output:

Vav

Vpk-pk

Pi RC filter
rectifier and

R102 posi-

(a) HALF-WAVE:

Multimeter

ISq
Vav

Ripple Amplitude Vpk-pk

(to) FULL - WAVE:

Multimeter = Vav

Ripple Amplitude Vpk.pk

d. Observe the effect of increasing the
size of the resistor in a Pi RC filter.

(1) Change 5104 to the R101 position
and measure the output,

(a) HALF-WAVE:

Multimeter =

Ripple Amplitude

Vav

Vpk-pk

(b) FULL-WAVE:

Multimeter = Vav

Ripple Amplitude Vpk-pk

CONFIRM THE LABORATORY EXERCISE
RESULTS WITH THE INSTRUCTOR.

MODULE SELF-CHECK

QUESTIONS:

1. In a half-wave rectifier circuit, what is
the output peak voltage equal to:

11
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01,

Figure 34-5. Half-Wave Rectifier

2. Calculate the peak output voltage for the
circuit in figure 34-5.

3. What is the output peak voltage of a
full-wave bridge rectifier equal to?

CR2

Figure 34-6. Full-Wave Rectifier

4. Calculate the peak output voltage for the
circuit in figure 34-6.

5. What is the peak output voltage of a
full-wave bridge rectifier equal to?

12

Figure 34-7. Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier

6. Calculate the peak output voltage for the
circuit in figure 34-7.

7. Identify the ripple frequencies for
following rectifiers with 60 Hz inputs.

Half-wave PPS

Full-wave PPS

Full-wave Bridge PPS.

8. Identify the direction of current flow in
figure 34-5by listing the components in proper
order starting with IlL.

9. Select the correct output waveform from
figure 34-8 for the half-wave rectifier shown
in figure 34 -5.

10. Select the statement that correctly
describes an operation that occurs during
the positive alternation of the input to figure
34-6.

_ a. CR-1 and CR-2 conduct at the same
time.

b. Current flows through RL, CR1 and
the top side of T1 secondaryto the center tap.

169
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11. Select the correct output waveform from
figure 34-8 for the full-wave rectifier shown
in figure 34-6.

12. From figure 34-7, select the diodes
which will conduct to control the direction of
current flow through RI, during the nega-
tive alternation of the input.

1411v. -- .1Ia ..

0 ..., ..,, ...y .. OM.

Ire!
a. CR1 and CR2

b. CR2 and CR4

c. CR3 and CR4

.. d. CR2 and CR3

13. Select the correct output waveform
from figure 34-8 for the full-wave bridge
rectifier shown in figure 34-7.

--i-- -14tv
A

1C\SSm- ... A .. - - - U-141 V

0

282V

Figure 34-8. Output Waveforms

13



14. Select the correct pair of diodes in
figure 34-9 that will conduct when terminal
A of the transformer in positive and termi-
nal C is negative.

a. CR1 and CR2

b. CR4 and CR5

CR3 and CR6

d. CR1 and CR4

--- 17.3V

-- - - - OV

A -\

,CR5.
Figure 34-9. Three Phase Bridge Rectifier

INPUT

B

OUTPUT

-C17'3V rCernfrt=17.3V

Figure 34-10. Waveforms

14 171
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15. Select the correct output waveform from
figure 34-10 for the three phase rectifier
shown in figure 34-9.

16. Select the statement that describes the
effect of filtering on the output of a
rectifier.

a. Filters reduce the amplitude of the
ripple voltage.

b. Filters increase the peak output
voltage.

..-- c. Filters are used to reduce the peak
output voltage.

_d. Filters are used for impedance
matching.

15

17. What is the output ripple frequency of a
three-phase bridge rectifier with a 60 Hz
input?

18. FrOm the values given in the voltage
doubler circuit in figure 34-11, determine
the peak output voltage.

Figure 34-11. Voltage Doubler

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.
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ANSWERS TO A - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. AC to Pulsating DC
2. Zero, infinite
3. True
4. Small, high
5. False
6. the peak voltage of the secondary
7. 110V x 1.414 = 155.5 V Peak
8. the peak voltage across the secondary

of the transformer
9. 282.8 volts

10. One
11. True
12.

13.
Ov

.1555 -_- -

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. True
2. center tapped
3. False
4. by reversing both diodes
5. 120 pps
6. 2 pps to 1 hertz
7. 400 volts
8. 127.2 volts
9. simple filtering

10. 110V x 1/2 = 55 x 1.414 = 77.8 V
peak

16

12. 77.8 v - - -

4V - - -
If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO C - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. Does not require a center-tapped
secondary

2. four
3. True

120 pps
200V
True
False
110V x 1.414 = 155.5 V Peak

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10. - -1555V

OV

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

[ANSWERS TO D - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. 120*
2. voltage
3. current

I 7



4. 360 pps
5. True
6. small
7. 100V Pk (input) X 1.732 =

173.2 V Pa (output)
e.

9.

...... ___ WO. OM, .1M1. el -173.2V

150V

U you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

OV

ANSWERS TO E - ADJUNCT GUIDE

I. pulsating DC to smooth DC.
2. decreases
3. short, Long

True4.
5. True

174
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6. True
7. lower, good
S. higher, less

If you missed ANY questions, revtewthe
material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO F - ADJUNCT GUIDE

1. LC
2. Two capacitors and one coil.
3. True

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO G - ADJUNCT GUIDE:

1. True
2. 200 volts
3. 120 pps

If you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK

I. Peak voltage of the transformer
secondary.

2. 100 VAC x 1.414 = 141.4 Vp
3. Peak voltage of the transformer

secondary.
4. 200 VAC x I/2 = 100 VAC (each

half of secondary) x 1.414 = I4I.4Vp
5. Peak voltage of the transformer

secondary.
. 200 VAC x 1.414 = 282.8 Vp

7. 60 pps, 120 pps, 120 pps
8. RL CRI and TI Secondary.
9. A

IO. B
II. C
12. c
13. H
14. b
15. C
16. a
17. 360 pps
18. 565.5 V

imp



HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT REVIEW THE MATERIAL
OR STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.
IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.

18
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Radar P7.1nciples Branch ATC GP 3AQR3X020-X
Kees ler Air Force Base, Mississippi ICEP-GP-35

1 August 1975

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES

MODULE 35
SOLID STATE POWER SUPPLY REGULATORS

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. This Guidance Package contains specific information, including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

TITLE

Overview
List of Resources
Adjunct Guide
Laboratory Exercise
Module Self-Check
APcwers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: Because the amplitude of DC
supply voltage is critical in some equip-
ments, the use of voltage regulators may be
necessary. These circuits can maintain the
output of a power supply at a predetermined
voltage, even with changes of load or the
input AC. This chapter discusses zener
diode shunt regulators and electronic series
regulators.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module, you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given a schematic diagram of a zener
diode shunt regulator and a list of statements,
select the statement which describes

(1) current path.

(2) purpose of the series resistor.

b. Given a schematic diagram of a series
electronic voltage regulator and a list of
statements, select the statements which give
the effect on output voltage when the adjust-
ment control is varied.

PAGE

i
1

3
7

10
LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following:

READING MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct Guide with Student Text V

AUDIO-VISU ALS:

Television Lesson 30-361, Voltage
Regulators (Solid State)

LABORATORY EXERCISE:

Laboratory Exercise 35-1, Solid State
Power Supply Regulators

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SELF-CHECK. IF NOT, SELECT
ONE OF THE RESOURCES AND BEGIN
STUDY.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.

Supersedes KEP-GP-35 dated 1 June 1974. Stocks on hand will be used.
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Check your answers against the answers
at the back of this Guidance Package.

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

In the previous module you learned how
power supplies converted AC to DC by
rectification, reduced the DC ripple ampli-
tude by filtration, and supplied the resultant
DC to other circuits or loads. You also
learned that the DC output of a power
supply could be caused to vary by either a
change in the input voltage or a change in
load current requirements.

In either case, many electronic circuits
operate satisfactorily with a moderate amount
of deviation in the supply voltage. Other
circuits are very critical and will not
operate satisfactorily with even a slight
amount of supply voltage deviation. With new
generations of equipment this will become
even more critical. Thus, the normal varia-
tions in power supply output will be unsatis-
factory and will require the use of voltage
regulating circuits and devices in most
all power supplies.

In this module you will study the various
circuits and components which are used in
solid state voltage regulators.

A. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V,
and read paragraphs 3-1 through 3-12.Return
to this page and answer the following questions.

1. The name given to a family of diodes
designed to operate with reverse breakdown

voltage is

178

1

2. The reverse voltage at which the avalanche
effect occurs in a zener diode is called the

3. With forward btu the zene r diode operates

the same as a

4. In a zener voltage regulator circuit with
the diode placed in parallel with the load and
in series with the current limiting resistor,
the voltage delivered to the load is controlled

by

5. Several regulated voltages can be obtained
from a single rectifier power supply by
connecting several zener diodes in series.
(T) (F)

6. What type of circuits are used in con-
junction with zener diodes in voltage regula-
tors to overcome the zener's limitation?

7. What are the two main limitations of
zener diodes?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.

/



B. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V, 5. Which component is referred to as the
and read paragraphs 3-14 through 3-26. "differential" or "error" amplifier?
Return to this page and answer the following
questions.

R2

RI

INPUT
VOLT AGE

0-
MD

L
0
A
D

--,--

Figure 35-1. Electronic Voltage Regulator
(Use figure 35-1 to answer the following
questions.)

6. At what point is the error signal generated?

7. How can the output voltage level be
adjusted?

I1=.
8. U the arm of R4 is moved up, the for-
ward bias on Q2 would

...Ml.'
9. U the arm of R4 is moved down, the
resistance of QI will

causing the output voltage to

10. U the resistance of QI increases, the

I. Where does Q2 receive its reference output voltage will
voltage from?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.

C. Tura to Laboratory Exercise 35-1 and
2. What controls the conduction of Q2? complete all sections before returning to this

page. t;"1 you have any difficulty, contact your
instructor. The material in this exercise is
arranged in the same sequence as that in
your text so you may be able to apply the
theory you learned to the actual circuit.

3. What is the purpose of RI? This circuit is truly representatve of the
voltage regulation circuits that you will en-
counter in many types of equipment in the
field, thus a' thorough understanding of the
circuits' components with their functions
and limitations is necessary.

4. Which component is referred to as the
series regulator? YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR

TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

2
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 35-1

OBJECTIVE:

Given an electronic voltage regulator and
multimeter, measure and observe the effect
on the output voltage when the'input voltage
is varied and when the load is varied.

EQUIPMENT:

Electronic Voltage Regulator Trainer 5797
Multimeter
Variac

REFERENCE:

Student Text, Volume V, Chapter 3.

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PER-
SONNEL AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY
RULES AT ALL TIMES. REMOVE
WATCHES AND RINGS.

PROCEDURES:

1. Analysis of the trainer

T1ji
1 TP2
I

I

j__O ON

si 0 OFF CIA

TP1

a. The schematic diagram of the electronic
voltage regulator trainer is shown in figure
35-2.

b. The trainer contins afull-wave bridge
rectifier stage, a voltage regulator stage and a
load resistor and meter for monitoring load
current.

c. The input voltage can be varied by
insertion of a Variac between the trainer
and AC source outlet.

d. The load can be varied by adjusting
load resistor (rheostat) R8.

2. Preparation of Equipment

a. Trainer

1. S1 OFF

2. S2 UP

3. S3 UP

4. R8 Bully Clockwise (CW)

R2

REP4 -1440

Figure 35-2. Electronic Voltage Regulator

3
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b. Multimeter

1. Function Switch .....AC

2. Range Switch 50

NOTE: ALWAYS MAKE YOUR MEASURE-
MENTS ON THE LOWEST RANGE
POSSIBLE.

c. Variac

Instruction:

Disconnect the multimeter. Place the
function switch on DC 20k ohms/volt. Con-
nect the multimeter across the load (Negative
lead to ground, Positive lead to TP-8).
Measure the maximum output voltage of the
rectifier and filter circuit.

c. Maximum Output Voltage - VDC.

Instruction:

Disconnect the multimeter. Place the
I. Power Switch OFF function switch on AC. Connect the multi-

meter to TP-1 and TP-2 on the trainer.
2. Dial Fully Counter-Clockwise Adjust the Variac counter-clockwise for 15

VAC on the secondary of Tl. Disconnect the
d. Interconnectiors multimeter. Place the function switch on

DC. Measure and record the output of the
I. Plug the trainer power cord into rectifier and filter circuit (Negative lead to

the Variac. ground, Positive lead to TP-8).

2. Turn the Variac power switch ON. c.. Minimum Output Voltage - VDC.

3. Turn the trainer power switch (SI)
ON.

e. Record the minimum AC input voltage
(Step a) . VAC.

The trainer is now a bridge rectifier Record the maximum AC input voltage
(CR1) with a Pi-type RC filter (R2, CIA, (Step b) VAC.
CIB) and a resistive load (R7 and R8)
and the input voltage can be adjusted The total change in the input AC
(Variac). voltage was VAC.

3. Activity f. Record the maximum DC output voltage
(step c) . VDC.

Instruction:
Record the minimum DC output voltage

Connect the multimeter to TP-1 and TP-2. (step d) VDC.
Adjust the Variac until the voltage on the
secondary of Tl is 15 VAC. The total change in the output DC

voltage was VDC.

a. Minimum Input Voltage is 15 VAC.

Instruction:

g. In an UNREGULATED power supply, as
the input AC voltage changes, the output DC
voltage CHANGES/REMAINS RELATIVELY
CONSTANT.

Adjust the Variac clockwise for maximum Instruction:
voltage. Measure the voltage on the secondary
of Tl. Measure and record the DC output voltage

(with multimeter) and the load current (Ml
b. Maximum Input Voltage VAC. on the trainer).

4 181.
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h. DC Output Voltage LOAD VOLTAGE VDC

VDC, Load Current mA. LOAD CURRENT mA

Instruction: Instruction:

Adjust Wilfully counter-clockwise (minimum Adjust the Variac clockwise for maximum
load on the circuit). Measure and record input AC voltage. Measure and record the
the DC output voltage and the load current. load voltage and load current.

i. DC Output Voltage n. Maximum Input AC Voltage (step b)

VDC, Load Current mA. VAC.

j. Record the maximum current thru the LOAD VOLTAGE VDC

load (step h) mA. LOAD CURRENT . mA

Record the minimum current thru the o. The AC input voltage changed (Step b

load (step i) mA. Minus Step a) VAC, the load voltage

The total change in the load current changed (step n minus step m)

WS mA. VDC, and the load current changed (step n

k. Record the maximum voltage across the minus step m) mA.

--- load (step i) . VDC. Instruction;

Record the minimum voltage across Adjust R8 fully clockwise (maximum load
on the Electronic Voltage Regulator). Measure

the load (step h) VDC. and record the load voltge and load current.

The total change in load voltage was p. LOAD VOLTAGE VDC.

VDC. LOAD CURRENT mA.

1. In an UNREGULATED power supply, q. The load current changed (step p 'WOW
as the load is varied, the output voltage

step nj mA, and the load

voltage changed (step n minus step p)
Instruction:

VDC.
Place 52 and S3 on the trainer to the DOWN

position. This places the ELECTRONIC VOLT- r. In a REGULATED power supply, the
AGE REGULATOR in the circuit. Adjust R4
fully counter-clockwise. Measure and record output voltage remains relatively constant
the load voltage and load current.

even though the input _ or the ------
m. Minimum Input AC Voltage (Step a)

VAC changes by a large amount.

5
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Instruction:

Measure the voltage across the Zener diode,
CR-2.

s. With maximum AC input voltage, the

voltage across CR-2 is' VDC.

Instruction:

Adjust the Variac counter-clockwise for
15 VAC on the secondary of TI.

t. With minimum AC input voltage, the

voltage across CR-2 is .VDC.

u. The voltage across the Zener diode

remains relatively
even though the input voltages change by a
large amount.

Instruction:

Place the multimeter, across the load.
Adjust the voltage adjust control (R4) for
maximum DC output voltage.

v. Maximum Output Voltage -VDC.

4. Summary

Adjust the Variac clockwise for maximum
input AC voltage.

Adjust R4 until the output of
10 VDC.

the RIM le

Measure the voltage at TP3

Measure the voltage at TP4

If you have any questions, can the instructor.

6

5. Questions

Circle the correct option for each multiple
choice question.

a. If Q1 is open, the output

(1) voltage will be maximum

(2) current will be minimum

b. The purpose of CR-2 is to

(1) hold the current to the emitter of
Q2 constant.

(2) hold the output current constant.

(3) keep the voltage on the emitter
of Q2 constant.

c. If R-7 is open, the load current will be

,1) normal

(2) tJaximum

(3) zero

d. If Ql is shorted

(1) load voltage will be maximum

(2) load voltage will be normal

(3) load current will be zero

'6. Securing of the Trainer and Test Equipment

a. Unplug the equipment. Be sure all
equiment ii neatly arranged.

b. Review the objectives and questions
of this project.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK
PAGES.
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QUESTIONS:

75V

INPUT
FROM

FILTER

MODULE SELF-CHECK

RI = 500n

IT= 62mA

CR1

RL, = 090n

REP4-1439

Figure 35-3. Zener Voltage Regulator Circuit

1. The normal current path for figure 35-3
is from:

a. Ground through CR1 and R1 to the posi-
tive side of the input filter.

b. The positive side of the input filter
through Rl, the load and ground.

c.. The negative side of the input filter
through CR1, the load and Rl, to the posi-
tive side 1,1 the input filter.

d. The negative side of the input filter,
through the load and R1 to the positive side
of the input filter.

2. The purpose of the series resistor RI,
in figure 35-3 is to:

a. Increase current to the load.

b. Limit the current through the zener
diode.

c . Decrease RL.

d. Increase RL.

INPUT
VOLTAGE

7
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Figure 35-4. EVE

3. When the arm of R4 in figure 35-4
is moved upward, the voltage across the load
will:

a. decrease

b. increase

c. remain the same

4. When the arm of R4 in figure 35-4 is
moved downward, the voltage across the load
will:

a. decrease

b. increase

c. remain the same

5. An increase in the load of figure 35-4
would have the same effect on Q1 as moving
the arm of R4 in which direction?

6. A decrease in the load of figure $5-4
would have the same effect on Q1 as moving
the arm of R4 in which direction?



7. An increase in the input voltage infigure
35 -4 woad have the, same effect on Qi as
moving the arm of R4 in which direction?

S. A decrease in the input voltage in figure
35-4 would have the same effect on Qi as
moving the arm of R4 in which direction?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE BACK PAGES.
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ANSWERS TO A - ADJUNCT GUIDE

I. Zener

2. reverse breakdown voltage

3. PN junction diode

4. BVR value of the zener diode

5. True

6. amplifier circuits

7. current operating range, voltage
amplitude rating.

U you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B - ADJUNCT GUIDE

I. the zener diode

2. voltage at the arm of R4

3. current limiting for CRI

4. QI

S. Q2

6. arm of R4

7. by adjusting the arm of R4

8. increase

9. decrease, increase

10. decrease

U you missed ANY questions, review the
material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 35-1
(NOTE: U your answers do not agree
with those listed, ask your instructor
for assistance)

3.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
I.

m.
n.
o.
p.
q.
r.
s.
t.
u.
v.

28 VAC
29.8 VDC
15.5VDC
28VAC, 15VAC and 13VAC
29VDC, 15.5VDC and 14.3 VDC
changes
15.5VDC and I6mA
21.5VDC and 2mA
16mA, 2mA and 14mA
21.5VDC, 15.5VDC and 6VDC
varies
ISVAC, 9VDC and ImA
29 4. IVAC, 9.2VDC and ImA
13VAC, .2VDC and Zero
9.2VDC and 9mA
8mA and Zero
voltage, load
8.2VDC
7.9VDC
Constant
I IVDC

. TP3-37.5 and TP4-10.2

. a. (2), b. (3), c. (3), d. (I)

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK

I. c

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

b

a

b

downward

upward

upward

downward
..1

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF Ti iE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT, REVIEW THE
MATERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS
CORRECTLY. IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.

10
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Radar Principles Branch Guidance Package 3AQR3X020-X
Kees ler Air Force Base, Mississippi KEP-GP-36

December 1975

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES (MODULAR SELF-PACED)

MODULE 36

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE POWER SUPPLIES

This guidance package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. This guidance package contains specific information, including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS
Title Page

Overview
List of Resources
Ad!u=ett Guide
Laboratory Exercise
Answers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE. This module discusses the
techniques used in troubleshooting power
supplies. The laboratory exercise provides
practical experience in troubleshooting
filtered hall-wave gnd full-wave rectifiers
and electronic voltage regulators (Evil).

2. OBJECTIVES. Upon completion of this
module, you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives:

a. Given a multimeter, oscilloscope,
schematic diagram, and a trainer having an
inoperative solid state half-wave filtered
power supply, determine the faulty component
two out of three times.

b. Given a multimeter, oscilloscope,
schematic diagram, and a trainer having an
inoperative solid state full-wave regulated
and filtered power supply, determine the
faulty component two out of three times.

1

2
13

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preferences, any or all of
the following.

READING MATERIALS:
Digest
Adjunct Guide with Student Text V

AUDIO VISUALS:
Television Lesson 30-352A, Power Supplies

and Filters (Troubleshooting)
Television Lesson 30-352B, Voltage Doubler

(Troubleshooting)

LABORATORY EXERCISE:
Laboratory Exercise 36-1, Troubleshooting

:9)lie.1-61Pte Power Supplies
Student Handout ICEP-H0-36, Trouble-

shooting Solid-State Power Supplies.

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH THIS
SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE MODULE
PROGRESS CHECK.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP-

Supersedes IMP-GP-36, 1 August 1974. Supplies on hand will be
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Confirm your answers at the back of this
guidance package.

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

Previous modules discussed rectification,
f ilt ration, and regulation as functional sections
of power supplies which, when combined,
make a complete power supply. Emphasis
was placed on learning the theory of operation,
circuit analysis, and interaction of the
sections.

At this point, you should know the operation
of a half-wave or full-wave, filtered and
regulated power supply. Like other electronic
circuits, power supplies are subject to
failure. Knowing the correct operation should

...... help you determine the symptoms of a
malfunction. Once the symptom is recognized,
isolation of the faulty circuit and component
can be determined and repaired. In this
module you will study troubleshooting
procedures which will help you locate faulty
components.

A. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 4-1 through 4-20. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

1. What will be the output from a half-wave

rectifier with a shorted diode?

2. What will be the output from a half-wave

rectifier with an open diode?

3. What is the output from a half-wave
rectifier with a shorted filter capacitor?

1

4. What probable effect will a shorted
filter capacitor have on the diode in an

unfused, half-wave rectifier?

5. An open filter capacitor in a half-wave
rectifier will cause the average output

voltage to

6. What would be the most probable cause
of high ripple amplitude in a half-wave

rectifier?

7. A full-wave rectifier with an open diode

acts as Wan .

8. What is the first component that should
be checked in a full-wave rectifier that

has no output?

9. What are the two most probable causes
of a blown fuse in a full-wave rectifier?

a.

b.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

B. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 4-21 through 4-32. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

1. What would be the most probable cause
of an electronic voltage regulator having a
higher than normal output and no regulation:

2. What should be the first two checks
made on a voltage regulator suspected of
malfunctioning?

a.

b.

190
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3. Given a voltage regulator which functions
normally under no-load conditions, what
would be the suspected problem if, when
the load is connected, the output voltage
decreased excessively and would not regulate?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

C. Perform Laboratory Exercise 36-1 and
complete all sections. The material in this
exercise is arranged to give you practical
experience in troubleshooting analysis of
malfunctioning power supplies similar to
what you will encounter in the field. If you
have any difficulty, contact your instructor.

LABORATORY E.`7ERCISE 36-1

OBJECTIVES:

I. Given a multimeter, oscilloscope,
schematic diagram, and a trainer having an
inoperative solid state half-wave filtered
power supply, determine the faulty component
two out of three times.

2. Given a multimeter, oscilloscope,
schematic diagram, and a trainer having
an inoperative solid state full-wave regulated
and filtered power supply, determine the
faulty component two out of three times.

EQUIPMENT:

I. Power Supply Troubleshooting Trainer
(5927)

2. Oscilloscope

3. Multinieter

4. Meter Panel (4567)

REFERENCES:

Student Text, Volume V, Chapter 4

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PERSONNEL
AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY RULES AT ALL
TIMES. REMOVE WATCHES AND RINGS.

2

.,

PROCEDURES:

1. Trainer Analysis:

a. The , power supply troubleshooting
trainer, shown in figure 1 of Student Handout
HO-36, consists of four functional sections.

(1) Rectifier.
(2) Filter.
(3) Voltage Regulator.
(4) Loading Circuit.

b. Trainer controls and switches are as
follows. (Locate each component on figure 1
in Student Handout HO-36 and circle with
pencil.)

(1) S-1 - OFF/ON, power switch in the
primary of T.I.

(2) 3-2 - FW/HW, full-wave, half-wave
selector in series with CR-1.

(3) R.4 - Output voltage adjust in the
base circuit of Q_2.

(4) R..8 - Load adjust in the output
circuit.

c. The trainer has built-in troubleshooting
capabilities. A compartment at the rear
of the trainer contains switches used to
insert troubles. The following simulated
troubles are available:

(1) Shorted filter choke L-1.
(2) Open filter choke L-1.
(3) Bypassed Zener diode CR-3.
(4) Open filter capacitors C-1 and C-2.
(5) Open transistor collector Q-2.
(6) Open center tap of transformer T-1

secondary.
(7) Open voltage adjust potentiometer

R4.
(8) Open fuse.
(9) Open load resistor R-8.

NOTE: Troubleshooting involves the use of
test equipment to make voltage and current
measurements. These measurements are
then analyzed to determine the probable
cause of malfunction. Test equipment may
alter circuit characteristics and cause slight
changes in current and voltage levels.



2. Preparation of Equipment

a. Oscilloscope Controls Position.
(1) SCALE 1LLUM Clockwise

(2) TRIG SELECT
LEVEL

CH1+
AUTO

(3) T1ME/CM 5 mS CAL

(4) CHI Vertical Position- Mid - Position

(5) CH2 Vertical Position OFF

(6) SEPARATE-CHl&CH2 - SEPARATE

(7) AC-ACF-DC

(8) CHOP-ALT

(8) AC -GND-DC(CHi)

(10) AC-GND-DC(CH2)

(11) VOLTS/CM

AC

ALT

AC

GND

.2V CAL

..._.. b. Trainer Controls Position

(1) FW/HW HW (Half-wave)

(2) Trouble switches
(8-3 thru S-11) Down

c. Multimeter Controls Position

(1) FUNCTION DCV 20 k CI /V

(2) RANGE 10 V

d. Ground the oscilloscope to the trainer.

e. Connect the 0-10mA jack -on the
ammeter panel to 3-1 of the trainer.

f. Insert multimeter leads at TP-10 and
GND (TP-13) of the trainer. (OBSERVE
POLARITY.)

i.*

o

g. Connect the trainer to the power source.

3

3. Activity

a. Trainer Adjustment

(1) Place power switch to ON.

(2) Adjust R-4 for 5-volt reading on
the multimeter (TP-10 to GND).

(3) Adjust R-8 for 2 mA on the ammeter
panel.

NOTE: Interaction of these controlg may
require readjustment.

b. Half-Wave Normal Operation

In order to estabish normal voltages and
currents for your trainer, follow the
procedures and record values in the NORMAL
MEASURED column of the Half-Wave
Troubleshooting Summary Chart 1 in the
Student Handout HO-36.

(1) Secondary voltage (AC) TP-3 to TP-4
(Multimeter).

(a) Set the multimeter FUNCTION to
ACV 1 kcl/V and RANGE to 50.

(b) Measure and record the voltage
from TP-3 to TP-4.

(2) Rectified voltage (DC) TP-5 to GND
(Multimeter).

(a) Set the multimeter FUNCTION
to DCV 20 k CI /V and RANGE to 50.

(b) Measure and record the voltage
from TP-5 to GND. (OBSERVE POLARITY.)

(3) Ripple voltage (peak to peak) TP-5 to
GND (Oscilloscope).

(a) Oscilloscope VOLTS / CM set
previously (.2 V, CAL).

(b) Use CH1 to measure and record
the peak-to-peak ripple voltage from TP-5 to
GND. (Oscilloscope was grounded in step
2d.)
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(4) Filtered voltage (DC) TP-6 to GND
(Multimeter).

(a) Multimeter F U NC T ION and
RANGE previously set. (DCV 20k g/V & 50.)

(b) Measure . and record the voltage
from TP-6 to GND. (OBSERVE POLARITY.)

(5) Filtered ripple voltage (peak to peak)
TP-6 to GND (Oscilloscope). -

c7 (a) Oscilloscope VOLTS/CM
previously set (.2V, CAL).

(b) Use CHI to measure and record
the peak-to-peak ripple voltage from TP-6 to
GND. (Oscilloscope was grounded in 'step
2d .)

(6) Voltage dropped by choke L-1 (DC)
TP-5 to TP-6 ( Multimeter).

(a) Set the multimeter RANGE to 10
,(FUNCTION at DCV 201{.0./V).

(b) Measure and record the voltage
from TP-5 (Pos) to TP-6 (Neg). (OBSERVE
POLARITY.)

(7) Output voltage (DC) TP-10 to GND.
(Multimeter)

(a) Multimeter FUNCTION and
RANGE previously set (DCV 201c0 /V & 10).

(b) Measure and record the voltage.
from TP-10 to GND. (OBSERVE POLARITY.)

(8) Output current (mA) .1-1 (Meter
Panel).

(a) J-1 of the trainer previously
connected to meter panel.

(b) Measure and record the current
at J-1.

COMPARE YOUR NORMAL MEASURED
*READINGS WITH THE NOMINAL VALUES
LISTED ON CHART 1 IN THE STUDENT
HANDOUT. IF YOUR MEASURED VALUES
DIFFER MORE THAN 20 PERCENT FROM
THE NOMINAL VALUES, CONSULT YOUR
INSTRUCTOR.

4

c. Trouble 1 - Open Fuse.

(1) Insert OPEN FUSE trouble by placing
S-3 in the UP position. Locate this switch
on Figure 36-1, Power Supply Rectifier.

(2) Follow' the same 'procedures used
in measuring normal trainer test points,
step 3b. Record values in the Open Fuse
column of the Troubleshooting Summary
Chart 1 in Student Handout HO-36.

(3) Use the trainer diagram in
conjunction with the Troubleshociting
Summary Chart I of the student handout
to analyze the trouble.

(4) Answer the following questions:

(a) What measurements were NOT
necessary for this trouble? Why?

I.........I.

(b) Replacing the fuse may not correct
the trouble. Why?

..,

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.
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d. Trouble 2 - Open Transformer
Secondary Center Tap.

(1) Insert OPEN TRANSFORMER
CENTER TAP (CT) by placing S-4 UP.
'Locate this switch on figure 36-1.

,.

(2) Follow the same procedures used
in measuring normal trainer test points,
step 8b. Record values in the Open T-1
CT column of the Troubleshooting Summary
Chart 1 in the Student Handout HO-36.

(3) Use the trainer diagram and the
Troubleshooting Summary Chart 1 of the
student handout to analyze the trouble.

(4) Answer the following questions:

. (a) What amplitude was measured at
TP-5? Why?

(b) Why was voltage me asui e d across
T-1 secondary normal (TP3 to TP4) with
the CT open?

-G

5
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Figure 36-1. Power Supply
Rectifier

(c) What other component(s) could
malfunction to produce these readings?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

e. Trouble 3 - Open Filter Choke L-1.

(1) Insert OPEN FILTER CHOKE L-1
with S-5 and locate on Figure 36-2, Power
Supply Filter.

(2) Record values in the appropriate
column of chart 1 in HO-36:

(3) Use the trainer diagram and compare
recorded measurements to analyze-
malfunction.

Tr-"

Figure 36-2. Power Supply
Filter



- ITP-5 .2.5 7.-li

Figure 36-2. Power Supply
Filter

(4) Answer the following questions:

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

f. Trouble 4 - Shorted Filter Choke L-1.

(1) Insert SHORTED FILTER CHOKE
L-1 with S-6 and locate on figure 36-2.

(2) Record values in the appropriate
column of chart 1 in HO-36.

(3) Use the trainer diagram and the
recorded measurements to analyze'
malfunction.

14) Answer the following questions:

(0 'Does the ripple voltage at TP-5
(a) Why was tt ,re an increase in increase, decrease, or remain the same?

voltage at TP-5? Why?

(b) Why is there no output at TP-6
with an open filter choke?

(c)/Why is there no ripple voltage
reading at TP-5 with an open filter choke?

- .

41

6

(b) Does the ripple voltage at TP-6
increase, decrease, or remain the same?
Why?
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(c) Why does the output voltage at
TP-10 increase slightly?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

g. Trouble 5 .- Open Filter Capacitors
(C-1: & C-2).

(1) Insert OPEN FILTER CAPACITORS
C -i and C-2 with S-7. Locate this switch
(two sections) on figure 36-2.

(2) Record values in. the appropriate
column 'of chart 1 in /10-36.

(3) Use the trainer diagram and .the
recorded values to analyze the malfunction.

(4) Answer the following questions:

(a) Ripple voltage increased with open
capacitors Cl and C2. Why?

7

(b) Why is the voltage at TP-6 lower
than normal?

(c) Why is the output voltage at TP-10
lower than normal?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE._

h. Trouble 6 - Open Load Resistor R-8.
(I) Check trainer output voltage and

current (5V and 2 mA). U necessary, use
procedure 3a to adjust the output.

(2) Insert OPEN R-8 with S-11 and
locate on figure 36-3, Powr Supply Load.

196
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Figure 36-3. Power Supply
Load
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- (3) Record values in the appropriate
column of chart 1 in HO-36.

(4) Use the trainer diagram .and the
recorded measurements to 'analyze
malfunction.

(5) Answer the following questions:

--------ta),Vhae is the output current at J-1
with open losahresistor? Why?

.ca this trouble be
distinguished from other .roubles that have
the same value for output current?

(c) Does the ripple voltage at TP-5
change from normal? If so, why?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

AT THIS POINT YOU MAY TAKE THE
FIRST OF TWO PROGRESS CHECKS ON
TROUBLESHOOTING POWER SUPPLIES.
IF YOU WISH, YOU CAN COMPLETE
LABORATORY EXERCISE AND TAKE BOTH
PROGRESS CHECKS.

I, Full-Wave Operation.

(1) Place the FW/HW switch on the
trainer to FW (full-wave) -position.

(2) 'Turn to. the Full-Wave Trouble-
shooting Summary Chart 2 in the student
handout and use procedure 3b to measure
and record the first six NORMAL MEASURED
values. After recording the data, return
to this page and complete Troubleshooting.
Jummary- Chart 2.

(3)-Voltage dropped by transistor Q-2
(DC) TP-7 to TP-8 (Multimeter).

(a) Set the multimeter FUNCTION to
Dcv 20k Q /V and RANGE to 10.

(b)tMeare and record the voltage
from TP-DtPos) to TP-8 (Neg): (OBSERVE
POLAR1111.)

(4) Bia9,..41tage fortransistor Q-2 (DC.)
TP-8 to T-P-9 (Multimeter).

(a) Set the muitimeter RANGE to
2.5 (FUNCTION at DCV 20kg /V).

(b) Measure and record the voltage
from TP-8 (Neg) to TP-9 (Pos). (OBSERVE-
POLARITY.)

NOTE: Some troubles will cause the bias
on Q-2 to reverse polarity.

(5) Reference voltage at Zener diode
CR-3 (DC) TP-8 to GND. (Multinieter)

(a) Set the muitimeter RANGE to 10
(FUNCTION at DCV 20kg /V).

1



(b) Measure and record the voltage
from TP-8 (Pos) to GND (Nes). (OBSERVE
POLARITY.)

(6) Control Voltage (DC) TP-9 to GND,
(Multimeter).

. ..

(b) Was the voltage between TP-3 and
TP-4 normal? Why?

(a) Multimeter FUNCTION and (c) How . could an ohmmeter be used
RANGE previously set (DCV 20k SI /V and 10). to confirm this trouble?

(b) Measure and record the voltage
from TP-9 to GND. (OBSERVE POLARITY.)

(7) Steps 11 and 12 of Suminary Chart 2
require measurement of output voltage and
current. These levels were previously
adjusted in steps 3a(2) and ,3a(3). If the
values are different than those indicated,
readjUst the output and record the Values.

COMPARE YOUR NORMAL MEASUREQ
READINGS WITH THE NOMINAL VALUES
LISTED ON CHART 2 IN THE STUDENT
HANDOUT. IF YOUR MEASURED READINGS
DIFFER MORE THAN 20 PERCENT FROM
THE NOMINAL VALUES, CONSULT YOUR
INSTRUCTOR.

j. Trouble 1 - Open T-1 Center Tap.

(1) Use S-4 to insert trouble.

(2) Record values in the appropriate
column of chart 2 M HO-36.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

k. Trouble 2 - Open L-1 (S-5 UP).

(1) Use the schematic diagram and the
recorded measurements to analyze the
trouble.

(2) Answer the following questions:

.(a) Why did the voltage across C-1
(3) Use the trainer and compare increase?

record measurements to analyze
malfunction.

(4) Answer the following questions:

(a) What amplitude of voltage was
measured at TP-10? Why?

,.

0

,,

9

9

.
(b) What is' the voltage drop acros4

R-1? Why?

..:
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(c) Why is there no ripple voltage
at TP-5?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AN REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

I. Trouble 3 - Shorted L-1 (5-6 UP).

(1) Use the schematiC diagram and the
recorded measurements to analyze the
trouble.

(2) Complete 'the loPowing:

(a) The ripple voltage at TP-5
(IN'CREASED) (DECREASED) (REMAINED
THE SAME).

(b) The ripple voltage at TP-6
(INCREASED) (DECREASED) (REMAINED
THE SAME).

(c) The ripple voltage at TP-5 is
'(MORE THAN) (LESS THAN) (SAME AS)
the ripple voltage at TP-6.

(d) The DC' voltage at TP-6 increased

because 6

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

m. Trouble 4 --Open Cl and C2(S7- UP).

(1) Use schematic diagram and recorded
measurements to analyze the trouble.

(2) Answer these questions:

10

(a) How can the ripple voltage be
greater than the DC voltage. at TP-5?

(I;) Why is the ripple voltage at TP-6
less than at TP-5?

(c) What test should positive identify
open filter capacitors?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.
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n. Trouble 5 - Open Transistor Collector
Q-2 (S-8 UP).

(I) Insert OPEN TRANSISTOR
COLLECTOR Q-2 with S-6 and locate - on
figure 36-4, Power Supply Regulator.

(2) Uie the schematic diagram and the
recorded measurements to analyze the
malfunction.

(3) Answer the.following questions:

(a) What would be the approximate
voltage from TP-7 to ground? Figure 36-4. Power. Supply

Regulator .

(b) Why was the output voltage (TP-10
to CND) much higher than normal?

(c) Does the ripple at TP-5
(INCREASE), (DECREASE), or (REMAIN THE
SAME)? Why?

II

4,"., .1..

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

o. Trouble 6 - Bypassed Zener Diode
CR-3 (S-9 UP).

(I) Locate this trouble on figure 36-4..,"

(2) Use the schematic diagram and the
recorded measurements to analyze
malfunction. ' . "

(3) Answer the following questions :,

(a) Why does output voltage at TRIO
decrease?
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NOTE: This trouble causes the voltage
between TP-Land TP-9 to reverse polarity.
TP-9 will be negative in respect to TP-8.

(1) Locate this trouble on figure 36-4. .

(2) Use the schematic diagram and the
recorded measurements to analyze
trouble.

(3) Answer the following questions:
ONO

TP-12 (a) What (two) values are different
with this trouble than the values obtained
with an open Q-2 collector? Why are they
different?

Figure 36-4. Power 'Supply
Regulator

(b) Why dues output current at J-1.*
decrease?

(c) Does the ripple voltage at TP-5
(INCREASE), (DECREASE), or (REMAINTHE
SAME)? Why?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

p. Trouble 7 - Open Voltage Adjust
Resistor R-4 (S-10 UP).

12

(b) The output voltage has the highest
value with the R-4 resistor open. Why?
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(c)- With this trouble, Q-1 is
(CONDUCTING NORMALLY) (SATURATED)
(CUT OFF).

(d) With this trouble, Q-2 is
(CONDUCTING NORMALLY) (SATURATED)
(CUT OFF).

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE
THE TROUBLE.

ADJUNCT GUIDE

ANSWERS TO A:

1..no output 2. no output
3, no output 4. destroy the diode
5. decrease 6. open filter capacitor
7. half-wave rectifier 8. fuse
9. shorted diode, shorted filter capacitor

U you missed ANY questions, review
the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B:

1. Zener diode open
2. input voltage, output regulation
3. excessive load current.

U you missed ANY .questions, review
the material before you continue.

LABORATORY EXERCISE 36-1

ANSWERS TO 3c(4) - (OPEN FUSE):

(a) Measurements 2 through 8 were not
. necessary. With zero volts from TP-3
to TP-4 all other voltages will be zero.
Zerb volts between TP-3 and TP-4 indicate
the trouble must be toward the power
source.
(b) If blowing of the fuse were caused
by a shorted or malfunctioning component,
a replaced Jute would. blow. The trouble
would not be corrected. The malfunction
would have to' be corrected before re-
placing the fue°..
CONCLUSION: When all currents and
voltages are zero, the fuse must be
open, the OFF-ON Switch must* be open,
or there is no power from the source.
for This trainer, a blown fuse causes
zero readings of current and voltage at
all test points.

ANSWERS TO 3d(4) - (OPEN)
TRANSFORMER CENTER TAP):

(a) Voltage at TP-5 was zero. In a
half-wave rectifier, current must flow
from ground through the load, through Q-1
and L-1, through the diode, and the
transformer secondary back to ground.
The transformer secondary is no longer
grounded so the current path is broken.
No voltage will be read° at TP-5 or
at any point in the EVR.
(b) The ground is open but the transformer
secondary coil from TP-3 to TP-4 is
NOT, so the secondary voltage will be
normal: a

(c) Diode CR-2 could also be open with
these readings.
CONCLUSION:* When there is no output
from the rectifier at TP-5, the trouble
must be in the rectifier section., Normal
voltage at TP-3 and TP-4 further isolates
the trouble, to the transformer secondary
or diode.

ANSWERS TO 3e(4) - (OPEN FILTER
CHOKE L-1):

(a) C-1 charges to the peak value of the
input. The discharge path for C-1 is
open. No discharge current will flow with
an open circuit and voltage will be
maximum at TP-5.
(b) The coil, L-1, is in series with the
current path so no current can flow, when
it is open. An-open coil creates. an open
circuit.
(c) When L- I is open, there isno discharge
path ,for C-, so it will hold the voltage
at peak value and show as a straight
line on the oscilloscope.
CONCLUSION: U the output current and
voltage are zero, an open in the circuit
should be suspected. U all readingsbeyond
the choke are zero, this component is
likely to be the cause. A very large
voltage drop across the filter choke will
confirm that it is open.

13
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ANSWERS TO 31(4) - (SH9RTED FILTER
CHOKE):

(a) Ripple voltage at TP-5 decreaiesphen
L-1 is shorted. Normally, the 'ripple
voltage at TP-5 is determined by the time
constant of the discharge of C-1. When L-1
TP-5 is determined by the time constant
of the discharge of . C-1. When L-1 is
is shorted. the ripple voltage at. TP-5 is
determined by the discharge time of both
C-1 and C-2. Capacitors in parallel add
so the discharge time will be longer
and the ripple voltage will be smaller.
(b) Ripple voltage at TP-6 increases whet.
L-1 is shorted because what was once
an efficient pi-type filter becomes a simple
capacitive filter.
(c) L-1 has inductance and resistance
which lowers the voltage ..cross C-2.
When it is shorted,. there is less total
opposition so the voltage across C-2
becomes higher. The increase in voltage
at TP-6 is greater than the EVE can
control so the output increases slightly.
CONCLUSION: A shorted filter choke will
usually result in a small increase in output
voltage with poor regulation. If there is
no voltage drop across the choke, it is
shorted. The same ripple and DC voltage
readings at both TP-5 and TP-6 confirms
that the choke is shorted.

ANSWERS TO 3g(4) - (OPEN' FILTER
CAPACITORS Cl AND C2):

(a) Normally C-1 and C-2 discharge slowly
So the voltage never drops all the way
to zero. When C-I and C-2 are open,
the voltage does drop to zero and so
exhibits a greater peak -to -peak fluctuation
on the oscilloscope.
(b) The filter capacitors raise the average
voltage at TP-6. 0

(c) When the voltage drops to zero on
each cycle, the average voltage also drops.
If this average voltage is less than the
normal output, the output voltage of the
EVR will be less. The. ability of this
regulator to regulate has -been exceeded.
CONCLUSIONS: The DC output voltage
at TP-6 will be greatly reduced if the

filter capacitors are open. This 'will
result in low voltage at the output of the
EVR (TP- 10). A very large increase in the
ripple voltage at TP .5 confirms the filter
capacitors as the faulty components.

ANSWERS TO 3h(5) - (OPEN LOAD
RESISTOR R-8):

(a) Zero. With the -load resistor open.
there is no path for current to flow.
(b) When the load resistor is open, voltages
can be read at all test points. Any other
malfunction that,pauses zero current also
causes zero tzartage at one or more
test points.
(c) Yes, the ripple voltage at TP-5
decreases. C-1 discharges more slowly
because resistance increases (longer TC).
With the load resistor open, the total
resistance increaser because the load
resistor is in parallel with the other
resistors in the EVR.
COrCLUSION: When output current is
zero, but output voltage is near normal,
the circuit must be functioning properly
up to the output. Therefore the faulty
component must be the load resistor.

ANSWERS TO 3j(4) - (OPEN T-1 CENTER
TAP):

(a) Zero. The voltage at TP -5 is' the
source for the voltage at TP-10. The
voltage at TP-5 was zero. An open center
tap opens the circuit for the rectifiers.
The output voltage of the transformer,
will be dropped across the open.
(b) The, transformer secondary- is not
open between these two points.
(c) First, remove all power by dis-
connecting the trainer 'power cord from
the wall outlet. Second, disconnect one end
of CR-1 and CR-2.. Then, measure the
resistance from 'TP-3 or TP-4 to Gip.
An infinite reading would indicate an open.

ANSWERS TO 3k(2) - (OPENL-1): .

(a) C-1 charges to the peak of the input
to the diodes CR-1 and CR-2. The discharge
path for C-1 is open so C-1 'does not
discharge between peaks.

14
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ANSWERS TO 3k(2) - Continued

(b) Zero. In a series circuit all of the
voltage appears across the open, with
zero volts across the good components.
In this case all of the voltage appears
across L-1, with no voltage across R-1.
(c) C-1 charges to the peak value. Because
L-1 is open, C-1 does not discharge
between pulses.

ANSWERS TO 31(2) - (SHORTED L-1):

(a) decreased (b) increased
(c) same as
(d) C-2 is allowed to charge to the peak
amplitude of the voltage input' to the
rectifier. Opposition normally offered by
the resistance and inductance of L-1 is
shorted "out. a
ANSWERS TO 3m(2) - (OPEN C-,1 & C-2):

(a) The DC voltage at TP-5 is the average
value while ripple voltage is a peak
value. To convert from peak to average
for a full-Wave rectifier; multiply the'
peak value by .636. So, 22V x .63 =18.86V.

....., (b) The filtering effect of .L-1 prevents
the voltage at TP-6 froM dropping to
zero between pulses. The ripple voltage
is the difference between the highest
and lowest points of the waveform. There-,
fore, the ripple voltage at TP-6 will be
less. '

a

(c) A very large ripple reading at TP-5'
indicates an open filter capacitor. A shorted
L-1 will indicate a much smaller increase
in ripple voltage.

ANSWERS TO 3n(3) - (OPEN COLLECTOR
.Q-2):

(a) Approximately 10 volts. ThiS should
be equal to the value of TP-5 to TP-8
'plus TP-8 to TP-12.
(b) The collector voltage on Q-2 with
the collector open is maximum, Just as it
would be with Q-2 cut off. This means
that the voltage on the base of Q,1 is
also maximum. Q-1 is in saturation and all
of the yoltage is dropped by the, load
circuit. Therefore the output voltage' is
high and unregulated,.

15
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(c) The ripple voltage at TP-5 is higher
because C-1 discharges more rapidly when
Q-1 is saturated (very low resistance).

'CONCLUSION: High output current and
voltage means that Q-1 is conducting hard
and may be in saturation. Unless Q-1 is
shorted, the-bias and base voltage must
be high. The probable cause of this is
an open or cutoff Q-2. If forward bias
on Q-2 is near normal, it is likely that
the collector of Q-2 is open.

ANSWERS T0,30(3) -: (BYPASSED ZENER
DIODE CR-3):

(a) A bypassed Zener diOde CR-3 allows
more current to flow through Q-2 because
the resistance is less. More current
through the collector of Q-2 means less
voltage at the collector and therefore
less voltage on the base of Q-1 causing
Q-1 to conduct less. The: output voltage
will decrease.
(b) The decrease in output voltage causes
a decrease in current through the load.
(c) The , ripple voltage at TP-5 will
decrease because the increase in total
resistance will cause C-1 to discharge
more slowly (increased TC). When C-1
discharges ,,slowly, the voltage does not
go as low so the ripple value decreases.
CONCLUSION: Low output current and
voltage may be caused by a shorted
Zener diode. If little or no voltage can
be measured across the Zener diode, the
trouble will be isolated to the component.
This trainer has a small reSisior in the
shorting circuit. This is the reason why
a small voltage is measured when the Zener
is shorted instead of zero voltage.

°
ANSWERS TO 3p(3) I (OPEN VOLTAG4

ADJUST R-4):

(a) Bias and Control Voltage. The open is
between the base of Q-2 and VCC. The
base of Q-2 is connected to ground through ..

R-4 and R-5. With no current flowing,
the base will be at ground potential. ,

Therefore the control voltage, which, is
from ground to the base of Q-2, will be
zero. There is a positive voltage on the
emitter of Q-2 so there will be reverse
bias from emitter to base.

V
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ANSWERS TO 3p(3) - Continued

(b) Normally R-3, R-4, and R-5 are in
parallel with the load resistors R-7 and
R-8 and draw some current. This current
causes a,drop in output voltage. With R-4
open, the path through R-4 is open and
almost all of the voltage is dropped
across' the load resistors. 'There is a'
small voltage drop caused by current
through R-2 and R-6.) When Q-2 collector
is open, the current through R-3, R-4, and

R-5 will drop some voltage so the voltage
across the load resistor will not be as
great. .,*

(c) Q-1 is saturated.
(d) Q-2 is cut off.
CONCLUSION: When the output voltage
and current are much higher than normal,
Q-2 is probably open or cut off. An open
R-4 between the base of Q-2 and VCC
will cause reverse bias on Q-2 which
will put it in cutoff. An open R-3 will
give the same symptoms.

.1_

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT, REVIEW
THE MATERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER
RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL

to

s

1:6

QUESTIONS CORRECTLY. IF YOU HAVE,

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR THE

PROGRESS CHECK.
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HALF-WAVE RECTIFIER POWER SUPPLY

Exercise

Measurement Points
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*31

c4

V
0*

06

1. Secondary Voltage (AC)
TP-3 to TP-4 30

2. Rectified Voltage (DC)
TP-5 to GND lq

3. Ripple Voltage (Pk-Pk)
. T P- 5 to GND (Scope) .46

.

4. Filtered Voltage (DC)
TP-6 to GND 16

L

. 1

5. Filtered Ripple Voltage
(Pk-Pk) TP4 to GND
(Scope)

0

6. Voltage dropped by
Choke Ll TP-5 to TP-6- 3.2 .

7. Output Voltage
TP-10 to GND

1

8. Output Current .1-1
. .

Chart I. Troubleshooting Summary Chart
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FULL-WAVE RECTIFIER POWER SUPPLY

Exercise

Measurement Points
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1. Secondary Voltage (AC)
TP-3 to TP-4 30

2. Rectified Voltage (DC)
TP-5.to GND 20

. -

3. Ripple Voltage ,(Pk-Pk)
T13.5 to GND (Scope) .23

. -

4. Filtered Voltage (DC)
TP-6 to GND

-

165
..

. .

5. Filtered Ripple Voltage
(Pk-Pk) TP-6 to GND
(Scope)

0

6. Voltage dropped by
Choke Li TP-5 to TP-6 3.4

7. Voltage dropped by 0-2
TP-7 to TP-8 3:1

,

8. Biasing Voltage for
0-2 TP-8 to TP-9 .6

' 1 .

9. Reference Voltage
TP-8 to GND 2.4

10. Control Voltage
TP-9 to GND 3- .

11. Output Voltage
TP-10 to CND 5

12. Output Current-
J-I (MA.) 2

Chart 2. Troubleshooting Summary Chart
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ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES
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This Guidance Package is .designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
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OVERVIEW*

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE POWER. AMPLIFIERS
- .

1. SCOPE: Power amplifiers are usually the final stages of an amplifier circuit or component.
They add to the AC. intelligence signal the power necessary to drive loads, such as speakers,
headphones, and scopes . There are several configurations of these amplifiers. Here we dis-
cuss the push-pull, complementary-symmetry, and compound - connected amplifierS. In addi-
tion, we cover the paraphase amplifier and troubleshoot the push-pull amplifier.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this module, you should be able to satisfy the following
objectives: . . .

a. Given a list of statements, select the one which desc ibes the effect oLchanging
forward bias on push-pull amplifier

(1) class of operation.

(2) crossover distortion.

(3) efficiency.

b. Given the schematic diagram of a single-stage paraphase amplifier, determine

(1) DC current path.
..>(2) output signal.

(3) voltage gain.

....- c. Given the schematic diagram for a complementary-symmetry circuit using a' common
collector configuration, deterniine

(1) DC current paths.

(2) inputs signal requirements.

(3)__c4tIlut sigtalet_

J4) source polarities.

N*..r,,
,..
N

4

d. Given a schematic diagram for a compound-connected power amplifier using 1 com-
mon base configuration, determine the

(1) DC current paths.

-.. (2) current gain.
D

e. Given a trainer having an inoperative transistor push-pull power amplifier, schematic
diagram, multimeter, and oscilloscope, determine the faulty component.

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK, TURN TO THE NEXT PAGE
AND PREVIEW THE LIST OF RESOURCES. DONOT HESITATE TO CONSULT YOUR INSTRUC-
TOR IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS.

1
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LIST OF RESOURCES

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIERS'

To satisfy the objectives of this module, you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preference, any or all of the following.

READING MATERIALS:

Digest*

_ Adjunct Guide with student Text

LABORATORY EXERCISE:

Laboratory. Exercise 37-1, Solid State Power Amplifiers

-

.

.,

SELECT ONE OF THE RESOURCES 'AND BEGIN YOUR STUDY OR TARE THE MODULE
SELF-CHECK.-

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU REQUIRE ASSISTANCE.

2
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DIGEST

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIERS

The last stage of a series of amplifiers is usually the power amplifier. Power amplifiers
are designed to achieve maximum power gain. Transistors working at high power levels have
certain limitations. One of these is the amount of power it can dissipate. The maximum power
dissipation (PDpmx) rating of a transistor is the maximum power it can dissipate without
danger of being destroyed. Figure 1 shows a PD h= curve fOr a type 2N2087 transistor.
Notice that at any point on the curve the product of VC Tr is 5 watts. The transistor must not
be operated to exceed 5 watts of collector dissipation. Another limitation of transistors
working at Ugh power levels is the heat generated internally. Trathistors become unstable
as junction temperature increases. Heat sinks, in the form'of cooling fins, are used to move
heat away from the junctions.

One commonly used power amplifier is the double-ended or PUSH -PULL amplifier.
Figure 2 shows a push-pun power amplifier. The circuit is forward biased through B1 and the
two halves of the center - taped secondary of Ti. As shown, the circuit operates class A, but
for better efficiency, it can' be operated class B. U the center tap is grounded rather than
returned to Vcc through R1; the circuit will operate class B. The secondary of Ti is center-
tapped to provide two signals 180° out of phase but equal in amplitude to the bases of Q1

700

a.
'it 500

400

300
ILO

200

100

0 5

TYPE 2N1067
-COMMON-BATTER

MOUNT., G- :

CIRCUIT,
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e1213
I:oalEk v
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.
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I ell 1 tie-- '

=
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Figure 1. Power" Dissip4tion Curve for 2N1087 Transistor, PDM&
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DIGEST

BOUT

SPEAKS

Figure- 2. Class A, Push-Pull Power Amplifier
- . . .

and Q2. The out of phase P 4;7_918 cause Ql to conduct on one alternation of the inpUt and Q2
on' the other. the primary of output transformer T2 is also center-tapped. The top hap of
the primary of T2 is the collector load for Ql. On the alternation when Ql conducts, the
changing current in the top half of the primary inct ces a current in the secondary and one
alternation is, reproduced. On the other alternation, Q2 conducts through the bottom half of the

. primary, reproducing the other' alternation at the output. It can be said that Ti recombines
the signals which were split at the secondary of Tl. II-Q1 and Q2 are balanced; all even
harmonics are cancelled. Balancing can be done by putting a variable resistance in the circuit
which is common to the emitters -of Ql and Q2. The power output of a push-I-Pull amplifier can

. be MORE than twice that of a single-ended power amplifier. When a push-pul amplifier is
operated at-Yzqta-all- ex-CeRt A, it is subject to a type of distortion called CROSS-OVER dis-
tortion. Figure 3 shows an example of cross-over .diatortion in a push -pull amplifier. This
type of distortion i$ due to the fact that the SIGNAL. provides the forward bias for the transis
tors. When the signal decreases in amplitude, the transistor is brought into the low forward

c
bias area of its curve and distortion.occurs.

o -
L

As the signal on the base of Q.1 decreases
L in amplitude,. distortion occurs and as Q2

C C starts to' conduct, the low amplitude signala

0 II
and forward bias causes distortion. The dis-1 u

N

- - emu" couscroa
tortion always occurs at the point where oneR R

N - transistor is going off and the other on,--.-CURRIDIT

RASE OJRRENT 1 i 0 - thus, the name CROSS-OVER distortion.
1 1 1 . Cross-over distortion can be eliminated or

i r i c SSOYER
DISTORTION

reduced by applying a small DC forward
1 j 3 °

I i I
bias or by operating class AB.

1

I i I Iwo SASE
1 r CURRENT We mentioned earlier that the-input

I

trans-
'former of a gosh-pull amplifier splits the pig-

IIIII
1 s

s

11,104-471

nal- into two halves Which are equal in ampli-
tude and 180° out of phase. An electronics

'Figure 3. Class B Push-Pull Waveforms circuit which will accomplish . this is the

(Cross-Over Distortion paraphase amplifier or phase _ SPLITTER.
i P
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INPUT

Figure 4. One-Stage Phase Splitter... _

Figure 4 shows a paraphase amplifier connected to a push-pull amplifier.

. . The signals at the emitter and collector of QI are 180° out of phase and will be equal
in amplitude at the bases of Q2 and Q3. Rs increases the low emitter output impedance of QI
to match the higher collector impedance. Q2 and Q3 in figure 4 are operated Class B. Forward
bias is provided by the Signal, which is coupled by Cl and C2. On the alternations that Q2
and Q3 are off, the coupling capacitors have no discharge path except through the reverse
biased base-go-emitter junctions. This causes the transistor to operate Class C. U a diode
is connected between the base of each transistor gild ground, a discharge path is provided.

6 These are called discharge diodes. The voltage gain of a paraphase amplifier is less than one.
The low gain 'causes the bandpass to be greater. The f r qu enc y response of this circuit is
much better than that of a center tapped transformer.

A circuit similAr to the pusti-pull amplifier but without the need of either an input
transformer or phase-spfitter is the comple-

b mentary- symmetry amplifier shcium in figure
5..The, circuit does not need out Of phase
signals because QI is a PNP transistor and
Q2 is a NPN. The signal is applied to both
bases through balance resistor R3. When the
signal goes positive, both bases go positive.
A positive on the base.of QI causes itto
decrease in conduction' but causes Q2 to Cl

increase. Q2 conducts from ground through
_4

RL, Q2, to VCC2 reproducing the positive
INPUTalternation across, AL. QI conducts from

vcci, 'through RL to ground, repro-
'clueing the negative alternation across RL.
The toad, RL, rnight.be the voice coil of a
speaker rather than a resistor as shown.
Notice that two batteries are used so as to - REP4-679
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DIGEST

R2

=
CC!

CC2

apply the correct polarity of VC r to the
two transistors. When an electronic power

5

0217

Figure 5.,Complementary-Symmetry Circuit



+VOLTAGE 1C1 =951 1E% 1E =100%
_.40,1C TOTAL = 99,75%1E

iii
=4.75%1E RSP4-681

-VOLTAGE -VCC +vCC

Figure 6. Power Supply for a itEP4-680

Complementary-Symmetry Amplifier
Figure 7. Compound-Connected Common

Base

supply is used, both positive and negative voltages can be obtained from the same power
supply. A common method of doing this is shown infigttre 6.

The current, voltage, and power gains of a common base amplifier are directly related
to the forward current transfer ratio (alpha). This is the ratio of 1C to lE and the greater this
ratio, the greater the current gain. A circuit which is designed to increase alphais the
COMPOUND- CONNECTED amplifier shown in figure 7. QI and Q2 are both connected in com-
mon base configuration.

Notice that the base cu: rent of QI is the emitter or input current of Q2. Notice also that
the two collector currents add in RL. Assume each transistor has an alpha of .95 and that the
input current to Q,1 is 10 mA. Since alpha is .95, 1C for QI is 9.5 mA. Base current for QI is
therefore, .5 mA. Input ,or emitter current for Q2 is . leo .5 mA. Alpha of Q2 is .also .95, so

l for Q2 is .475_,. 4-mA. 1 is 1 1 or 9.975 mA. Alpha for the circuits is 9'975
C

mA
, T CQ1 CQ2 10 mA

or .9975, which is a considerable increase over .95.

Figure 8 shows a pustrlpull amplifier. R3 isa balanckig resistor and the transistors are
forward biased by 111 and R2. Cl places the center tap' of the transformer at AC ground. In
troubleshooting this circuit, the things to look for are ,presence and amplitude of output signal,
crossover distortion, and presence and amplitude of DC voltages. For example, if the prime
mail of TI or secondary of T2 opep, all DC 'Voltage wbukl be normal but there would be no
output signal. If the secondary of TI or primary of Teopen, one of the transistors would be
off and the output weak and distorted. If RI and Cl shorts or R2 opens, the transistors would, -
operate class B and cross-over distortion would be present. Should RI open, the forward bias
Would -increase. VC would be low on both transistors, the output would be larger, thin normal
and possibly distorted. -C1 open would cause degeneration and the output would be smaller than
normal but all DC voltages would be normal. Shorting R2 would place Vcc on the base leads.
This would cause excessive forward bias and possibly ablown fuse and/or destruction of the
transistor. If the wiper arm of R3 opened, both transistors, would cut off. There would be no-
output signal and VC on QI and Q2 would equal VCC.

iii

Figure 8

iii ;eg;:(

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR TAKE THEWODULE SEW CHECK.
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIERS

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced material as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the questions.

Check your answers against the answers at . the top of the next even numbered
following the questions.

If you experience any difficulty, contact your instructor.

Begin the program.
, .

.,...
Any signal that is generated or' received for some useful purpose_is_usually_small_in its

original form and must be increased to a sufficient power level to perform some useful work.
Such signals could be related to those received from a phonograph pickup or radio frequency
signals received by a radio or television set.

. . . .
These small signals Mai be sent through several stages of amplifier circuits toIncrease

the signal level. However, the last_stage,. or output stage, is designed to amplify the signal to
the power level needed to perform the useful work. This last stage is called the power arnpli- ,
Fier stage add may be one, or a combination of, several different types of circuits.

The most commonly used circuit for this purpose is the push-pull power amplifier. In
this module you will study the. various types of power amplifier circuits and the classes of .
operation. Also, you will learn how to troubleshoot and repair them When malfunctions ocCur..

Page

Study thit Inateriarvery carefully for youwillfind a power amplifier stage brnearly every
functional piece of equiPMent that you encounter.

A. Turn to Stident Text, Volume V, and read paragraphs 5 -1 through 5 -9. Return to this page
and answer the following questions.

1. Where intermediate amplifier stages are designed to obtain maximum voltage or

current gain, the power amplifier stage is designed to obtain maximum

2. What is the main disadvantage of using a single transistor in a power amplifier stage?

3. The product of the DC quantities of VCE and IC of a transfstor is known as the

219



ADJUNCT GUIDE

4. Given a transistor with a 3 watt PDmAx rating in a circuit with Vr,R = 10 volts and
IC a 200 milliamps, the transistor would exceed the PD

MAX
and burn up. MIME) (FALSE)

5. Under AC conditions the instantaneous values of voltage and current may exceed the
PD rating as long as the average power does not; (TRUE) (FALSE)

6. On a given transistor charicteristic curve chart, the power dissipation curve shows

- 7. The load line and operating point must always be to the
' of the maximum poyer dissipatiOn curve_onibncharacteriatic_curm_nbart

8. What device is used to dissipate heat away from the transistor junctions?

9. What effect ddes 1.41;h junction temperatures have on the stability of a transistor?

10. Power amplifier stag have values of load impedance than
preceding stages.

CONFIRM YOUR,ANSWER ON THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED PAGE.

B. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and read paragraphs 5-10 through, 5 -30. Return to this page
and answer the following questions.

1. A push-pull amplifier contains two transistors which operate in a
degree phase relationship.

T1

INPUTUT

EOUT

Figure 1. Class A, Push-Pull Power ,Amplifier
o

8
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...- 3. What is the purpose of R1 in figure 1?

ADJUNCT GUIDE

3. What is the primary disadvantage of a Class A pu...h-pull power amplifier?

4. What is the primary advantage of a Class A push-pull power amplifier?

5. Referring to figure 1, what is the voltage relationship between point A and point B

with no input signal applied to Ql and Q2? .
t.

6. Referring to 'figure 1, the positive alternation of the input signal will cause the con-

duction of Q1 to and Q2 to

7. The power output-from a Class A push-pull amplifier can be more than
MEM itZbib e Tom a sing e-en c ass power amp' er.

8. All harmonics are cancelled in a Class A push-pull power
amplifier.

212.

9. ,What is the advantage of a class B push-pull amplifier, over a Class A push-pull

amplifier?

10. How can a Class B push -pull amplifier circuit be identified from a Class A push-

pull amplifier circuit?

11. With no input signal present to a Class B push-pull amplifier, both transistors are

12. What is the primary disadvantage of a Class B push-pull amplifier?

13. At what point in the colfector current output waveform does the most severe distor-

tion occur in a Class B push-pull amplifier?

14. How can crossover distortion be eliminated 'or reduced in a Class B push-pull

amplifier?

15. By applying a small amount of forward bias to both transistors in a Class B push-..-
pull amplifier, the class of operation will change to

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED PAGE.

9
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

ANSWERS TO A:

1. power

2. limited maximum power dissipation 7. left

3. PDmAx- maximum power dissipation 8. heat sink

4. False
5. True

6. Maximum lc for any value of
VCE

9. stability decreases

10. smaller

If you missed ANY questions, review the material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO B:

1. 180° 9. greater efficiency

2. provide forward bias for Qlind .Q2 10. by the lack of a forward biasing network

3. low efficiency

4. minimum distortion

5. equal

6. increase, .decrease 14. by applying a small forward bias on

7. twice both transistors

8. even 15. Class AB

If you missed ANY questions, review the material before you continue.

11. cutoff

12. greater output distortion

13. cross-over

C. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and read paragraphs 5-31 through 5-50. Return to this
page and answer the following questions.

1. The term used to describe the amplifier Which is used to supply the signal input to

the power amplifier stage is .

2. What component would be eliminated by using a phase splitter circuit to drive the

push-pull power amplifier in figure 1 ?,

3. When compared to center-tapped transformer, the frequency response of the phase-

splitter amplifier is

4. The reason for adding series resistor Rs in figure 2 is to
i

5. How is the loss of signal voltage across Rs compensated in the circuit in figure 2?

6 . How is the charge and discharge time of the coupling capacitors equalized in a Class

B push-pull aa:;_lifier?

10
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191.

Figure 2. One-Stage Phase Splitter

iii

REP4 -676

--The-circuit-that-proiricies-the-advantages-ora,95fiViaitthrial puS6--Full amplifier without
the need of a phase-inverter stage or center-tapped transformer is called a

circuit.

8. A complementary-symmetry circuit requires input signal.

O. In a complementary-symmetry Circuit, the amount of current flow depends upon the

of the incoming sigRAL

. ...._ 10. The direction of current flow through the load resistor of a complementary-
symmetry circuit depends on the of the incoming signal.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED PAGE.

D. Turn to Student Text;' Volume V, and read paragraphs 5-51 through 5-61. Return to this
- page and answer the following questions.

1. A compound-connected amplifier is a circuit designed to increase

2. Compound-connected transistors in a circuit of any configuration can be considered

as a

3. In a compound-connected amplifier, the tota current through the load is equal to the
collector current of both transistors. (TRUE) (FALSE)

4. Referring to figure 1, what would be the effect on the circuit if 111 were open?

5. Referring to figure 1,' U Q1 opened, there would be no output from the circuit.
(TRUE) (FALSE)

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED PAGE.

---
11
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ANSWERS TO C:

1. driver stage

2. coupling transformer T -1-

3. wider

4. balance output impedance

5. increasing R2 to a higher value than R3

6- by using discharge diodes

7: complementary-symmetry

8. one

9. magnitude

10.. polarity

If you missed ANY questions, review the Material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO D:

1. alpha

2. single unit

3. True

4. no forward bias voltage

5. False

If you missed ANY questions, review the material before you continue.

E. Turn to Laboratory Exercise 37-1 and complete all sections before returning to this page.
The material in this exercise is arranged to give you practical experience in troubleshooting
analysis of malfunctioning power amplifiers similar to those you will encounter in the field.
If you have any difficulty, contact your instructor.

,

..

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

12
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIERS

OBJECTIVES:

I. Given a push-pull power amplifier trainer, oscilloscope, multitneter; signal generator,
and schematic diagram, measure the signal input and output amplitudes of each transistor and
determine the effect of varying bias .voltage.

. ,

2. Given an inoperative push-pull power amplifier trainer, schematic diagram, multi-
meter, signal generator, and oscilloscope, determine the faulty components, two out of three
times.

Upon completion of this exercise have your instructor initial these objectives on your
progress check.

EQUIPMENT:

I. Transistor Push-Pull Amplifier, Trainer #5969.

2. Transistor Power Supply, Trainer *4649.

3. Oscilloscope (LA-261).

4. Multimeter (PSM-q;

5. Signal Generator, Trainer #4664.

REFERENCES:

Student Text, Volume V, Chapter 5.

itc

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY RULES AT
ALL TIMES. REMOVE WATCHES AND RINGS.

PROCEDURES:..-----------

1. Analysis of the trainer.'

a. The transistor push-p amplifier trainer schematic is shoWn in figure 37-1.

b. The trainer requires a signal input from a signal generator to produce an output.

c. The trainer incorporates rheostat R5 for changing forward bias.

2. Preparation of the equipment:

a. Oscilloscope Controls (LA-261) 'Position
4-

(I) .POWER ON,

(2) VOLTS/DIV A Channel .5 Calibrated

Is



LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1

a. (Continued)

Oscilloscope Controls (LA-261) Position

(3) VOLTS/DIV B Channel .5 Calibrated

(4) MODE Alternate

(5) A & B CHANNEL POLARITY Normal AC

(6) TRIGGER SELECTOR EXT 4

AUTO

NORMAL

.5 millisec. Calibrated

Position

(1) POWER ON

(2) SINE WAVE AMPLITUDE MINIMUM

(3) SINE WAVE RANGE 1 Volt

(4) FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER 10

(5) FREQUENCY (Hz) 100

c. Trainer. #5969

(7) MODE

(8) HORIZONTAL DISPLAY

(9) TIME/DIV

b. Signal Generator Controls (04864)

R5

S- 7

MaiiiI011_

Fully Counterclockwise

Left

d. Signal Generator to Trainer d

(I)' Ground signal generator to.. trainer at TP102.

(2) Connect output of signal generator to trainer at TP101.

e. Oscilloscope to Trainer

(1) Ground oscilloscope to trainer at TP2.

(2) Connect A Channel input to TP1. (Use regular probe).

(3) Connect B Channel input to TP5. (Use regular 'probe).

(4) Connect trigger input jo TP8.

14 226
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1

(5) Position the A Channel sweep the upper section of the oscilloscope display.

(6) Position the B Channel sweep to the lower section of the oscilloscope display.

f. Power Supply to Trainer

(1) Connect the power supply to the trainer with the power cable provided.

(2) Set power supply voltage output (VCC ) to 9 volts by using the meter and
adjustment on the power supply and re-check voltage output using the multimeter at TP110
and ground. Readjust the power supply output voltage as necessary.

3. Activity

a. Adjust the sine wave input amplitude for 2 volts peak-to-peak.

(1) Adjust the amplitude control_ on the_signaLgonibratnr to_nhtftin the
voltage.

(2) Observe Channel A on the oscilloscope to insure a 2 volt peak-to-peak signal

-

b. Measure and compare the amplitude and phase relationship of the input signals
to Qi and Q2.

amplitude.

base of Ql.

L

(1) Move Channel A probe to TP4 and measure the signal amplitude an the

TP- I

Volts Pk/Pk.

TP e ..

Figure 3?-1. Transistor Push-Pull Amplifier

15
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1

Q102
(2) Observe Channel B display and measure the signal amplitude on the base of

Volts Pk/Pk.

(3) Draw the two signal waveshapes on graph A, indicating signal amplitude and
prime relationship.

NIMBUSES' MINIMSIIMESUIIIMIESIUMMEMEMEsSEEMMMEEMMUIMENIIIIMEEMMINEMIEUM EEMU MUM' IMOMMEanam mmammoismeu
MUMMIES' MUMMERIUMIMM MUUMUUS
MEE INNEUMISSIEWEEEMUSE ESSEMMES SEEMMEUM
MN USIUMIME EU IMMENSEEMU! MIESISIIEUSIEgMBELTMMOINES Minims MOSNSES

MIME ImMli IMIIIIIMS11MIMI ISMOMMIEMESM S MEMOSmosiummommwarINIMUIUMIMUMIMSMIUMEMIIMIREMEEMS EM
ommimm

IIIMINuEUMESE INUIMEMIMMEMBIMISIII MIEE
IMMUNISES MENOMINEEmon nusiina unsouMII SEMI IIIIMMUSIMS MISS MISINSEMEMIN 111 MI IIIMEEEUIMEM ISM EMMESIESSEWEEmum u

Graph A. Graph B
0

c. Compare the base and emitter waveshapes of Q1

, (1) Connect the Channel B probe to TP6.

(2) Observe and drawthe emitter waveshap of Q on graph B.

(3) Ob6erve and draw the basewaveshate of Ql.

14) By comparison of the,two si*n3ls it-is evident that:

(a) The negative _alternation-Of the input signal causes Qi to .

(b) Tbe flat portion of the emitter signal indicates .
.

d. Determine the cutoff and conductioh time of QI and Q2.

(i) Connect Channel B probe to TP7 ,(emitter of 02).

(2) Channel A probe to TP6 (emitter of 01).
J

() Obs rve the emitter waveshapes of both transistors and calculate the cutoff,
and conduction- ime of each.

\
(a) Qi: \Cutoff time milliseconds

Co 'hduction time milliseconds

1

(b) Q2: Cutoff t yne milliseconds'\Conduction time milliseconds-n_\ .4.#,<\ 6

1
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1

(c) The transistors are longer than they are

(d) The transistors are operating class

e. Determine the effect of the input waveform on bias.

(1) Set the PSM-6 on the 20, k ohm/volt function and the .5 range.

(2) Measure the. bias voltage between the base and emitter of Ql: volts.

(3) While_ measuring the bias voltage on QI,, decrease the input signal ampli-

tude to 0 volts and observe the results.

(4) Measure the voltage at TP3:

(5) Measure the bias voltage between the base and emitter of Q2: volts.

(6) While measuring the bias voltage on Q2, increase the input signal arnpli-

tude and observe the results. .

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR VERIFICATION OF YOUR ANSWERS.

NOTE: With R5 fully clockwise there is no forwird bias being provided by the voltage
divider network. The input signal is causing the emitter-base junction to have reverse bias.

.
,,

(7) What was the effect on the reverse bias when the input signal amplitude

was decreased to 0 volts? .

increased?

for 2 volts.

clockwise

4otweal 1

(6) What was the effect on the reverse bias when the input signals amplitude was

.

(9) Connect the Channel A probe to TTPI and adjust the input signal amplitude

(10) Connect the P3M-6 to TP5 (NEG) and TP3 (POS) and rotate
/RS

while observing the PSM-6.

(1 1 ) Record the forward bias voltage on QI and Q2 with R5 fully clockwise.

(a) VEB Ql: volts.

(b) V
DB

Q2: volts.

(12) Measure the voltage at TP3:

(13) What effect did rotating R5 clockwise have on the forward bias voltage?

17
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1

TP8

(14) With R5 fully l'clockwise, the transistors are operating ,class

I. Determine the effect on the output waveform when bias is varied. ' ,

(1) Remove the PSM-8 and rotate R5 fully counterclockwise.

(2) Change the trigger input probe to
and Channel B probe to TP9.

TP11 and connect Channel A probe to
0

(3) Set the oscilloscope VOLTS/DIV control to andnd measure:

(a) Q1 collector signal voltage:

(b) @2 collector signal voltage:

(4) Draw the collector waveshapes of @I
tude (Pk/Pkl.and phase i rlationship on graph C.

IMMMERNIIMBEW11
E!EmMEuBm-REmMEo EEam

si
EEMINEINEal.

EMTAIEEEMIEENEEEM
ommiumipm

illEEEEMEEMMEEMEEEEERE
EMEEMEEENE ENIEENEEE EN
IMEEEEEEEEEMEEE1111
EEMIMEMEEMEENINEEN
MENEEMIEEEMEcimmiumIEEEEEEMIlEtEMEEEEEEVIIIIEM EllEMBEEEEEEEEBEEEEMMEINEEN
IMIIIIEMEEE EU
EEEEIRREE11111ENEE MEE

Graph C

Pk/Pk.

V Pk/Pk.

and Q2*, showing voltage. ampli-

lIMMIS11111INE E1111M1IM111
NEWARIIILEINEENIIIMMEM
suplepszu mmumemirmr
MENEM ENEEENEEEMIN
MINEEllirnEEIEEEEEEEEE
INEENEEMEEEEREEEEENEE

IRIMMINZAIONNEEMBIN111111INEEME1
MINENEEINEEMMEENPIEMEM
MINEEENEENEssimmEnolimENEEE MEEMCIMEEMEEE NIEEIEEKIN EEEMEN EEEEEMEMEW IIIIIEIEEEEEENEINEEmiEIEE111MMI RENEIEEEIEE
EME lElilliNEMIEMEMINEMMEMO INEEENBEENE

(5) Rotate 'R5 fully clockwise and measure:

"(a). Q1
(b) Q2

collector signal voltage:

collector signal voltage:

Graph D

Pk/Pk.

Pk/Pk.

fi

- ..
t3) Draw the collector waveshapes of Q1 and Q2, showing voltage amplitude

(Pk/ Pk) and phase relationship with R5 fully clockwise on graph D.

(7) What effect does
signal crossover?

R5 in the. fully clockwise position have on the collector

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR THE PROGRESS CHECK.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1

5-. ACTIVITY
. 4" .

The remainder, of this practical exercise is devoted to troubleshooting analysis of the
problems inserted within the trainer which will wake it inoperative or function abnormally. -

This laboratory exercise will provide practice in associating symptoms of a malfunction
to a specific trouble and will be conducted in the following sequence. .

,.

a.' The normal voltage and waveshape measurements will be taken and: recorded on the
troubleshooting summary chart 37-3.

b. A known trouble will then be placed in the trainer-and voltage and wave shape meas-
urements will be .takei and recorded in the appropriate blocks on figure 37-3. Compare your .

readings to the readings on figure 37-2. U any large differences exist, call your instructor.
3

c. Next you will be questioned to assure association of the abnormal readings to the
inserted trouble,

d. This procedure will be repeated for all six troubles.

e. Note: before beginning the exercise detach figure 37-3 and 37-4 from the rear of the
guidance package. Figure 37-4 illustiates the location of the switches that simulate the six'.
troubles that can be inserted in the trainer, and figure 37-3 is the troubleshooting summary.

f. Follow the procedures used in setting up the trainer and test equipment that you used
in the first section of this laboratory exercise.' Be sure to adjust your input (VCC to 9 V.
And your input wave form to 2 V Pk/Pk.

5. The first trouble will be R-1 open. On the back of the trainer you will find a panel.
Open the panel and place S-1 in the up position.

a. What is the purpose of RI?
..----

b. Using the scope, place "A" channel probe in TP11.
amplitude of the signal on figure 37-3.

Measure and record the Pk/Pk.

4

c. Using the ISM -6 place the black lead in TP4 and the. red lead id TP6. Record '

the reading in the appropriate block on figure 37-3.

d..What effect did the trouble have on the signal at TP11?
.

e. How was the bias on Q1 affected?

6. Next trouble will be R-3 open. (S-2 tip and S-1 down).

a. What is the purpose of 41-3?
D

b. What effectwould opening R-3 have on the output signal?
. , , A

c. With the scope measure and record the Pic/Pit amplitude and signal at TP11 in
-,1 l'the appropriate block on figure 37-3. ,,

19
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1

TP1
''''

Input Signal
(0'icupe)

2 V pk..pk

/-)L../(-\./.

TP4
to

Base Signal 4-1
(0!;c0P16)

.7 V pk-pk

(\./\./

TP5
Base Signal Q.2

(Otscope)`

.7 V pk-pk

INr\i
TP6

'Emitter Signal Q-1
(Oacope)

14 y pk-nk

.../1--L.P--

TP7
Emitter Signal Q.2

(0,scope) ,

.14 v 'pk.pk

.--\_)---L.,---

TP6 .

Collector Signal .¢1
(05cope)

..

9.2 V pk-pk

rrt-, r1/4.
sv -1

T.P9
Collector Signal Q-2
(0SCOPO

..

9.2 V pkg.pk

rill. ji\."
N.:

TP11
Output Signal

(0scope)

3 v pkpk

('
'i 'kr

Tp-4 to Tp-6
QA1

PSW6)
.08 V

. .

TP-5 to TF-7

VES Q'''?

(P514-6)
.4)6 V

-..,

Figure' 37-2. Normal Signals
-4

"d, With the scope cheek TP6, measure and record your findings in the appropriate
block en figure'37 -3. .

e. What effect did opening R-3 have on.the emittex signal of Ql?

f. ,What effect did opening R-3 harem on the output signal?

7. Look at the rear panel and place S-3 in the up position and S-2 in the down position.
,

a. Measure the signal at TP11 and record in appropriate block on figure 37-3.

b. Changing S-3 to the up position has what effect on the output signal?

c, mtiat effect did ehanging.S-3-12ave.on Q2?

d. What effect did changing' S-3 have on Ql?

S
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 37-1.

6. Look at the rear panel and place S-3 in the down position and S-4 in the up position.

a. Measure the output signal at TP11 and record on figure 37-3.

b. How was the output signal affected?

c. How was the bias on 01 affected?

9. Place S4 in the down position and 8-5 in the up position.

a. What is the purpose of R-4?

b. What effect would opening R-4 have on the output signal?

c. With the scope measure and record the Pk-Pk. Amplitude and signal at TP11
in the appropriate block onfigitre 37-3.

d. Measure TIP: _ and record your findings in the appropriate block on figure 37-3.

é. What effect did opening R4 have on the 'signal" at TP11?

f. What effect .did opening R-4 have on the bias of .Q2?

Place S -5 in the down position and 8-6 in the up position..

a. With 'S-6 in the up position what effect should this have on the output signal?

b. Measure and record the Pk-Pk.' Amplitude and signal in the appropriate block on
figure 37-3.

c. What effect did changing S-6 have on the signal at TP11?

d. What effect did changing 5-6 have on the bias Of Q2?

t 11. After completion of the practical notify your instructor that' you are ready for the Criterion.
Progress Check.
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MODULE SELF-CHECK

TROUBLESHOOTING 1 SOLID STATE POWER AMPLIFIERS

QUESTIONS:

I. Changing the forward bias on a push-pull power amplifier affects

a. class of operation

b. crossover distortion

c. efficiency

d. all of the above

2. With normal forward bias applied to the transistors within their specification for a push-
pull amplifier, what class of operation will the amplifier operate?

a. 'class A

b. class AB

c. class B
d, class C

3. With only a slight amount of forward bias applied to the transistors in a push-pull amplifier,
what class of operation will it operate?

a. class A
b. class AB

c. class B
d. class C

A push-pull amplifier operating at class B would have

a. full forward bias

b.- slightly forward bias .

c. reverse bias
d. zero bias

5. In the paraphase amplifier circuit in figure 1, select the correct DC current path.

a, from ground through R2, Ql, R3 to -Vcc

b. from -V
CC

through RI, Ql, R2 to ground

c. from -V
CC

through R3, R1, Ql, R2 to ground

5. The output signal of figure 1 is taken from

a. point A

b. point B

c. points A and B

7.. The relation of the output signals at point A to poi B is
;14
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vcc 4 MODULE SELF-CHECK
R2

R3

kr
INPUT

111

12

Cr

REP4-678

Figure 1 Figure 2. Complementary-Symmetry Circuit

8. U resistors R2 and R3 equal each.edher in figure 1, the amplitude of the output signals at
point A and point B will be .

9. Select the correct statement that describes the input signal requirements for a comple-
mentary symmetry circuit. .

a. two inputs with 180 degree phase oifference.

b. two inputs in phase

c. one signal input

10. The voltage gain in a complementary symmetry circuit is accomplished by the push-pull
action of the transistor. (TRUE) (FALSE)

11. Referring to figure 2, a negative going input signal will cause transistor Q1 to

12. Referring to figure 2, a negative going input signal will cause transistor Q2 to .

13. waen Q1 in figure 2 is conducting, the correct current path for Q1 is from the negative
side of Arm, through Q1, RL to the positive side of Arm. (TRUE) AFALSE)

14. A corn pounded - connected _amplifier is a

circuit designed to increase

15. The total current of the circuit in figure-
3 will pass through RL. (TRUE) (FALSE)

16. Given the alpha of each transistor in fig-
ure 3 equal to .95, compute the total current

=4.7501

1 = 1007
I- =95%1E0 1 I TOTAL = 99.75% 1E

flow IC at point C. E

-V CC CC
+VCC

REP4-681

Figure 3. Compound-Connected Common Base

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS CN-THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED PAGE.
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MODULE SELF-CHECK

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK

1. d

2. a

3. b

4. d

5. c

6. c

1. 180 degrees out of phase

8. equal

9. c

10. True

11. conduct (harder)

12. conduct less

13. True

14. alpha (gain)

15. False

16. 99,75

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT, REVIEW 'THE
MATERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER. ALL QUESTIONS
CORRECTLY. IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.

111
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. _ .. Uormal

.

Trouble
#1

Trouble
#2

.

Trouble
1;3

Trouble
#1..

Trouble
#0

Trouble
#6

IP-1
.T.:Ip tit a g nal
(C1 scope) -

.

.

1

.

TP-4.
3e. se cl
(0' scope)
IT -5 .

e se 4;,2
(C1 scope) .

_

E:ltt sr Co2
( of s9ope)

'113-7

.

&.:1 tter
(0' scope) ,
-,D..... 44. ... .

Collector cl
.(01scooe)
'2-9
Collector Q2
p(O' scope)

.

__--

17-1 1
Cutout. :A.gnAl

p(C, I scope )

,
.

TP-4',. to TP-6
VZ3;1
(PZ-6)
,..,
J.P-5 to TP-;17
laZ q2

PS14-6 . . .

.

4

Figure 37-3* 'Troubleshooting Slummy' Chart
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CHANGE 1
REP-GP-37

1 August 1974
Effective 1 February 1976-

Page 1 OBJECTIVE1 e. Given a trainer having an inoperative transistor push.
pull power amplifier, schematic diagram, multimeter, and oscilloscope, determine /
the faulty component two out of three times!

Page 2 . AUDIOVISUAL.% Televispion Lesson 30-359, Transistorized Push -Pull
Amplifier and Television Lesson 30-436, Complementary Symmetry

Page 13 through 211 Use Laboratory Exercise 37..1 contained,in this Ch

Page 25 and 261 Delete

LABORATORY EXERCISE

37-1

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID.,STATB PO IPLIFIIRS
i

OBJECTIVE s Given a trainer having an inoperative tra4sistor push -pull power
amplifier, schematic, diagram, multimeter and oscilloscope, determine the faulty
component two Out-of three times.

-EQUIPMENTS

Transistor Push -Pull Amplifier

Transistor Sewer Supply

Oscilloscope

MUltimeter .

Signal Generator

. REFERENCES1 Student Text, Volume V, Chapter 5.
.

CAUTIONS OBSERVE BOTH PERSONNEL AND EQUIANcoSAFETT10.1LES AT ALL TINES,
REMOVE WATCHESAND RINGS.

PROCEDURES s'

1. Trainer'Analyisiss Refer to figure 1 ii Handout 37 to locate the components
as each of the following trainer functions are identified:

a. T1 couples an input signal to the bases of amplifiers 411 and Q2. The
base signals are equal in amplitude and 180 degrees out of phase.

b. El, R2 and R5 form a variable voltage divider to develop forward bias,
when S7 is closed (left position).

-C. R3 and R4 are emitter swamping resistors.

ATC 14:0Ar 4-3767
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d. T2 couples the collector signals to load resistor R6.

e. The battery symbol represents an external,powir aupay.

f. The following troubles can be inserted by switches located in a
panel on the front of the trainers

(1) Open R2 (Removes forward bias).

(2). Open R3 (Opens emitter circuit of Q1).

(3) Open Collector Q]. (Disables 14.)

(4) Shorted R1 (Makes forward bias zero).,

(5) Open h4 Ovens emitter circuit of Q2)

(6) Open Collector Q2 (Disables Q2)

NOTEi Trouble switches are not shown in figure 1 in Student Handout 37.

2. Equipment Preparations

a. Oscilloscor4 Controls -Position

(1) POWER ON

(2) VOLTS /CM (CIO) .5 V CAL

(3) VOLTS/CM (CH2) .5 V CAL

.(4) CHOP -ALT ALT

(5) SEPARATE-CH1&CH2 SEPARATE

(6) INVERT CH2 Pushed in

(7) TRIG SELECT Err +
LEvEr. AUTO

(8) AO-ACE -DC AC

(9) Vertical Position (CIO) 1 cm above center

(10) Vertical Position (CH2) 1 cm below center

(11) TrmE/cm, .5 mS CAL'

(12) AC-GND-DC (CHIC and CH2) AC

2
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b. Signal Generator Controls

(1) POWER

(2) SINE WAVE AMPLITUDE

(3) SINE WAVE RIME

(4) FREQUENCY MULTIPLIER

(5) FREQUENCY

c. =MC
(1)*E5

(2) S7

(3) 31 through 56 (trouble switches)

d7--Interconnectionst

(1) Signal generator ground to trainer TP2

.(2) Sine wave outpitt, of signal generator to trainer TF1

(3) Oscilloscope ground to trainer TP12

position

ON

Minimum

1 Volt

10

100

Position

Fully CountexclockwiSe

Left (Closed)

down

(4) Oscilloscope.EXT TR1Ginput to signal generator, sine wave output

(5) Connect power supply to the trainer and set the output voltage
adjustment fully counterclockwise.

(6) Plug power supply into Tench -power sogPce.

3. Activity Trainer Familiarisation

a. Set the multimeter FUNCTION to ACV 20k0 /V and RANGE to 10,andconnect
the multimeter between TP10 (black lead) and ground (red lead).

b. Turn the power supply ON and set the output voltage to 8 volts.
Remove the multimeter leads.

NOTEI If power is lost, reset power supply by turning OFF and
back' ON.

c. Connect oscilloscope CHIto TPL and adjust the sine wave amplitude
control of the signal generator to obtain a 2 volt Pk Pk input signal.

d. Compare amplitale and phase relationship of the input signals.

3
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Q1.
(1) Move CIO to TP4 and measure the signal amplitude on the bate of

Volts Pk-Pk.-
.

(2) Connect oscilloscope CH2 to TP5 and measure'the.signal amplitude
on the base of Q2

Volts Pk-Pk.

(3) Draw the two signal waveshapes on graph A.
amplitude and phase relationship

BASS
41

BASS
42

MIMI MOMU.... MIimmEsmonmo
111111111111MMEME

Indicate signal

Graph A Graph B

e. Compare the base and emitter waveshapes of-121.

(1) Use C. display of TP4 and drew the base waveshape of 41
P.

on graph B.

(2) Move CH2 from TP5 to TP6 to obser4e-the emitter waveshape
of Ql..

(3) Draw the emitter waveshape of 41 on graph B. .

(4) Compare the two signals and answer the folloWings

(a) The negaiiie alternation of the base signal causes 41 to

(b) Tbe.flat portion Of the emitter signal indicates

NOTEs Since-the transistors share a common biasing circuit, operating
characteristics of both'transistors can be determined bymeasure-
ments taken on one transistor.

f. Transistor cutoff and conduction times and the relationship to
crossover distortion.
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(1) Observe thiemitter waveshape of Q- 1(CH2,TP6) and measure the
cutoff and conduction times.

(a) Cutoff lime Milliaebonds

(b) CondUction Time Milliseconds

are (conductin
(c) Thi

ftf).

istors are (CondUcting)(cutoff) longer than they
g)(cutorans

0,

(d) The transistors are operating class
0

(2) Observe amplifier output.

(a) Move CH1 of the oscilloscope%o TP11 to observe amplifier
output and slowly tun R5 clockwise.

(b) As R5 is turned clockwieet :rossover-distortion (increases)
(decreases).

(3) With B5 fullclockwise, observe the emitter waveshspe of Q-1
(CH21TP6) And measure cutoff and conduction times."`

la) Cutoff time 9 _

(b) Conduction time

milliseconds.

. milliseconds.

(c) The transistors are operating class

g. Determine the effect of bias on crossover distortion.

(1) Set the multimeter FUNCTION to 20k2/11 and RANGE to .5.

(2) Measure the bias voltage between TP5 (NEG) and TP? (FOS) while
s).owly turning R5 counterclockwise

(3) Usizigthe information obtained in stepsf and, g, answer the
following:

(a) As (forWard)(reverse) bias is (increased)(decreased), cross
over distortion increases.

0

(b) Crossover. distortion is less when the transistorsare
operated class

at the outp(4)

Set B5 to a position where the least distortion is displayed.
ut ).

0
.5
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ak I J .

a

.

hi Determine the effect of inpUt signal on bias.

(1) Use multiineter to measure and record bias on Q2 from 115,(NEG)
TP7(.POS). Forward bias - volts.

(2) Remove signal generator input at TP1. Measbre and record bias
a Q2. Forwatd bias volts.

(3) The input signal causes the forward bias to (increase)(decrease).

(4) Ritonnect signal generator to TP1

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERA

4. Activity - Troubleshooting

a. Set the trz.iner for normal operation

(1) Use CHI ,sf oszilloscope and adjust the input signal at TP1
for 1 volt Pk-Pk.

(2) Use CHI of the osoilIoscope.and the mUltimeter to adjust 196 for
equal conduction and cutoff time of transistor Ql.

b. Record the WRMAL MEASURED VALUES on the Troubleshooting Summary Chart
in Student Handout HO-37. Compare the measured Values with those listed An
the NOMINAL VALUES column of the Summary Chart..

c. Insert the following troubles and record the circuit measurements in
the trouble column of -chart 1, HO-37.

(1) Trouble hl - OPEN R3. Move S2 UP.

(a) Which measured values changed with this troubled?

(b) "'The trouble affects the circuitry associated with (01)(Q2)%

(c) Was there a signal at the emitter and collector of Ql? Why?

6
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distorted?
(d) Was the Output(TPI1) distorted? If so, bow was it

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REHM TROUBLE (S2 DOWN)

(2) Trouble 4;2 41 OPEN Move S3 UP.

(a) Which =severed values changed with this trouble?

distorted?

(b) The trouble affects the circuitry aesociatedyith (QL)(42).

(c). Was there a signal at the emitier of Ql? If so, Why?

(d) Was there's civarst the collector of ial?

(e) Was the output (ml) distorted? If so, how was it

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS. AND REMOVE. TROUBLE (S3 DOWN)

(3) Trouble 43 SI SHORTED Move S4 UP.
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. (a) Which measured values changed with this trouble?

(Q2)(Both).
(b) The-trouble affects the circuitry associated with (11)

(c) How did this trouble affect thokwaVeshapes observed at
the transistor collectors.

CoUld the faulty component be located with an Ohmmeter? How?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE TROUBLE ($4 DOWN)

(4) Trouble #4 R4 OPEN Move S5 UP.

. (a) Which measured values changed with this trouble?

(b) The trouble affects the circuitry associated with (Q1)(Q2).

(c) Was there a signal-at the emitter and collector of Q2? Why?

8
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distorted?
(d) Was the output(TP11) distorted? It sop how was it

CONFIRM TOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE TROUBLE(S4 DOWN)

(5) Trouble 605 - Q2 OFENMove S6 UP.

(a) Which measured.valuee changed with this trouble?

(b) The-trouble affects the circuitry associated with (01)'(Q2).

(c) Was there a signal at the emitter of Q2? It sop why?

(d)* Was there a signal at the collector-of Q2?

(e) Was the output (T1211) distorted? If so, how was it distorted?

CONFIRM TOUR ANSWERS AND REMOVE IlouBg (S6 DOWN)

5. Summary

a. he input signals to the' bases of Q1 and Q2 are equal in amplitude and
(in)(180 out of) phase.

b. Class AB operation of the transistors requires (mori)(less) forward
bias than Class C and produces (minimum)(maximum) crossover distortion in the
output.

c. Decreasing forward bias will(increase)(docrease) crossover distortion.

1,1

9
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d. Match the following trouble symptoms with the malfunctioning circuits

ands Malfuncti9n

(1) Negative portion of the (a) Q1 Circuitry
output at TP11 is missing.

'(2) Change in class of opar. (0) Q2 Circuitry
ation from B to C.

(3) Positive portion of the (c) Bias Network
output at TP11 is missing.

CONFIBM YOUR ANSWERS

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCT.3 POR PROGRESS CHECK.

10
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666

Ammo TO inauttax Exialasi 37.1

)s Measurements will vary with each trainer.
. .

3. Activity Trainer Familiarisation

d(1) .75

a(2) .75

d(3)

e(i) 8: (3)

mammumemm
gamemamema
ememmeme
QMOWAMQ1111
MMEMBINIME

Graph A

MMEMEOMMEM
OWAINMEIRE
MINIMMEMMEM
WEICIAMP=M:
MMUMUMUMWM
INIMMEMEMEM

e(4)(a) conduct

41(4)(b) curoff

.t(1) (a) .6

f(1)(c) cutoff; conducting

t(1)(d) C

1(2)(b) decreases

f(3)(0.35

2 5

Graph B

11

60

MITER Q1

f(3)(0.65

t(3)(c) AB

g(3)(a) forward, decrease

g(3)(b).0

b(1) .03,

h(2) .14

b(3) increase

.71



4. .Activity Troubleshooting

Step c

(1)(a) TP6, MI TP9, TP11 and TP4 to TP6.

(1)(b) Q1

(1)(c) Yee. The signal coupled from base to emitter. Autotransformsr
coupled by the primary of T2 from collector of Q2 to collector of Ql.

(1)(d) Yee. Negative alternation clipped.

(2)(a) TP4, TP6, TP8, TP9 and TP11.

(2)(b) *Q1

(2)(c) Very small. Q1 does not conduct emitter to collector'1

(2)(d) Yes. 'Autotransformer coupled by primary of T2 from collector
of Q2.

(2)(e)

(3)(0

(3) (d)
power off.

(4)(a)

(4)(b)

Yes. Negative alternation clipped.

TP6, TP7, TP8, TP9, TP11, TP4 to TP6 and TP5 to TP7.

both Q1 and Q2
Smaller than normal. Severe crossover distortion.
Yes. Measure resistance from. Ti. center tap to ground with

TP7, TP8, TP9p TP11 and-TP5 to TP7.

Q2

(4)(c) Yes. Signal' is still coupled from bais to emitter. Autotrans
former coupled by primary of T2 to collector of Q2.

Yes. Positive alternation clipped.

TP5, TP71.-TF8i TP9 and TP11.

Q2

Very small. Q2

(5)(d) Yes.' Signal is
Q1 to collector of Q2.

(5)(e) Yes. Positive

is,nCt.conducting from emitter to collector.

autotransiormer coupled from Collector of

alternation clipped.
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5. Scianary

a. 180° out of

b. more, .adrilmura
f...,

C. increase

d. (1)at (2)-c, (3)b

...

.

13
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TEST
POINTS

)

NOMINAL
VALUES

NORMAL
MEASURED

TROUBLE ,
R4 OPEN

TROUBLE -'
0-1 OPEN

TROUBLE
R.1 SHORT

TROUBLE
R-4 OPEN

TROUBLE °
0-2 OPEN

TP1 - TPZ
INPUT SIGNAL
(Oecilioocope)

1V PkPk

. - - - -- -- - - - - -- ..,

TP4 - GND
BASE01

(Oscilloscope)

.4V Pk.,pk

- - 41.m. .......01..1. Om wr - - - - -- 40. a im. ..

, .

TPS - GND
BASE02

(Oscilloscope)

.4V PkPk

-
t.

- - - -- -
I

-- - - -- ..,. 40 Ir 4P ..=

.

- - - -- - -- re

TP6 - GND
EMITTER 01
(Oscilloscope),

.2V Pk.Pk

'

------- p1 =1.. .01 =46=m, -

,TP7 GND
EMITTER 02
(Oscilloscope

.2V PkPk - - - --- ------ -----
--7--

TP8 - OND
COLLECTOR 01
(Oscilloscope)

. _k
s

.m...0..... .. MID .....wryr.,w
TP9 - GND

COLLECTOR 02
(Oscilloscope)

2.2V PkPk

A

-- - - - - --- ----- --

TPII - TP1Z
OUTPUT SIGNAL

(Oscilloscope)

.5 V Plc.-Pk

........ - - - - -- - - . - - - --- - Ow. www .II ..,,. .. w, .1. Am

TP4 TP6
VEB 01
(Multimeter)

., 1VDC

.
I PS -TP7ED 02
(Multimeter)

., 1VDC
, .

.
.

Chart 1. Troubleshooting Summary Chart.
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Figure 1. Transistor Push-Pull Amplifier
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ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES (MODULAR SELF - PACED)

MODULE 38
......C-1

TROUBLESHOOTING SOLID STATE NARROW BAND AMPLIFIERS

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic.
Principles Course. This Guidance Package contains specific information, including references*
to other resources you may study, which will enable you to satisfy the learning objectives.
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Laboratory Exercise 4
Module Self-Check 10
Answers 12

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: Devices which amplify signals
in the RF spectrum are sometimes called
NARROW BAND AMPLIFIERS. When a radio, .

television, or radar signal is picked up by an
antenna it is usually very weak and in the
order of millivolts or even microvolts in
amplitude. Narrow band amplifiers are used
to amplify these weak signalS enough that
they can be used, eventually, to drive some
load. Because of the frequency range of these
amplifiers, interelement and stray
capacitance and inductance, feedback, -Ind
interstage coupling become critical. This
chapter discusses the neutralization and'
unilaterali;ation of narrow band amplifiers,
effects. of load changes: on Q and bandwidth;
feedback, interstage coupling, and trouble-
shooting.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module, you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives.

Supersedes KEP-GP-38, dated 1 June 1975.

u

a. Given a list of statements, select the
one which describes the effects of load
changes on Q and bandwidth of a narrow
band amplifier.

b. Given a list of statements, select the
one which describes the effects of regen-
erative feedback on narrow band amplifier
stability; distortion; gain.

c. Given frequency response curves for
transformer coupling, select the ones which
identify -undercoupling; overc_oupliii; critical
coupling.

d. Given schematic diagrams of narrow
band amplifiers, identify the neutralization
or unilateralization components.

e. Given a transistor radio frequency
amplifier trainer, multimeter, and oscillo-
scope, plot the frequency response ,curve
and deterMine the bancgiass and-bandwidth at
the half power- points within ±10 percent
accuracy.

4., e..1 I



f. Given a trainer having an inoperative
transistor narrow band amplifier, schematic
diagram, multimeter, and oscilloscope,
determine the faulty component two out of
three times.

LIST OF .RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of This module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preference, any or all of the
following:

READING' MATERIALS:

Digest
Adjunct Guide with Student Text V

LABORATORY EXERCISE:

38-1, Troubleshooting Solid State Narrow
Band Amplifiers

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SELF-CHECK. IF NOT, SELECT

,ONE OF THE RESOURCES AND BEGIN
STUDY.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU
NEED HELP.

ADJUNCT GUIDE

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Confirm your answers at the back of this
Guidance Package.

If you experience any difficulty, contact
your instructor.

Begin the program.

generally classified as narrow band ampli-
fiers. Most of your previous study has been
associated with current- operated devices in
the low frequency audio range which differs
considerably in characteristics from RF
amplifiers. This chapter investigates the
terms and operational characteristics of RF
amplifiers, methods of coupling, cascaded
RF amplifiers, and trouble analysis. Study
the material carefully as you will encounter
RF4amplifiers wherever radio frequency
signals are used.

In this modulo you will study circuits
that operate in the radio frequency spectrum.
These radio .frequency (RF) circuits are

1

A. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and read
paragraphs 6-1 through 6-13. Return to this
page and answer the following questions.

1. By comparison to a single stage RF
amplifier, the resultant bandwidth of two or
more RF stages connected in cascade is

2. What is the effect on selectivity of a
receiver where additional stages of tuned

circuits are added? .

3: Referring to figure 38-1, the selection of
the signal {s} to be amplified by Q1 is accom-

plished by what components?

4. Where is the input signal voltage for .Q1

developedin figure 38-1?

5. Why are the antenna and collector tank
circuits tuned to resonate at the same

/- frequency?

258
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ANTENNA GANGED

FREQUENCY
SELECTOR

T2

C3

R2

C -VC

Figure 38-1. Transistor RF Amplifier

6. The response c.irves for each stage of a
three-stage cascade tuRF amplifier will
be identical. (True) (Fa ls:s)

7. Noise valtages at the limits of the
bandpass can be minimized by decreasing
the bandwidth. (True) (False)

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

B. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 6-14 through 6-30. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

Refer to figure 38-1 for questions 1

throt*gh 4.

1. Given the following syniptoms, determine
the malfunction:

a-. Output signal lower than normal.

b. Bandwidth increased.

c. Collector voltage normal.

(11 fr of first tank higher than normal:

2. Given the following symptoms, determine
the malfunction:

a. No output signal.

.

REP41321

b. Collector voltage (VC of Ql is zero).

C. Bias voltage to Ql present.

3. Given the following symptoms, detrinine
the malfunction:

a. No output signal at secondary of T2.

b. DC voltage in collector circuit slightly
higher than normal.

c. QI checks good.

4. Given the following symptoms, determine
the malfunction: cainonk,

a. No output signal.

b. Bias voltage normal.

c. Collector voltage normal.

5. Narrow. band amplifiers use resonant
circuits to establish the selectiiity and
sensitivity of the system. (True) (False)

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

e
_ -

C. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read Nragraphs 6-31 through 6-54. Return to
this page and answer the following questions.

2
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1. The primary and/or secolubb windings
of RF transformers are tank circuits tuned
to a specific resonant frequency. (True) ,

(False)

2. Why is it ,desirable for tuned RF circuits

to have a relatively high Q?

3. One of the functions of an interstage

transformels to match the
.output resistance of one stage to the

input resistance of
the next stage.

4. In a double tuned transformer circuit,
both the primary and the secondary windings
contain tunable resonant circuits. (True)
(False)

5. What three factors affect the bandpass
characteristics of a double tuned transformer

circuit?

Figure 38-2. Double Tuned
, Transformer Response Curves

Refer to figure 38-2 for questions ,6
through 10.

6. The response curve numbered #1 would

depict what type of coupling?

3

t
7. Optimum coupling would be represented

by curve number

8. Critical coupling would be shown by

curve number

9. 'Curve number 4 represents

10. Select the curve which mould illustrate
the maximum transfer of energy in a double,

tuned transformer circuit.

11..:The characteristics and physical con-
struction of transformers used as coupling
devices at high frequencies are the Mine
as those, used in audio frequencies. (True)
(False)
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CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

D. Turn to Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 6-55 through 6-67. Return to
this page and answer the following questions. ,

1. The transferring of energy from a high
level point back to a low level point in a

system is known as

2. What are the two types of feedback?

.3

3. The type of feedback that opposes the

input signal is known as

4. The type of feedback which aids the input

signal is known as
5

5. Waat type of feedback is used when a
high gain is required from a stage?

O



6. The means by which a circuit is made to
transfer energy in only one direction is

called
..

7. The process of providing degenerative
feedback to cancel the effects of regenerative

feedback is known as

8. Neutralizing components are used

compensate for

to

feedback in transistors.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

E. Turn to Laboratory Exercise 38-1 and
complete all sections velore returning tO
this page. If you have any difficulty, contact
your instructor. The material in this
laboratory exercise is arranged to give you
experience in troubleshooting solid state
narrow band amplifiers. After performing
this exercise return to this page.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE
OR TAKE THE MODULE SELFCHECK.-

LABORATORY EXERCISE 38-1

OBJECTIVES:

1. Given a transistor radio frequency
' amplifier trainer, multimeter and oscillo-
scope, plot the frequency response curve and
determine the bandpass and bandwidth at the
half power points within *10 percent
accuracy.

2. Given a trainer having an inoperative
transistor narrow band amplifier, schematic
diagram, multimeter, and oscilloscope,
determine the faulty compthent two out of

" three times;

Upon completion of this exercise, have
your instructor initial these objectives on
your progress check.

..

EQUIPMENT:

1. Solid State Radio Frequency Amplifier
(Trainer #5971)

2. Solid State Pow(4r Supply {Trainer #4649)

3. Oscilloscope

4. Multimeter

REFERENCES:

Student Text, Chapter 6

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PERSONNEL
AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY RULES AT
ALL TIMES. REMOVE WATCHES AND
RINGS.

PROCEDURES:

1. Analysis of the Trainer

a The RF amplifier trainer schematic is
shown in figure 38-3.

b. The trainer incorporates a variable
resistor (R101) for varying forward bias on
Q101 (gain control).

c. The trainer has a built-in signal gen-
erator with controls for varying the frequency
and the amplitude of the input signal.

. . .4 .

d. The trainer has a switch (S101) for
inserting or removing the emitter bypass
capacitor (C102).

2. . Preparation of Equipment

a. Oscilloscope
Controls

POWER
CH1 Vert. Pos.
CH1 VOLTS/CM
CHOP/ALT
CH1 AC/GND/DC
TRIG SELECT

LEVEL
PULLX1014AG
SEPARATE/

CH1 & CH2
AC/ACF/DC
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Position

ON
Midposition
.5 CAL
ALT
AC,
CH1 +

AUT-0
Push in
SEPARATE

ACF



NOTE: Connect the oscilloscope ground to
the trainer ground.

b. Trainer Controls

FREQUENCY

AMPLITUDE

GAIN

5101

455 kHz (approx)

Fully Clockwise

Fully Clockwise

Right

c. Power Supply to Trainer

(1) Connect power supply to trainer with
power cable.

(2) Set VCC for 8 volts (use mUltimeter
to check TP105 and ground).

3. Activity

a. INSTRUCTION: Preliminary adjust-
manta. Observe the signal at TP106. Adjust
the TIME/CM on the oscilloscope for several
cycles of display.

TP-101 T-70.1

SIGNAL
GENERATOR

AMP13LITUDE
CONTROL

lie

TP 102

b. Adjust the AMPLITUDE CONTROL on
the trainer for a signal display on the
oscilloscope.

c. Adjust the FREQUENCY CONTROL on
the trainer for maximum signal amplitude
on the oscilloscope.

d. Adjust the . GAIN CONTROL' on the
trainer for Maximum signal amplitude on
the oscilloscope.

e. Alternately adjust the FREQUENCY
CONTROL for maximum signal amplitude
and the AMPLITUDE CONTROL for 1 volt
peak to peak Signal. (Use the 0.2 VOLT/CM
setting.)

IF YOU ARE UNABLE TO OBTAIN 1
VOLT PEAK TO PEAK, CALL THE
INSTRUCTOR.

NOTE: DO NOT CHANGE THE SETTING
OF THE AMPLITUDE OR GAIN CONTROL
FOR THE REMAINDER OF THIS
PRACTICAL EXERCISE.

T-102

0
11 .TP-106

OUT

Figure 38-3. Transistor Radio Frequency Amplifier
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i , I
FREQUENCY

111
A44121.,,ITUDO I

- 50 Hz

-_ 40 Hz,

- 30 kHz

- 20 Hz

-10 Hz

1. Hz

+ 10 H4

20

+ 30 7,, -
4. 40 H;

+150 HA
REP4-1404

Figure 38 -4. Record of
Frequency/Amplitude

f. Record the resonant frequency from
the trainer FREQUENCY CONTROL (fr to
the nearest 10 kHz), and -the amplitude from
the oscilloscope in the appropriate place in
figure 38-4.

(1) Using the frequency control adjust-
ment, decrease the frequenCy by 10 kHz.
Record the frequency and amplitude on the
line labeled -10 kHz in figure 38-4.

,(2) Continue to decreaie the frequency
in 10 kHz steps and record the frequency and
amplitude in the appropriate areas of time
3a-4.

(3) Return the frequency control to the
resonant frequency.

(4) Using the frequency control adjust-
ment, increase the frequency by 10 kHz.
Record the frequency and amplitude on the
line labeled +10 kHz in figure 38-4.

(5) Continue to increase the frequency
in 10 kHz steps and record the frequency and
amplitude in the appropriate areas of figure
38-4.

g. Analysis of frequency response curve:

(1) Plot the frequencies and amplitudes
recorded M figure 38-4 on figure 38-5 by
placing a dot at the intersection of the fre-
quency and voltage levels.

6

1.0

0.9

0.8

0.7

AMPLITUDE 0.6
- (VOLTS) 0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2

'0.1

.. .....
A' - eft' 5!

r I I

EMI NMIN11111111111

11.11.1MIN=MEI
FtEP4-1405

Figure 38-5: Frequency
Response.Curve

(2) Draw a connecting line between each
amplitude/frequency value' in figure 38.5.

(3) Mark the half power points on the
frequency response curve (half power points
= .707 x E k).

(4) The frequency at the lower half

-power point = kHz.

(5) The frequency at the upper power

point== kHz.

(6) The bandpass is from

kHz to kHz.

(7) The bandwidth is kHz.

CONFIRM ANSWERS WITH INSTRUCTOR.

It. Return the frequency control to the
resonant frequency.

4. Activity

The remainder of this practical exercise
is devoted to troubleshooting analysis of the
problems inserted within the trainer which

make_AL__inoperative or function-__
abnormally. This laboratory exercise will
provide practice in associating symptoms of
a malfunction to a specific trouble and will
be conducted in the following sequence.
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MEASUREMENT
POINTS

NORMAL
1. OPEN

T-1
PRI.

2. OPEN
T-1
SEC.

3. OPEN
0-1

EMITTER

4. OPEN
0-1

COLL.

S. OPEN
T -2
PRI.

a. Primary Signal
Voltage (Pk-Pk)
TP101 to Ond

b. !lose Signal
Voltage (Pk-Pk)
TP102 to Ond

1
c. Collector Signal

Voltage (Pk-Pk)
TP103 to Ond .

d. Output Signal
Voltage (Pk-P10
TP-106 to Ond

S. 0101 Base Voltage2 TP102 to

I..0011001 Emitter
"tads IVE)
TP104 to Ond

g. 0101 Collector
Voltage (VCI
TP103 to Ond

h. Applied Voltage
(Vce) TPIOS
to Ohl

Figure 38-6. Troubleshooting Summary Chart (Narrow Band Amplifier)

a. The normal voltage and waveshape
measurements <will be taken and recorded
on the troubleshooting summary chart (figure
38-6).

O

b. A known trouble will then be placed
in the trainer, and voltage and waveshape
measurements will be. taken and 'recorded
in the appropriate blocks on figure 38-6:

c. Next you will be questioned to assure
association of the abnormal readings to' the
inserted trouble.

d. This procedure will be repeated for
all five troubles.

e. Call your instructor and he will insert
an unknown trouble in your trainer. You will
then take the same voltage and waveshape
measurements. From their values you should
be able to identify the trouble.

NOTE: Figure 38-7 illustrates the locations
of the switches that simulate the five troubles-
that can be inserted in the trainer.

PROCEDURES FOR MEASURING
VOLTAGE AND WAVESRAPES:

1. Follow procedures used in setting up the
trainer and 'test equipment that you used in
the first section of this laboratory exercise
(pages 4 and '5). 1ilE SURE TO ADJUST
THE Vcc TO 8V AND THE . INPUT
WAVEFORM TO 1V Pit-Pg.. lt is necessary
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to check this adjustment before each set of
measurements. The first step in this part
of the exercise will be to establish what the
NORMAL voltages and waveforms are for
the narrow band amplifier. Follow the pro-
cedure below to measure and record the
values for the circuit. Record the values in
the NORMAL column, figure 38-6, Trouble-
shooting Summary Chart, on page 7.

a. PRIMARY SIGNAL VOLTAGE (TP101
to GND). Measure and record the pkipk
amplitude of the sine wave signal observed
at TP101.

b. BASE SIGNAL VOLTAGE (TP102
to GND). Measure and record the pk/pk
amplitude of the sine wave signal observed
at TP102.

c. COLLECTOR SIGNAL VOLTAGE
(TP103 to GND). Measure and record the
pkipk amplitude of the sine wave signal
observed at TP103.

. d. OUTPUT SIGNAL VOLTAGE (TP106
to GND). Measure and record the plcipk
amplitude of the sine wave at TP106. This
wet set at 1V in preparing for the exercise.
U it is no longer 1V, it should be readjusted
to 1V and the preceding measurements
repeated.

.

e. BASE VOLTAGE (VB) on Q101 (TP102
to GND). Place the meter function switch on
the 20 kivolt position and the range switch
to 2.5. Measure and record the voltage
between TP102 and ground.

f. Emitter voltage on Q101 (TP104 to
GND). Place the meter range switch on 2.5.
Record the voltage between TP104 and GND.

g. Collector voltage on Q101 (TP103' to
GND). Place the Teter range switch on 10.
Record the voltage between TP103 and ground.

h. Applied voltage (V CC). Place the range
switch of the meter on 10. Measure and
record the voltage between TP105 and ground.

8

The trainer has the capability of simulating
five different troubles as indicated at the top
of figure 38-6. These troubles can be
simulated by selecting the proper switch
located in the compartment on the trainer.

The first step will be to insert the trouble
and then measure and record the voltages
and waveforms in the same sequence as was
followed when the measurements were made
for normal circuit operation. The second
step will be to compare these readings with
the normal readings in an effort to establish
an insight to circuit malfunctions.

EXERCISE 1 - OPEN
TRANSFORMER T101 PRIMARY

Insert the trouble "Open Pri. Tl" by
raising the 'switch in the compartment.
Before taking your measurements, adjust the
power supply for 8V. Refer to figure 38-7
for the electrical location of the switch that
simulates the trouble "Open Pri. T1." Note
that the switches are labeled "T1, Ql, and
T2" while on the top panel the Same com-
ponents are labeled "T101, Q101, and T102."
If you have any questions, consult your
instructor.

Follow the procedures for. taking voltage
and waveforms used for obtaining the-
NORMAL measurements. Record your
measurements under "OPEN T1 PRI"- on the
Troubleshooting Summary Chart.

1. What measurement was significantly dif-

ferent from the normal?

2. Why were no other measurements greatly

affected?

EXERCISE 2 - OPEN
TRANSFORMER T101 SECONDARY

Insert the trouble "Open Sec. Ti." FolloW
the procedures used for Exercise 1, and
answer the following questions.

26
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1. Did the voltage at TP102 change

significantly?

Why?

2. Why did the voltage at TP104 reduce to
CI

almost zero?

EXERCISE 3 - OPEN
TRANSISTOR EMITTER Ql

1.1

Insert the trouble "Open E Q1." Follow
the procedures .used for exercise 1 and
answer the following questions.

1. What two measurements are changed
significantly when the emitter is open?

Why?

.EXERCISE 4 - OPEN
TRANSISTOR COLLECTOR Ql

Insert the trouble "Open C Ql." Follow
the procedures used for Exercise I and
answer the following questions.

1. What is the collector voltage measured

at TP103?

2. Why is the collector voltage not zero?

3. What measurements changed greatly

from NORMAL?

Why?

EXERCISE 5 - OPEN
TRANSFORMER PRIMARY T2

Insert the trouble "Open Pri. T2." Follow
the procedures used for Exercise 1 and
answer the following questions.

1. What measurements were appreciably
different from NORMAL measurements?

2. Which of these measurements identifies
the trouble as an open in T2?

Why?

CONFIRM YOUR 'ANSWERS.

MODULE SELF-CHECK

1. Identify the two neutralizing components
in the two. stage RF amplifier shown in
figure 38-8. °

2. Neutralizing components are used to
.cancel what type of feedback in transistors?

.;`,
Rii -

REP4-1330
Figure 38-8. Two -Stage RF Amplifier
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Saws,

......,

3 I
N

+vcc

traps -1329

Figure 38-9. Upilateralized Tuned Amplifier

3. Neutralizing components provide de- 9. Gain in a
generative feedback to compensate for the narrow band amplifier with regenerative
regenerative effect of reactive feedback in feedback.
transistors. (True) (False)

ka,o4
4. Identify the two unilateralization cob- -

-s
ponents in the circuit shown in figure 38-9. 0,

ixsaz
5. Unilateralization. components are used 2
to cancel what type of feedback in an RF WI

0

transistor amplifier?

8. Increasing the load on a narrow band
amplifier results .in an: (. Transformer Response Curves

_a. Increased Q and bandwidth.
co Refer to figure 38-10 for questions 10_ b. Increased Q and decreased bandwidth. through 12.

Decreased Q and increased bandwidth. 10: Select the curve which identifies under-

Figure 38-10. Double Tuned
9

Decreased Q and decreasedbandwidth.
coupling.

'7. When regenerative feedback is used in a
narrow band a mplif le r the stability 11. Select the curve which identifies over-
decreases. (True) (False)

coupling.
8. When regenerative feedback is used in a
narrow band amplifier, distortion 12. Soled the curve which identifies critical

.

coupling.

11
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CONFIFtM YOUR ANSWERS.

ANSWERS TO A:

1. narrower

2. selectivity increases

3. C1 and TI. primary

4. secondary of T1

5. improve selectivity

6. False

7. True

If you missed ANY questions, review the
material before you contb44e.

0

ANSWERS TO B:

1. Cl open

2.. T2 primary open; C5 short; R4 open

3. C4 or T2 primary shorted

4. T1 primary open or shorted; Cl shorted;
T2 secondary open or shorted

5. True

If you missed ANY questions, review the
material before you continue.

ANSWERS ,TO C:

1. True

2. increased selectivity and sensitivity

3. high, low .

4. True

5. a. Primary to secondary. coupling
coefficient -',

b. The Ci of the circuit
c. Mutual indUCtince

6. loose

1. #3

8. #2

9. overcoupling

10. #2 - critical coupling

11. ealse

. If you missed ANY questions, review the
material before you continue.

1,.

ANSWERS TO D:

1. feedback

2. regenerative, degenerative

3. Degenerative

4. regenerative

5. regenerative

6. unilateralization

1. unilateralization or neutralization

8. regenerative

If you missed ANY questions, review the
..rnaterjarbefore you continue.

.N.

ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 1:

I. There was no signal output at TP106 on
the oscilloscope.

2. The open T1 primary prevents the input
signal from reaching the amplifier part of
the circuit, but it does not interrupt DC path.
Near normal measurements are, therefore,
"iia.d at VCC (TP105) and all points on the
tratistor.
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ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 2:

1. The voltage at TP102 actually drops to
zero. When the secondary of T1 is open,
there is no path for current to flow. Normally,
the base current flows from ground, through
R103, through Q101 emitter to base, through
T101 sermdary, through R101 and R102 to
VCC. U any of these components are open,
there will be no current and no voltage at
TP102.

2. With no current flowing there will be no
voltage dropped across R103 and so TP104
will be at ground potential.

ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 3:

1. When the emitter is open, the base
voltage at TP102 increases and the emitter
voltage at TP104 drops to zero. AU of the
voltage will be dropped across the open
emitter, so a point between the emitter and
Vcc will measure high (TP102), and a point
between the emitter and ground will measure
zero (TP104).

ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 4:

1. The collector voltage at TP103 measures
8 volts (Vcc)

2. The current path between the collector
and.Vcc is broken and as no 'current can
flow because of the open collector, the voltage
at TP103 will be maximum.

3. Base and emitter voltages dropped very
low because the main current path through
the collector has been broken.

13
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ANSWERS TO LAB EXERCISE 5:

1. Base, collector, and emitter voltages all
drop.

2. Collector voltage at TP103. This
indicates a break between TP103 and Vcc
The only component in this path is the
primary of T102.

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK:

1. C14, C15

2. regenerative

3. True

4. Ru, Cu

5. regenerative

O. C

7. True

8. increases

9. increases

10. A

11. D

12. B

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT,
REVIEW THE MATERIAL UNTIL YOU
CAN ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS CORL
RECTLY. IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT
YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR FURTHER
INSTRUCTIONS.

.
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SOLID STATE WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS

I. SCOPE. Wideband amplifiers are those which amplify non - sinusoidal signals such as
square, rectangular, sawtooth, and trapezoidal waves. These waves, which are used in tele-
vision and radar equipment, consist of a fundamental frequency with a large number of har-
monics. The wide rams of frequebciik contained in these signals makes it necessary to use
amplifiers with a large bandpass. This 'chapter discusses square wave characteristics and
methods of increasing the bandpass of amplifiers.

OVERVIEW

2. OBJECTIVES. Upon completion of NIL: module, you should lie able to satisfy the foUoWing
objectives:

a. Given a pictorial diagram of a' square wave and a list of statements, select the ones that
identify the parts of the which contain

(1) high frequencies.

(2) low,frequencies.

b. Given a list of statements, select the one which indicates. the purpose of stagger-tuning
amplifier stages:

c. Given a trainer having a solid state widebaed amplifier, a square wave input, schematic
diagram, and oscilloscope, draw the output waveshape indicating areas of low and high.
frequency distortion.

AT THIS POINT, YOU MAY TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.
-

IF YOU DECIDE NOT TO TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK, TURN TO..THE. NEXT
PAGE AND PREVIEW THE LIST OF RESOURCES. DO NOT HESITATE TO CONSULT
YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU H AVE ANY QUESTIONS.

1
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. c,LIST OF RESOURCES

SOLID STATE WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS

To satisfy the objectives of this module, you may choose, according to your training,
experience, and preference, any or all of the following:

READING MATERIALS:

Digest

Adjunct Guide with Student Text

LABORATORY EXERCISE:

Laboratory Exercise 39-1, Solid State Wideband Amplifiers

SELECT ONE OF THE RESOURCES AND BEGIN YOUR STUDY OR TAKE THE MODULE
SELF-CHECK.

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR IF YOU REQUIRE ASSISTANCE.

3
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DIGEST

SOLID STATE WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS

A very important factor in some applications of amplifiers is the ability to amplify non-
sinusoidal signals. These include sawtooth, trapezoidal, and square waves. They consist of
some fundamental frequency plus a large number of harmonics. To faithfully reproduce the
signal, an amplifier must amplify the fundainental and all harmonics equally. This typo of
amplifier is called a wideband or video amplifier. Television or video signals are usually
square or rectangular waves. A square wave consists of a fundamental frequency plus an
infinite number of odd harmonics. This means that an amplifier must be able40 amplify a wide
range of frequencies in order to reproduce a square wave. Figure 1 represents a square wave
and 'shows its different dimensions.

ALTERNATION

ALTERNATION

Pi-- CYCL E

REPO -1254

Figure 1. Square Wave

The vertical leading and trailing edges of the wave contain the high frequencies. The flat
tops and bottoms contain low freq-iencies. The frequency range of a video amplifier (typical
wideband amplifier) must be from about 10 hertz to around 4 megahertz. Two frequency
response limitations must be overcome before a standard amplifier can be used for wideband
amplification. Figure 2 shows the limiting factor of such an amplifier. The low frequency
response is limited by C. The reactance of Cc increases as frequency decreases.

REP/ -1253

Figure ?. RC Coupled Amplifier Showing Capacitive
Effect at High Frequencies

5 C.
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DIGEST

Since Cr is in series, it drops more voltage at low frequencies leaving-le s to be applied
as an inpuf to Q2. High frequency response is limited by the dotted capacitances Co and Ci.
Co represents the output and stray capacitance of QI and Ci is the input capacitance .of Q2.
As frequency increases, the reactance of Co and Ci decrease, causing a loss of gain. at high
frequencies.

There are several ways to increase the frequency response of an amplifier so that it can
process wideband signals successfully. One way is to decrease the size of the collector load
resistor. This decreases the gain overall, but at the same time increases frequency response
at both the high and low end of the band. A method of increasing the low frequency response
is to increase the size of the coupling capacitor. Another way to increase low frequency
response is to add a low' frequency compensating network as shown in figure 3. EF and CF
form a filter network which increases the gain at low frequencies only.

OUTPUT

81.

REP4-1255

0 0

Figure 3. Wideband Amplifier, Low Frequency Compensation

e

At high frequencies, CF is nearly a short and neither it nor RF is in the circuit. However,
at low frequencies, CF is a large reactance. This large reactance is in parallel with RF and
both are in series with RL, which increases the collector load resistance and gain at low
frequencies.

A way to increase high frequency response of an amplifier is through the use of shunt and
series peaking coils. Figure 4 shows how these coils are placed in the circuit. LI (figure 4A)
is in shunt with the signal path and co and forms a parallel resonant circuit with Co and Ci
(CC is a short at highfrequencies). A characteristic of a parallel tank circuit is- high impedance.
Without Li, Co provides a low impedance path to ground. With LI, the parallel tank is a high
impedance and therefore, the gain at high frequencies is increased.

L2 (figure 43) -is a series peaking coil. It is in series with the signal and forms a series
resonant circuit with Ci '(CC is a short at high frequencies). The characteristics of a series
tank circuit are low overall impedance, high current, and high voltage across either reactance.
The series tank causes "a high voltage across Ci at high frequencies, and again, the gain at
these frequencies is increased. Figure 4C shows the use of both series and shunt high fre-
quency compensation.

Figure 5 shows a fully compensated wideband amplifier. Collector loads R4 and R8 are
small to increase overall frequency response. Coupling capacitor Cl, C3, and C5 are large
to increase low frequency response. Low frequency compensating networks R3-C2 and R7-C4
also increase 'low frequency response. Shunt peaking coils LI and L3 and series peaking coils
,L2 and L4 increase high frequency response.

0..
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INPUT ""
s 0

es 4 r"
R.

s

C.

32

OUTPUT

A
SHUNT COMPENSATION

C

SERIES COMPENSATION

Cc

SERIES-SAINT COMPENSATION RSP4-2256

Figure 4. Wideband Amplifier, High Frequency Compensation

Figure 5. Compensated Wideband Amplifier

Gi

7
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DIGEST

Another way to increase the bandwidth of amplifiers is through the use of STAGGER tuning.
In this method, one transformer-coupled RF stage is tuned above the desired center frequency
and one below. The resultant bandwidth is greater than if each stage were tuned to the center
frequency. Figure 6 is a simplified schematic of two stages set up for stagger tuning. The
center frequency is 450 kHz. LI and Cl are tuned to 443 kHz. The output tank (L2-C2) is tuned
to 457 kHz. The resultant bandwidth for both stages is greater than it would be if the tuned
circuits were all tuned to the center frequency.

443kHz 457 kHz
T1P4ED CKT T TUNED CKT 2

L 1O 72

CENTER FREQ = 450 k H z

OUT

REPO -1258

Figure 6. Staggered Pair RF Amplifier (Simplfied Schematic)

In troubleshooting a two-stage, fully compensated wideband amplifier, we will discuss only
those faults which could cause problems with either the low or high frequency gain of the cir-
cuit. The waveshapes shown in figure 7 indicate the results of shorted or opened frequency
compensating components. Use figure 7 in conjunction with figure 5.' Part A shows the square
wave input and part B is the ideal amplified output. The first waveshape in part C is labeled
LOW FREQUENCY LOSS and indicates a lack of gain at low frequencies. R3, R71 C2, or C4
could be shorted. The second wave in part C shows increased gain at high frequencies indicat-
ing C2 or C4 open. The first wave in part D is the result of a shorted peaking coil (LI, L2,
L3, or L4). In many cases, the peaking coils are tunable and can be maladjusted. The results
of maladjuOted peaking coils are shown in the second waveshape in part D.

8
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,-ADJUNCT GUIDE

SOLID STATE WIDE BAND AmpLIFItal.../..

INSTRUCTIONS: /.
/

Study the referenced material as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the questions.

Check your answers against the answers 'attheiciP of the page following the questions.

If you experience any difficulty, contact your instructor.

Turn the page and begin the program.
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

In previous modules your studies were mostly associated with devices dealing with sinus-
'oidal signals, which vary in proportion to the sine of an angle or time function. These signals
were related to certain frequencies which were grouped in a relatively narrow frequency
spectrum and amplified by circuits designed to pass only this narrow ba.::dwidth.

In this module you will be studying circuits with the ability to amplify nonsinusoidal signals
as well. These signals do not vary at a sine wave rate and have a large number of harmonics
such as those generated by timing and sweep circuits. The type of amplifiers used for these
signals are classified as wide band or video amplifiers which must have the capability of
amplifying an extremely wide spectrum of frequencies.

Video amplifiers are commonly associated with electronic systems which present some
type of display such as found in radar and T.V. systems.

A. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V, and read paragraphs 7-1 through 7-19. Re-
turn to this page and answer the following questions.

1. A periodic wave which alternately assumes one of two fixed values, one posi-
tive and ;.le other negative, is the definition for a

2. The sides of a square wave represent the frequencies.

3. The tops and bottoms (flat portions) o" a square wave represent the
.._.___ frequencies.

4. A square wave is composed of a fundamental frequency and an infinite number
of harmonics.

5. What is a typical frequency range for a video amplifier?

8. One me Ins of obtaining a wide bandwidth for a video amplifier is to use a
load resistor.

7. How, is gain affected by using a small load resistor to obtain a wide bandwidth
for a video amplifier?

8. Name two methods used to extend the high frequency portion of a response
curve in a video amplifier?

9. Referring to figure 5, name the high frequency compensating components
associated with Qt.

10. Name the low frequency compensating components associated with (21 in
figure 8.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED PAGE.

12
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

REP4-1259

Figure 8. Compensated Wide Band Amplifier

B. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V, and read paragraphs 7-20 through 7-33.
Return to this page and answer the following questions.

1. Stagger tuning is another method used to increase the
of amplifiers.

2. When stagger tuning two transformer-coupled RF stages, the two circuits are
tuned above and below the frequency.

3. Stagger tuning amplifiers will give a widei.bandwidth than tuning each circuit
to the same frequency.

(TRUE) (FALSE).

1

4. 1What is accomplished by thei use of low frequency compensation networks in
the operation of a wide band a.41plifier? ..

5. What effect does the low fre uenc5i compensation network have on the opera-
tion of a wide band amplifiertat high frequencies?

13
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ADJUNCT GUIDE

ANSWERS TO A:

1. square wave

2. high

3. low

4. odd

5. 10 Hz to 4 MHz

6. small

7. gain is reduced

8. shunt and series compensation

9. LI, L2

10. R3. C2

......

If you missed ANY questions, review the material before you continue.

6. Referring to figure 9, given the input waveform (A) and the normal output wave-
form (B) of a wide band amplifier, what type of problem would be indicated if
wave form C was seen as the output wave shape?

7. Referring to figure 9 and question 6, what type of problem would be indicated
if s aveform D was present at the output?

8. Referring to figure 8 and 9. U waveform D appeared as the output of figure 8,
list. the Components and condition that could cause this malfunction.

9. The presence of waveform F (figure 9) at the output of figure 8 would indicate

10. The presence of waveform E (figure 9) at the output of figure 8 would indicate a
malfunction of which components?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED PAGE.
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B
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OUTPUT
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REP42347

Figure 9. Wieeband Amplifier Waveforms
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ADJUNCT GUIDE
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ANSWERS TO B:

1. bandwidth

2. center

3. TRUE

4. eliminates low frequency distortion

5. no effect

6. low frequency loss

7. high frequency loss

8. shorted Li, L2, L3 or L4.

9. high frequency oveic:mpensation

10. C2 or C4 open

If you missed ANY questions, review the material before you continue.
MI

C. Turn to Laboratory Exercise 39-1 and complete all sections before returning to
this page. If you have any difficulty contact your instructor. This exercise will
enable you to apply the theory of wideband amplifier circuits you have Just studied
by actual performance and observation on an operational circuit. After performing
the laboratory exercise return to this page.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE OR TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 39-1

SOLID STATE WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS

OBJECTIVES: Given a trainer having a solid state wideband amplifier, a square wave input,
schematic diagram, and oscilloscope, draw the output waveshape indicating
areas of low and high frequency distortion.

EQUIPMENT: 1. Video Amplifier Trainer (5648).

2. Oscilloscope (LA-261).

REFERENCE: Student Text, 1/olurne V, Chapter 7.

CAUTION: OBSERVE BOTH PERSONNEL AND EQUIPMENT SAFETY
RULES AT ALL TIMES. REMOVE WATCHES AND RINGS.

PROCEDURES: 1. Analysis of the trainer.

a. The wideband amplifier trainer schematic diagram is shown in figure 10.

b. The trainer incorporates a built-in square wave signal generator, with
switch SI for selecting HI or LO frequency signal inputs.

c. The trainer provides switching arrangements for insertion of high and
low frequency compensating circuits.

17
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 39-1

vcc

C-4

TP-1

TP-2(

R-2

Q-I
R-7

3

Q-2

TP-5

R-10

TP-3 TP-6

REP4-1407

Figure 10. Video Amplifier Trainer

2. Preparation of the equipment:

a. Trainer

CONTROL POSITION

(1) S1 LO

(2) S2 LEFT

(3) S3 RIGHT

(4) S4 UP

(5) S5 RIGHT

(6) 36 RIGHT

b. Oscilloscope to trainer:

(1) Ground oscilloscope to trainer TP6.

(2) Connect A Channel probe to trainer TP1.

(3) Connect B Channel probe to trainer TP2.

(4) Connect oscilloscope trigger input to trainer TP5.

18
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 39-1

Activity:

a. With switch S1 in the LO position, the trainer is set up to function as an uncom-
pensated low frequency wideband amplifier. The following steps will show the
effects of the low frequency compensating circuits on the output signal.

(1) With switch 82 in the left (open) position, observe and draw the waveforms
that appear at TP1 and TP2 on graphs #1 and #2 respectively.

(2) By comparison of the two signals at TP1 and TP 2, what effect does the
coupling capacitor C2 have on the input signal?

(3) Change switch S2 to the right (closed)position. Observe and draw the wave-
form that now appears at TP2 on graph #3.

(a) What effect did closing switch 82 have on the coupling capacitance ?

(b) What effect did this have on capacitive reactance ?

(c) By comparison of the waveforms in graph #3 and #2, what efts ct
would using a large input coupling capacitance have on the low fre-
quency response ?

(4) Remove the trigger input probe from TP5 and connect the B Channel
probe to TP5.

(a) Observe and draw the waveform appearing at TP5 on graph #4.

(b) The slope on the top and bottom of the output signal indicates what
type of distortion?

(c) What is the cause of this type of distortion?

Change switch S5 to the left (open) position. Observe and draw the result-
ing output waveshapes on graph #5. What is the effect on the output signal.
with C3 and R6 added to the circuit?

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR VERIFICATION OF YOUR ANSWERS:

19
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LABORATORY EXERCISE 39-1

(6) Change switch S3 to the left (R4) position. Observe and draw the resulting
output waveform on graph #6.

(a) 'What effect did changing the load resistor from10 k to 5.1 k have
on the output signal frequency response?

(b) What effect did this change have on the output signal gain?

b. Change switch S1 to the HI position. This will allow the trainer to junction as
an uncompensated high frequency amplifier. The following steps will show the
effects of the high frequency compensating circuits on the output signals.

(1) With the B Channel probe connected to TP5, adjust the oscilloscope to
observe two cycles of the signal and draw the output waveform on graph #7.

(2) Change switch S4 to the down (open) position. Observe and draw the result-
ing output aveshape on graph #8.

(a) With Ll added to the circuit, which part of the waveform is affected?

(b) What is the effect on the high frequency response when a shunt peaking
coil is added to the circuit?

(3) Change switch S6 to the left (open) position. Observe and draw the result-
ing output waveform on graph #9.

(a) With L2 added to the circuit, which part of the waveform is affected?

(b) What is the effect on the high frequency response when a series
peaking coil is added to the circuit?

c. Set up the trainer to function as a low frequency, uncompensated, wideband
amplifier.

(1) Using the oscilloscope measure the following:

(a) Input signal voltage (Pk/Pk) -

(b) Output signal voltage (Pk/Pk)

(c) Amplifier gain '-'

MD

CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR VERIFICATION OF YOUR ANS 'VERS.
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QUESTIONS

MODULE SELFCHECK

SOLID STATE WIDEBAND AMPLIFIERS

I

I
.41 1

I (+) 40/ N4
IALTERNATION

A,......a.

(-I
ALTERNATION

i

1-1411--CYCLE--4
I

!

Figure 11. Square Wave

REPO-1408

1. Referring to the square wave in figure 11, what frequency range does that portion of the
wave labeled A represent?

2. The portion of the square wave labeled B in figure 11 represents what frequency range?

3. In figure 12, waveform A and B represent the normal input and output of a wideband ampli-
fier, what would wave form C indicate if it appeared as the output instead of waveform B.

4. Referring to question 3. What would waveform D indicate if it appeared as the output
instead of waveform B.

5. The purpose of stagger tuning amplifier stages is to

a. increase bandwidth

b. increase selectivity

c. increase gain

d. decrease bandwidth

6. In a wideband amplifier what frequencies do the coupling capacitors attenuate ?

7. In a wideband amplifier with high and low frequency compensation circuits, the com-
pensation circuits operate independently of each other. (TRUE) (FALSE)

22 295



MODULE SELF-CHECK

A

B

C

..111 II
IM11

REPO -1409

12

8. In a wideband amplifier, the bandwidth wil' when the load resistor is
decreased.

9. What is the purpose of shunt and series peaking coils in wideband amplifiers?

10. What is the disadvantage of decreasing RL to increase bandwidth in a wideband amplifier?

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS ON THE NEXT EVEN NUMBERED PAGE.

23
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ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS:

1. high frequencies

2. low frequencies

3. low frequency loss

4. high frequency loss

5. A

6. low frequencies

7. TRUE

8. increase

9. high frequency compensation

10. reduced gain

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL OF THE QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT, REVIEW THE MA-
TERIAL OR STUDY ANOTHER RESOUCE UNTIL YOU CAN ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS COR-
RECTLY. IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR FUR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.

25
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Radar Principles Branch ATC GP 3AQR3X020-X
Kees ler Air Force Base, Mississippi KE P-GP-40

October 1975

ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES (MODULAR r-PACE))

MODULE 40

SATURABLE REACTORS AND MAGNETIC AMPLIFIERS

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Cours..!. This Guidance Packag.3 cJatains specific information. including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

Title Page

Overview i
List of Resources 1

Adjunct Guide 1

Module Seif-Check 3

Answers 7

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: Saturable reactors are induc-
tors with special characteristics and are
used in power control devices. Magnetic
ampifiers use saturable reactors and other
components to control power. This chapter
discusses saturable reactor characteristics.
control functions, and their use in magnetic
amplifiers.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module. you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives.

a. Given the drawing of a hysteresis
curve for a saturable reactor, identify the:

(1) Magnetizing force.

(2) Coercive force.

(3) Residual magnetism.

(4) Flux density.

(5) Point of saturation.

b. Given the schematic drawing of a
single winding saturable reactor, AC line
voltage, and saturating point. identify the
output waveforms across the:

(1) Reactor winding.
(2) Load resistor.

c. Given a list of statements and the
schematic diagram of a two winding saturable
reactor circuit. select the statement(s) that
describe(s):

(1) Control winding.
(2) Load winding.
(3) Load resistor.
(4) Control adjustment.
(5) AC line voltage.
(6) Control voltage.
(7) Output waveforms.

d. Using a schematic diagram ands given
set of conditions. develop output waveforms
for an electrically connected magnetic
amplifier.

Supersedes KEP- GP -40, 1 May 1974. Present supplies will be used.
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LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience and preference, any or all of
the following.

READING MATERIALS:

Digest

Adjunct Guide with Student Text V

AUDIOVISUALS:

Television Lesson 30-701, Saturable
Reactors

Television Lesson 30-702, Full Wave
M.ignetic Amplifier

AT THIS POINT, IF YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITH
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SELF-CHECK. IF NOT, SELECT
ONE OF THE RESOURCES AND BEGIN
STUDY. CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR
IF YOU NEED HELP.

ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced material as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

Confirm your answers at the back of this
Guidance Package.

Contact your instructor if you experience
any difficulty.

Begin the program.

In this module you will study amplifier
circuits which handle large amounts of power
and are generally associated with control
functions. These circuits use the principles

1

of saturable reactors and magnetic ampli-
fiers. They are simple, rugged, efficient,
reliable, and capable of providing large
amounts of power.

A. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V,
and read paragraphs 8-I through 8-22.
Return to this page and answer the following
questions.

I. What are the two magnetic variables in
a magnetic circuit?

a.

b.

2. The property which opposes the creation

of magnetic flux within a coil is

3. Core materials used in saturable re-
actors must be capable of producing

values of flux density

with values of magnetizing
force.

4. The ratio which expresses the permea-
bility of any material is referred to as the

5. The magnetizing force required to cancel

residual magnetism is called

6. The ideal hysteresis loop for saturable

reactors is in shape and

very in width.

7. When the core of a reactor is unsaturated

the impedance of the reactor is .

8. At what point of operation of a saturable
reactor is the line voltage impressed across

the load resistor?

301
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9. What effect does increasing the magne- 5. When the core saturates for a longer
ttzing force have on a core that has already period of time, the average currentdelivered

reached saturation?

1 0 . The plotted cycle of magnetization of a

saturable core is called a

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

B. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 8-23 through 8-40. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

1. How is amplifier action obtained in a

saturable reactor circuit"(

Refer to figure 40-1 for questions 2
through 7.

2. Which circuit establishes the time that

core saturation occurs?

3. Control current is increased when the

arm .11 RC is moved toward point .

4. Core saturation occurs faster when the

control current is

co
AC
LINE CIRCUIT
VOLTAGE

LOADCIRCUIT

A B
RC

_:_.- EC

CONTROL

RL LOAD

to the load

6. If the arm of RC moved to position B,
which of the waveshapes would represent
the current delivered to the load?

7. If the arm of RC moved to position A,
which of the waveshapes would represent
the current delivered to the load?

8. The purpose of having a high impedance
control winding in a saturable reactor cir-

cuit is to reduce

9. What is the purpose of using an iron
ct.re choke coil in the control circuit of a

saturable reactor?

10. A magnetic amplifier cannot have more
than two windings. (True) (False)

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE
OR TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK.

A 1..

B - ;

1

C --1
TO

Figure 40-1. Saturable Reactor Circuit and Wuveshapes
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MODULE SELF-CHECK 3. The residual magnetism can be

Refer to figure 40-2 for questions 1

through 5.

B+

B-

Figure 40-2. Hysteresis Loop

1. The magnetizing force required for
saturation during the positive alternation of

represented by

4. Maximum flux density is reached at

levels and

5. Tne initial points of saturation can be

represented by

6. Refer to figure 40-3 and identify the
waveform across RL.

A B_

current can be represented by 7. What waveform would appear across the
reactor in figure 40-3?

2. The coercive force can be represented

by

A. SIMPLE LOAD CIRCUIT

A

Figure 40-3

3
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C.
T3 T1 T2 -1/14

T3

B. VOLTAGE wAVESHAPES
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Use figure 40-4 for questions 8through 14. 11. The control adjustment is:

REP4-1436

Figure 40-4

8. The control winding is:

a. L2.

b. Ll.

c. RI.

d. Rt.

9. The load winding is:

a. LI.

b. L2.

c. RL.

d. RI.

a. RL.

b. EC.

c. LI.

d. RI.

12. The AC line is in:

a. series with the load and Li.

b. series with the load and L2.

c. parallel with the load and L2.

d. series with RI and LI.

13. The control voltage is:

a. AC.

b. DC.

c. pulsating DC.

14. The voltage waveshape delivered to the
load depends on:

a. Tne resistance of the load.

b. The AC voltage presented to the load.

c. The setting of RI.

10. The load is represented by: 15. An amplifier which employs a saturable
reactor as its amplifying device is called a

d. EC.

4

16. In a magnetic amplifier (small) (large)
power changes in the control circuit can
produce (small) (large) power changes in
the load circuit.
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Column A Column B

REP4-1342

(1)

CR1

Aft

11191111111MI

O
4NIO

W4p1/'VI-JW
am

INPUT A.C.

(2)

CR1

OUTPUT

REP4 -1343

(3)

OUTPUT

REP4 -1344

Figure 40-5

17. See figure 40-5 and match the output
waveshapes of column B to the half wave
magnetic amplifier circuits of column A.

5

a.

b.

c.

d.

Refer to figure 40-6 for questions 18

through 21.
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Figure 40-6

,I
I

I
I

18. The circuit is a (half wave) (full wave) 21. Moving the arm of El to point C will
magnetic amplifier. prod ice waveshape (A) (B) (C).

19. With the arm of El at point A the circuit
will produce waveshape (A) (B) (C).

20. Moving the arm of El to point B will
produce waveshape (A) (B) (C).

6

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.
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ANSWERS TO A:

1. a. magnetomotive force (MME)

b. flux (0)

2. reluctance

3. high, low

4. B-H ratio

5. Coercive Force

6. rectangular, narrow

7. high

8. full saturation

9. none

10. hysteresis loop

Mar

rir
U you missed ANY questions, review the

material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK:

1. 0 - B

2. 0 - F, 0-A

3. 0 - D, 0-I

4. CDE & HLT

5. C and if

6. C

If you missed ANY questions, review the 7. 13

material before you continue.
8. b

9. b

ANSWERS TO El: 10. c

1. a small power source controlling alarge 11. d
power source

12. b
2. control circuit

13. b
3. A

14. c
4. increased

5. increased 15. magnetic amplifier

6. A
16. small, large

7. C

8. transformer action 17. (1) c

9. to reduce transformer action (2) a

10. False (3) b

7
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18. full wave

19. A

20. B

21. C

8

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL THE
QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT,
REViEW THE MATERIAL OR STUDY
ANOTHER RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN
ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS COR-
RECTLY. IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT
YOUR INSTRUCTOR FOR FURTHER
INSTRUCTIONS.
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ELECTRONIC PRINCIPLES (MODULAR SELF-PACED)

MODULE 41

SYNCHRO-SERVO SYSTEMS

This Guidance Package is designed to guide you through this module of the Electronic
Principles Course. This Guidance Package contains specific information, including references
to other resources you may study, enabling you to satisfy the learning objectives.

CONTENTS

Title Page

Ov.rview
List of P.Psources
Adjunct Guide
Module Self-Check
Answers

OVERVIEW

1. SCOPE: Synchro-servo systems are
used in control applications. These applica-
tions include antenna control, missile
guidance and tracking, satellite tracking,
gun laying, and automatic pilots. For ex-
ample, small synchro devices used with
amplifiers and motors make up a servo
system to control the movements of a radar
antenna weighing several tons. Here we
discuss the basic operation of a synchro,
servo amplifier, and servo control systems.

2. OBJECTIVES: Upon completion of this
module, you should be able to satisfy the
following objectives.

a. Given a schematic diagram and a
group of statements, select the statement
that describes :he operation of a synchro
system.

b. Given the schematic diagram of a
basic servo amplifier, identify the push-pull

i
i
1

5

10

amplifier, the stabilization components, and
the feedback components.

c. Given a block diagram and a group of
statements, select the statement that de-
scribes the operation of a servo control
system.

LIST OF RESOURCES

To satisfy the objectives of this module,
you may choose, according to your training,
experience and preference, any or all of the
following.

READING MATERIALS:

Digest

Adjunct Guide with Student Text V

Supersedes KEP-GP-41, dated 1 June 1974. Stocks on hand will be used.
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AUDIOVISUAL&

Television Lesson 30-418, introduction to
Servoamplifiers

Television Lesson 30-753, Synchros
Television Les son 30-754, Servo-

mechanisms

AT THIS POINT, 1F YOU FEEL THAT
THROUGH PREVIOUS EXPERIENCE OR
TRAINING YOU ARE FAMILIAR WITS
THIS SUBJECT, YOU MAY TAKE THE
MODULE SELF-CHECK. 1F NOT, SELECT
ONE OF THE RESOURCES AND BEGIN
STUDY. CONSULT YOUR INSTRUCTOR
1F YOU NEED HELP.

ADJUNCT GUIDE

INSTRUCTIONS:

Study the referenced materials as directed.

Return to this guide and answer the
questions.

..... Confirm your answers at the back of this
Guidance Package.

If you experience any difficulty, contact
your instructor.

Begin the program.

In this module you will study synchro-servo
systems which are electromechanical sys-
tems used for transmitting mechanical posi-
tions from one point to another by electrical
signals. In synchro-servo systems the
control signals are generated by mechanical
motion and position, and are related to the
angular position of a shaft. Synchro-servo
systems have a wide range of application.
They are, rugged and reliable but, like any
equipment, will occasionally need repair.

A. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V,
and read paragraphs 9-1 through 9-27.
Return to this page and answer the following
questions.

1

1. What is the main difference between a
synchro system and a servo system?

2. Synchros are devices which use DC
voltages for rotor excitation. (True) (False)

3. Name the two components required to
form a synchro system.

a.

b.

4. A synchro system uses three-phase
voltage. (True) (False)

5. The device used to prevent undesirable
oscillation in a synchro motor is an

6. In a synchro generator,what determines
the phase and amplitude of the voltage
induced in each stator 'winding?

7. What is the spacing between the three
stator coils in a synchro generator?

8. What type of action takes place between
the rotor and stator of a synchro generator?

O. In a synchro system the (rotor) (stator)

is connected to the AC power source.
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10. A 360° rotation of a synchro generator
rotor will cause the voltage in each stator
winding to reach a maximum value (once)
(twice) (three times).

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

B. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V, and
read paragraphs 9-28 through 9-42. Return
to this page and answer the following
questions.

Refer to figure 41-1 for questions 1, 2,
and 3.

REPO -1352

Figure 41-1

1. What is the maximum angular movement
obtainable by the rotor when the variable
tap is moved from position N to position P?

2. When the variable tap is at position N,
what will be the angular position of the rotor?

3. What will be the angular position of the
rotor when the variable tap is moved to
position M?

2

4. In a normal synchro system, what de-
termines the position of the generator rotor?

5. When the rotors of a synchro generator
and motor are not in corresponding positions,
the resulting torque will be exerted on both
rotors. (True) (False)

Refer to figure 41-2 for questions 6 and 7.

6. With the rotors of the generator and
motor in the positions as shown, what will
be the direction of current flow between the
stator windings?

7. If the generator rotor is turned 30°
counterclockwise, the induced voltage will
cause current flow between the stator wind-
ings. List the correct sequence of current
flow between each pair of windings.

8. Maximum torque is produced when the

generator and motor rotors are
degrees apart.

9. Only one synchro motor may be connected
to a synchro generator. (True) (False)

10. What is the main disadvantage of con-
necting too many motors to a single synchro
generator?.,
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3
D

GENERATOR

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

Figure 41-2. 3ynchro System

C. Turn to the Student Text, Volume V,
and read paragraphs 9-43 through 9-60.
Return to this page and answer the following
questions.

1. A servoaraplifier combines what two
functional stages?

a.

b.

2. In a servoamplifier system, the ampli-
tude of the error voltage applied to the

JA:7_
Ci

°)
ERROR
SIGNAL
INPUT

MOTOR
REP4-4362

servomotor will determine the
of rotation of the servomotor.

3. The phase of the error voltage appliedto

the servomotor will determine the
of rotation of the servomotor.

Refer to figure 41-3 for questions 4
through 9.

4. The error voltage applied to control
winding L1 either leads or lags the voltage
applied to reference winding L2 by
degrees.

RI

R2

0201

01...)

RS

R3

RI

TI

R

R7 Q3

4 CR2

RIO

*VCC
20V

r 115 VAC
C6 REFERENCE

Figure 41-3. Servoamplifier

3
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4.

Cl

0)
9 ERROR
.1. SIGNAL
' INPUT

)

2 (-4) 115 VAC
C6-0 REFERENCE

314

Figure 41-3. Servoamplifier

)

REPO -1373

-VEE
-o 20V
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5. What is the purpose of diodes CR1 and

, ---, CR2?

6. What is the phase relation of the error
signals applied to the bases of Q3 and Q4?

7. What type of amplifier would the
combination of Q3 and Q4 be classified as?

8. The circuit composed of Q1 and Q2 is
classified as what type of circuit?

9. When will the output of the differential

amplifier be zero?

115 VAC D

INPUT SHAFT

10. The gain of a servoamplifier should be
the same for starting the motor as it is for
running it. (True) (False)

Use figure 41-4 for questions 11 through 15.

11. The block diagram represents what is

commonly called a system.

12. Turning the input shaft produces Wan
(electrical) (mechanical) signal at the rotor
of the synchro control transformer.

13. The rotor of the control transformer is
mechanically positioned by the (input) (output)
shaft.

14. AC line excitation is applied to the rotors
of both the synchro generator and synchro
motor. (True) (False)

'ANGLE'ANGLE
i

I

I TO ROTOR

SYNCHRO
GENERATOR

FROM
STATOR

r
1

i

SERVO- COIL;
AMPLIFIER A

L-

ERROR
VOLTAGE

SYNCHRO
11" CONTROL

TRANSFORMER

1 PHASE
SHIFTER

I
OUTPUT SHAFT

1 -ow
i

a
2-PHASE

INDUCTION
SERVOMOTOR

.11, .11, .1101111. .,,10

Figure 41-4
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15. The angular difference between the input
and output shafts (determines) (is determined
by) the signal on coil A.

2. In the system shown, an inertial damper:

.a Controls the speed of the motor.

Prevents oscillations of the motor.
CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.

._c. Maintains alignment of the stators.

YOU MAY STUDY ANOTHER RESOURCE mil. Prevents reverse torque of the
OR TAKE THE MODULE SELF-CHECK. generator.

MODULE SELF-CHECK

1. Select the statement that describes the
operation of a synchro.

_a. Inductive devices are capable of con-
verting angular inputs to electrical outputs
or electrical inputs to angular outputs.

3. There is no torque on the motor because:

a. There are no rotor currents.

Rotor currents are out of phase.

Stator currents are in phase.

_d. There are no stator currents.

_b. A synchro is a three-phase low torque
device. 4. If the generator rotor is turned slightly

clockwise, the voltages at points:
_c. Synchro systems include a power
amplifier. a. A, E, and D would decrease.

--cl. Synchros can change low torque inputs b. A and E would increase and D would
into high torque outputs. decrease.

c. A and E would decrease and D would
increase.

Refer to figure 41-5 for questions 2, 3,
and 4. d. A, E, and D would increase.

3D

GENERATOR

Figure 41-5 31 7

6

MOTOR

REPO -1361
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GENERATOR

52

0° Difference in Rotors

MOTOR

REPO -4361

0.2A 52

45V

0 45V SI 13
0.7SA .

26V

II

0.55A
wmill.

30° Difference in Rotors

52V

NI

R2

26V
53 no 51

Figure 41-6. Synchro System

REPO -2 362

5. The stator voltages indicated in figure --c. Motor clockwise and generator
41-6A are: counterclockwise.

_a. Steady DC.

_b. Pulsating DC.

--c Peak AC.

_d. Effective AC.

_d. Motor counterclockwise and generator
clockwise.

7. A limiting factor of a basic synchro
system is:

a. Each motor requires a separate
generator.

6. The direction(s) of the torque exerted in
figure 4I-6B with the conditions indicated ..b. The requirement for three-phase
is/are: power.

__a. Motor and generator clockwise. _c. The maximum torque capability.

_b. Motor and generator counterclockwise. _d. Generators require external inputs.

7
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Cl

°-)
4? ERROR

1 SIGNAL
INPUT

Figure 41 -1. Servoamplifier

CS

LT (-C) 115 VAC
C6 REFERENCE

-VE E0 20V

REPS -1373

Refer to figure 41-7 for questions 8, --b. Ql, Q2, and the primary of Ti.
9, and 10.

Ql and Q3.

8. The feedback components for the figure --d. Q2 and Q4.

are:

a. R1 and R2.

_b. R11 and C4.

_c. R8 and R4.

R10 and C5.

9. The push-pull amplifier in the figure
consists of:

10. The stabilization components for Q3 and
Q4 are:

--a. R5 and R6.

C2 and C4.

--c. CR1 and CR2.

____d. C5 and C6.

Refer to figure 41-8 for questions 11
a. Q3, Q4, and the secondaries of Tl. through 15.

8 31



II S VAC 0

INPUT SHAFT

, INPUT
'ANGLE

I

I TO ROTOR

SYNCHRO
GENERATOR

FROM
STATOR

PHASE
SHIFTER

I

r !

AMPLIFIER A 1

SERVO- COIL ii
0

1

I._ - - _1
2-PHASE

INDUCTION
SERVOMOTOR

E
VOLTAGE

TRANSFORMER
II' CONTROL

TRANSFORMER

INk. ..II 11.0

Figure 41-8. Servomechanism

11. Select the statement that describes the
operation of a servo system.

_a. A servo system utilizes synchro
devices only.

_b. Servo systems produce error signals
at all times.

_c. Systems using synchros produce
errors which are amplified and drive motors.

_d. The rotors of the synchro devices
are connected to the same 115 VAC source.

9

.110111.

OUTPUT SHAFT

I

1

1

I

1

_1

REPO -2374

56 i

12. The voltages on coils A and B of the
servomotor are:

_a. In phase.

90° out of phase.

180° out of phase.

_d. Determined by shaft alignment.

13. When the shafts are aligned, the control
transformer has no:

320

Electrical input.

Mechanical input.

Electrical output.

Input or output.



14. The generator stators are connected to 15. The control transformer rotor is elec-
the: tricaily connected to the

a. Control transformer stators.

_b. Induction motor stators.

.._c. Input shaft.

_d. Output shaft.

10

Output shaft.

b. Induction motor.

Servoamplifier input.

Servoamplifier output.

CONFIRM YOUR ANSWERS.
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"V.

ANSWERS TO A: ANSWERS TO C:

1. The amount of torque each system is 1. a. Error amplifier
capable of supplying. Small in synchro, b. Power amplifier
large in servo.

2. False

3. a. Synchro generator
b. Synchro motor

4. False

5. Interial damper

6. Angular position of the rotor

7. 120°

8. Transformer action

9. Rotor

10. Twice

If you missed ANY questions, review the
material before you continue.

i ANSWERS TO B:

1. 60°

2. 60°

3. 30°

4. An external mechanical device

5. True

6. No current flow

7. A to B, C to D, E to F

8. 105°

9. False

10. Reduced accuracy of entire system

2. Speed

3. Direction

4. 90°

5. Temperature stability

6. 180°

7. Push-pull power amplifier

8. Differential amplifier

9. When no error signal is generated

10. True

11. Servo

12. Electrical

13. Output

14. False

15. Determines

If you missed ANY questions, review the
material before you continue.

ANSWERS TO MODULE SELF-CHECK:

1. a

2. b

3. d

4. c

5. d

6. d

If you missed ANY questions, review the 7. c
material before you continue.

8. b

11
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9. a

10. c

11. c

12. b

13. c

14. a

15. c

12

HAVE YOU ANSWERED ALL THE

QUESTIONS CORRECTLY? IF NOT,

REVIEW THE MATERIAL OR STUDY

ANOTHER RESOURCE UNTIL YOU CAN

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS CORRECTLY.

IF YOU HAVE, CONSULT YOUR IN-

STRUCTOR FOR FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS.
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